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FOREWORD. 

On no Secretary of State for India h'as fallen 
~till now so critical a. responsibility or so fascinating 
I . 
a task as has at the present hour devolved upon 
IMr. E. S. 1\-Iontagu. He is still on this side of 
I forty,. having been horn in 1879. Of a virile stock, 
·he represents the robust and self-reliant side_ of
British character, which knows its. mind, is . cons
!cious of what is expected in the highest interests· ot: 
I 

·.the natiGn and is prepared to face the real issues 
' that ea.ll for a decisive attitude. Within a remark
. ably brief period of.ll years, Mr. Montagu has as a 
T matter of course taken his place in the front rank of " 
1
.British J;Jarliamentarians.. Representing one of the 
most intellectual parts of the United Kingdom in the 

· House of Commons, he has been, if I may say so, a 
\wide-awake student of. world's affairs, retaining a 
' quickness of grasp and an instinctive liberalism of 
mind which we generally associate with purely 

; intellectual pursuits. There is not much of romance 
in him as in the case of Mr. ChurchilLwho is five years 
older than Mr. Montagu but is likely to continue for 

.. some years yet the favoured youth of Great Britain. 
l'Ir. Montagu is a man of facts, of details, of 
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routin~ even. One might say he would h~ve succeed
ed as a watchmaker quite as well as a politician and 
yet he is one of · those who never fo~get the 
mainsprings of human motive and action in handling 

·statistical details and attending to the requirements. 
of official technique. It is this readiness to enter 
into details without withdrawing himself froin an 
incessant regard to the principles underlying them 
that must have constituted the secret of his Parlia~ 
mentary success and made. him so ·valuable a 
lieutenant to one of the greatest of Parliamentary 
chiefs, Mr .. Asquith. 

He entered Parliament as one of the represen
tatives of Cambridgeshire when be was twenty-seven 
and at a time when the Liberalism 6£ Great Britain, 
bursting open the Conservative embankment _which 
was losing its cementing principles, filled the country 

··with a great wave of democratic victory. It was 
just then also -that ~r. John Morley, in his 
68th. vear, staked ,his high reputation in accept
ing the untying ~f the tangled skein which 
Lord Curzon had made of Indian affairs during a 
Viceregal term of about 7 years of unhampered au
t()cracy, barring the single incident with Lord' 
Kitcbener. Mr. Montagu as Parliamentary Secre
tary to Mr. Asquith awaited his oppoutunities of 
greater individual responsibility, as he was witnes
sing the rush of Liberal 'Parliamentary programme 
~n the .. one hand, and the efforts Mr .. Morley was 
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making ·in· defending an 'amazing.·:negationof. the 
very rudimentary principles of Liberalism · on. the ; 
other. From 1906 to 1908, until he sought the'.im-:-· 
munity of the House of Lords, the saint of tadicalisl;Yl;:~. 
had to play the part of the 1l.pqlogist of .. executive.' 
despotism; without any convincing reason fo~ his' 
attitude, taking shelter in a Papal spirit of finality. He. 
started in 1906 with the late Rt. Hoil .. John. Ellis as 
his Under Secretary with a cloudless sky over him, the 
anti-partition agitation 'still hoping for imm.ediate 
redress at his hands, and .a phalanx of stalwart. · 
Liberals. of unimpeachable Indian experience stand-:· 
ing behind him in support of a policy of.rescission~ 
Mr. Ellis, only three . years. younger in age to Mr. 
Morley, belonged to the old generation .. of upright.1 
politicians of the Society of Jrriends and could· not 
understand the .strange feat of looking upon 
admitted blunders · :a.s settled facts. Re was. 
too . old .to be yoked . to such. a poli9y e:ven in 
. conjunction with an older man • and that of the 
classic reputation of Mr. Morley. Had· they pulfed 
together from 1906 to the closing days of Mr. Ellis, 
the fate of India would.have been cast in a differ
rent mould from the one that took form and shape 
between 1906 and 1911. However, the place resigned 
by Mr. Ellis had to be occupied by ·two other 
members of the House of Commons during the next 
two years .Mr. Morley continued in the Commons, 
So long as !Iii:. Morley. was. in th'e Lowei!·.House~· 
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;as he was making himself answerable in the 
House of Commons to the direction of .his chief. 

From February 1910 to February 1914, until 
his appointment as Financial Secretary to the 
Treasury, he got into intimate touch with the, 
affairs of India with a. growing sense of confidence ' 
in regard to what India required in internal 
reforms and a ·purified system , of political and 
administrative control in England. ~ In reading 
his Parliamentary speeches between these years the 
.critical Indian 'reader will have to bear in mind that 
from 1910 to the end of 1911 he ·had to stand by 
the declared pelicy of Lord Morley and that he 
had yet to acquire a close acquaintance with India 
.as will justify the assumption of any individual res
.ponsibility .in regard to the critical topics of the 
period. With the Royal visit to India during the 
•closing fortnight of 1911 and the beginning of 1912, 
commenced a new en throwing into the oblivion 
<>f the past the egregious blunders of distrust and 
·division which the amateur statecraft of Lord 
·Curzon had produced in copious abundance. Mr: 
Montagu not satisfied with a knowledge of Indian 
.questions .from blue books and the wardens 
-of the bureaucratiil system in the India Office 
made up his mind to visit India on that historic 
-occasion and to complete his equipment by a personal 
study on the spot of the main features of Indian 
Government. The task of Lord Crewe and ·Mr. 
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Montagu became easier from'l912 onward: In 1914 
he 'found he could leave the Under Secretaryship· 
without any disadvantage to India if his services were 
r'equir~d elsewhere. In February he left it and in 
August broke out the War. 

Lord Crewe had ample experience and insight,. 
and as 1Lord Ha.rdinge was in India, there was.: 
no need~ fo~ anxiety of any kind and no need 
either to think of Mr. Montagu in connection 
with, India. But the progress of the War neces· 
sitated the formation of a United Cabinet, represent··' 
ing a United Party without Parliamentary 
Oppositio~. The offices had to be redistributed in a 
way tha~ the Cabinet might contain representatives 
of the Leading Parties. Earl Crewe and Mr. Roberts. 
had to give place to Mr. Austen Chamb~rlain 
and· Lord Islington respectively. Although it 
was a Coalition Cabinet, in the distribution of 
places India had to' be allotted to a Conservative 
politician, rather, an office of the first rank had t(} 
be allotted to a leading member of the Conservative 
Party, and ·Mr. Austen Chamberlain became 
~ecretiny for India, Mr. Chamberlain's succession to. 
the India Office ·was not a matter that could have 
made Rt vital difference from May 1914 to Aprill916, 
because of Lord Hardinge's presence in India as 
Viceroy. The Master Charmer of the loyalty of 
Indians, England owes. to' Lord Hardinge what it 
owes only to three other of her greatest of Empire.: 
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builders, Lord· Cli~e,· the Marquess ·of/Wellesley, .. 
~nd Lord CanJ?.ing.' .His departure from #India·· 
little over · an· year ago 'threw·. Indian affairs 
i~to .comparatively inexperienced hands and ~he 
control that should have belonged t6 them' passed 
into the hands of the permanent Buteaucracy .. The· 
inevitable results of a policy of repression followed 
at a time of unprecedented political and natiorial

1 

upheavals· in Modern History! '.It is· hard to say
what would have been the fate o£ India if 'the Meso·· 
potamian Failure had not come as a timeiy saviour· 
of the situation to pass the control of )nd~a · from 
Mr. Chamberlain who knew littleof India, knew less. 
of its budget of troubles in· the immediate past, 
and knew least of all of the' character and tradi-, 
tions and of the tenacious love of vested· interests .. 
of the Indian Bureaucracy. But if that control~ 

had t<i' pass from Mr. Chamberlain to somebody 
else as a matter of party consideration and not • 

· of personal fitnesss at a critical moment the change·· 
would have been of no use. Mr. Lloyd George·, 
deserves the gratitude of the ·Empire for passing 
it on into the hands of Mr. Montagu.. Young as he·· 
may be considered to be, he has his feet mi no slip·· 
pery ground, having been equipped for his task by 
study, personal knowledge and the spirit of. Lord' 
Morley's "individual responsibility" which he· 
has imbibed fully · to the benefit 6f the vast 
millions of this country. The bombastic pretensions. 
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"of ex-pro C~nsuls which when pricked will disclose 
what _ sorry bubbles of misapprehension and 
ignorance they ,are will not intimidate him. Nor 
"could the threats of a press, which has been habi· 
tually the pampered child of Indian authorities· 
,and the members of which are decoratid at their 
rec0m.mendation, but none of whom have been 
brought under the· opeJ,"ation of the punitive 

·previsions. of the common laws of the country in 
-spite of gross slander in which some of them have 
indulged . against the fountain head of govern· 
mental authority in India, ever thwart him from 
pursuing a policy of straight service t9 his fellow· 
~subjects of the· Crown in a country but for 
whose inclusion 1;1nder the British flag, British 
Empire will be a healthy shrub, but not the 
magnificent banyan tree which can shelter all 

·_the component divisions of an army marching 
·to victory. H,e cam:~.ot. be diverted from hio duty 
·to such a l~nd by a handful of frantic, ill-balanc
.. ed and opprobrious critics. 

Few can eyer have the opportunity of national 
::and imperial service that has fallen to him now. He 
has shewn by his mettle that he will not lag behind 

. it. The speeches contained in this volume bear ample 
·evidence of that mettle. Differences of view will 
.arise as one goes through them. But they are 
differences that in no way detract from the estimate 

·Of the man as w~ have formed here. His latest 
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speech, delivered just before he put ori the 'harness of' 
the India Office, shews that the man has come with 
the' hour. That speech is bound to take its place, 
among ·those delivered on momentous occasions. 
without expectation of what was to come but with 

· a presentiment of the national duty that awaits an 
individual. Hardly · had the echo of his words. 
ceased to be heard, they almost seem to have recoiled 
on him to put him to a positive test. 

Burke himself equid not have impeached with· 
. greater directness·or warmer conviction Engl,and's. 
neglect of Indian Government. Burke's was a 
labour of love for an India that knew him not; his. 
was a task for generations of Indians to whom 
his name was to become an invaluable heritage and 
a 'monument of British' sense of justice. Had he· 
not been animated by a sub-conscious responsi
bility for an India that was yet ~o come to know 
him he would have considered his gigantic task 
an eph~meral undertaking. · · 

To-day, on the other hand, Mr. Montagu's. 
responsibility to India is one of which not only he 
but his fellow-citizens in India as well are equally 
·and fully conscious. To-day India repeats word fol" 
word Mr. Montagu's speech on the Mesopotamian· 
muddle. To-day Indians know what Burke's 

I . 
contemporaries in India never. knew-how 
courageous Briti~h sincerity can brush aside· the 
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. 1meshes woven by sectional self-interest. Mr . 
. Montagu has now· become the hope of India, as 
.Burke would have become, if Indians could the,n 
.have followed his labours on their behalf. 

Equally great and talented friends of India 
-with Mr. M ontagu England has produced. But they 
·had no mission, such as Burk~ took upon himself or 
'has now fallen to Mr. Montagu. In Mr. Montagu's 
-case, unlike as in the case of Burke, it is coupled 
with powet to accomplish it.. Mr. Montagu would 
.almost seem to have in fact a commission to effect 
what he unfolded in the course of that _illuminating 
.and masterly speech. 

If even he should fail India after all, there can 
be no greater misfortune we can think of to England 
-and India. So pessimistic a supposition we refuse 
· to entertain ·after the magnificent 'proof he has 
-given of his courage in handling the question of 
internments-for 'which there seems to be no god· 
father now as in the case of the Partition when it 
.had to be a,nnulled and Lord Curzon himself had 
to admit that conditions had changed. Mr. Montagu 
.has now to make, .if ·not the reputation of his life
time, a great and memorable part of. it. Aliens to 
.him in race and religion, but one with him in 
·.devotion. to British Sovereignty and to Imperial 

' .Solidarity, the educated classes of Indi~, who after 
.all is said and done are more to and ib this count~y 

• • ' l / 
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·.than people who look upon it as a field for earning 
pay, profit and annuity, regard his coming to India 
.as a part of the fulfilment of. Providence for the 
good of the Empire. So sincere and spontaneous 
.a faith, so solemn and sanctifiyd an expectation will 
not go in vain if Mr. Montagu will prove true to his 
.convictions as expressed in his own ~ords; In this 
faith this volume of speeches so,timely brought out 
by a leading and patriotic firm of publishers, is placed 
in the hands of the public with a Foreword the main 
-object of which has been to present to the reader a 
very brief, fair and true though humble sketch of 
the gifted author's public career almost from its 
-commencement as Parliamentary Secretary to 
Mr. Asquith. I should be wanting in duty if I did 
not add that this Foreword would have been im• 
possible but for the he~J.rty and able co-operation 
<>f iny friend 'K. Vyasa. Rao with his clear and 
up-to-date knowledge of Indian politics acquired 
not only by a. diligent study here in India, 
but also in England during his stay there and 
through actual contact with British political life. 
His forthcoming work, The Future Government 
<>f India, to be published by Messrs. Macmillan & Co. 
will furnish an independent contribution to the 
solution of the great problems which will have to 
be grappled with in the immediate future by Mr. 
Montagu among others. There can be :n·o doubt 
that Mr. Montagu has understood India aright; the 
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supreme question now is whether after cogent and! 
courageous consideration he is not to act in the· 
light of that understanding,. 

BEACH HousE, ) 
MYLAPOREr: MADARS. 

27th Sept. ,1917. 
S. SUBRAM~NIEM. 
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I 

THE INDIAN .BUDGET-1910. 
On the motion to go into Committee on the 

East India Revenue Accounts, 
MR. MoNTAGU said : . This motion would not 

sound to a stranger to our proceedings as a highly 
controversial one, but the discussion which wiU 
arise upon it is rather inaccurately known as the 
Debate on ·the Indian Budget, . and. it gives the 
House an· opportunity, somehow markedly inade-

. quate-(hear, hear)-for a review of the whole 
circumstances of Indian Government an,d condi
tions. In the very large draft which I shall have 
to make upon the patience of hon. members, t trust 
they will make all allowance for certain obvious 
disadvantages under which l labour. My noble 
friend, Lord Morley, has no\Y been Secretary of 
State for five years. It was only during the first 
two of them'. that he was able to make his own 
annual statement in the House, and for the last two 
Jears and on this occasion· . the House has to listen 
to what I believe it will agree is a story of con
spicuously successful administration from different 
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spokesmen, each one of whom.-and I hope I shall 
not be guilty of .. any· disrespect to my predecessors 
when I say it-bas felt the almost insuperable 
difficulty of. adequately representing not only a. 
great administrator, but so gifted and individual a 
personalityas Lord Morley of Blackburn. (Hear, 
bear:) Concerning my own predecessor (Master of 
Elibank) I can 'only say that I regret, and never 
more than at this moment, the fact that he has 
been translated from the India Office, within those. 
gifts of lucidly expounding any case he hag to 
.defend, and has gone to another sphere of action. 

FOREIGN AFFAiiS . 

• I do not think it is necessary for me to say 
much this year about the foreign affairs of India. 
The North-West Frontier has been in a peaceful 
and undisturbed condition during the year that has 
just closed.' There have been a few small raids 

·which. are the ordinary ·.features of frontier life. 
The Amir of Afghanistan has appointed Afghan 
representatives to the Joint Commission which has 
been. appointed to consider with a view to settle
ment various boundary disputes and claims of many 
')rears'. standing. The Commission met for the 
first time last month,· and the attitude of the 
Afghan representative was such that I do not think 
it is too sanguine to' expect that the Commission 

'2 
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·will !~oon he, able, to .. arrive _.at'; a .:.satistaet~ry 
cSettlement. \On the North~East Frontier the ehlef. 
-events of the. year have b~eri ·.the ~~rtcltision·of ·~ 
new t~eaty with the· Bhutan and. the flight of the 
.Dalai LaiD;a·frorn ·';1%~t. ''With :~egardto th~ t~e.aty'_ 
with Bhutan the effectis to give Great Britai~''qori~ 
·trol over the foreign relations o.f tM State: It·tr{ay 
be taken as an iridi~~ti'on of the firn:l'det~rtnin~tioti 
.of His· Majesty's ·. Governmept in.' ~o circfimstances 

• .to allow,foreigri intederende in: .the frontier State~ 
.of· N epaul, Sikkim, ·and· Bhutan::_~ . determination 
which I am glad td be able to say. rs fully shared by 
·the rulers of those States themselves/·. The f:l1ght_of 
the Dalai Lama from Lhassa was; d~e to. th~ · de·s~ 
patch to that city of Chinese. troops. Il:on. members'· 
will find a' complete,account of the events in the 
Blue Book on Tibetan affairs ·wbi.ch has ;just' b~en· 
presented· to. th&-Holise .. His Majesty's Government' 
have found nothing in, them ter necessitate :a depar~ 
ture from their policy and the policy of their. prede~' 
{lessors of nol).~interfere~c~ in the internal af:(airs of 
Ttbet,. or, with the domestic· relations between 'r~bet 
.and China,' but they have made it clear· to China 
that they will require a st~ict conformity 'with. the 
provisions of the -i\nglo-TI.betan Convention of '1904 
and with the Anglo-Chinese Convention of 1906, and 
they have no reason to doubt the good faith of the 
assurances which have be~n repeived from the 

.3 
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Chinese Government: The reason for the despatch 
of troops to Lhassa was to maintn,in order in that• 
city and at the trade marks. 

THE AGRICULTURAL·· OUTLOOK. 

Then, coming to internal affairs, I am not in 
the position of my predecessor, who d~scribed India· 
in March, 1909, as still under the effeds of famine
and distress. The autumn rains of 1909 were· 
eminently satisfactory, and the autumn harvest has. 
been followed by an equally fine spring harvest. 
Almost all the crops have been exceptionally produc
tive. The cotton crop gathered in the winter ~onths. 
of 1909 was one of the best on record. The 
estimated yield is 4,500,000 bales, being an increase: 

\of 22 per cent. on the yield of the previous year .. 
·The rice crop has been equally good. In the province
of BeBgal, where rice is the staple article of.food~ 
the yield is put at 78 per cent, better than that of 

· the previous year, and 47 per cent. better than the
average for the previous five· years. The wheat 
crop of 1910 now coming into the market is one of 
the best of recent years. In 1908 the yield was. 
6,000,000 tons. In 1909 it was 7,600,000 tons. This. 
year the final estimate is no less than 9,500,000· 
tons. The agricultural prosperity of India may. 
thus be said to be completely re-established, ana 
it immediatelf begins to have an effect on the. 

4 
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increase of exports an<Lof imports, and a dilllinution · 
{)f prices of the 1COlllmoner food grain~. The export 
.trade has increased from £100,000,000 sterling in 
1908-·9 to £123,000,000 sterling in l 909-lO. Should 
wpeat ~nd seeds continue to be exported thro~gh, 
the autumn and ~inter nionths to the extent 
:anticipated, the export trade o£·1910-11. will be ov 
:a very large scale indeed: · · · 

·TRADE PROSPE'-JTS. _ . , 

Of course, the import tra-de has been slower to 
move because there was .. a · great accumulatio:n of 
:Stocks, and the slump o£1908 was so severe that . 
recovery cannot be expected very quickly. In 
1909-10 the imports fell from £86,000,000 · ta 
£82,000,000, but in the closing months of the year 
there W8.S a considerable . upward movement. The . 
third sign of improvement; the fall in general prices, · 
4s in some. degree of great importance to large portions 
-of the population of India, particularly those whb · 
dwell in towns, and . is the most gratifying sign of 
improvement, when we recollect that the common 
food grains are 20 per cent. cheaper now than they · · 
were a ye,ar ago. But, of cJurse, it lllust net be · 
.forgotten that the agriculturists of India have bene
Jited very largely by the increase in prices of wh(l!t · 
they have' sold, while the land re~enue'and other 
taxes have remained stationary. Twe~ty yea.rs ago 

5 
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it took 40Th. of wheat to pay the land revenue on· 
an acre of land in the Punjab ; now it takes only 
29Th., and meanwhile the average sale price has 
risen from 38 to 98 rupees in the Punjab. It is a. 
much higher figure in the irrigated provinces. 

PLAGUE AND MALARIA. 

This picture that we have· been able to sketch 
of a practically wholly agricultural community is a 
very satisfying one, · but I have got something 
rather less optimistic to say upon two subjects. 
which have always got to be mentioned in Debates 
on Indian affairs-they are the plague and the· 

. malaria. Last year my predecessor was able to. 
say that the plague was decreasing, that it had 
shown decreasing virulence in 1908 and 1909. 
Experts thought that the worst had been seen of this. 
disease before 1906, which had shown the biggest 
rate of disappearance· of its great virulence. The, 
mortality in that year dropped from 1,000,000 t(}. 
157,000 .. 'In 1907 it rose again to 1,200,000. In 
1~08 it. decreased to 156,000, and in 1909 the 
mortality was only 17 5,000. But this year it has.. 
:flared up once more, and to the end of June the 
mortality was· 37 4;000, andr as· in former years, th~ 
death-rate has been most severely felt in the United 
Provinces 'and the !'unjab. It is a local disease in. 
the sense that it seems always to recur i~ particular· 

;6 
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provinces. and in p~rticuiar · districts· of particular 
provinces. But on the other hand scientific evidence
all seems to show that it is unconnected with any 
peculiarities' o.f locai ··circumstances such as. drains, 
and is wholly unconnected with .the comparative
wealth or poverty of the· inhabitants. The exter
mination of rats and fleas, thepreventioi:t of their 
importation from an infected· district to a district 
not infected seems to be now agreed as the essential 
way of tackling the disease. Inoculation, and the 
temporary evacuation of infected premises are used 
as subsidiary measures. Although the statistics are 
not hopeful, it is s~tisfactory to think. that the 
population of India are getting more ja:1d more to 
realise the necessity for co-operating in the adminis~ 
tration of laws for enforcing remedi~t' measures and 
carrying on the continual war which the Govern
rueut of India have undertaken against the ravages 
of the plague. But I may point out that in British 
India with a population of 230,000,000 the death 
rate annually is 8,000,000, so that in all the ·ye:!.r . 
the contribution which the plague makes to the 
death rate is a very small one. Malaria is far more 
important to the population of India at large, .and it 
is very difficult to gauge accurat~ly the ravages of 
this disease, because the death returns under. the 
heading "Fevers" in India are not very scientific~ 
but, of course, in regions where malaria is active 

7 
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the death-rate under the heading " Fevers" in 
British India shows its activity. In 1908, when 
malaria was very severe in Upper India, the death 
rate from fever rose from 4,500,000 to 5,424,000 or 
an increase of 900,000, which may roughly be set 
down to the ravages of this disease. The causes 
which bring about epidemics are obscure. · They 
seem to be connected with excessive rainfall that 
floods country and increases the facilities for the 
breeding of the infecting mosquito. In October, 
1909, a Committee was convened by the Viceroy at 
Simla, a~d the results of this Conference are such 
that when they are adopted we may hope for a very 
profitable .and satisfactory effect. In the towns site 
improvements may be made that will have the effect 
of limiting the breeding places of the mosquito. I 

'fear that we must still have resort to active mea
sures such as the distribution of quinine, which has 
always been provided by means of plantation as 
widely and cheaply, as possible, though·· since the 
Conference the production of quinine has been still 
more facilitated, and its distribution at a still 
.cheaper price as widely as possible is being helped 
-and by grants in aid of various municipal bodies 
for drainage and improvement of sites, while at the 
same time remedies are being attempted in the , 
towns where the malarial mosquito abounds and 
breeds. 

8 
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INDIA'S FINANCIAL POSITION. 
, I 

So much :for ·a general view of. the material 
conditions of the people of India: 'up to now I have 
dealt with matters affecting the condition of large 
D)asses .of the population of India, but, as .the subject 
()f this Debate is, officially at least, the accounts 
.and estimates of the. Government of India, it is my 
duty to say something of the financial position of the 
Government of India in 1909-10 and 1910-11. I 
shall endeavour not to weary the House .with ~n 
unnecessary display of figures. .:1 have so much to 
.say; and I recognise so clearly that the longer I 
take to say it the less time there is for members of 
the House to say what they· want to say, that I pro
pose to de~l very briefly with the financial statement 
for the year. .The Blue Books which have been 
laid before the House on the subject contain a full 
aecoU:nt of it, and for the first time this year they 
contain, in addition to the financial statement of the 

' financial member of the Vicer~y's Council; and the 
ordinary tabular statement, the very ins~ructive. 

debates in the Viceroy's enlarged Council, and I 
would recommend to all students of Indian affairs a . 
perusal of these books. They will find them of 
exceptional and absorbing interest. At the begin
ning of the year 1910-11 the chief topic of interest 
is how far the results of the past year actually 
coincide with the Budget Estimate ·of March, 1909. 

I 
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This Estimate shows a surplus of £230,000, while 

the revised Estimate shows a s~rplus of £289,000,. 
and I am happy to say that later figures show the· 
surplus as £526,000, so that the difference between 
this final figure and the £230,000 estimated for is 
no~ a very serious matter, having regard to the large 
amount of expenditure involved. But the resem
blance is only 'superficial, and the discrepancies 
between the results of the year· and the Budget 
Estimate are very large indeed. There was, as the 
Budget .had anticipated, .a great improvement in. 
revenue as compared with the preceding year, but 
.with the e~ception of opium, the improvement fell 
very short· of what had been anticipated. Land 
revenue, taxation and co~mercial undertaking 
produced together £476,300 less than th~ Budget 
Estimate, and a deficit 'was only avoided for two· 
reasons .. First, . expenditure on both Civil and 

. Military work was kept well within the Budget 
Estimate. Having regard to the very great im-

. portance oi economy in India, this is not only 
satisfactory in itself, but ·augurs very well for 
the, future of the finances of the country. The 
second reason was that owing to the good results 
of the opium sales· in the year, and the higher 
prices paid than was expected, opium produced 
£900,000 more th~n the Budget Estimate. The
House will agree that this sum, exceptional as i~-
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was, was rightly treated by the Government or 
India as a :~indfall, and , a large portion of it was' 
expended in making grants to those Local Govern
ments· whose rlnances had been depleted by the 
famine arrangements of three years ago. After 
making these grants to Local Governments they are, 
able to 'show, as I was saying a surplus for the, 
year l 909-10 of £ 526,400. ' 

A CoMPARISON WITH PAST YEARs. 

As regards the present financial. year, 1910-
1911, new taxation is necessary for the first time 
in sixteen years. Since 1894-95 there has been no 
new taxation in India, while the relief gra)lted to the 
tax.-payer in land cesses in 1905-6 and the reduction. 
of the Salt, Tax in 1903, and again in 1905 and 
again in 1907 and the reduction of the Income Tax.. 
have reli~ved the taxpayer and have cost the State 
no less than £4,500,000 a year. This year, in orde~ 
to show a balance' of £376,000,· ·additional taxation. 
to bring in £1,126,000 is being imposed. The main 
cause of this additional taxation is that while the 
revenue, owing to the remission of taxation. under 
certain heads, has not expanded, there .. has been a. 
very large increase in the expenditure under certain 
heads with which the revenue has not been able to· 
keep pace. I will not make a comparison with the 
revenue oJ 1907-8, because that :was a year or 
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'famine, or of.l908-9, which was a year of exceptional 
·depression in trade, or of the year 1909-10, in which 
·,there were abnorni'ally high opium prices. The last 
normal year was '1906-7, and if· I comp~re the 
.Estimate for the year 1910-11 with that year, I find 
1that while land revenue, stamps, Excise, , and , 
'Customs have increased, rail ways, salt, Post Office, 
and 'irrigation have decreased by almost the same 
amount, so that if there was no increase in taxation 
the revenue ~ould be very nearly the same a.s in 
1906-7. 

RAILWAYS AND SALT ,REVENUE.· 

Let me explain for one minute briefly, this 
.question of decrease in revenue. .First, as to railways. 
The gross' receipts have increased by £ 3,000,000, 
ibut the working e,xpenses and interest charges have 
·increased by£ 4,750,000, leaving a net decrease of 
.£ 1, 7 50,000. Th~se increases and exp('?nses ~ere fully 
·explained by the Chairman of the Railway Board 
during the discussion in the Viceroy's Council. They 
are attributable partly to increases in 1i\ ages and 
·salaries, partly to improvements in facilities, and to a 
large expenditure in strengthening and doubling lines 
:.and improving and enlarging stations. Such expendi
ture is not immediately productive, but there is every 
reason to hope that, in course of time, its value will be 
-v~ry g;eat. I am spared' the necessity of developing 
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further the subject of railways, because a few
months ago I was able to lay before the House, ·in 
introducing the Loans Act of this rear, an account. 
of the convenience and profit to India of this, whicbr. 
is one of the best examples of Socialistic under,
ta,kings which the world. has to show. As regards
salt, the loss of revenue is due to ·the reduction of 
the duty in 1907-8 from ll rupees to 1 rupee per
maund.. If the reduction of th~ duty has caused 
the revenue to fall in the same proportion . the loss. 
would have been £1,365,000, but there has.been a. 
considerable increase in consumption in this neces-· · 
sary of life, reducing the loss to £967,000: Of the· 
£481,000 loss under the heading of " Post Officer ·· 
Telegraph, Mint and .·Exchange " there was a. 
reduction in postal rates in 1907-8 which cost~. 

£208,000 a year. 

THE GROWTH oF ExPENDITURE. 

When I turn to the expenditure figures I find· 
an increase for 1906-7 . of £2,485,000. Neverthe
less, I would point out that there is a decrease 
under the heading of" Military Services" of no· 
less a sum than £463,900, although the figures for· 
1910-11 include the costs of the increase granted to· 
the pay of the Native Army, £426,000. The chief 
cause of this economy is that the expenditure on . 
Lord Kitchener's scheme for the improvement of 
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:the Indian Army· has been greatly reduced, owing 
·to the completion of some measures, the· modification 
<>f others, and th{improv:ement of the international 
:situation: As regards the increases, expenditure in 
, the. Education · 8ervice has increased by half a 
million, in the Medical Service by £300,000, in 
the Scientific and:- Agricultural Departments by 
£2~4,000, and in buildings and roads by £185,500: 
I -do not think I ne,ed defend these increases. In addi
tion to this, there has been an increase of £881, 300 
in the cost of the .police force, in accordance with 

the recommendation of the· Police Commission of , 
1903. There have been also increases in the pay of 
:subordina.te establishments employed on the collec- , 
tion of the land revenue and in other departments, 
.necessitated in some cases by the general upward 

.. movement of 'prices and wages. There is one 
.aspect of the growth of expenditure which I_ought 
to mention, because it was referred to· at some length 
in the finan~ial statement of India-l mean the 

.. increased amount assigned to the Government of 
Eastern Bengal and Assam. The income assigned 
to the Provip.ce in 1906 was found to be inadequate 
for its needs ; the Province was somewhat backward· 
in educational facilities, in medical establishments, 
in means of communication, and so on, and the 
·experience of the last four years has shown the 
necessity f9r i~creasing 'the funds available for its 
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development. The Government ·of India has,· 
accordingly, made to it a grant of abbut £255,000 a 
ye~r, with effect from 1910-11, and this is the charge 
which has. to be met in this 1year's Budget. 

l', ~ 

OPIUM AND THE CHINESE AGREEMENT .. 

The Finance Member of the Viceroy's Council 
.also laid special stress upon the prospective 
loss of re.venue from . ·opium, compared with 
1908-9 and 1909-10. It is· a fact well known 
to members in a.IJ. parts of the House that new . 
sources of revenue will have to be discovered to 
replace the opium revenue which is to be lost to 
India during the next ten years. Actual receipts 
for any particular year ma.y vary, because the 
reduction in the output may lead to an increase in. 
price,, but the larger the receipts to any year. the 
greater the loss that wiU be felt when the trade 
is ultimately· stopped and that source of revenue _ 
disappears. During the five years 1901-5 the 
average total annually exported from India to 
countries beyond the seas was 67,000 chests, of 
which China took 51,000, and this amount the 
Government of India undertook,· with ·effect from 
January I, 1908, to reduce by 5,100 chests per year 
for three years. The Chinese Governm.ent on their 
part undertook to reduce progressively in the same · 
way the production of opium in 9hina.. There are 
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no returns as to the· amount of this production, bu~ 
recent estimates put it at eight or ten times the 
amount of the Indian import. It was further agreed 
that if the Chinese would fulfil their share of the 
agreement, the Indian Government would continue 
to reduce their export by 5,100 chests annually for 
seven years more. The present year is the third 
year of the agreement. The Indian Government: 
have limited the export of opium, and the Imperial 
Chinese Government on their part claim to have 
reduced production by more than three-tenths of 
the area formerly under poppy. Although this 

·cannot be substantiated by statistics there is no 
reason to doubt that this is true. But the Foreign 
Office, before agreeing to the renewal of the agree
ment, have deputed Sir Alexander Hosie, lately, 

, Consul-General at Tientsin, to make enquiry. · The 
condition that statistical proof should be furnished 
has been waived, and the Ch•nese Government have 
been offered an extension of the existing agreement. 
for another three years. 

THE EFFECT ON INDIA. 

As regards the average annual net revenue 
before the agreement with China it was £3,500,000· 
sterling. In 1908-9, the first year of the agreement,. 
it rose to £4,645,000; in 1909-10 it was £4,432,000. 
This improvement, despite the reduction of export, is. 
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due to higher prices obtained for Bengal opium, to 
the decrease on expendi~ure in Bengal, owing to 
reduced operations, and the fact that Pass Duties on 
Malw1 opium· have been received in advance on: 
opium that will be exported up to the end of 1911. 
In 1910-11 there will be no receipts from Pass Duties, 
but a higher price has been estimated for Bengal 
opium, and the revenue budgeted for is £3,500,000 
sterling. In 1911-12 receipts on account of duty on 
Ma.lwa opium will not commence ,until January, 
1912, and there will then be monthly sales from that 
date . of the rights to export the • fixed number of 
chests of Malwa. opium. Assuming that ·Bengal 
opium will continue to fetch Rs. 1, 7 50 a chest, a 
net revenu~ of abo1;1t £3,000,000 a year may be hoped 
for in 1911-12 an<i 1912-13.. It will thus be seen 

· that the first half of the agreement with China will 
pass without injury to the Indian revenue, but the 
second half will be more serious. Now, the Secretary 
of State is receiving representations from members 
of this House urging the shortening of the ten years' 
period. (Hear, hear.) This'period was proposed by 
the Chinese Government themselves, and the 
Chinese have suggested no alteration. I can only 
say ·that any alteration would lead to serious 
financial and administrative questions. I would 
urge members to be satisfied with the very satis
factory arrangement that has been made, and to 
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forbear, to ask that_ an excessive strain should be 
placed either on the finances of India or on the 
temper of the opium cultivators, the taxpayers both 
in B~itish Provinces and. in Native States, and the 
relations of the Indian Governments with those of 
the Native States. It is generally known that the 
United States Government have issued an invitation 
to His Majesty's Government to take part in a 
proposed Internati~nal Opium Conference to be held 
at the Hague, in · order to give effect to the 
'recommendations of the Shanghai Commission and 
to consider otherwise the opium ·question. His 
Majesty's Government, in examining in a friendly 
.spirit the tentative programme which the United 
.States Government have suggested, is indined to 
think that it may require some revision before it 
.can usefully serve as a basis for a conference, and 
that some preliminary u:r;1derstanding between the 
Powers ·as to the subjects to be discussed may be 
desirable. His Majesty's Government, for instance; 
could not agree to submit to discussion at the proposed 
conference the diplomatic relations subsisting bet· . 
ween this country and Chin:-t, and it may probably 
.desire to know whether the Powers, accepting the 
principle of a conference, will assent to the Confe· 
renee dealing. fully with the cognate question of 
re9ulating th~ export of morphia. and cocaine to the 
East, and will undertake to have the necessary 
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:information collected if it is to ~rrive at a useful d~ci-: 
~sion. However that may be, the fact remains that 
-despite the prosperity of India; the increase in its 
·expenditure on subjects such as I have mentioned, 
the condition of the revenue, owing to remission of 
taxes, the prospective loss of revenue from opium, 
account for the necessity for new taxation this year; 
To meet a deficit of £7 50,000 and to turn that 

·deficit into a surplus of: £376,000, the Govern~ 

·ment have· proposed new taxation amounting to 
£1,126,000. 

THE NEW . TAXES. .' 

This· money is to be· found by increasing the 
·Customs Duties · on imported liquors, to· yield 
£135,000 with a. corresponding excise on beer 
manufactured in India to. yield £33,000; an increase 
in the duty on silver to yield '£307 ,000 ; on petro• 
leum to yield £105,000, and on tobacco to· yield 
£420,000, with an 'increase, ·on Stamp Duties· to 
yield £126,000. No increase,· it will be seen, has 
been proposed on 'any necessary of life, and the 
easy expedient · of once again increasing the Salt 
Tax or the land rates has been very properly ~tvoid-

. ed. There has been little discussion of the Liquor. · 
Duties an in~rease in which will have satisfactory 
results if it stops some of the import"of che~p foreign 

• spirits with theit corrupting. and demoralising effects 
·on the natives in some parts Qf India. :The duty on 
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silver has been seriously canvassed, and the delDate" 
thereon in the Council is one of the most valuable
and instructive. The duty "-:aS formerly 5 per cent.,. 1 

but the increased dut'y is 16 per cent.,
1 
or a rise from 

ab~ut r~d. to 4d. per ounce. One. incidental effect. 
ofthe .duty will be to raise the value in India of the 
large amounts of savings held by the Indians as. 
silver. It was expected in some quarters that, 
in consequence of the imposition of the Indian duty: 
the prices. of silver outside India would fall, and this. · 
would involve a fall in Indian exchange on China. 
It was argued that, in consequence of this, the· 
exportation of goods from India to China. would 

. become less profitable, while the. Chinese producer,, 
not being exposed to this same disadvantage, would 
gain .. 'I will not go now into the question as· to 
whether the trade of vne cou~try is permanentlY' 

. fostered, or that of another injured by· the rise or fall 
in the 'rate of exchange; but these objections to a 
very good revenue-producing duty have been answer·· 
ed, and the guestion has become academic only 
.because the prices of silver and the India~ exchange, 
on China have risen since the imposition of the in-· 
creased duty. The price has risen from 23 7-16d~ 
pet oz. to ~51d, and the China exchange has risen 
from Rs. i29t to Rs. 132i per $100. The increased·. 
tax on petroleum. is not likely to cause much. 
comment. The import ·of petroleum is Mlcreasing,. 
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:and rose in India. from 83,000,000 gallons in 1904-5 
·to 90,000,000 gallons in 1908-9: There has been· 
•()Onsiderable objection to the new· duties on tob~CCO. 
'These were· imposed for revenue purposes only. The 
amount of tobacco'imported into India in 1908-9 was 

-five and a half million pounds. If duty had been paid 
on this import at the rate now in force in the 
United Kingdom it would have produced £1,449,000, 
instead of £39,000. It was onlyrea.sonable that, 
when in need of revenue, an attempt. should be 
made, as in other civilised countries, to obtain from 
this source a substantial amount. The new duties 
..ate less than half those now in force in the Unityd 
Kingdom. In so far as they will stop or reduce 
the importation of inferior cigarettes into India, 
rcigarettes which sell for !d. per packet of ten, or 
· even cheaper, and do something to check the 
,growth of cigarette smoking, no one will be sorry. 
If they were protective they would defeat the 

· ·object of the Secretary of State, and the Govern-. 
ment of India, in raising reven~e. I may add that 
·the Indian tobacco which is alleged to compete 
with the imported article is of very poor quality. 
'The natural conditions· in India are hostile to good 
·curing, for the climate is too dry, and. th~ fermen
tative changes . necessary do not take' place. The 
· anrage value of such unmanufactured tob~cco as 
~is ,produced in, and exported from, India, is shown 
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by the. Trade Returns to be about lid. per lb. As> 
I have so often said, their effect has been watched, 
and is being watched, with the greatest care, and 
the desirability and possibility of a corresponding 
excise will always be .considered. I may say, 
before leaving finance, that the need for economy 
is obvious from what I have said. The Secretary 
of State is now considering what steps may be 
desirable in order to secure a more economic . 
adminietration. 

T-HE PoLITICAL UNREST AND ITS GENESIS. 

I have now done my best to enable the House 
to form some opinion of the material condition of 
the people of India. r:rhere remains .the even more· 
important task of examining the political condition 
of the Empire. I say it is more difficult, because 
we Western people, bred in the tradition of self
government, do not e:.sily realise the complexities 
that. involve the ruling power i,n India-(He·ar,_ 
hear)~the diversiti~s of interest through which the 
path of compromise must be found, the multifari
ous elements that must bs welded into a large and 
steady policy, ·The conflicting claims of different
classes may bulk large!~' at home~ but underlying 
them there is, generally speaking,_ an essential 
unity of religion, of tradition, and, on the whole, of 
jnterests. In India are . associated under a single= 
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rule varieties of r!),ces far wider ,than can be fotirtd':; 
in the whole of ~urope, as many different religions. • 
as Europe con~ains sects of Christianity. Stages of 
civilisation. range from the 'Hindu or 1\:Iahomedan 
Judge on the Bench of the ;High Court to the naked 
savage in the forest. Grafted on to this diverse 
population, numbering 'nearly 300,000,000, is a 
European element, numerically insignificant; less. 
than 200,000 in all, a population in no sense resi
dent in the country; but of an importance in the 
spheres of education, commerce, and administration 
wholly disproportionate to its numbers. The res
ponsibility for the government of such a count~y' 
rests ultimately on the people of Greil.t Britain, and 
is exercised through the Secretary of . Stat~ in his · 
Council. The problem before us is to yoke a govern
ment, as complex and irresponsible to the peoples 
which it governs as the Government of India·, to a 
democratic system in England :which every year 
shows itself -more determined to do its share in 
the government of this great dependency. The 
mechanis~ for performing .this duty li~s in this 
House. The views expressed in it on an infinite 
variety of subjects must be duly considered by the 
Secretary of State, who is, in effect, the servant of 
the House. To' achieve this responsible task in the 
House requires dignity, reserve, and a sense of pro
portion which it is difficult to· overrate. In the 
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last'P~rliament there was one who was accustomed 
to take a prominent part in Indian and Imperial' 
affairs, who differed widely fcom me and my friends 
in his views, whose methods might well be taken as 
a model for such discussions as these. I should like 
to add a word expressive of my p~rsona.l sense 
of loss on .the death of Lord Percy, which has 
already been widely lamented. 

THE LARGER AuDIENCE. 

I fully realise that my words, and, indeed, the 
words of all who follow me, are not only likely, but 
'certain, to be over·heard, and that our discussions 
are· awaited thousands of miles away by people of 
little experience of political government, of growing 
political ambition, with inherent and acquired charac
teristics totally different from our own. Our words 
must be chosen not only for Englishmen accustomed 
to Parliamentary Debates, but for Englishmen 
impatient of Parliamentary Debate-not only for 
English audiences, but for Indian audiences. I 
know full well that recent changes in the Indian 
attitude are confined to a very small portion of the 
population. One must never lose sight of the remark
able fact that nine-tenths, or over 200,000,000 of 
the vast population of India are still uneducated and 
illiterate. All talk of unrest, of which one hears so 
much, is talk of that ,small fraction o.f a vast number 
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-of the people which education has reached, a.nd 
-within this small fraction are to be found· all those 

I 

·divergent forces wh~h are cla.ssed together as poli-
-tical unrest. We must remember, however, that 
the amount of yeast necessary to .leaven a loaf is 
very ~mall ; whe~ the majority have no ideas or 
views the opinion of the educated minority is the 
most prominent fact in the situation. (Hear, hear.) 
How much earnest thought· and hasty judgn:tent 
·centres on the wo~d "unrest." (Hear; hear.) ·Of 
·course there is unrest. It is used by some, adorned · 
by instances of the inevitable friction of complex 
_government, as a proof of the failure~of the British 
-occupation. It is used by others, ornamented with 
·details of crime statistics, as evidence of the lack of 
:strength of British rule, of the lack of firmness of a 
particul_ar political party in this country, and it is, of 
·course, used by that portion of the Press which 
-considers only its own circulation for sensational pur
poses. (Cheers.) May I say how strange it seems to 
.me that a progressive people like the English should 
be surpised at unrest I We welcome it in Persia, 
..commend it enthusiastically in Turkey, patronise· 
it in China and Japan, and are impatient of it in 
Egypt and India! Whatever was our object in 
:touching the ancient civilisation of the Indian 
Empire, ·whatever was the reason 'for British 
.occupation, it must be obvious that Eastern civilisa-
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tion could not be brought into contact with Western 
without disturbing its serenity, without bringing 
new idea~ into play, without infusing new ingredients. 
witheut, in a word, causing unrest. And when we 
undertook the government of the country, when, 
further,· we deliberately embarked on a policy of 
educating the peoples on Western lines, we caused 
the unrest because we wished to colour Indian ideals 
with Western aspirations. 

THE REVOLT AGAINST AUTHORITY. 

When we came into India we found that the· 
characteristic .of Indian thought was an excessive 
reverence for authority. The scholar was 'taught to 
accept the assurance of his spiritual teacher with 
unquestioning reverence: the duty of the subject was 
passive obedience to the rulers; the usages of society 
were invested with a divine sanction which it was. 
blasphemy to question. To a people so blindly 
obed1ent to authority the teaching of European, 
and particularly of English thought was a revolu· 
tion. English literature is saturat~d with the praise· 
of liberty, and it inculcates the duty of private and 
independent judgment upon every man. We have 
always been taught, and we all believe that every 
man should judge for himself, and that no authority 
can relieve him of the obligation of deciding for 
himself the great issues of right and wrong. The 
Indian mind at first revolted at this doctrine. Then 
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one or two here and there were converted' to it. 
They became ~ager missionaries of the new creed of 
private jud,gment and independence, and the conse
quence is that a new 'spirit is abroad wherever English 
education has spread, which questions all established .. 
beliefs and calls for orthodoxy, either political, social, .. 
economic, or religious, to produce Its credentials. We:· 
are not concerned here, except in so far as they are 
important causes of political um;est, with either reli:.
gious or social unrest. It i~_not necessary for me to 
do more than state the platitude that religious un
rest produces among those who have experienced its 
,political results. There can be no departure froliJ. 
religious orthodoxy with out its being accompanied~ 
oy its fierce reaction to orthodoxy .. Side by side· 
with the unrest produced directly by English example, 
comes the indirect result of a religious revivaL The 
activities of those who are questioning the t~aching 
they have inherited call into action those who fiercely 
combat the new religious heterodoxies, abominate·. 
the Western example producing them, el,llphasise · 
the fundamental and, they say, the unconquerable 
differences between the East and the West, and 
demand freedom from alien influences. These two . 
counter forces-the reform movement. and the sur
vival that opposes it-involv,e not only those directly 
affected, but their ·parents, relations and friends •. 
and cause political and social unrest. . ' 
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THE WoRK 'oF SociAL REFORM. 

For an example of soc'ial , unrest • I ~ould call 
rthe attention of the House to the"~ocial re~ormers who 
.are devoting their attention to the, education of 
women, the abolition of infant marriage, freedom of 
:travel and sea voyage, and similar social work, with 
.. the far-reaching effects on the domestic sphere, and 
ll'esult in questioning the usages which claim divine 
:sanction, and' were hardly. in olden times distin
'guishable from religion. Despite ostracism and 
,sometimes boycott, pecuniary loss and moral obloquy, 
,the efforts of the reformers are in a small degree 
:bearing fruit. And just as religious reform produces 
:religious revival, so social reform brings its counter 
·movement. Those forming it recent interfer~nce 

·with the old-established usage, disapprove ,of the 
reforms achieved and proposed, and h~te ~he tea

·<Jhing which has produced them and those who 
cgave the teaching. And then there is, of course, 
-economic unrest-the 'necessary concomitant of 
.an advance in the material well-being of the 
m~sses, indieative of impatience with the incom- , 
modities of life which were once accepted as 

;inevitable, of changes in industrial conditions of 
increasing wants and of quickened desires. There 
is a perceptible advancellin the general well-being, 
,but the start is from a very low point. The enlarge
:.ment of the wants of peop~e accustomed to an 
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extraordinary sin:l!Jle stan~ard of living· is bound to· 
manifest itself in ways which are indicative of 
economic' unrest. 'Viewt;Jd broadly, India. may be, 
said to be passing from the stage of society ir:t. which. 
agricultural and domestic industries of the cottage· 
order have predominated, in. which each. village' has-. 
been an isolated community, and each individual 
attached to a particular ~pot and hered1tary occupa
tion, to the. stage of organised over~seas commerce 
and capitalised industry. As yet the transition is
visible only ·in a few exceptionai districts, wher~ 
factories ·or· coal-mining have taken hold, and · ini 
the maritime cities through which the commerce· 
of India to other ·countries pours. Indirectly,. 
~e whole continent is affected; the deman~ for 
labour for the industrial centres. penetrates to the· 
most secluded villages, raising ,the 1ocal wage ratest. 
and increasing the farmer:s wage bill .. 'The demand 
of foreign c:ountries for the food grains, the oil seeds, 
the cotton and the jute of India 'raises local prices, 
widens the cultivator's market, and changes the· 
crops he grows. , The competition of machine-made
goods with hand-loom· industry impoverishes th& 
village weaver, or converts him into a.millhand ~nd 
drives him into a town. Of these three movements. 
-the religions movement, the social movement, and 
the economic movement-each p~oduces its quota of· 
politi9al unrest, and the counter movements oJ; 
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·those.whoabominate the new teaching, resent the 
. alteration of the time-honoured social customs, 
·.dislike any departure from orthodox religion, ques
. tion the teaching that produces it, and also show 
resentment' to those who teach it. All these things 
together make thap curious, differently produced 
force in India which is kno,wn as political unrest. 
' . 

THE HANDLING oF PoLITICAL AGITATION. 

It would be very surprising indeed if the religi
. ous and soCial reform movements, such as I have 
. described, together with the opposition to thew, the 
. desire. for economic trade, the tendency to preserve 
uneconomic and ancient industries, together with 

·the spread of education and the growth of the Native 
Press, the fermentation of new idea~, stopped short 

. of the political sphere. Of all forms of liberty 
England has always shown the most jealous solicitude 
for political liberty, arid I think we· can regard 
political unrest in India as being but the manifesta
tion of a.'movement of Indian thoug~t which has been 
inspired, directly or indirectly, by English ideals, to 
which the .English and the Government of India. 

·themselves gave the first impetus. It is constantly 
being nourished by English education given in 

·Government schools and colleges. In so far as 
this. political unrest is confined to pressing the 

·Government to popularise the go~ernment of the 
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,country, so far as the conditions of India will 
permit, I do not believe that anybody in this house 
will quarrel with it. You cannot· give to the Indians 
Western education from carefully chosen and c~re
fully selected teachers, trained either in Europe or 
in India ; you cannot give to the Indians Western 
-education either in Europe or .in India and then turn 
round and refuse to those whom you have educated 
the right, the scope, or_ the opportunity to act and 
think as you have taught them to do. (Hear, hear.). 
If you do, it seems to me· that you must .cause 
another kind of unrest, more dangerous than any 
other, among those .bitterly dissatisfied and dis
.appointed with the results of their education, who 
use methods which have been taught them in 
western countries to vent their disappointment 
For this reason, it seems to me, if I may say so, that 

· .the condition of India at the moment is one which, 
handled well, contains the promise of a completer 
justification of British rule ; handled ill, is bound to 
lead to chaos. (Hear, hear.) English thought may 
-be responsible for the fundamental principle of revolt 
against authority, but it can~ot be responsible for 
all the changes which that principle has undergone 
in its adaptation to Oriental environment. It would 
be absurd to suppose that old beliefs can be unseated 
and old usages altered without some element of 
.danger. There have been recently in ~ndia mani· 
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festations of political unrest with which no one can 
sympathise, and with regard to which difference 
of opinion is not legitimate. There have been 
assassinations and conspiracies to murder; there 
have been :incitements to murder; there have
been attempts to create hatred against certain 
sections of His Majesty's subjects. If this pernicious. 
unrest were allowed

1 
to spread_ it would result in 

widespread misery and anarchy-(Opposition cheers) 
it. would produce a state . of things in India which: 
would be more inimical to progress than even the· 
most stringent coercion. (Hear,· hear.) It would 
spread chaos, from which society would seek refuge 
in a military dictatorship. For these reasons, if th& 
Government was prevented from doing its duty in· 
preventing this, it seems.to me it would be a great. 
step backwards, and a tragedy in history. 

A STATEMENT OF POLICY. 

The majority of the Indians themselves, as the· 
House well knows, realise fully the danger, and will 
exert themselves to suppress those extremists who. 
are jeopardising their position. t do not want to· 
risk any assurance which the conditions do not. 
justify, but I can say that within the last six months. 
there has been- a considerable revulsion in our 
favour. Horror at the assassinations and political 
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outrages, which are wholly repugnant to the true. 
spirit of Hinduism ; the strong line taken by the 
Government and the Rajas in regard to sedition ; 
the general feeling' that political agitation carried 
on by students a~d school-masters is doing infinite 
injury to the rising generation, and attempts that. 
have been made in public and private life to 
promote more intimate relations between the
different races-all these combined with the liberal 
policy pursued by the present Government in 
affording to Indians a wider entry into public lifer 
have had their effect. But I would ask the House 
to -consider what, in the fa,ce of these different. 
spirits of unr.est arising· from the complex and 
contradictory causes that I hare tried to show should 
be the root principle of government in India. The 
answer is easy to give, if difficult to act up to. True 
statesmanship, it seems to me, ought to be directed 
towards separating legitimate from illegitimate un-

. rest. The permanent safeguard must be a systematic 
government, w~ich realises the elements of good as 

well as the elements of danger, and which suppres

ses criminal extravagances with inflexible sternness. 

His:Majesty'sGovernment, acting upon this principle 

' are determined to arm and to assist the Indian 

Government in its unflinching war against seaition 

and illegitimate manifestations of unr~st, while i~ 
33 
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shows an increasingly sympathetic and encouraging 
attitude towards legitimate aspirations. 

THE PRESS LAWS. 

I propose, if the. House will permit me, to 
give the latest example of the two branches of policy 
which I have outlined. The latest example of the 
:first part of the policy is the new· Press Act. After 
inll debate in new Council the measure has become 
law, and has been in force for some months-i believe 
already with beneficial effects. Its object may be 
said to have been to create a responsible instead of a.n 
irresponsible Press. In this country public opinion 
may usually be trusted to produce this effect ; 
but in India, with its differences of race, of creed, and 
d caste, public opinion in this sense can hardly be 
said to exist. . Therefore something is required in 
the manner provided by this Act, which I propose to 
exam'ine in some detail, because I recognise frankly 
that it is an exceptional measure which the House 
is justified in demanding should be thoroughly 

·· examined, and because I believe that a large amount 
<>f the criticism which has been directed against it 
is due to a misapprehension of its provisions. May 
I assume that it is common ground that a certain 
section of the Indian Press has done incalculable 
m~schief during the last two years? It was certainly 
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.common ground~ the Viceroy's Council when the 
Bill was under discussion: · There was criticism of 
the remedy proposed by the Government, but nobody 
·questioned the neces~ity for some remedy or the 
·existence of the disease. I think it' would be difficult 
to exaggerate the dangerous effect of seditious 
literature on the unformed and impressionable 
.minds of students. I need not labour the point; it 
will be admitted by all who have a knowledge of 
Indian affairs, and terrible tragedies have brought 

. .it home to us. No one better realises than the 
Indian parents themselves, the gravity of the evil, 
.or more earnestly seek to remedy it. I would ask 
fermission to read to the House a leaflet which has 
;already been disseminated in Bengal':-

Dear Readers,-We have made. our appear~nce 
:at this juncture as the situation is ooe of extreme 
importance. Do not be led away by false hopes and 
temporary conciliations.· Let not any conciliatory 
measure of the Government pacify you and scare 
you away from your path. Sacrifice white blood 
unadulterated and pure to your gods on the altar of 
freedom ; the bones of the martyrs are crying for 
'Vengeance, and you will be a traitor to your country 
if you do not adequately respond to the call. Whites, 
be they men, women or children, murder them 
indiscrimina.tely, and you will not commit any~ in: 
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but simply perform the highest Dharma. We shall1 

appear again with n:iore details. Adieu ! 

The leaflet was signed " Editor, " and then 
follows a postscript. "The Editor will be extremely 
obliged to the readers if they translate this into all 
languages, and circulate it broadcast." That being 
an example of the sort of thi~g that is sometimes. 
circulated among school boys in village schools, itjs. 
absolutely necessary that the Government should 
seek some weapon with which to try and prevent. 
the dissemination o.f such nause0us stuff. Of course,. 
the question presents itself. " Why not be satisfied 
with the existing law? You can puniSh sedition 
under the Penal Code and you can prevent sedition 
under the Criminal Procedure Code. Two years, 
ago you passed a very stringent Press Act, which 
enabled you ·un~er ·certain circumstances to crush 
newspapers out of existence." To this the reply 
must be that, notwithstanding careful trial, the 
existing law cannot cope with the ·evil which the: 
new law is designed to meet 

THE FAILURE OF PAST REPRESSION. 

The policy of prosecution under the PenaY 
Code has been given a thorough trial during the last
three years; its result has been to mak'e martyrs of 
misguided . and insignificant youths; to advertise 
sedition, and to enhance the circulation of offending 
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newspapers. Its deterrel;l.t effect on the worst class 
··of papers ha~ been negligible. . The preventive 
dause in the Criminal Procedu,re Code is not much 
,good. It empowers a magistrate ' to call upon a 
printer or pub'Iisher to furnish security to be oLgood 
behaviour. This is easily, evaded .. · The person, · 
bound over has only to cancel his registration as a 
publisher and to register. a dummy publisher and 
the newspaper goes on all the same. The Act of 
19Qg has been successful in preventing the open 
. .advocacy of murder ; but the Act only concerns 
itself with open incitements to· violerice. What 
we have now to deal with as well as that evil are 
methods which are just as dangerous even if less 

·flagrant-incessant misrepresentation, the imputa· 
fion to the Govern~erit of malevolent motives, 
incit~ments to revolution under the guise of religious 
·exhortation, implied justification of assassination by 
.reference to revolutions in other countries. This 

' I 

preaching by innuendo has· proved just as mischie-
vous to . the Oriental imagination as any direct 
incitement to murder which would have come 
under the Press Act of 190R. In these circumstances 
the Government determined to· make an effort tq 
·treate a sense of responsibility and tq prevent rathe~ 
.than to punish. Let us see what the Act does . 
.Instead of concerning itself with the individual, like 
;the clause of the Criminal Procedure Code referred 
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to above, it transfers the security to the newspaper
or the Press itself. No security is exacted from any 
registered newspaper which was existing when the" 
Act was passed, unless it is guilty of publishin~. 

seditious matter. All . new publications alike, so 
that it does not involve any invidious distinction,. 
furnish se.curity varying from £33 to £133, unless 
tlfe magistrate thinks fit to grant an exemption,. 
owing to the fact that, in his opinion, the funds of 
the ·newspaper are not sufficient to find the money 
necessary. In the event of a newspaper which has, 
given· security. against the publication of seditious. 
matter, publishing seditious matter, the security 
and all the copies of the offending issue may be· 
declared forfeit; and a· new ·and larger security 
demanded. On a subsequent offence, subject to
appeal to the High Court, the Press itself, as wen 
as the security, is forfeit. 

THE NEw AcT DEFENDED. 

·Such are the main provisions of. the Act. I 
would submit to the House that this Act really . 
provides a far more humane procedure than the· 
procedure by prosecution, which some members. 
seem to prefer. Instead of putting the offender to 
the ignominy of prosecution and imprisonment, he· 
:is, on the first offence, merely warned in a friendly· 
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manner. If he proceeds in his infringement 
of the law he does so with .his eyes open. Even· 
then he is only asked for a modest security, upon 
which he . will be fined interest by the Govern
ment. Even after a further offence, if his security 
is forfeited, he has only to furnish a further 
security in' order to have further chance of doing 
well. Nobody can represent this as drastic!. I~ 

certainly would n0t prevent an~rchy of which the 
Press is not the cause, but only the manifestation. 
We oBly hope that by this means we shall be able 
to check the contamination, by ·deliberate mis
representation and inflammatory doctrine, of those 
who might otherwise be useful members of the 
community. The Press remains free to publish wha~ 
it likes. Honest papers will not be affected by it. 
Those papers which have anything to fear from it 
have so abused the full measure of freedom, 
previously granted, that the continuation of their 
unfettered freedom will become impossible. The ' 
fear that the smaller concerns may be extinguished · 
by their inability to find security has been met by 
the orders issued by the Government of India that 
in these cases the requirement should be waived, 
and no security should be taken. Personally, I am 
not Impressed by the picture some have drawn of 
the nervous editor, not knowing whether he may 
have incurred the displeasure of a. crouching 
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Government. The Act enumerates very definitely 
the sort of writing that consitutes an offence, and 
it expressly exempts from its purview the honest 
-expression of disapproval of the Government action. 
JVIay I quote to the House a remark of 8ir Fitzjames 
Stephen, which was quoted in the debate in the 
Viceroy's Council? It runs :-"I do not believe 
that any ma.n who sincerely wished not to excite 
disaffection ever wrote anything which any other 
honest man believed to be intended to excite 
disaffection." I believe there is nobody in this 
House who will not in his heart of hearts 
agree with that remark. I can only say that.the 
Government of India have always kept promi-

, nently before them the necessity of avoiding at all 
.costs, what might impair the right, which is not less 
-valuable to the· Government itself, of frank and 
honest criticism of Government measures and 
:action. . They have issued Administrative Orders 
with a view of securing uniformity of obligations, 
:and with a view of avoiding, if possible, hardships. 
In the circular in which they issue instructions to 
refrain from demanding security in the ca.se of papers 
whose resources cannot· supply it, it is also stated, 
·Or laid down, that existing newspapers should be 
warned before demanding security, and that the 
-security should be fixed at the minimum that may 
reasonably be expected to enforce obedience to the 
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law. I should like to quote one paragraph of the 
-recent Order, because I do not think you can find 
better evidence· of the determination of the Govern
ment not to use this Act in any harsh or oppressive 
way:-

It is the earnest wish of the Governor-General 
in Council that the Act should be administered with 
-careful discrimination between those newspapers 
and Presses which are generally well conducted and 
those which .transgress from a deliberate intention 
to excite disaffection. No order of forfeiture should be 
passed without previous consultation with tlle Law 
·Officers, and in coming to a decision due weight 
-should be given to other articles published by the 
offending journal which indicate the nature and 
tendency of its writings. 

THE APPROVAL OF INDIAN OPINION. 

I am now going to ask the House's permission 
to quote an Indian paper on the way in which the 
Act is being administered.. The editor of certain 
vernacular papers had been warned by the Deputy
·Commissioner of Lahore against continuing to 
publish matter which might excite disaffection and 
-cause a disturbance of the peace between the Hindu 
;and Mahomedan populations. The " Tribune." a 
.daily paper edited in English by an Indian gentle
man, commented as follows:-
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vVhere the authorities think it necessary to
move, it is certainly . wise and far-sighted to put in 
friendly counsel before taking action under the law. 
The fact that the Deputy-Commissioner of Lahore
had demanded an undertaking in the first instttnce,. 
is a clear and welcome indication that the authorities 
have no desire to work the law in a har11h or 
rigorous manner. 

That is a .welcome tribute' with which I trust 
the House will agree. Let no one imagine.that this. 
Act has been thrust upon an unwilling India. If 
there is anyone who thinks that, I would beg him 
to study an account. of the debate in the Viceroy's: 
Council, which has been issued as a White Paper,. 
and note the way in which spe~ker after speaker 
arose and acknowledged the lamentable necessity for· 
·such ~ction. I believe that the Act, taken in con
junction with the Seditious Meetings Act, will 
complete the armour necessary, so far as one can 
foresee, for the repression of the campaign of 
calumny and of sedition. It will, at any rate, prevent. 

· that horrible form of sedition-mongering which 
consistsin disseminating cr~el mis-statements among 
young boys at school. 

WHAT IS " SEDITION_?" 

May I ask the House to consider for one
momenthow d{fficult it is by quoting words to decide 
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what is and what is not sedi~ious. Let m~ 
give an example. It is constantly said by sedi
tious people that the English have caused malaria .. 
There are ·apologi~ts who say-and on one occasion I 
heard my hon. friend Mr.· Ramsay MacDonald 
adopt this attitude-" But ·this is an interesting· 
scientific fact. Canals are ·the breeding places of· 
anopheles. The English build canals. It is a good 
wind that blows nobody Jll; they, therefore, produce, 
malaria. This statement, 'which. is seditious in your 
opinion, is merely an' attempt from the man who· 
utters it to disseminate an interesting s~ientific · 
result incontrove~tible and remarkable." · How · 
harmless is the eentiment if this wery all! But what. 
sophistry all this is ! When it is uttered with the· 
deliberate attempt to make the ignorant belieye that 
the British Government have introduced mahi.ria. 

· deliberately, by building canals and even railroads. 
to diminish the troublesome population, it ceases to 
be a scientific fact ; it becomes a dangerous, libel-· 
lo.us. and malignant calumny. 

THE FOLICE. 

I will take again, as another example, the sl:lb-
ject of the Indian police, and I will say as I have so-
often said in the House, that no one can deny· the· 
imperfections of this force. But you cannot produce a .. 
.complete reform of a faulty force in .a year, a decade-
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-or even fifty years. The improvement has been the 
most earnest attempt of the British Government
yes, and of the Indian people-during the hst sixty 
_years, during which the police have· formed the 
subject of a series of Commissions of Enquiry, the 
last of which was appointed in 1902 by Lord Cur
zan. J t recommended comprehensive reforms in all 
branches of the service, the annul cost ·of which was 
·estimated at over £1,000,000 sterling. Its findings 
were adopted by Government Resolution, and effect 
has already been· given to most of the proposals, and 
the work of reorganisation is still-in progress. Let us 
-consider for one moment the force with which the 
Report deals. The Civil Police in British India 
number 176,000 men, who have to deal with a popu
lation · of nearly 232,000,000, scattered over 
1.000,000 square miles. Let me give a typical 
district. In a district of_ Bengal there is a Euro
pean superintendent of police, with the assistance 
-of an Indian deputy-superintendent, who has to 
control nine inspectors, seventy-nine sub-inspec
tors, eighty-three head constables, and 778 consta
.bles. The are:-~o of the district is 5,186 square 
miles, the population is nearly 3,000,000, there 
:are twenty-six police stations and twenty one 
-ontposts, some of them very difficult of access, 
and in 1908, 4,17 0' cases of serious crime to 
investigat~. These statistics illustrate, far more 
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than any words of mine, the difficulties under which 
the police work is done in India, and when one 
reflects that educated Indians regard police duties. 
with abhorren~e, that to work for a "confession," 
as it is euphemistically termed; has been in,herited 
from pre-British times as.the best mode/of procedure
in a criminal trial, that little help is obtained from 
the people in bringing criminals to book, some

1 

faint. 
idea of the diffi.culties will be realised. · Having 
regard to all these circumstances, it is not surprising 
that isolated instances of abuse 'may sometimes be 
found. But by improving the police, by the vigorous 
prosecution of malefactors, by the expenditure of 
money, reorganisation must be gradually effected, 
and is going on with, a determination which no 
honest man can doubt. · Let me ask the House to 
compare some extracts which I have taken from 
the Commi~sion on Torture· in Madras in 1885 

with the Report of the Curzon Commission of 1902. 

The Commission ·of 1855 quo~es and endorses the 

words of an official witness :-

The so-called police of the Mofussil district is 

little better t.han a pollution. It is a terror to well~ 

disposed and peaceable people none whatever to 

thieves and rogues, ~nd if it were abolishe4 in toto; 
property would not be. a whit le~s secure. 
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T~e Commission of 1902 says:-
It is significant that a proposal ·to remove a. 

1.police station from any neighbourhood is opposed by 
··the ·people. They know that, 'on the whole, the 
:-police are for their protectioll. 

The Commission on Torture in Madras in 1855 
' spoke of ' the universal and syst~matic practice of 
.:personal violence," and said "it :was still of enormous 
'~proportions; and imperatively' calling for an im
··mediate and effectual remedy." The Commission 
-.of 1902 wrote :·'"7cc Deliberate torture of suspected 
·,persons and other most flagrant abuses occur occa
·sionaily, but they are now rare." Again, I say, a 
·.marked improvement has been seen. Nevertheless, 
·so keenly and rightly sensitive are the English 
people about reform in the police force that defects 

:.are quickly pointed out. To point out defects in 
-the police force, if it is considered that they still 
require pointing out, and to suggest new remedies 

.and' palliatives which have not yet been discovered, 
if there be such, is useful work, demanding the 

· sympathy 1 of all men, but to collect instances of 
::abuse, many unproved, some proved to be false, to 
·take quotations from their context and garble them, 
-to represent as findings of a Commission what is 
merely report of popular opinion, to quote a state
ment of an interested party, as being "an account 

,.of.what happened in the· very words of the official 
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resolution," to say that the Indian Government has 
E.~ver prohibited torture, when it is punishable with 
-seven years' penal servitude, to ignore an,y G~vern
ment action to stop these abuses, and to represent the 
Governm&Dt as ignorant or supine, callous, and tol~~ 
rant of bad practices, I say, whether this be the work 
.of a Hindu agitator or an ex-Member of Parliament, 
it is seditious, dangerous~ and ought to be stopped. 

INDIAN STUDENTS IN ENGLAND. 

Turning now from these unpleasant subjects, I 
want to say that it is undoubtedly true that, hand in 
hand with any repressive measures designed to deal 
with manifestations or symptoms, the root causes 
must be dealt with too, and chief among these w~ 
must look for an improvment in the matter of educa

.tion. The worst danger whieh threatens India is the 
lawlessness or. disregard of authority which exists 
.amongst students or schoolmasters. Now, I have 
-described the political difficulties which exist to-day 
as largely the consequence of Western' education. 
If there is a solution it is surely to be sought in 
·some reconsideration of the system which caused it, 
both in India and England, even at the cost of other 
-economies or new taxation and. large expenditure 
from the revenues of India. Let me first deal with 
the position of the Indians who come to England 
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for purposes of study .. The number now in England 
cannot be less than 1,000 they are far removed from 
the influence of their parents and guardians; they 
often arrive wholly friendless and ignorant of western 
customs. Their position is one of great difficulty and 
consi~erable danger; and they afford a problem 
urge~tly demanding solution. Last year my 
predecessor outlined the means by which we hoped t(} 
dea,l with the question, and the Ho1:1se will expect t(} 
hear what .progress h;we been made. These measures 
fall under three heads, namely; (1) The appointment. 
of Educational. Adviser to Indian students at the 
India Office; (2) the appointment .of an, Advisory 
Co~mittee; (3) the provision of a house for the 
National Indian Association and the Northbrook 
Society for the purpose of a joint clubhouse. The· 
educational adviser, Mr. T.W. Arnold, was appbint. 
ed in April, 1909. His duties are multifarious. He 
must be a store of information upon educational 
matters of every kind. He must advise students as 
to their residence if they do not become members of 

l 
a residential university or college. He is a staDd-
ing r~feree for educational institutions as to the 
qualifications of Indian applicants for admission. 
A doubt was entertained whether Indian students 
would be willing to av~til themselves of the assistance 
of an official agency situated at the India Office. 
This doubt has been resolved in a most satisfactory 
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manner. The students come in very 
1

large numbers, · 
and the immediate prqblem is to cope with the very 
large amount of work wi'th which the .educa_tional 
adviser ha.s ·tp deal. . In the last twelve months his 
personal intervi~ws. with Indian students have .. 
numbered upwards of 1,300, In addition to·the work 
which was ·originally as;;igned .to him, he. has bee:h 
entrusted by parents in India with·the guardianship 
9£ their sons in no less than seventy cases. This 
entails closer supervision than is attempted iri 

' ordinary' cases, and. involves, among other duties; 
the care of their money.· The Advisory Committee, 
appointed in May, 1909, consists of Lord .Ampthill 
as chairman, six Indian gentlemen of standing, r~·, 
siden~ in this country, and two English members of 
the India Office, with correspondents in the various 
provinces in India.. This Committee makes recom:
mendations ·to the Secretary ·of State upon all 
questions referred to them regarding Indian studenti'· 
and holds receptions from time to time ip the India. 
Office of students recommended to them by the 
University Committees in India. The Committee, 
and especiaily the Chairman, have . thrown them.;. 
selves with ardour into their wo~k, and have proved 
very useful to the Secretary of State. The Secre~ · 
taryof State has leased a house (No. 21) in Cromwell 
Road, facing the South · Kensington' Museum, to 
which the NQrthbrook Society and the National 
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Indian Association will shortly be transferred. The 
educational o~cer will also have his office in this 
building. Bedrooms will be reserved for the use of 

_ Indian students upon their first arrival in this 
country. Arrangements have been made for meet
ing students on their first arrival, and, instead of 
wan~ering about as at present in search of lodgings, 
they wiil be welcomed at the house in Cromwell 
Road, a.nd given a bed and mea'Is at once. Subse
quently they will be given information about the 
many details which a stranger wants to know on 
arrival, and advice as to their studies, and they 
will be ·furnished, it is hoped, with introductions 
to English friends and see in fact that they 
are not friendless in London. The Northbrook 
Society will run · a social club in the rooms 
assigned to it.' Both the societies give receptions at 
regular intervals, to which Indian and English ladies 
and gentlemen are invited, and where opportunities 
of ll!aking acquaintance are frequent. The house 
will be opened, it is_hoped, in August,,and will be 
available for students who come to this country at tp.e 
beginning of the next academic year. A good start 
has been made on the right -lines. The Secretary of 
State intends to proceed vigorously on these lines 
and, as time goes on and opportunity offers. 
to enlarge the scope of organised effort. Let me 

.. add one word, addressed not so much to those within 
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!these walls as to such audience as I may have outside 
them. Our efforts cannot bear real fruit unless we 
have the co-operation of those among whom the lives 
·Of Indian students· are thrown. Many a friendless, 
.sensitive lad looks back. I -fear, on the period that he 
!spent in England as one long spell of '1 oneliness and 
•Unhappiness. Nothing that the India Office can do 
will remedy tha_t. The .remedy lies in the endeavours 
-of those among whom their lives are spent to over
.-come iJ!sular reticence and prejudices, and to extend 
a, real,welcome which, if it is given in the spirit of 
true and frank comradeship, and not in p~tronising 
;tolerance, will meet with warm-hearted reciprocation 
:and will bear fruit of which the giver did not dream. 

A MINISTER FOR EDUCATION. 

Turning now to ·India, we must make .the 
· teaching more practical, encoura~e and extend 
tE:lchnical instruction, for which there is a great 
demand, supervise and improve the. hostels.. The 
-educational system now in existence has undoubtedly 
been successful in purifying the judicial service. It 
is capable 'of great extepsion in improving the moral 
tone of the country, spreading discipline· and 
disseminating useful knowledge by means of well
paid and contended teachers. Now education is left. 
to the Member in charge of the Home Department. 
He is overburdened with work as it is, and his. 
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duties will be multiplied by the enlargement. of the: 
Council. Adequate consideration of educational 
q,uestions touching the f?und~tions of life in the
many communities of India c~nnot be reasonably 
expected from a Department placed in such· 
circumstances a!l these. A responsible Mini~ter for 
Education has beeri an indispensable Member of a. 
British Cabinet for some time, and there is no reason
why 'the same necessity should not be just as strong 
in what I may call the Cabinet of the Government 
of India. Steps are needed. to secure a coherent. 
policy towards education, and to control the 
expenditure of the money _allotted for this purpose. 
We ~ave, therefore, decided to revive the sixth· 
membership of. the Council, dormant s;ince the· 
abolition of the Military Supply Department, and/ 
to appoint a member of .Council for education. 
The head of .. an/ Education Department will 
be all the mbre likely to perform his work in 
a broad and . coinprehensi ve spirit if he is brought, 
into living contact with the currents of Indian 
-affairs; and this is most effectively secu~ed by
knowledge of the general deliberations on. public 
business. It is no object of ours to take a. step to~ 
wards centralisation, but I would remind the House
that the Decentralisation Commission have given 
their reasons for thinking that the general control 
of educational policy 'is within the legitimate sphere> 
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-of the Government of India, and does not hamper 
development in accordance with local needs .and 
.conditions.. I may: say that .. such a man, it is con
.fidently hoped and believed, has been_ found,. and 
Bis , Majesty has approved the selection of Mr. 
Butler-a man who has be~n occupying up till now 
the position o£ Foreign Secretary to the Government 
of India. He will, I am $U.re, become the head of a 
.Department which will ensure 1 to India one of its 
:greatest needs-a better and co-ordin'ated system 
of education. ' ' . . 

THE APPOINTMENT OF MR. CLARK . 

. Whilst I am on the subject of the Viceroy's 
~Council, I desire to put_an.end to. public anxi€ty. by, 
announcing that Mr. W .. H .. Clark, o£ the Treasury 

·all.,d the Board of Trade has been appointed,. and· 
His Majesty has approved his appointment, as 
.Member for Commerce and Industry. No one who 

. I , ' , 

'knows his high attainments and conspicuous achieve~ 
ments in this country and in the East, and certainly 

·no one among his friends, of whom ·r am glad to 
think he has many 1n this House, will question that 
·be brings to a difficult and important task great 
.qualifications whi~h will be invaluable to the Gpvern- · 
ment of India. · · · 

. THE lNinAN CouNCILS AcT. 

I pass now to deal with the other branch of the 
policy I have 'outlined, to give some account of the 
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latest contribution in the direction of meeting 
legitimate aspirations by saying something of the 
Indian Councils Act, t~e working of which has done· 
.much to improve the condition of affairs in India 

' during the last six months. I think I may claim 
for the Indian Councils Act, the working of which ha& 
done much, as I have said, to improve the condition 
of affairs in India during the last six months, that it: 
has been a great success. The House will expect me· 

· to make a few remarks, necessarily brief, on its work
ing. It provided, it will be remembered, for a large 
increase· in the number of the various legislative 
councils in India,introduced a true system of election, 
making its members more.· widely representative, 
. and greatly widened their deliberative functions. 
,At the same time, though they did not form part. 
or. the Act, it was decided to abolish for the future, in 
all councils, save that of the Governor-General the 
practice of maintaining a majority of official members. 
The Act also provided. for the enlargement of the 

I 

.Executive Councils of the Governors of Madras: 
·and Bombay, and the establishment of an Execu
tive Council to assist the Lieutenant-Governor 
of Bengal. Our, proposals were subjected to 
much criticism, both here and in another pla:ce,. 
a!ld although we met with no. actual opposi
tion in the Division· Lobby-except on one point, 
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"' 
which was eventually settled by compromise-the 
right hon. gentleman the L~ader of the Opposition · 
deliberately disclaimed on behalf of his. party any 
responsibility for the cons~quences that were likely 
to follow the passing of the Act. We are quite 
contentJo a.ccept sole . responsibility for the conse
quences, which so far-though it is early yet to speak 
-not only falsify the gloomy. anticipations expressed 
in some qu21rters, but !might almost say actually 
surpass our expectations. The regulations that were 
~ecessary before the Act could come into operation 
were published on Nov. 15 last. No time was lost 
in holding the elecFions, and the pew councils were , 
able to meet early in the present year.· Since then 
there has been no inconsiderable amo~nt of ' legisla~ 
tion. In every council a budget has been discussed 
and passed, and full use has been made of the newly-

. granted right to move resolutions . on matte;s of 
public importa.nce. So although the time is short. 
the material for forming a judgme.nt on the work
ing of the Act is not wholly inadequate. There ar~ 
two ealient points in which particularly tbe fears of 
our more conservative critics have been falsified. 
The one is the admirable 4ig~ity and sense of res
ponsibility displayed by the non-official members ; 
the other is the conspicuous and gratifying success 
with which the official members, after the 
manner of old Parliamentary hands, have explained 
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. . • I 

and defended their policy in debate. Let me tak~ 
· one illustration-an excellent· illustration, for it is. 

drawn from a case in which the circumstances· werJ, 
such as to have strained' the system to breaking, 
point if it had possessed the defects that some saw in

1 

it. About a year ago, before. the revised councils 1 

had come into existence, a Bill to amend the 
Calcutta Police Act was introduced into the Bengai 
Council: .It was largely u,ncontroversial, but certain 
of its provisions which in the opinion of the Govern-· 
ment were needed for the efficient discharge by the 
police of the duty of maintaining order, excit.ed the 
liveliest disapproval from a certain class of Indian 
politicians, and a certain section of the Indian 
Press disapproval which found an echo in this 
country and within these walls. E~en after its 
stringency had .been modified in ·certain respects 
this opposition continued and the Lieutenant
Governor wisely decided not to pass the mea.sure at 

. once, but to reserve its final stages for the reformed 
Legislative Council. . 

' THE " SPIRIT OF !~DEPENDENCE." . 

Now, of aU the revised Councils, Bengal has 
the largest unofficial majority,. and, as everyone 
knows, what I may call, for want of a better term, 
the "spirit of · independence" is more • active in 

. Bengal than anywhere else. We had therefore the 
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interesting experiment of a Bill that had excited 
'Vehement protests as an encroachment on'' liberty 
being considered by a council with a large unofficial 
majority drawn from,• politicaUy, the • most .pro~ 
.gressive province of India. What happened? The 
Bill becam~ law after a reasonable~ and t'emperate 
·debate. Only one amendment was put to the vote, 
on a point which must, therefore, presumably be 
..considered the most contentiousin the'Bill namely, 
the proposal to empower the Commissioner of Police 
to prohibit processions if likely to cause a breach, of 
·the peace. TP.e · amendment· was lost by thirty-
, ·six votes to five, nineteen non-officials voting with. 
~the Government. · I have dwelt upon this .example 
because in it were present in a peculiar degree all 
the elements of danger that our critics apprehended 
·and because a single actual instance is more· illu
minating than a profusion of generalities. Inciden-

.tally, I may observe how much stronger is the pos1-
·tion of a Government when they rely on legislation 
:pa~sed in such a way than when t4eir legislation 
bears the quasi-executive stamp of an official majo~ 
·rity. As 1n legislation,· so. in non-legislative 
-discussions the debates have, on the whole been 
notable for moderation and reason.' ·Such debates, 
especially the preliminary debates on the financial 
·statement, have an educational vaiue that must not 
.be overlooked 

1 
in that they bring home to non-
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official ~embers the·. real difficulties of administra
tion. Every question has been fully discussed ; aU 
opinions have been represented, and the Government 
has had ample opportunity for stating its views,. 
explaining its motives; and bringing out the diffi· 
culties of a particular line of action. And in these 
discussions there has been no sharp line of cleavage 
between officials and non-officials; the old idea that 
non-officials must necessarily be in opposition seems 
to have disappeared. I would commend many of 
·these debat.es-as, for instance, the debate on 
primary . education in the Governor-General's 
Council on March 18-to the careful attention of 
students of Indian matters. The House is aware 
that in fulfilment of the other part of the Act of 
1909-the part relating to Executive Councils-we 
have appointed Indian gentlemen to the Executive 
Councils of the Governors of Madras and Bombay. 
We have also sanctioned proposals for the establish
ment of an Executive Council for the Lieutenant· 
Governor of Bengal; I hope an announcement will 
be made on this subject at a very early date. In 
effect, the Councils :,Act has resulted in· producing 
e~cellent debates, creating opportunities for the· 
ventilation of grievances .and of public views, 
creating publid opinion, permitting the Governors 
to explain themselves, giying to those interested in 
politics a better and a more productive field for their 
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persuasive powers than the rather more sterile· 
debates in Congress. 

DISAFFECTION AND REFORM. 

I have now described not only the. lates~· 
measure for dealing,with disorder, the measure to· 
create a responsible Press, but also the latest. 
measure for ·an ~ttempt to popularise t~e Councils. 
Act. The material which I have now laid before· 
the House will give the least imaginative member 
ample food for thought and profitable thought on, 
the most difficult problems which the science 
of government has ever offered to students. I am 
fully conscious of the impossibility of presenting· 
a true picture, and of tl,le audacity that I have 
been guilty of in endeavouring to analyse nations: 
and attempting to assign causes for their emotions. 
Let me frankly tell the House that I could never 
have found the co~rage to make these attempts or
to occupy the attention of those who have ~urvh;ed 
so long, did I no~ find strength, courage, and inspi-· 
ration in the supreme importance, overwhelming 
interest and great complexities of my subject. The· 
·dangers that beset the future of India are the 
sources of its possibilities. They can only be avoided 
by acknowledging and fostering the germs of pro· 
gress, and they can only be really aided to a healthy 
growth by a war upon the internal evils in which 
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·they are embedded. Let me only point out frankly 
·some of the dang~rs that I think I see first here in 
this House. Do not, on the one hand, oppose all 

. a,gitation for reform because you are led astray to 
.confuse it .with seditious agitation. Do not use your 
murderer as an excuse for your conservatism. And 
I use that· term In no party sense. The hon. 
member behind me (Sir J. D. REEss) does not sit on 
·the benches opposite-but nonethel~ss' he is a 
Co~servative; · (loud laughter.) You cannot foster 

·sedition more surely than by driving to it, or confu
·sing with its advocates those who look to you with 
confidence· for sympathy with their. legitimate 

:.aspirations. You see clearly the seditious man and 
.his seditious writings, and you are led to say: 
·".This is Indian ·unrest: this House can have 
no sympatp.y . with it. Let us put it from us, let 
us uproot it. vehemently. But when .you put it 

' ·from you, do not put away with it the man who is 
.deserving of your respect and sympathy. And aided 
by this, and because of this, the other danger comes 
into being. Do not fear that you are lacking in 
:sympathy with the true reformer because you refuse 
,sympathy to the ,anarchist. Of course, nobody in 
this house. really sympathises with anarchy. But 
because yon are afraid t~at some reformer may be 

··called an anarchist, because you fear that you will 
;.be accused of refusing to assist those who are ,. 
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animated by some democratic ideals similar to your· 
own, you are led sometimes to appear to throw a 
protecting cloak over the malefactor in order 'to 
proclaim aloud your sympathy with the reformer .. 
To resist thE) efforts made to cope with the anarchist. 
because you will not trust the Government of India. 
to differentiate between the anarchist and the 
reformer ; these divergent, contradictory, and 
~qually dangerous tendencies would, either of them, 
if they prevailed, subvert order and dissipate the, 
promise to be found in Indian affairs at the moment;: 
and it is because of their existence that all parfies. 
in the House should help the Gover~ment in segre-· 
gating violence and incitem'ent to violence which 
mask, hinder, and mighu render impoten~ real efforts. 
for reform. Remember, ·too, that every reform is
irrevocable in India. Each reform opens out new 
activities, new spheres of thought, new Tiews. 
of life to those ·whom . it affects. Each reform 
demands eventually, as its corollary, new and 'further· 
reforms. Theii!e reflections ought to lead to ready 
acquiescence, on the one hand, in reforms that are 
justly demanded, tempered by the utmost caution,. 
on the other hand, in taking steps irrevocable in 
themselves and inevitably leading to further steps. 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINE. 

What of those at the other end of the machine? 
I trust implicitly, from what I have seen of the, 
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•public-spirited men who administer India on the 
i5pot, that they are determined to meet the changing 
spirit of the time generously and sympathetically. 
Paper reforms are useless if given grudgingly and 
made the excuse for tightened reins in administra
tive action-punitive measures become as dangerous 
as the evils they are to cure if used indiscriminately 
for repression and not for punishment, to drive 
honest men to de~pair instead of sinners to repen~ 
tance. But I am positive-and ·this House will, I 
hope, find evidence ofthis in the study of Indian 
affairs Olf all hands-that lessons and examples ~£ 
the past and the high purpose and loyalty which are 
the cherished possessions of the Service I am dis
cussing, ensure the avoidance of such obvious dangers 
as these. The ranks of the Civil Service are, however 
recruited yearly from our universities, and to those 
who are going to India to the responsible tasks they' 
have chosen I am bold enough to say, mainly 
because I am fresh from the university and know 
vividly at what I ain hinting, ban'ish as quickly as 
you can the intolerance of boys and the prejudice 
of undergraduates, imbibe the traditions of the great 
Service you are joining, adapt them to modern de
mands, and go to administer' a country in virtue and 
by the power'of the sympathy you can implant in 
its people. Remember that the best intentions of the 

' Government may be frustrated by the most junior 
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members of the Service, called upon, as they are, 
immediately to assume great responsibilities. I can 
-conceive no more important career than the Indian 
Civil Service, and I would urge that it should be the 
{)bject of all those who enter it to permit not even 
the most unfriendly examination to direct any 
deterioration in the Service. This -is a suitable 
moment for taking so comprehensive a survey as I 
have wearied the House with this afternoon. 

THE VICEROY. 

Lord Minto, after a difficult reign, is ret~rning 
to . England, and I believe will receive, when he 
returns to this country, the gratitude which he has 
so richly earned from those upon whom the ultimate 
responsibility for Indian government rests; .The 
relations of a Viceroy to the Secretary of State in 
. Council are infimate and re3ponsible. The Act of 
Parliament says : " That the Secretary of State in 
Council shall superintend, direct and control all 
acts, operations and concerns which 'in any way 
relate to or concern the Government or revenues 
of India, and all grants of salaries, gratuities and 
allowances, and all other payments and charges 
whatever out of or on the revenues of India." It 
will be seen how wide, how far-reach~ng, and how 
complete these powers are. The Secretary of State 
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is separated from this task by the sea, hampered 
by ,the delays of communication, checkmated by 
the lapse of time. The cable and the steamer alorie· 
render them possible,' and for a successful adminis~ 
tration of India the most liberal-minded, hard. 
working Secretary of State is helpless without a 
loyal, conscientious and statesmanlike Viceroy. 

A FIVE YEARS' ,RECORD. 

·' Lord Morley and his Council, working through · 
the agency of Lord Minto, have accomplished much. 
Taxation has been lightened to the extent of 
milliqns 'of pounds;: famine has been fought and 

·frontiers have been protected with unparalleled 
. success ·and speed. Factory conditions, general 
health,.· education, the efficiency of the police, have 
·an been improved; the pa.y of the Native Army has. 
been increased. Our relations with Native States 
have been improved ~nd were never better. The· 
rigidity of the State machine has been softened,. 
while liberal measures of reform have opened to the· 
educated classes of the Indian community a wider 
field for participation in the government of the 
country. This is a great record.for five years, and 

'contains many abiding results of a conspicuously 
successful administration of Indian: affairs. I believe· 
that men of all parties· will be grateful that Lord. 
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Morley remains to .. carry out the policy he has 
initiated, and the new Viceroy, Sir Charles Hardinge,. 
goes to India amid the almost universal welcome of 
those who recognise his high attainments and great 
qualifications. I cannot do better than close by 
addressing · to him with all respect t~e ·words that. 
were addressed to his. grandfather on a similar 
occasion by Sir Robert Peel, because I believ~ they 
embody now as short as it is possible to put them 
the ·essential needs of the continued success of 
English Government in India. The Prime Minister 
wrote in 1844 :-

. . 

·If you can keep peace, reduce ~xpenses, extend 
commerce, and strengthen our hold on India by 
confidence in our justice and kindness and wisdom,.' 
you .. will be received here on your. return with 
acclaims a thousand times louder, and a welc.ome 
infinitely n:iore cordial, than if you·· had a dozen 
victories to boast of. · ·. · 
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On the motion to go into Committee of Ways 
and Means on the East India Revenue Accounts, 

MR. MoNTAGU said : There is a regrettable cus
tom which, if not unbroken and unbreakable, is at 
'any rate ne~trly always respected-that the repre
sentative of the India Office should thrust himself 

, .and his Department only once a year upoo the 
. attention of this House, . And yet I am consciou&J 
that this year the House has been asked to listen to 
nie twice in one week, and this at a time when the 
noise and excitement. of party strife is at its h~ight, 
and when ominous clouds are hanging low uvir 
Europe. But I· make no apology, for India is, 
and India will remain, one of the first of 
England's responsibilites, as she is one of the first of 
England's glories. Her history and her future call 
for as much attention as we can give-and, indeed, 
far more than we can give-to the consideration of 
her problems. I have nothing personal to say save 
that I fe~ I ~ave increased my own difficulties by 
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the eagerness with which-like an explorer in a new 
-country-I travelled so wide a field last year. I do 
not want, for obvious reasons, to repeat what I said 
.then, and I hope that, in turning my attention ·to 
·other subjects, l shall not be. ·accused of avoiding 
:anything<>£ difficulty. ~efore I turn to business, may 
1 pay the customary tribute-customary and sincere 
-to those whO" have taken part in. this debate in 
lormer years, and who, since last year, have passed 
:away? I allude to two of my prede~essors. Mr. John 
Ellis was a respected Parliamentary veteran, -who 
.showed his interest in Indian affairs by devoting in 
my office the last years of his Parliamentary activity, 
almost the last years of his life. Mr. Buchanan, whose 

' ·share in the passage of the Indian Councils Bill 
through this House, will, I hope, never be forgotten 
·by India, won by his breadth of view, courtesy, and 
gentleness the respect and attention of all parties in 
the House at a time when Indian affa,irs were more 
-controversial than at present. 

THE CENSUS. 

Last year, it will be remembered, I gave the 
Bouse some figures-always poor things at the best 
by which to try to picture a country-to show the 
lllumbers of the peoples with whiGh we had to deal. 
I can give them more accurately this year, because 
·in India, as in this country, a census was taken last; 
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spring. · It ·· extended to ~ll the Provinces an<f 
feudatory States forming the Indian Empire-from 
the Shan States on the borders of Yunnan in. the, 
east to the deserts of Baluchistan in the west; from 
the· snows of the Himalaya in the extreme north to 
Cape Com:orin in the t~opics. . It embraced an area. 
of li millions of square miles: Within nine days of 
the enumeration the Government of India were able· 

I 

to announce the provisional figures of the Provinces-
and Feudatory States and principal towns. The
corresponding provisional figures in this country-. 
were not .announced for seven ~eeks. ·This is a. 
,remarkable i?-stance of· most careful preliminary 

.. organization and attention to the minutest details. 
It ,would not have been possible~ without the willing 
co~operation of many·voluntary workers belonging 
to all classes of society. Census-taking in India is. 
not without its own peculiar difficulties. I am told, 
for instance, that on one occasion a certain tribe in 
Central India became firmly persuaded that the· 
enumeration was preliminary to their being sold as 
slaves, ·and serious rioting or failure was threatened. · 
The official in charge of the census operations, being. 
a man of resource, realised that some plausible 
hypothesis was required to account for the enumera
tion ; . so he sought oufl one of the headmen and 
informed him that ·the tribe were quite under a. 
misapprehension ; that the real . object. ~ the-
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o(inumeration was to decide a bet that had been made 
.after supper between Queen Victoria and the Tsar 
-of Russia as to whom had the greater number of 
:subjects. Not only the Queen's reputation, but also 
.her fortune, was at stake. All trace. of trouble 
·disappeared, and that tribe was enumerated .to: a. 
man ! (Laughter.) The total population of India is 
.returned at. 315 millions, against 294 millions in 
1901. But part of the increase (1,731,000) is due 
.to the inclusion of new areas. Allowing for this, 
.the net increase in the ten years comes to 6.4 per 
-cent. The rate of increaie shown by. the ~ecent 
.census in,the United Kingdom was 9.06 per cent 
{)f the total population of 315 millions, 244 millions, 
.are included in British India. and 71 millions in 
Native States. 

THE FINA.NCIAL PosiTION • . 
With these figures let me now turn to the real 

-or ostensible purpose of my speech-the description 
-of the Budget:-the finances of India·. ·It is here, as 
'llsual, . that I propose to compress my. subject as 
much as I can. Full information bas already been 
:given in the two_ Blue-books circulated to hon. · 
members. It may be that some, at any rate, among 
:us have .looked at them, and it , is certain .that, 
.anybody who wants to can do so; so I propose tq 
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confine myself to. a recaptulation of a few of the
important facts and a brief explanation of certain. 
features. 

In March, 1910, the Government of India. 
budgeted for a surplus of £,376,000. At the end of 
the year they found an improvement of £5,448,400r 
but of thi~ improvement £402,000 went auto
matically to Provincial Governments. Thus the 
amount by which the position of the Government 
of ~ndia was better than had been anticipated in . 
March, 1910, was £5,046,400. Half this excess. 
may, ·for the moment, be disregarded, because it 
arose from an exceptional a.nd transient cause-the 
sensationally high price of opium. Apart from this 
there was a saving of £811,600 on expenditure, and 
an increase of £1,912,900 in the yield of heads. 
of revenue o,ther than opium. On the side of 
economy the most important feature was a saving 
of £358,000 ih military expenditure, partly due 
to decline in prices. The improvement of 
£1,912,900 in the yield of heads of revenue other
than opium was mainly the result of. increased net· 
receipts from Customs, and from commercial under
takings such as railways and canals; £494,300 
occurs under Customs. I. will only mention tw()! 

·items-silver, which showed an increase of £450,000r 
and tobacco, which showed a decrea~e of £ 225,4G7. 
When the former duty was being increased last year·· 
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a cautious estimate was naturally · framed of .its , 
probable yield, since it was necessary to allow for 
the possibility of some dislocation of trade consequent 
on the increase. But, as a matter of fact, the 
importation of silver In 1910-11 showed only a very 
small falling off from the very high level of the 
preceding year, and the revenue gained accordingly. 
It may be added that the fear expressed during the 
discussions in 19l0 that the increased duty. might 
depress the price of silver outside India and thus 
cause. some disturbance ofinternational trade has 
not been realised. The London price of silver

1 
just 

before the increase of the Indian duty was 23&d per 

ounce ; the present price is 24id. 

~ROFIT AND Loss. 

The effect of the increased duties imposed on 
tobacco last year has not bee~ so satisfactory. The 
duties were fixed at the rates that. were thought 
likely to be most productive, and the Government 
of India hoped that they would bring in £420,009. 
Tbey affected the trade to a much greater extent 
than was anticipated,; in fact,, .imports during 
the year showed a reduction of 75 per cent. 
in quantity and 'nearly 50 per cent. in value. Rail
ways accounted for £1,272,000 of the surplus, irFiga
tion · £91,000, ·· and telegraphs £104,000. The 
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improYement in the profit of railways is the result 
·Of the increase in the gross traffic receipts-£67 4,500 
-and the decrease of working expenses, interests 
·charges, and miscellaneous charges by £597, 700· 
'The ·.share-holders, who are junior partners with the 
'·Government in some of the most important lines of 
. railways, have benefited considerably by the improved 
traffic and cheaper working. The guaranteed com· 
panies receive as surplus profits, or net earnings, over 
.£100,000 more than in the preceding year. In the 
period from June 1; 1910, to June I, 1911, although 
·Corisols fell from 82} to 81! the general trend of the 
·prices of the stock of the chief Indian railway com
panies was upward, sometimes as much as 6! points, 
:as in the Bengal and North-Western and the. 
Southern Punjab Railways. It will thus be .seen 
ihat the better· financial position of the Govern· 
ment is not the outcome of increased burdens on 
the people, but is the i,ndirect result of favourable 
·~onditions by which the general population benefits 
much more directly, and in much fuller measure 
than the Government. The Government of India. 
is not merely a Government. It is ·a v·ast 
-commercial undertaking, sharing directly in the 
prosperity of itii subjects, and directing many of 
their most profitable enterprises.; How it came a. bout 
that England.,.:so' distrustful of national or even 

·municipal commercial enterprises-at a time when 
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1 suppose, it was even more distrustfur than it is 
now, gave to those who administered for it in India 
such wiQe commercial opportunities is a matter for 
'Speculation ; but not only in railways and in canalss 
hut even in agriculture-the chief industry of India 
-the Government is a large and active partner. 

THE HARVEST AND TRE TRADE, R!!:TURNS. 

It is this situation which makes bUdgeting in 
India so difficult...,_the impossibility of predicting 
the conditions which may lead to large surpluses or 
great deficits. Empires may rise or fall, but the 
weather-here little more than a topic of banal 
conversation-is of paramount importance to the 
peoples and the Government of India. Of course · 
the world's harvest is at the root of world trade, but 
in India fa.ilure of the harvest brings misery to 
millions, danger and difficulty to an overwhelming 
proportion of the population in her provinces, and 
deficits to her Government. Success of the harvest 
brings overflowing coffers to the Government and 
prosperity to the people. Last year I was able to 
tell the House that, after ·.two years of severe -
drought, the abundant rains of 1~09 had re
established ·the agricultural prosperity of India. 
The crops of 1909-10 where heavy, the prices satis· 
fa.ctory, and the export trade generally brisk. I am 
thankful to be. able to say to-day tha~ there has been 
no check to this prosperity. The monsoon rains of 
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l910 were sufficient, and the harvests reaped at the 
end of the year and in the recent spring have been 
normal or above normal. The prediction that I made; 
last year of. expanding trade has also been fulfilled. 
The exports o~ Indian merchandise in 1908-9 
were £100,000,000; in 1909-10, £123,000,000 and 
in 1910-11, £137,000,000. (Cheers.) A rise of 
37 per cent, in three years is a notable event, and' 
imports of merchandise have increased, too, though to 
a much less extent. Thus, then, it is to this general 
prosperity of harvest and of trade that India owes 
its surplus. I turn no~ to the extraordinary 
improven1ent in the actual receipts from opium as 
compared with the H':ldget estimates. It is hardly 
necessary for me to 'assure the House that this is. 
not the result of any deviation from the arrange
ments made with China. in 1907. It is on the 
contrary, the result of strict adherence to that 
Agreement; for the restriction of supply, consequent. 
upon the steady progress of the reduction of exports, 
has raised prices to an unexampled level. In 1908-9-
the average price of a chest of opium sold in Calcutta. 
for export was £92; in 1909-10, it was £107; and in 
1910-11 it was £195. The consequence of this 
extraordinary rise was to give the Government of 
India last year £2,723,000 revenue from opium 
beyond what they expected, and this, added t0 the 
surplus with which I dealt just nowf gave the total 
surplus of about #5,500,000. 
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' THE DISPOSAL OF ~HE SURPLUS. 

The uses to which this surplus were put are
fully explained in the Blue-books. It will be seen that·. 
a million pounds has been granted to local govern- -
ments for expenditure on projects of permanent·. 
value for the development of education and sanitation 

· -t1vo crying needs ' of India, &bout · which I 
shall have mor~ to say later. Of this amount·. 
£601,200 will be· distributed between technical andi 
industrial institutions, primary and secondary 
schools, colleges, hostels, girls' schools. and European 
schools,· and about £400,000will be used for drainage
and waterworks in towns. About £1,000,000 is 
granted-for expenditure in the promotion of various
administrative or municipal schemes; for -instance, 
the City of Bombay Impro~ement Trust . gets 
£333,300, and Eastern Bengal a.nd Assam-£183,600· 
for the rP.Organisation of the subordipate police; 
£1,000,000 has been retained by the Government 
of India .as an addition to its working balance, and 
£2,000,000 has been set aside .to be used towards. 
the discharge of floating debt. Hon. members who 
read the report of the discussion on the Budget in. 
the Viceroy's Legislative Council will find that the 
disposal of the surplus was received with general. 
satisfaction. There was not, indeed, a tame unani-· 
mity of approval, because there is some feeling 
among the representatives of Indian opinion against. 
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the practice of devoting much money to the discharge 
.of debt.. In this House the opposite view is likely 
to be held and the . Government may perhaps be 
;thought to have infringed the strictest canons 
.of finance in not using the whole realised sur
plus for the discharge of debt. But, inasmuch, 
.as the. non-productive debt amounted on March 
31, 1911, to only £46,000,000 as against £71,000,000 
ten years previously, so that, if the same rate 
.of reducti.on were to continue, the non-productive 
debt . ;would be extinguished in about 18 years, 
the Government of India may claim to have 
.displayed on the whole a combination of produce 
.and liberality in dealing with the surplus that 
,good fortune placed at its disposal. It has 
intrenched its own financial position, discharged 
. .onerous liabi~ties, and has spent considerable sums 
·On very deserving objects. 

THE ESTIMATES FOR 1911-12. 

I pmst now turn for a moment to the Budget 
·estimate for 1911-12. Our estimates have been based 
.on the expectation that harvests and trade will be 
great, and a surplus of £819,200 is anticipated.. I 
trust that this expectation will be fulfilled, but, as 
the prospects pf the harvests give rise ~o some 
.anxiety in places I thought it desirable to obtain 
from the Government of India the latest informa.-
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tion on the subject., The following telegram was 
received from .them yesterday (July 25) :-"Pros
pects are generally good in greater part of ·Eastern 
Bengal and Assam, Bengal, Madras, and Burma .. 
In the rest of India, including the dry zone ' of 
Burma, sowings appear, generally speaking, to have 
been normal, but crops have begun to wither, and 
if no rain falls during the next ten days or so, the 
autumn· crops will be imperilled. The situation 
(more especially in North-Western Deccan, North 
Gujerat, Berar, and West of Central Provinces and 
in North-West India generally) causes some anxiety, 
but stocks are in mdst places considerable, and the 
condition of the population is reported good and 
prices show no abnormal movements." ·The only 
alteration of taxation that is provided for is in 
tobacco. The experience of last year seemed to 
indicate that a larger, or at any rate a more staple, ' 
revenue would be derived from a lower duty, and 
the rates have, accordingly, been reduced by one 
third. · 

THE EXPENDITURE ON THE DURBAR. 

But although taxation has not been reduced, 
provision has been made for the cost 0f the Durbar 
and military revi~w to be held at Delhi in Decem~ 
her next, and for other incidents of the King's visit, 
without any extra-taxation. Th~ latest estimate 'of 
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. -gross ·expenditure . is £942,200 Imperial and 

.£183,000 Provincial expenditure. 'Against this 
·there will be a considerable set-off in the shape of 
receipts from the Durbar light railway, visitors' 
,camps, and sales of plant and material. It may be 
.. of interest to a.dd that the Government of India 
.have made the most careful arrangement to secure 
~that the accounts of the cost of the Royal visit, 
which will be prepared in due course, shall show 
1the whole of the expenditure of every description. 
'There are few questions of greater difficulty than 
that of the scale on which expenditure of this kind 
·should be incurred when the taxpayers are poor, 
· but when at the same time there is among them a. 
-very general desire that the celebration shall be on 
a worthy and adequate scale. In this instance the 
""Scale of expenditure was fixed after very careful 
-consideration by the Government of Indi~ and the 
Secretary of State, and when the financial provision 
was brought to the notice of the Legislative Councils , 
.both Provincial an:d Imperial, it was received by 
the Indian representatives with what the Viceroy, 
in his speech on March 27, described as "a tidal 
wave of enthusiasm." An, Indian member of one 
-of the Provincial Councils expressed an opinion on 
the expenditure by saying."· . I wish it were 
more." I think we may assume that the decision 

-<>f the Government represents fairly well the 
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mean between the possible mistakes of extravagance 
on the one hand and on the other hand failure to 
.give suitable expression to the feelings of a popula
tion deeply moved by a great and inde,ed unique 
.occurrence. 

I . 

A HISTORICAL RETROSPECT. 
I 

I say . unique occurrence, but although his 
Majesty is not goi~g to be crowned 'again at Delhi, it 
would not be unprecedented that a King of England 
should_ undergo two Coronation ceremonies. There 
are several instances, as tlie House no doubt knows. 
Richard1I., who was crowned at Westminster in , 
1189, was crowned again at Winchester in 1194, 
much against his will, on his return from c~ptivity 
in Germany after his ill-starred crusade. ·Reilly 
III. had to be content with an initial Coronation at 
Gloucester, as the French were. in occupation of 
London-without a crown, too, as tke regalia had_ 
been lost with the rest of King .John's baggage in 
the Wash-and it was not until four yea:~;s later that 
a second ceremony was held in W eitminster Abbey. 
But two centuries afterwards the tables were 
turned, when Henry VI. wasr crowned both in 
Westminster Abbey and in Notre Dame. The two 
Charleses were both crowned in England and in Scot~ 
land. Co:rpparison between Scetland and England 
and India . and England is a mark of the signal 
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growth of the British Empire. Nor is it unpre
cedented that Delhi should witness the Accession 
ceremony of an Emperor. That historic city has. 
been the s~ene of many Accession festivals, though 
the ancient ceremonies present points of dissimilarity 
from those which will be witnessed next winter. 
We do not, for instance, think it necessary· to· 
conclude the f~stivities, as did Aurangazeb, by the 
public decapitation of 500 thieves, "thereby," as a. 
local historian quaintly says, '' terrorising the 
perverse.'' (Laughter.) The unique nature of the 
present occasion lies in the fact that India has never 
before had the opportunity of receiving in person 
and doing honour to her English Emperor ·and 
Empress.· 

AN HON, :MEMBER: British. (Laughter.) 

.MR. MONTAGU: Her British Emperor and Empress. 

THE. DURBAR 'ARRANGEMENTS. 

It· may interest the House to hear a brief 
description of the ceremonies of which the Durbar 
wiU consist.. Our aim is to make them as popular 
.as possible, and to give every opportunity to the 
people of India. of sharing in them. I !Lm glad to 
he able·to say that the outbreak of plague at Delhi, 
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which .caused some anxiety, has now subsided,. 
and we may hope that there }s no danger of· any' 
such untoward incident as marred the. Coronation of 
James I., when the plague was raging in London,. 
and the people were .forbiddel)., to ·COme to West-

, minster to see the pageant. On December 7 their 
Majesties will arrive at the bastion of Delhi Fort~ 
where 150. Ruling Chiefs will ·be presented .. 
Subsequently' they .will go .in procession with 

.I ,. 

British and Indian e~corts round tl;le Great Mosque, 
and through all the principal streets of th!e town. 
On the Ridge they .. will be received by representa
tives of British India, between. 3,000 and 4,000 in 
number. ··on the two following days theKing wm 
receive· visits from the Chiefs, and will. lay the 
foundation-stone of the all-India Me!)lorial to King. 
Edward in Delhi. On December 11 colours will be 
presented to British and IndiaJ;l, troops. The Durbar 
ceremony ·itself wil.l take place on December l~L 
In order to make it as popular as· possible. accom-· 

· modati9n will be provided for 50,000 sp~ctators' in' 
addition to the 12,000 officially invited- guests· al}d 
the 20,000 troops in the great arena. Thus there 
will be space for about 100,000 persons to see the 
ceremony, ·and to see it well. On the following 
day in the morning, the King will receive the 
officers of the Native Army, and in the afternoon 
their Majesties· will attend 'a garden· party at the 
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·Fort/where a huge popular fete will he held on the 
ground below the Fort,· to which it is ~xpected 
that about a million people wlll come to spend the 
.day in the games and amusements that will be pro
vided for them .. 'It is anticipated that, following 
the custom of the Mogul Emperors, their Majesties 
will show themselves to the pe0ple from the bastion 
<>f the Fort. On the 14th there will be a review of 
unprecedented size, in which British and ·Indian 
troops, numbering over 90,000, will be present, and 
I 'may add that this will have been preceded by 
four days manoouvres on a scale never before found 
possible. Thus *e advantage of practical training 
will be combined with the delights of brilliant 
display: On the next day, the 16th, their Majesties 
.will depart in procession through the streets of 
:Delhi, and this historic pageant will be over. 
{Cheers.) We, who have crowned and welcomed 
with great joy. our King thi~ year, will wish him 
·" G9d-speed." . as he sets sail on his Imperial 
·mission, believing that' he wilt 1 receive a real and 
heartfelt welcome from all his peoples in India, 
not only 'because news of his popularity and single
·purposed devotion to his Imperial duties wm have 
·reached their shores, but because they will see in his 
visit thus freshly crowned an earnest tha. t the 
p~ssage of time and growing knowledge has increased 

. the desire, which,has always animated the British 
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tpeople, to help and serve their Indi~n f~llow-subj"~cts. 
~Cheers.) 

Tn:E OPIUM REVENUE. 
/ 

l must, however,.· get back to ,the subjeqt of 
;finance, because I want the Ho~se to look with me 
Jor a m6n:ient at the future beyond the year with 
whose finance we are at present concerned. We 
must_now definitely face the . total loss, sooner or 
Jater, ·of revenue derived )rom opium sold for 
.'export to China. As the House knows, a :q.ew 
.agreement on this subject was concluded in May ·· 
last between the United ·Kingdom • and. China. 
'The Provisional Agreement of 1908,which arranged 
that the import of Indian opium and the p~oduction 
. .of Chinese opium should be progressively diminished, 
year by year until, in 1917, import and production 
will entirely cease, was confirmed. His Majesty's 
<Government have, moreover, agreed that the export 
.()f opium from India to China, either over the whol~ 

1 

country or province by province, shall cease when
ever clea.r proof is given of the complete absence of 
production of native ~pium in China. Tpey have also 
.agreed that Indian opium shall not· be conveyed 
into any province which can establish by' clear 
.evidence that it has effectively stopped· the cultiva.-. 
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tiori and the import of native opium. Som~ 
prophets say, with considerable reason, that in tw(} 
years or less, we shall have to face a loss of the 
£3,000,000 approximately of net opium revenue
wb,ich figures, in the Estimates for 1911-12. It is. 
sufficient to state, as I have, the main terms of the 
agreement' to make it clear that in further::.nce of 
the policy of sympathetic support of reform in China.. 
and ·in recognition of the progress made there in 
reducing the production of native opium, the Indian 
Government have gone a long way towards the· 
final extinction of their opium trade. (Hear, hear.} 
The Government of India will loyally and scrupu-. 
lously carry out their share of the agreement, and 
I claim the sympathy and admiration of the House
of Commons £or all who are doing their share, as I 
believe because they have 'decided tha~ opium grow
ing and opium trading is an immoral and intolera.ble 
industry. First of all, there are the Chinese
people, who are showing an almost inconceivable 
zeal. in freeing themselves from the vice which 
has laid them so long helpless in chains. There are 
the Indian people, the taxpayers, who are willingly 
and cheerfully sacrificing in this humane interest a 
valuable· source of revenue. (Cheers.) There are 
th~ opium growers in the Native States, and there 
.are the Government, of India ·and his Majesty's. 
Government, who in 1906 found the opium trad6' 

I 
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. flourishing' and unlimited and' who have now··· 
.. succee~ed in 'setting an end to thiS! industry; 

ECONOMIES .IN ADMINISTRATION . 

. Towards meeting th~ possi~le loss of the three 
millions from this • source there is the estimated 
-surplus for this year of .. £800,000 ; but there is also 
the non-recurring item of £1,000,000 fodhe King's · 
visit. Th,ere is therefore ~ margin of nearly 
£2,000,000 of surplu$ revenue in the present year. 
It is not· over-sanguine,.· I'· think, to hope that each 
.future year may be expected to give a modest 
;addition to the revenue of the Government, becau~e 
;although it isdifficult and undesirable to obtain 
·sudden increases of revenue in .. India,· there is 
nevertheless a steady upward movement. due to the 

· -spread of c~ltivation, the growth,. of railway and 
irrigation systems and the general de~efopment ',of 
the country. I am not forgetting th~t ifis. possible 1 

that a portion of the natural growth.of revenue may 
,be required to meet increased expenditure, especialij. 
-on objects such as improved education ~nd sanitation; 
which are commei)..ded . by public opinion· in' India 
;and in England, but . there is also the possi4 ' 

bility of economy in other branches of expenditure. 
I quote the promise which was made last J an~ary 
in the debate on this subject in. Calcutta, when the 
Finance M~mber said that .~II the members of the 
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Government of India will, during the current year,, 
subject the' expenditure for which ·they are individu-· 
ally responsible to close scrutiny with a view t() 
effecting all possible economy. 

THE REDUCTION OF MILITARY EXPENDITURE. 

I have every reason to believe that this promi&e 
is being fulfilled. ·(Hear, hear.} It lias; indeed •. 
given rise to rumours, founded on what information,. 
obtained from where, I do not know. It is said that: 
w~ propose to cut down the military forces in India. 
W ~u, what if we did? Is it suggested that when we 
are reviewing the expenditure in other departme~ts 
we should except the military department? If there
were no Army in India no one would suggest that 
the Army should be made anything but large enough 
and 6nly large enough, for the needs o£ the situation,. 
but simply because the Army was devised and 
organised at· other times it is seriously suggested. 
that no modification should be made, and that, even 
though · yo11 are searching for economy in every 
cdepartment, you should not be allowed to question· 
your . military expenditure. I; can assure hon. 
members. that the Government does not share this. 
·mogical view, but that not4ing is, or will be,. 
contemplated that will impair the efficiency of our· 
Army for defending and guarding the peace of our 
Empire. (Hear, hear.) However this.maybe, the·, 
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questioo whether the loss of ,opium revenue will 
involve fre~h taxation cannot be definitely answered~ 
The present financial strength of the Government of 
India, the growth of its resources. and· the growth 
or restriction of its expenditure are all factors 
that have_ to be considered and re-considered as the 
financial 1 plans for each successive year are 
made. 

FRoNTIER PoLITICs., 

I now rMch that portion of my-statement which 
by traai'tion js devoted to a more general discussion 
of the politi~al conditions of India. i hope I shall 
not be thought to fail in my duty if I SJ.f very little. 
about political affairs this year. I ·dealt with them 
very'fully last year, ana· in politics the ryear has 
been uneventful. That is . all to the good. The 
North-West Frontier has been singularly free from 
disturbance. . There have, of course, been raids and 

1 

there will continue to be raids so long as an increas
ing population with predatory ·instincts presses 
more and more heavily upon the soil.· The appoint
ment of a special officer to take charge of our 
relations with the W a.ziris has undoubtedly been 
successful so far, and it is hoped that .. the. recent 
Joint Commission of British and Afghan officials 
which disposed of an adcumula.tion of ·cases of 
border crime wil\ c~eck frontier raids, especially 
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if the Afghan authorities are firm in carrying out 
iheir' agreement not to permit outlaws to reside 
within.50 milesof the frontier. The North.East 
Frontier, on the other. hand, was the scene of a 
·deliberate open attack by Abors on a small British 
party, in which Mr. NoelWilliamson, Assistant 
Political Officer at Sadiya, lost his life. The 
.outrage is one for which his Majesty's Govern
.ment are taking steps to inflict punishment at 
the earliest possible moment. Mr. Williamson 
was a young ana energetic officer who had done 
good service on the frontier, and to whom the 
Government of India are indebted for much valuable 
information about peoples whose confidence it is 
.notoriqusly difficult to win. The House, I am sure, 
will wish to join the Government in an expression 
·of regret at the loss of so valuable a life. (Cheers.) 
In the internal sphere of the political department 
.an interesting event was the constitution of the 
State of Benares under the suzerainty of his Majesty 
the King-Emp9ror. This involves no change in the 
Constitutional theories of the Government of India, 
nor does it betoken any new policy in regard to such 
-()essions in future. 

POLITICAL CRIME. 

Political crime has, I am sorry to say, shown 
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its bead on~e or twice. As long as there are men 
who lurk safely in the background to suggest these 
.erimes..:_(cheers) ;-as long as there are tools, often 
half~witted and generally immature, to commit 
them under the, impression that. they are performing 
deeds of heroism, so long, I am afraid, occasional 
·OUtrages of this sort may occur. (Hear, hear.)' 
Do not think I am minimising their horror. I can. 
imagine nothing more tragic than that a devoted 
servant of the Government should have a career of 
utility to India cut short in this way. I should 
like to take this opportunity of expressing the deep 
regret that his Majesty's Government and t~e , 
Government of India feel at the deplorable 
murder of Mr. Ashe and to tender the profound 
sympathy of all concerned with the relatives of this 
promising officer. But, horrible and deplorable as 
these crimes are in their individual aspect, it is a 
-very common mistake, and a very great mistake, 
:to attach too much importance to isolated occur
rences of this sort as .indices of the political· situa
tion, or to make them the text for long jeremiads 
in the most exalted journalese. ·tLaughter and 
-cheers.) With all respect to the admonition of an 
.army of friendly critics, I adhere to everything that 
I said last year as to the progreisive improvement 
{)f the general situation, though I shall probably 
again be told that my optimism is unjustifiable ..• 
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A WoRD TO THE PEsSIMIST. 

I want to protest here against the ill~informed' 
and unthinking pessimism of which we hear a good 
deal,· accompanied by vague and unsubstantiated: 
criticism of the present Government for being in 

' some mysterious w~y responsible for the state of 
affairs which the critics regard with alarm. I wish 
that the people who talk like this would take pains to 
substantiate their views with somethi,ng more than 
bare and vague assertions of general alarm. What 
do they mean, these prophets of woe, who shake 
their heads and say: " We do not like. the news 
from India; India is in a dangerous state," adding 
something, as a rule, about a Radical Government? 
(Laughter.) They write it to their friends, they 
print it in the newspapers, they whisger it over the 
fireside. What do they mean? Why, all that 
they mean, so I venture to assert, is that the Indian 
problem is a difficult one, and a complicated one, 
becoming, as' the country develops and its people 

. are educated, increasingly difficult and increasingly 
. complicated. There is no need to tell that to us 
w~o are concerned with the administration of 
India. It is all the more reason why we should fac~ 
the future bravely ·and thinkingly; all the more 
reason why we. should avoid a mournful pessimism 
which begets the atmosphere of distrust in which it 
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thrives. Whatever hysterics may be indutged i01 
by armchair critics il1 the Press, the House· may 
rest assured that the Indian Courts will not be~ 
deflected one jot from that adherence to strict. 
justice . which has won them'· the respect of all· 
sections of the community, nor the 'Executive" 
Government from . exercising . clemency where
. clemency will serve the best interests of the country .. 
(Cheers.) The policy of Lord Crewe and Lqrd· 
Hardinge is the policy ~f Lord Morley and Lord' 
Minto-immoveable determination to punish fitly:· 
anarchy and crime, with strict sympathy for orderly 
progressive demand with the peoples tha~ they 
govern. (H-ear, hear.) Indeed, this is no new· 
princip~e of Indian government, for ·the policy of 
the Great Mogul was two centuries ago thus
described by Manucci : " Liberality and generosity 
are necessary to a prince; but, if not' accompanied· 
by justice and sufficient vigour, they are useless; 
rather do they serve to the perverse. as occasion for 
greater insolence." · 

A CHANGING INDIA.. 

I do not want . to be ·.dogmatic, · but India is 
changing fast-as fast as, if not faster than, the· 
West, and our views must keep .p&ce with the 
change. India has been given peace, unity, and an 
Occidental education, and they have combined to 
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·produce a new spirit. It is. our duty to watch that 
movement, and to lead it, 'so far as it may be led 

Jrom witho~t, into right chano.els. When a change 
is produced in the political organisation of a great 
Empire it must not be regarded as the result of an 

:inspiration of a . philosophic· Secretary of State 
·creating a new condition of things out of a placid 
·sea, anxious· to modify the realm over which he 
presides in accordance with his whim, his fancy, or 

-even hi&' s~ttled conviction. · Political change in any 
·country, I take it, results from causes very different 
from this. It must originate from within, not 
from without. Social conditions, .slowly develop
ing, stir public opinion and public demand, which 
move unformed and uncertain at first, gathering 
:strength and shape later, and it is the duty of those 
in charge of the machine· .of government to lead 
·the~ in to the channels of altered policy by means 
:of statutes, Orders in Council, and so forth. These 
paper doc-q.ments are the manifestation of the 
development of the country. They do not, of them

:i;elves, thrust the country eith~ backwards or for-
wards. They qnly mark, as I 1understand it, and 

·so help its movement lorward or backward with a. 
-success which depends upon the equipment and 
wisdom of those in whom the control is vested. That 
is where true statesmanship lies-to watch the mani
fold and complex currents, to diagnose aright the 
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signs of the times,' to a w,ait the moment, 'and, when• .. 
the moment comes,. to step in and mould into· 

· proper shape aspirations and 4emands which · are. 
feeling and groping for expression. 

LoRn MoRLEY;s WoRK. 

It is for this that the name of the great states
man who has recently left the India Office will be, 
remembered in Indian history.· Lord Morley, with a. 
keen and liberal understanding of Indian men· and 
affairs, has set such a seal upon Indian progress as. 
can fall to the lot of few Secretarie; of State. The 
appointment of John Morley to the Indian Office. 
stirred great hopes in India. He had the good 
fortune to find in Lord Minto one whose share in 
the events of the last five years I has obtained· for 
him the affection and gratitude of India. (Hear,. 
hear.) The hopes were amply fulfilled. Liberal 
and generous reform, coupled with unflinching· 
repression of crime, 'successfully met a situation that. 
might well have broken the reputation of a; lesser 
man. He has put off his armour amid the universal 
regr~t of the whole of India, and, if I may take this. 

, opportunity of saying so on their behalf, to the
regret of all who worked under his ·leadership. 
(Hear, hear.) By Lord Morley's refori:I\ scheme I 
claim that we have successfully marked thepolitical 
development-of India as it is at the moment and. 
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have provided a channel along which India's politi· 
eal history may run, I hope, contentedly and steadily 
lor many years to come. l\Iay I say again what I ' 
said last year, that it is the opinion of all concerned 
·in the goveFnillent of India that this scheme has been 
:a complete success, and that the standard of work in 
.the new Legislative Councils is worthy of the highest · 
. .Praise. (Hear, hear.)· · 

THE POLITIC:AL FUT'URE. 

A:Q.d. it is because of this that,· when I ask 
I 

:myself the question, " What of the future? " I 
·.am compelled to say frankly that -a country cannot 
develop by political agitation alone. I say, as 
one who profoundly sympathises with progressive 
opinion in India, that political agitation must not be 
allc:rwed to outstrip development in other directions. 
·Genuine political agitation must be spontaneous; 
it must be the .inevitable result of causes working 

' within: a nation,. not fictitious importation from 
outside. . It ' is not enough to admire and envy 
Western political institutions. · They ca.nno~ be 
imported ready made; they must be acquired as the 
fitting expression of indigenous social conditions. 
If India desires-I use this conditiona) because I 

·know. there are some in India who would retrace 
their steps and abandon Western influence, and 
go· back to autocracy and Oriental despotism-
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but if she desires, as .I believe the majority of. 
.educated Indians desire, to attain to Western 
political institutions, it must be by Western so~ial 
.developmeJ?.t. The' .Indian educated faction with 
·democratic leanings is a tiny" faction. It must 
.re~ove, if needs be by years of work,. this inevit
.able ~ejoinder to its demands, .not by clamoUr or 
by. political agitation, but by work, however patient, 
:along the lines I am about to indicate.. .It cannot 
be removed in· any other way. The measures 

. taken two years ago afford ample provision for 
.the expression ·.of public opinion, and. for th,e 
mo~e effectfve control by Indians over the govern~ 
ment of their country. The time is not ripe. for 
..any further modific~tion of the system. df govern
ment and' so I say to India, with all ·respect:, 
~~ Work out your political destiny so far · ~s· you 
may under :our existing Constitution find out its 
best possibilites, and improve, if you 'will; its . 
. machinery ; but, for the moment,. turn your atten
tion more directly to other problems which make a 
far more urgent call upon your energies.· The 
Government .is ready to pla,y her part,' but, without 
you, the Government can do nothing. Indians 
must turn their attention to organising an industrial 
population which can reap the agricultural and 
dndustrial wealth of the eountry, and· attain a higher 
level of education and a. higher·standard of living. 
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IN-DIA's INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS. 

I must apologise most humbly for detaining 
the House so long, but I have a message to deliver 
on the part of the Government. India has develop
ed from a series of isolated, self-supported village. 
communities, where the main occupation was. 

. agriculture, carried on to feed the ·community~ 
where payments were made wholly in produce~ 
and where such industry as there w.as, was mainly 
hereditary, and the products were distributed 
among the inhabitants of the village. Justice,. 
law ·and· order were enforced by the village 
itself, often by hereditary officials. An· idyllic 
picture, perhaps, marred only by the important 
consideration .that such an India was wholly at the 
mercy of climatic conditions. Drought or tempest
meant starvation and sometimes disappearance. In 
the famines of olden times, far, far ol<ler than the 
British occupation, millions died of hunger, just as 
thousands died in France in the seventeenth 
century. What has altered all this? The same 
cause which altered similar conditions in England,. 
in France in Germany, in almost every European 
country-with this distinction, that what European 
countries acquired by 9enturies of evolution has been 
imported into India by zealous workers, profiting 
by the history of their own country. The huge 
development of railways in India is the work o! 
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little more than a score of years. Th~ first metalled. 
roads were laid· about fifty years ago. By these· 
means of communication, with the post and the 
telegraph, the isolation of village communities has 
been broken down; money has been introd~ced. as a. 
means of· exchange, competition has come in and 
national and even international trade has been 

·developed. India's manufacturers compete with 
the manufacturers of. the rest of the world, and 
require, . as they do, the latest developments of 
science an·d technical knowledge .. Her agriculturists 
till the soil no longer merely to provide 
themselves with . food, but to sell perhaps· at. 
the other end of the world, the products of ·their
labour. Enterprise has been facilitated; prices have 
been raised and equalised. Famine ~o longer means 
starvation. Thanks to modern means of com
municati0n. and to the greater security give~ by the 
irrigation system that the British Government has 
so largely developed, in times of scarcity in. these 
days the number of deaths directly attributable t(} 
lack of food is insignificant, But there are signs oi 
a further development which also has its analogy in 
the industrial history of the West.. The Inter-depen~ 
dence of all branches of industry, the concentration 
of labour in factories under expert management, the 
stricter division of labour, the use of mecha.nica.l 
pow~r and the employment of. large ~mounts of 
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capital are symptoms of this revolution. It is _just 
what happened· in this country when our great 
woollen and cotton industries were developed from 
the isolated hand-weavers. This period in a country's 
history brings with it many po·ssibilities of evil 
unknown to a more archaic society,but it brings also 
possibilities of wealth and greatness. I hope the 
House wil1 not pause to deplore the risks· of evil, · 
fo~, if the industrial rev6lution has begun, nothing 
can stop'_it. You might just as well try to stop the 
incoming tide with your outstretched hands. Our 
t~sk' is rather to guard against the evils that our 
Western experience enables us to foresee. 

A SERIES. OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES. 

I do not want to be accused of seeing in 
India an industrial revolution that does not 
€Xist; and so I may be permitted to read a ·very 
few figures. Twenty years ago there were 126 
cotton mills, employing 112,000 hands; there are 
nqw 232 mills, employing 236,000. ·ln the same 
time the number of jute mills has exactly doubled, 
and the persons employed in them increased from 
61,000 to 192,000. Altogether there are now about 
2,500 factories of all kinds worked by mechanical 
power, employing nearly a million persons. The 
tea industry: gives employment to 600,000 persons, 
and exports annually 250 million pounds ·of tea, 
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-valued at nearly £8,000,000, an increase in ten 
~years of nearly £2,000,000. As· ~egards mineral 
production, the chief mineral worked is coaL The 
annual output;· which has more than doubled in the 
'last eight years, is 12,000,000 tons, and the industry 
.employs -about 130,000 persons. Petroleum, also 
.has developed very rapidly. The output is now 
176,000,000 gallons; which is quadruple that of ten 
·years ago. Manganese ore is also a new and . 
·considerable mining industry. As yet there is no 
:steel-making plant in India, but much is expected / 
•from Messrs. Tata Brothers' underta:king, which is 
:nearing completion. If we may add the employes · 
-on the railways, who number some half a- million, 
to the numbers employed in factories, tea estates, . 
. and mining, the total comes to about 2! million 
<persons. As regards the growth of capitalisation, 
there are 2,156 companies registered in India with 
.a nominal capital of £70,000,000, and a paid-up 
·Capital of £40,000,000. These figures· h'ave been 
-doubled in ten years. There. a~e slso many 
-companies' registered_',abroad which carry ~n 
business exclusively in India, mainly in teS~ 

,growing, jute mills cotton mills, and rice mills. 
These companies (omitting railway companies) have 
:a share capital of 30,000,000 besides debentures. 
Again, the banking capital of India. has increased 

·.in ten years from £ 20,000,000 to £' 43,000,000. 
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Deposits have risen from £20,000,000 t()o 
£43,000,000. This, of course, me.ans so much 
increase in the capital available for financing 
commercial and industrial operations. If further· 
proof were needed of this industrial revolution, it. 
can be found in the fact that, although four-fifths. 
of the exports of India consist of raw materials and 
foodstuffs, and four-fifths "of . the imports consist of' 
manufactured goods, these proportions are being 
modified as time goes on. Raw material imports. 
have increased at a more rapid rate than manufac
tured imports, whilst the rise in the exports of 
.manufactured goods is more than twice as great as. 
the rise in the exports of raw material. These are 
my' evidences of the industrial revolution, and, in· 
'order to avoid the evils with which it is attended,. 
India has need of the assistance of the best and wisest 
of her sons. I am very hopeful that this evolution 
will not be confined to agricultural India. What is.. 
required 'in the industrial part of the scheme in. 
Ip,dia is the ·application of modern methods and' 
modern science to Indian industry. , We want to· 
see a stream of educated young men entering indus
trial careers, and leaving alone the overstocked pro· 
fessions of the Bar and the public service. (Hear, 
hear.) :May I quote an Indian economist, Mr. 
Sarkar, who says :-The .supreme need of do-day 
j~ managers of firms, pioneers4 and entrepreneurs .. 
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'The highes~ intellect of the nation should be educat
·ed for industries,for, remember, the highest intel,lects 
:are serving the industries in Europe, and capital and 
business experience are closely associated with brain. 
power,there." And again :-".Our recent industrial 

;a,wakeniQg has created a sudden demand for business 
managers. Experienced men of this class are not. 
available in sufficient numbers, and so our new 
ventures are run. by amateur managers, such a~ 

lawyers, retired public servants, and so forth who, 
with the best intentions, are unfit to take the place 
-of the trained busin~ssmen. For this reason many _ 
·Of our new joint stock cmppanies have failed." That 
is the want in India, technical education and people 
willing to profit by it. (Hear, hear.) 

I 

THE NEw AGRICULTURAL WoRLD. 

I hope that the industril)ol development of India 
'Will not be confined strictly to industries; I hope this 
·development will also extend to the new agricultural 
world which has been formed by the comparatively 
recent destruction of the isolation of the village. 
Division of labourhas been introduced, the export 
.of produce is growing, and the shares of the land
lord, the Government and the labourer are 
now being paid more and more by the cultivator 
in money. Government has modified, in the 
.interests of the cultivator, the system of revenue 
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assess~ent whi~h it inherited from its predecessors, 
and which represents its partnership in the agricultu-· 
ral industry. Gover,n.ment has also been sedulous. 
to protect tenants from the exactions of landlords. 
Its n:iethods of controlling landlords who exercised 
their ingenuity in adding to fixed rents cesses for 

. fictitious services would, I fear, shock many Con
servatives in' this country, and whet the appetit~ of 
the most advanced agricultural reformers. (Laugh
ter.) In Bengal the Tenancy Law provides that. 
every cultivator who has held any land in a village 
for 12 ;years 'acquires a right _of occupancy, and is .. 
protected from arbitrary eviction and from arbitrary 
enhancement, of. rent... (Hear, hear.) He has got
fixity of tenure and fair rent. (Hear,hear.) In Madras. 
the cultivator is virtually a peasant proprietor, pay-· 
ing a judicial rent for the enjoyment of his land .. 
rHear, hear). But t,he cultivator has two things .. 
always against .him; he is dependent on the seasons,_ 
and he is naturally improvident. He will spend, for 
instance, the eqqivalent of several years ' income on 
a single marriage·festivity. He must, therefore, turn. 
to the money-lender, and, once i~ his clutches, he is-

. never-free. This is not unique in India. ,The tale 
is just"the same as the tale in Ireland, in Germany,. 
and in France, and 140 per cent. and 280 per cent. 

are not uncommon rates of interest. The whole of 
the surplus produce goes to the money-lender as. 
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payment of interest~ As for the payment of prin• 
cipal, that' is nearly always impossible. Indian 
agriculture . is going to be saved, as I beiieve by the 
Rai:ffeisen system-a boon from the West, which is 
taking hold in India. 

THE Co-OPERATIVE MovEMENT. 

I want to say something of the co-operative 
. movement, because I believe that even England may 
have much to learn from India here. You cannot 
apply capital to agriculture in, the same way that 
you can apply it to industry, for you cannot take your 
raw m:rlerial, the land, and lump it together into a. 
factory. The size of an economic holding can never 
be greater or smaller than the local conditions of 
market of soil, of climate make possible. Though . 
aggregation i& the essence of the maJ?-ufacturing, in
dustry, and isolation is the essence of the agricultu
ral industry, the principle of capitalisation governs 
both, but in agriculture resource must be had to co~ 
operation. The law under which the societies are 
incorporated was passed· in 1904, and some time 
elapsed after its enactment before ~he principles of ' 
co-operation could be made intelligible to the people 
by the Government officials to whom the work of 
erganisation was entrusted. The principles were 
borrowed from Europe were unfamiliar to the people, 
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:and required a certain amount of intelligence as 
well as willingness to make trial of a new idea. The 
initiative had. to come from without; and the 
Government gave it .by means of officers and funds. 
The officers' zeal and interest have repeatedly been 
.acknowledged, but funds have been supplied spar
ingly, in order to mak~ the movement from the out
:set a genuine one. (Hear, hear.) Imperfectly though 
the figures reflect the progress, they are remarkable. 
In three years the number of societies has increased 
from 1,357 to 3;498. The number of members has 
increased from 150,000 to 231,000; the working 
<'apital has risen from £300,000 to £ 800,000· 
It is a fair assumption that e~ch member represents 
a family, and that the co-operative movement has 
b~neficially affected . no less than a million .people. 
Of course the banks Y!Jtry in detail in th'e different 
provinces, but perhaps in Bengal, where there is no 
,ghare capital and no dividend, and all societies are 
{)rganised on the strictest principles of unlimited 
liaoility, a.nd members of the society pledge their 
joint credit, we get the most perfect application of 
the Raiffeisen principle. 

AN ENCOURAGING PICTURE • 

. It is ,from the accounts of the movement given 
by the provincial officers (and of the 28 officials at 
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ihe last Conference of Registrars 20 were. Indians) 
ihat one realises the _capacity of. the Indian rural 
population to respond to a beneficent idea and their 
latent powers to work for the common good. The 
initiative in the first instance had to come from the 
B-®vernment and its officers, but a.registrar and one 
~ssistant and two or three inspectors in a province 
.of 20,000,000 or 40,000,000 people coul~ do nothing 
unle~s they~ could count on the assistance of 
honorary helpers, This has~ been ·forthcoming. 
Men of education and public· spirit, animated solely 
by enthusiasm for the movement have set themselves 
to learn the principle of co-operative credit soci(lties, 
~nd in their seve~al neighbourhoods _have become 
organisers and honorary managers of banks. Even 
,greater enthusiasm is to be found in the villages 
~mong poor and homely men of little education. It 
. has been found, not by any means in every village, 
or equally in all parts of India, but to an extent 
which was not anticipated. In a poor. village a.· 
-credit bank was started with a capita.} of 20 rupees. 
It has now a working capital-chiefly deposits-of 
more than £3,000. The bank has also a scholarship' 
fund to send the sons of poorer members to a. con- · 
tinuation school, and an arbitration committe~ for 
-settling local disputes. I have another example of 
a committee managing a. credit bank, which, by 
.denying membership to a man of bad character until 
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he;had shown proof of his ref0rm, ma~e a good 
citizen out of a bad one. We read also of buried 
bags of rupees, crusted with mould, being produced 
and deposited in the bank. .It seems as if we were· 
in thi~ way beginning to ·tap the hoarded wealth 
of India. Several societies have bought agricul
tura1 machines, and some are occupying their spare
time and capital in opening shops arid doing trade
in cattle and wood. Others, again, aim at land 
improvement, repayment of old debts, and the· 
improvement of the backward tenant, and even at 
the establishment of night and vernacular schools .. 
In several districts the village societies have resorted 
to arbitratipn in village disputes, and in one or two· 
casys they have taken up the question of village 
sanit~tion. o'ne can almost see the beginning of the· 
revival of old village communities. (Hear, hear.) 

, But there is also another note struck in most of these- · 
reports. While villagers have shown a wonderful 
capacity for combination ~nd concerted action, and 
while enthusiastic workers of position and intelli
gence have here and. there been enlisted in the cause 
there is complaint ~f the apathy of the natural 
leaders of the Indian community a~d their apparent 
failure to realise the ·immense importance of the· 
movement. There is no doubt that the field wants
many more workers, and, I hope, it will not ask in 
vain. 
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THE PROBLEM OF EDUCATION. 

There is, then, gro:ving in India this great-. 
two-sided organisation of industrial and agricultural 
life. I do not think it can grow healthily far unless;· 
serious attention is given to one or two important. 
matter's to which I now want to draw attention. 
The first' is education:.....general and industrial. I 
regret that I am not in a position to say muc.h in 
detail ori this subject,_ all the more because I see' 
that my hon. friend Sir Albert Spicer has a motion · 
on the subject on the paper. The . department: 
constituted last year to take charge of education 
has been hard at work elaborating a policy, .and L 
hope that the result of their labours- will shortly 
be made public. We have to deal with 16 million 
boys of school-going age, the bulk of them widely 
scattered over 1t~ agricultural population. There is. 
no general demand at pr~sent for education among 
the people, who ha-ve borne. their illiteracy very 
cheerfully. This is no reason, of course, that there, 
should be any relaxation .in our efforts to spread 
education among them. But while it is the obvious 
duty of the Government to provide better buildings, 
better equipment, a better curriculum, and. better 
teaching staffs, there is a duty, on the other hand, 
for Indian educational reformers to create a willing
ness to allow children to be educated, a willingness 
to help, to teach, and, be it said, a willingness to help,.. 
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·pay the taxes or the fees (I do not know say which) 
by. which alone large educational. schemes can be 

·financed .. By thi~ means only can we bring into 
the pale the 80 per cent. of children who, I aru 

;·sorry to say, are now growing up· without any 
·,education at all. As for technical instruction, much 
is being done by the provision both •of institutions 

-.and of technical scholarships, a fl111 description of 
which can be found in the last quinquennial report 

-o.n education in· India-Command Paper 4,365 of 
·.1909. What is required there is, as I have said, to 
· invite young men .who have achieved a good primary 
·education to choose these advantages rather than to 
·crowd still further the entrance to the Bar or the 
public service through the universities. (Hear, hear.) 

'THE N;EED FOR A HIGHER STANDARD OF LIVING. 

With education will . come, I hope, a higher 
·standard of living for' the people and some reduction . 
·in the terrible wastage of hum~n life. The present 
·standard of living is deplorably low. Ignorance of 
·sanitary or medical ·principles is practically univer-

. ·sal. The birth-rate is extremely' high,· judged by 
the birth-rate of Western Europe. The death-rate 
. and notably the death-rate of children, is also, 
judged· by. European experience, appallingly high. 
The death-rate in the 1Jnited Pro1inces and the 

iPqnjab in 1908, when malaria was very prevalent, 
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exceeded 50 _per· 1,000. The English death-rate
is only 16 per 1,000. The sickness,· disease, and 
mortality which horrify st~dents of Indian. society 
ai·e, from one point of view, the consequences of a. 
very low stanaard of living, thaugh from another 
point of, view they are the rude restrictions placed 
by Nature on a population which continually multi
plies up to the limit of' bare subsistence. Now at. 
present OJl:ly 10 per cent. of the Indian people live in. 
towns. · The effect of the reorganisation of industry. 
upon capitalistic lines will be to modify this. The 
concentration of people from the countryside intO> 
large towns is bound to occur. The figures of the, 
recent census have not yet been published in sufficient. 
detail to enable a definite judgment to be formed as. 
to how far this process has already taken place, but. 
the tendency is undoubted. The population or 
Calcutta, for instance, has increased by 10 per cent 
in the hist ten years, that of Bombay by 25 per cent.,. 
that of Karachi by 36 per cent. and that of Rangoon. 
by 18 per cent. This will not be without its good 
effects. The consequent increase of. wealth will 
provide means wherewith to ameliorate. the poverty 
which at present impedes the progress of India in SO> 
many directions.· Again, the multiplication of 
industries will relieve the pressure on the land which. 
now drives down the profits of agriculture, and wil~ 
thus mitigate . the sev_erity of those recurri?g 
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-calamities which follow upon the failure of th~ 
.harvest, for it has long been recognised ·that the 
.encouragement of diversity o£' occupation is ·the 
,only radical cure for famine. Moreover, in the 
·concentrated popul~tion of the towns all those 
civilisi~g and educational movements which are 
:summarised in . ~he word u progress " find their 
.. centre. . Technical instruction in special trades and . 
-occupations is impossible , in. sparsely populated 
·districts. 

\ 

, THE EVILS oF TowN LIFE. 

But, on the other hand, there is danger that all 
. -the evilsof town life-the overcrowding, the destitu
;tion, and all the squalid misery of mean streets 
with which we are too familiar-shpuld be re-

, ·produced in India, and be even harder .to bear than 
hear on account of the suffocating heat. Already 
we hear of overcrowding and insanitary tenements 

1in the operatives' quarters in Bombay. Mr. Dunn, 
1late Chairman of the· Bombay City Improvement 
Trust;; in a paper of February 17, 1910, says:
'The rooms or 'chals' less than 10 ft. square are 
:separated from one another by partitions of wood o~ · 
,split bamboos plastered with mud. There is no 
·ceiling, only the sloping low roof, which is of rough 
round rafters and a single thickness of country tiles. 
'The walls and roof are black with smoke and dirt of 
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many years, the .rooms are filled with ch6king smoke 
from the wood' fires and naked, lamps, and there is 
no exit for this except through the rough doors. 
The only openings are the doors leading from the 

· rooms on to narrow verandahs, no ventilation, 
darkness, and a choking atmosphere, and a family 
of five or six persons, with perhaps,a lodger or two. 
Refuse of all kinds is disposed of by the simple 
expedient of throwipg it ,outside beyond the. 
v~randah, and the condition of the surroundings 
of the 'chal' may be left to the imagination. Of 
course, a situation such as that demands activity 
from the Governmem. In Bombay a City Improve~' 
ment Trust has been working for the last ten years 
with inadequate means. The Government of India 
have now given, as I have saip, £333,000 to it, and 
proposals are being considered for providing the 
trust with a larger income from local S®urQes. A 
sim1Iar trust is now about to be created in Calcutta. 
In Rangoon, again, land reclamation on a large scale 
is being undertaken. Elsewhere much attention is 
being paid to the subject; but.the most urgent need 
is the education of~ the masses in the principles of 
hygiene. There is a limitless field indeed for private· 
enterprises here. Tolerable though archaic habits 
and practices may be iij the open country, whoo 
transferred to the crowded towns. they become · 
insupportable.. At the Bombay ~edical Cong~ess in 
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·' 
1909 a Farsi doctor read a painfully interesting 
paper on" Unhygienic Bombay." He said: "A. 
large portion of the insanitary conditions prevailing 
in and outside the dwellings of the poorer classes is. 
directly due to some peculiar and perverse habits of 
the p~ople themselves, through ingrained prejudice· 
(l,nd.stupidity, through want of personal cleanliness. 
and through ignorance of personal hygiene. They 
form a painful picture1 of a stolid and unconscious. 
ignorance, associated with great poverty such as 
oon rarely ~e seen in the poorest civilised town of 
the West." The picture is repeated with variations. 
in all the great towns of India. 

T:HE RAVAGES OF PLAGUE., ' 

If there were less ignorance' and perversity~ 
plague would never find in the country the lodg
ment that it has. It is an established fact that 
persons living under proper sanitary conditions are· 
virtually exempt. from the disease. Plague does 
not attack the gaol population or the Native Army ; 
it ·~ttacks the ordinary civil population, because· 
they live in houses which are not rat-proof, because 
they treat the rat almost as a domestic animal,. 
because large numbers of them refuse to trap or 
~ill it, and because they will not adopt the sanitary 
precautions which. are pressed upon them. · In· 
plague we have examples from our own history~ 
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England has suffered many times, the most severe 
epidemic being that in th~ middle of the 14th 
century known as the "black death " which came 
from the Levant through Europ~. A contemporary · 
writer, quoted in Dr. Simpson's book on plague, 
says:...:..." At first it carried off.a.lmost all the inhabi- ' 

'. tants of ·the seaports in Dor~et, and then those 
Ilving inland, and from there it raged so dreadfully 
tliro~gh Devon and, Somerset, as far as Bristol, 
that the men of Gloucester refused those of Bristol 
entrance to their country, everyone thinking that 
the breath of those who lived among people who 
died of plague was infectious. But at last it 
attacked Gloucester--,:::'~_q_()xford and London, 
and, finally the whole of England, so violently that 
scarcely one in ten of either sex was left alive." 
Outbreaks of plague continued to occur occasion
ally. throughout the next three centuries-not-

. ably in London in 1665, when nearly 70,000 
persons perished. Towards the end of .the 17th 
century it rapidly disappeared from the whole of 
Western Europe. Plague has now been present in 
India for 15 years; and the appalling total of nearly 
7,500,000 dea~hs i from it has been recorded. Of 
this the Punjab accounts for nearly two and a half 

-million deaths-almost a third of the total. The 
tale of deaths in t~e last ten years represents 11 
per cent. of the population of that provi!lce. When 
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I think' of the sensation that was caused in this 
country· a. short tim?J ago by what was by comparison 
a minor outbreak in Manchuria, resulting in only 
50,000 deaths, I fear that people in this country do 
not realise the awful ~ravages that this scourge is ' 
d_aily making among the Indian people. 

THE REMEDIES. 

Scientific research has established that it .is 
conveyed by rat fleas to human beings. The two 
.effective remedies are inoculation-and house evacua
tion. Professor Haffkin has discovered a vaccine 
by which comparative, though n-ot absolute, im
munity can,be temporarily secured. But by an 
unhappy accident at Mulkowal several villagers 
,died of tetanus after inoculation. Inoculation in 
India has never recovered from this disaster. It is 
hated by the people and a,voided by them except 
when the disease is in their midst .. House evacua
tion is easier in villages than in towns. Adminis. 
,trative arrangements by which plague is now 
fought include the provision of special plague 
medical officers and, subordinates and they and 
the district staff are on the look-out for the 
<lccurrence of plague, and when it occurs; they 
visit the_ locality, offer inoculation, give assist
ance to persons to vacate their houses, advice ra.t 
destruction, and so on. To the prevention of plague 
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there would seem to be no royal road. The case is 
.one in which lavish expenditu~e of money is not 
called for and would be useless. .But the Provincial 
Governments have spent, and ar~ spending, a good 
deal. The United Provinces have eKpended some 
£600,000up todate, The Punjab Government is 
spending about £40,000 a y~ar. The improvement 

· .of the general sanitary conditions under which the 
population lives is more and more clearly seen to · 
.be essential, and to improve them the local Govern
ments are devoting all the money they can spare. 
They have been helped to do so by the grants for 
'Sanitation made by the Government of India. ·The 
,scientific difficulties are enhanced by. the difficulty 
:0f overcoming prejudice and ignoranc~, habit and 
.apathy. In some districts there is actually religions 
<>bjection to rat-killing and inoculation. No better 
work can be done for India than to . offer example· 
.and instruction in principles of life that appear•to 
us elementary, and to strive to exercise the foes of 
progress-superstition and resistance to prophy
lactics. 

' LOC!L SELF-GOVERNMENT AND SANITATION. 

There are, I am glad to say, signs that the ' 
sanitary conscience is beginning to awake among 
the people. But it is not enough to point out evils. 
to th~ Government, to urge the G6vern~ent to d() 
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something, and to say that more money is required .. 
Of course more money is required. More money is. 
requiredfor every item in India's programme of deve-
lopment, and we allocate to each item with as lavish 
a hand as we can consistently with the other require-
ments. It is no use to urge proposals requiring the
immediate expenditure of money without any regard 
to· ways and means, when there is s~ much to be, 
done by :private, exhortation, ·by example, and by 
devotion to the problems ·of local· self-government .. 
Municipal work in India, as elsewhere, is proving an 
admirable training ground in public affairs, and the· 
better .municipal t:orporations,, such as that of 
Bombay, have carried through large drainage and 
water projects with help and stimulus from the
Government. What is now wanted is to obtain 
support from. the Press and the Community for 
muoi~ipal effort and a public opinion which ,can be· 
relied upon to control and appreciate the r~sponsi-· 
bilities of municipal institutions.-

THE DANGER OF CAPITALISATION. 

,, I must mention one more . danger th,at the· 
industrial revolution involves. The development of 
capitalisatio~ is sure to bring forward in India, as.' 

everywhere,. certain men who, in the hurry to grow 
rich,. will take. advantage of the necessities .of the. 
poor.and the. want· of organisation among the Indian 
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!labourers. These are the men, be it ~said, ·who 
would reap the advantage of a protectionist tariff. 
'They would work their hands long hours for insuffi
·cient wages, exploit women's and childrP-n's labour, 
. and reproduce, as far as the law will permit them, the · 
horrors of ~he English -factory system at the begin
ning of the last century. A Factory Act was passed 
last year, after a long and ~xhaustive inquiry by a 
·Committee and a Commission, giving increased 
protection to _a worker and greater inspecting and 
-controlling powers to the Government. But the 
·Government cannot advance beyond that Indian 
public opinion which, at the\ best, is only in its 
infancy. The leaders of Indian opinion must set 
thei_r faces against the degradation of labour, and 
·they need to be specially vigilant, be~ause India/s 
working classes, besides b~ing themselves unorga
nised, are not directly represented on the Legislative 
·Councils, whose Indi'an members come almost 
-exclusively from the landlord and capitalist classes. 
This is not due to any. defect in the law, but.to the · 
-condition of Indian Society. Labour, ·long accus
tomed to silent drudgery, has not yet found a voice, 
:and it will probably be long before it mak.es itself 
heard in the Legislative Councils. All the greater 
reason that public-spirited Indians should .take care 
that these unrepresented interests are carefully 
·Considered and the conditions of labour improved. 
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India may derive one· advantage from the fact thaiP 
her industrial revolution has been so long .delayed. 
She may ·profit by t]:le abundant mistakes that we. 
made in this country i~ she takes advantage of our· 
experience, and with a wise, forethought, closes the· 
door to industrial abuses before they have grown 
strong; a:od, 1 in that case, she may look back upon 
her industrial revolution without the sharrle and• 
regret wit~\ which we are farced to contemplate· 
some of the features of our own. (Hear, hear. l 

CASTE. PRINCIPLES AND PROGRESS. 

I 

I have spoken of industrial and agricultuia~ 

organisation and their subsidiary problems of edu
cation, sanitation, and a higher standard of living. 
~here remains another s)lbject on which I wish to · 
touch ·in pointing out to Indians the objects toward& 
. which, as it seems to me, their activities should at· 
present be directed. It is a subject of great delicacy ;· 
but I feel o~liged to draw attention to it on accoun~ 
of its great importance and the intimate connexion 

' of one aspect of it, at any rate, with certain of the
topics that I have been discussing. Nothing could} 
be further from my intention. than to say anything 
that. might possibly be construed as 'offensive to the
beliefs and usages of any religion. , Every religion 
has forms and ceremonies. which it is difficu}t for-
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those outside its pale to' appreciate and ·to under~ 
stand, Even less would I ·have it thought that I 
desire to weaken the' wonderful religious inspiration 
of the Indian peoples. If the House will fo!give a. 
personal allusion, I was brough~ up in a denomina· 
tion which attaches great importance to quasi
religious (ieremonial institutions and derives spiritual 
inspiration from them, and I should be the last to 
question the religious usages and semi-religious 
usages which are dear to our Indian fellow
subjects. But I wish to suggest to the leaders 
of Hindu thought that they" might, if they 
thought fit, look carefully into certain of their ins
titutions and consider whether they are compatible 
with modern social conditions and modern industrial 
progress. Of the 220,000,000 of the•Hindu. popu
lation 53,000,000 form what are known as the 
depressed classes, who _are regarded by the higher 
·castes as untouchable. There are 9,000,000 girl 
wives bt!tween the ages of one and 15, of whom 
2,500,000 are under 11, and there are 440,000 girl· 
widows forbidden to re-marry. It is the first point 
that I wish to emphasise, because it is here in parti
cular that I cannot help feeling that Hindu social 
conditions hamper to some extent mod~rn develop
ment, both industrial and political. The way in 
which caste principles affect industrial development 
is this. English industrial history ·· in all its 
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branches shows how supremely important is the 
possibility of infusing fresh blood from the la,bour· 
ing classes ,into the ranks of the.captains of industry. 
In India this is impossible under present conditions. 
Social distinctions are rigid a.nd permanent ; many 
occupations are still almost purely hereditary, and 
there is ·no fluidity. Even supposing-as I hope 
will be the case that young men of education and 
capacity ta.ke to industrial car'eers, and supposing 
that the .s}lyness of Ip.dian caiptal is at length 
overcome, still the conditions that I have mentioned 
must inevitably hamper and retard India's industrial 
progress. In the. region of politics th~ matter 
came into prominence two years ago in rather a 
curious way. During consideration of the question 
of securing for Mahomedans ·adequate representa;. 
tion on the new councils, the point came up of the 
numerical proportion borne by Hindus and Maho
medans in the community. The Mahomedans 
asserted that the Hindus had no right to count, as 

-'Hindus,· persons whom no self-respecting Hindu 
would touch or come near. It is undoubtedly a 
difficult point, and there are now signs of a move· 
ment among leaders of Hinduism towards taking 
an interest in the condition cif these classes, and 
devising measures to bridge the gulf between them 
and the twice-born.· It is this that has emboldened 
me to say what I have said on the subject .. I would 
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not have presumed to do so, had it not been for the 
fact that there is evidently a growing feeling 
.amongst prdminent members of the community that 
:all is not well with their social organisation. Let · 
me quote to the House the words of the well-known 
leader, Mr. Gokhale. He said:'' lf, after fifty ye~rs of 
University education conducted on Western ideas, 

, the essence of which is the equality and dignity of 
man,· the gondition of the depressed classes· is 
practically the same as it was half a century· ago; it , 
is a ·very great reproach to them. · There· is no 
greater blot upop. us to-day than the condition in 
which we have allowed 53,000,000 of our fellow
beings to continue.". One word more before I leave 
the subject. If the Hindu community think it 
possible and desirable- and it is for them alone to 
·say-to effect changes in these matters, the . move
ment must be a spontaneous one and must be 
.effected by the community itself. Government 
may not-cannot help. · I mention this because 
in ~ recent debate ~n the subject in the 
.Bombay Council there were signs of an inclina; 
tion to turn to the Government for assistance. 
If the House wilt forgive me another quotation 
I should like just b read the wise words with 
which Sir George Clarke con9luded the debate : 
41 The fact is that the Government cannot force the 
pace in regard to social matters. We must leave 
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them to the groyving feeling among the Indian· 
peoples themselves; and if politics remain in a bey· 
anqe for a time, it is possible, and I think probable, 
·that social reforms will force themselves to the 
. front. That ~e must leave tv the people of India~ 
I do feel that if a real sentiment of Nationalism 

·spreads throughout India, as I think it .will, the time 
will come when the Mahars, ·in common with all 
other classes, will be treated as brothers.'.' 1 

HINDUS, MAHOMEDANS AND THE N AT'IONAL 

SENTIMENT. 

But brotherhood within the Hindu community 
is not enough. India needs more than that. Real 
national feeling cannot be produced while in the 
same province, village, town, or street you have 

· !Jl,dians learning the national ideal and Indians 
d~nying their part or share in the history of the 
land in which they live. Provincial distinctions 

·do ·not perma.nently matter, 'Racial distinctions do 
not offer a lasting ·obstacle to .confederation and 
mutual share in the commonweal. But religious 
segregations which produce fierce, exclus,ive patrio
tism seem more obdurate and more hostile to 
amicabie and united action. In India Hinduism 
teaches a fierce love of India itself, the motherland 
·which is so wonderful 1as to be an, example of 
love. of country to the whole world, the . love 
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of country produced · by worship of· God. But 
Mahomedanism proauces and teaches a patrio
tism equally remarkable a sort ·of extra-territo~ial 
patriotism-if I may strain the words to 'describe 
it-a love of religion which seems almost to. 
laugh · ~t dist!).nce and material. neighbourhoodr 
and breathes loyalty and sympathy and fellow-feel
ing from one :M:ahomedan to another. The one is· 
spiritual, the· other is spiritual-and more. How 
can one preach tolerance in this atmosphere ? ]Iow 
can one say to the Mohomedan? "You need 
abandon no jot of your fervour if you ·add to it. 
principles of less exalted and more Western desire 
to help and to share the destiny of the country in · 
which ybu live"?· And how can one say to the 
Hindu: "Your· religious susceptibilities really 
should not be outraged by rites perfo1 rped by people 
who do not share your religion, even if you would 
regard them . as wrong if they were performed by 
Hindus"? This trite advice is· ineffectuaL, These· 
are not mere denonimations; they are nations-the
one bound together terrestrially and spiritually, the· 
other spiritually only. Now of course it would be 
criminal to foster this difficult antagpnism, but not 

to recognise its eXistence is to be blind ~o facts in at 

way which must enhance the evil. I cannot see 
h0w this state of affairs can do other than retar<l 
and indeed prevent the growth of national feeling 
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:arid the development of India in the way I have 
.tentatively suggested, and I would appeal to all 
Indians-ancl I include in those people of every 
inspiration, race, creed and colour-to unite and 
join hands for their country's good. I need assure 

,no intelligent critic that the Government would be 
the first to welcome and to help the co-operation 

·which we all desire. (Hear, hear.) 

I have now, I hope, so far as the Indians 
11re concerned, made good my case. It is 
·as good as I can make it if I forbear to 
produce; from considerations of time, all the evi· 
-dence on which it rests. Let me now re-state it. 
The opinion most familiarly, but not originally, 
'Stated by Mr. Kipling that the "East is East and 
-the West is West, and never the t!Vo shall meet," is 
contradicted by the fact that India is now, with our 
itid, rapidly passing, in a compressed form, through 
our own social and industrial development, with all 
·its advantages and some of its evils. She has, how
·ever, still a very long way· to go and many hard 
problems to tackle if she desires to acquire as an 
-outcome of her conditions the ~ame political institu
iiions, and there is no other way in which she can, 
.-o~ ought, t,o ,acquire th~m. 
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p ARLI!MENT AND INDIA: 

Will the House forgive .me if I now, in eon· 
elusion, address myself directly to members of this 
House and say a word about the theory of Indian 
government ? I hope I shall not be thought over· 
presumptuous if I try to explain what I conceive to 
be the functions of the British Parliament with· 
regard to our Indian dependency. The importance 
of the subject cannot be over-estimated. It affects. 
u~ all, collectively and individually, India is woven 
as it were into the very fabric of our being. I; 
a never-failing ·stream many of the best of our 
men and women give themselves and the best 
of their lives ungrudgingly to the service of India. 
Their names are honoured and remembered~ 
whether by small groups of our fellow-subjects or 
by our whole Indian Empire and beyond. (Hea~, 

hear.) These men are inspired by an. Imperiat 
patriotism which, I am thankful to say, shows no
sign of failing, and which will, i hope, be diffused 
among the people whom th.ey govern. This is no
strange thing, this unceasing flow of workers drawn 
by the magnet of the East. However bUl'densome 
and unattractive Indian problems may seem from 
the outside, I can· testify that even the shortest 
experience of them makes them_ lastingly absorbing,. 
interesting and important.. I can well understand. 
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how it is that men who have fought on behalf of 
India until they are worn out put on their armour 
again and enter public controversy; how they even 
;go back to the country in which their life's work 
has been spent, because of the intimate and lasting 
.effect that India has upon their minds and thoughts. 
Thus it comes about that almost every street, mean 
Dr rich, has some one living in it who has worked 
itself, or whose relations have worked, or are work
ing, in' India. No better index of a· nation's 
activity is to be' 'found than the front sheet of a 
·newspaper." Every birth, niarriage and obituary 
.cohimn has its item of Indian interest. India is 
;part and parcel of the noi·mal existence of our 
naWm. Is it not proper, then, that the House of 
Commons should ask itself what are its duties 
towards this questioD; which affects so nearly the 
life of the nation and the lives of its people? 
{Hear, hear.) 

INCREASING.lMPORTANCE AND INADEQUATE 
I 

KNOWLEDGE. . 

I realise well that I shall probably read to
morrow that I have been guilty of the enormity of· 
lecturing the House of Commons. 'But I cannot 
refrain from sp~aking out .. what I feel, for, I am 

, ~onvinced that Indian problems· will become more 
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important, more insistent, more vital as the years go 
on, and I .see so clearly the danger that we shall in
-cur if they present themselves to· a House of Com
mons inadequately equipped to grapple with them. 
It is only a matter of time for questions of supreme 
importance in connexion with our Indian Empire to 
come through the outer Lobby into the inner Lobby 
and knock irresistibly at the door of this Chamber . 

. Are we prepared to meet them ? Have we the know
ledge; the sympathy, the breadth of view, that they' 
demand for a satisfactory and st~tesmanlike solution '? 
How many members of this House are able to say 
that they are in a position to discuss with lm'owledge 
.and decide with wisdom the great problem~· of 
India-the problem of education bot~ in India and 
in England, of commercial and industrial develop
ment, qf military defence, of political concession, of 
the eradication of poli~ical crime ? On how man1 
of these questions can bon. members honestly say 
that taey are fitted to form any viewsp.t all ? Indeed · 
when I think how this House is harassed and over-

, burdened by, its innumerable domestic responsibili
*ies, which I hope it will not always be persistently · 

· unwilling to delegate, I am bound to admit that there 
is lacking that first requisite for the efficient dis~ 
cllarge of our Imperial duties-time for study iYJd 
mature consideration.. But apart from this, when 
I ask myself the question, What is the present 
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attitude of this House towards Indian questions ? I 
am bound to answer frankly that the salient charac. 
teristic of that attitude appears to me to be-speak
king of the House as a whole-.-something approach-

-ing aPktthy. And as regards those bon.· members. 
who take most active interest in Indian affairs, may 
I say that I should be very sorry to see this interest 
represented by two parties concerning themselves 
chiefly with points ,of administrative detail, the one 
thinking it necessary to espouse the cause of the 
governed by attacki1;1g the Government, the other· 
constituting itself the champion of the official. The 
tendency to assume an antagonism between the 
i~terests of the Indian and the interests of the 
official is one "\Vhich I cannot too strongly deprecate 
-it is the negation of all we have done, are doing~ 
and hope to· do for Ind.ia. We are there to co
operate with the peoples o-f the country in working 
out her destinies side by -side, with the same objecli, 
t~e same mission, the same goal. (Hear, hear.) 

THE THEORY O;F GOVERNMENT BY :}?RE5TIGE. 
' ' 

Time was,'no doubt, .when it was a most im-
portant function of this house to see that the theory 

· of government by prestige was not carried to ~xces· 
sive lengths in India. In the extreme form of 
government by prestige those who administer the 
country are; I' take it, answerable only to their 
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official superiors, and no claim for redress by one 
· of the ruled against one of the rulers can. be 
admitted, as a right. If, for instanc~, a member 
of the ruling race inflicts an injury upon a member 
of the governed race, no question will arise of punish
ing the fDrmer to redress the wrong of .the latter. 
The only consideration will be whether prestige will 
be more impaired by punishing the offender, and 
so admitting imperfection in .the governing· caste, or 
by not punishing him, and so condoning a failure or 
t~at protection of the governed which is essential to· 
efficient government. This•illustrates, as I under
stand the matter, the prestige theory pressed to its. 
logical conclusion.· I do not say that it was ever S() 

pressed i!l India. It has always been tempered by 
British character, British opinion and the British 
Parliament. Whatever reliance upon prestige there: 
was in our government of India is now giving place 
.to reliance upon even·handed justice and strong~ . 

· orderly and equitable administration. · •.. But a great 
deal of nonsense is talked still-so it seems to me 
-about prestige. Call it, if you will, a useful asset. 
in our relations with the wild tribes .of' the frontier~ 
but let us hear no more about it as a factor in the 
relations between the British Government and theo 
educated Indian public. Do not misunderstand me-
and thisl say especially to those who may do meo 
t~e honour of criticising outside these .. walls what I 
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am now saying. I mean by "prestige" the theory 
of governmep,t that I have just described-the 
theory that produces irresponsibility and arrogance. 
I do not, of course, mean that reputation for finn 
a.nd dignified administration which no government 
can afford to disregard. This reputation can only 
be acquired by deeds and temper, not by appeal to 
the blessed word "prestige." I think it necessary 
to· make 'this explanation, for I have learned by 
experience how a single word carelessly used may 
be construed by sedulous critics as the enunciation 
:of a new theory of government. 

DELEGATION AND RESPONSIBILITY, 

It is, of course, a truism that in Parliament, 
acting through its servant, the Secretary of 
State, is vested the supreme control over the 
Government of India. It is no less a truism that 
it is the duty of Parliament to control that Govern
ment in the interests of the· governed just as· it is 
the duty of Parliament to control the Government 
<>f the day at home in.the interests of the people of 
these islands. This House in its relations to India 
has primarily to perform for that country the 
functions proper to an elected Assembly in a self
governing country. That, I say, is its primary 
function. . But that is not all. It is characteristic 
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·of British statesmanship that it has not been con
tent with so narrow a view of Imperial responsibi· · 
lities. The course of the relations between the 
House ·of Commons and the· people of India has 
taken, and must take,. the form of a gradual delega;
,tio~; little ·by little, fro in itself· to · the people· of 
India, of the power tq criticise and control their 

, Government. You have given India. that rule 
·of law which is so peculiarly ·British and cherish
-ed by Britons; you have g\ven elected councils 
for deliberative and. leg-islative purposes; you have 
.admitted Indians to bigh adminjstrati ve and judi
-cial office. And, in so far as you do these things,. 

. I 

you derogate from ·your own direct powers., You 
.bestowupon.the people of India a portion of your 
-functions ; you must, the~efore, cease to try to 
.exercise those functions, and devote yourself solely 
to the exercise of the duties that you have definitely 
retained for your own. Permit me to say that I see 
·signs that this most important point is not ·always 
:sufficiently realised; ']Jhe more you give to India 
the less you should exercise your own power ; the 
less that India has the more you are called upon by 
virtue of your heritage to exercise your own control. 
'The . sum is constant ; addition on the ·one side 
means subtraction from tthe other. There are then, 
thelile two problems always before this House. · The 
()De is how much of your powers of co~trol to delegate ' 
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to the people of India, the other is how most wisely-
! to exercise the powers of control that you retain. It 
is not only that the powers that you have delegated 
are of no use to those on whom you have bestowe<l 
them unles~ they are entrusted with them unham~ 
pered ; it is not only that the more you have delegat
ed powers of control the more important are such 
powers as you retain, demanding more and more· 
study and thought. . :You must also remember the
position of the British official in India. You cannot. 
allow him to be crushed beneath a responsibility 
to Indian opinion, now becoming articulate and: 
organized, to which he has now to justify 
himself in open debate, added to an undiminished; 
responsibility to British public opinion, unwilling,. 
in fact, to surrender the functions that it has pro
fessed, through its Farliament, to delegate. Let 
the Indian official work out his position in the new 
order of things, where justification by works and in. 
council must take the place of justification by repu,.. 
tation. I have every confid.ence in the result. 

ANTICIPATING THE CRITICS. 

In concl11sion, I accept the blame which I am 
fully conscious of deserving for the fact that I have· 
wearied the house. The suhject cannot weary any•· 
cne. · But I am painfully conscious that anybody 
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"Who deals with it and makes it unattr~ctive ·only 
·does harm to the cause he espouses. My aim and 
<>bject is this: I want people .to think of India. 
'There is enough to think o~. I have spoken with a 
full sense of responsibility, knowing the fulness of 
~the critics' wrath. I think I have anticipated all 
ihe criticisms that I shall be called upon to meet 
-outside these walls. . There are those who hate the 
·extinction of poetry; of lethargy, of the pictures of 

the bizarre, which they assert is inseparable 
[rom . progress, from competition,· from industrial 
.developmei).t, There are the cynics· who forget;. 
.ful of the: history of their own country, would 
,stop with their. pens the revolution of the globe, 
.and deny opportunity to a. world force which 
.is beginning t~ penetrate and stir in the country 
-of which I speak. There are the pessimists who 
:Spend a useless life, mourning a past which can 
never return, and dreading a future which is bound 
to come. Then there are those who; filled with 
:a-ntediluvian imperialism, cannot see beyond, domi· 
nation and subjection, beyond governor and 

' ~overned, who hate the word u progress " and will 
·accuse me of encouraging qnrest. I bow sub
missively in anticipation. I believe lhere is nothii).g 
.aangerous in what I have said. I have pointed -a. 
~ong path, a path perhaps of centuries, for En~lish-
men and Indians to travel together~ I ask the 
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minority in India to bring along it-for there is; 
~ ' ' 

room for all-by education in the widest sense, by 
organisation, and br 'precept, all those who would 
be good citizens of their country. And, when at. 
intervals this well-ordered throng show to us that , 
they have made so_cial and political advance to 
another stage, and demand from/ us, in the name· 
of the r~sponsibility we have accepted, that they 
should be allowed still further to share that res-· 
ponsibility with us. I hope we sha~ be ready to
answer with knowledge and ,with prudence. In 
this labour all parties and all interested, wherever 
they may be, may rest assured of.the sympathy and1 
assistance of the Government. . (Cheers.) 

REPLY TO THE DEBATE. 

Mr. 1\fontagu, by the leave of the House, dealt: 
· with some· of the points raised during the discussion,. 
and after thanking the members for the kindness. 
with which they had received his statement, turned 
to the speech of Lord Ronaldshay, who had (be said) 
made an interesting and well•argued appeal in 
favour of Tariff Reform for India. After the invi-
tation he. had 'given to the House to discuss the· 
industrial development of India, it did not need 
much power of prophecy to realise that the first. 
hon. member to address tl:le House from the benches. 
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opposite would prescribe for India. their favourite 
homreopathic medicine for everything. · Without; 
detaining the House with argument in fa.vou~ of 
Free Trade, he would only say that the Government 
had no intention of departing from the Free Trade 
system i~ India, and as opportunity offered they 
would b~ing the fiscal system in India more into 
accord with what they believed to be the only sound 
economic doctrine. (Hear,.h~ar.) Indian indus· 
tries were deveioping, but to hope to develop them 
by a protective tariff would be to hopelessly expose 
India to some of the worst evils o~ Western capitali~ 
sation, the concentration of wealth .in a few hands, 
the tyranny of capital over labour, and the oppres
sion of the working classes and consumers. If ~he 
noble lord thought that with a preferential.tariff for 
India they would rope India into the scheme which 
would always be associated with the name of Mr. 
Joseph Chamberlain, he would ask the House .. to 
remember that that was a scheme for binding to-

, gether the Empire, by which its advocates usually 
meant our great self-governing DomiQions. If 
anybody still believed in that policy as applied . 
to our Indian Empire they would find. that the· 
case for it was absolutely. demolished by Lord 
Curzon, when' Viceroy, in a despatch which. he 
earnestly hoped~ his lordship had . not forgotten. 
That despatch, together with ,the arguments laid 
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before. the Conference by Sir Jamas ~iackay, would 
be found in a command paper. Those arguments 
had never been answered. 

LORD MINTO AND'' INDIA'S RIGHT TO 

' PROTECTION." 

It was sometimes said that educated opinion in 
India was in favour of Tariff Reform and should be 
given what it wanted. It was true that a large 
number of Indian publicists belie~ed in Protection, 
but, not all of them. Mr. Gokhale was by no means 
an unqualified advocate of it; and Mr. Bhupen
dranath Basu, another well-known Indian publicist, 
had declared that the people, who did not belong to 
'the capitalist class did not want it, and that protective 
·duties would benefit a small class while the millions 
.of India would suffer. (Hear, hear.) It was im
pm:;sible to abrogate part of our own responsibility in 
India. As long as it remained our responsibility to 
govern India politically it would continue to be our 
duty to govern her fiscally. To give over our 
responsibility for dictating her fiscal policy while 
keeping responsibility for her political government 
would be to embark upon a !fiOSt disastrous experi
ment. He wished to call the noble lord's attention 
to a speech which Lord Minto 'took th~ first 
()pportunity to make when he became an ex .. 
Viceroy. He hoped some early opportunity would 
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be taken of making what was meant clear. It was 
bad enough to keep English voters waiting, whilst 
drawing pictures of agricultural, or manufacturing 
prosperity without exactly defining the tariff by 
which this was to be brought about. But there 
were other people here who could draw the 
<lther picture. In talking to Indians it was 
almost criminal not to put b@fore them exactly 
what we meant. The· policy of the Govern
ment was Free Trade. Was the policy of the 
Unionists simply to rope India into a preferential 
system · in order to twist her- trade within the · 
British Empire, or did they mean that one of the 
planks of their policy was to remove the cotton 
duties as at present applied to Lancashire? Tlie 
noble lord had given his views. He hoped he 
would not· be thought impertinent if he said that 

. his interesting speech could well have been delayed 
for a few minutes until the House had had 1 the 
views of somi Leader of the Conservative Party_ 
speakin~ with all the. weight which attached to a 
seat on the Front Bench. The questiE>n he had 
asked had awakened great interest in India, and 
maBy people were awaiting an answer to it. 

A BATCH OF CRITICISMS. 
' . 

He had been accuse'd by Mr. Keir Hardie of 
Swadeshism. Swadeshi struck him as being the 
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only rational fo~m o( Tariff Reform, each man 
decid~ng for himself whether he would buy import~ 
ea goods or not. .He. did not, therefore, complain 
of the label. · But there was not, he believed, a. 

· jot of foundation for the ho~. member's assertion 
that anybody who delivered in India the speech 
which he had delivered/ that afternoon would find 
himself in prison. If there were any doubt, he 
wished Mr. Keir Hardie would give him parti
culars and he would . do his very best to secure 
their .immediate release. It was perfectly true that. 
·agriculture in India would remain for very many 
year$ its principal industry. There were 191,000,000 
people engaged directly or indirectly on agriculture. 
However. much industry developed the agricultural 
side would always remain profitable. His hope for· 

1 Ipdia was that the two sides would develop together,. 
nei.ther the one nor. the other being particularly 
prominent. With regard to plague the hon. mem
ber had airily waived aside the theory and scientific 
-diagnosis of the cause, and so had Mr. O'Grady. It. 
was the belief of bqth that pov.erty, a low standard 
o,£ living and low resisting power, were 1he causes. 
So they were. They were the causes which made 
any body prone to any disease, but the most recent. 
and careful scientific research had shown that the 
bacillus found a home in the rat; and on the death 
of the rat was, conveyed to huJ;Dan beings, who~ 
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however, .if they were in a good resisting state,. 
might remain unaffected. It was the duty- of the
Government and Indians to work together to 1 

improve sanitation' and to urge the' advantages of 
inoculation. Comment had been made that he had 
left out of . his speech many . things to which he 
ought to have referred. He had warned them of 
that almost as soon as he began. The things he 
had left out were things to which he referred last· 
year. The Press Act was one. It was in existence· 
last year, and he then gave such a defence of it aS
he believed at the time and now believed to he· 
necessary.. The· Seditious Meetings Act, about. 
whiph there had been complaints, had beeJ?. amended,. 
and did not at present apply to any district. 

I 

Mr. WEDGWOOD: Does th~ bon. gentleman mean that at. 
present meetings can be held without anyone asking any,authority · 
to do so? •. 

Mr MONTAGU : :6efore the Act can be applied tl;le district ha~ · 
to be proclaimed. · 

Mr. WEDG woo'n: Ca.n ·meetings lie heid in distri~ts which 
are not proclaimed? 

Mr. }fONTAGU: There are other regulations for maintaining~ 
law and order, of course, this is under the common law and not· 
statute law. The hon. member, in the amendment l;le moved last· 
year, complained of the resort to the Press Law, and among the 
meAsures to which he referred was the Seditious _Meetings Act. 

Mr. KEm HABDIE: Is the hon. gentleman a~are 'that t~()o 
meetings were proclaimed which were called for the purpose o~ 
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-considering means for providing education for the lower classes? 
Ca.n he explain why? 

Mr. MoNTAGU replied that on the facts which 
the hon. gentlemam gave him,' he could not. If 
the hon. member would supply him with more 
information, he would investigate the matter. He 

1 

rep€ated that the Seditious 'Meetings Act was not 
now in force in India,. The appeal had been made 
that the King''s visit to India should be celebrated 
by an amnesty of political prisoners, and several 
hon. members had made various suggestions for a 
boon or gift from his Majesty on that eccasion. It 
·would not be right for him to make any pronounce· 
ment. He could only assure bon. members that 
:all the suggestions would be brought to the notice 
-of the Secretary of State on the conclusion of this 
.debate. :Mention had been made of political depor· 
'tees. There were no political offenders in prison 
under ihe regulation of 1818. People were in prison 
now, but they were not political prisoners, and 
nearly all not Britis4 subjects, who pad been deport· 
-ed from their own countries as the result of war. 

' He did not understand whether the demand was 
made that they should be released, or whether it 
was supposed that under the regulation of 1818 there 
were still prisoners. A few years ago there were 
:Still political offenders in prison. They had all been 
l'eleased. 
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THE ARTICLE IN THE " PIONEER~'' 

.Attention had been drawn to an article 1n the 
Pioneer. Mr. O'Grady .had asked why, if the- . 
Press Law applied to ·Indian newspapers, it ·did 
not apply to Anglo-Indian newspapers. Mr: Wedg
wood had ·added that no Act such as the: Press La~ 
could be administered fairly when the power was: 
given as it was in India. He differed from both. He 
believed that the Press Act was b~ing administered 
fairly and squarely and to the very best of their ability 
by men whose chief attribute was their scrupulous. 
fairness. With regard to the particular article refer
red to .he nee~ hardly say that it was his own 
personal opinion, as it was the opinion of everybody 
who. hadjead it, that it was a disgusting piece or 
writing calculated to do an infinite amount of harm. , 
Whether it did or did not come within the meaning 
of the Press Act was a matt~r for the legal officers of 
the Government of India to decide. He could only 
say that the attention of the Government of India. 
had been called to the matter. But he would remind 
the hon. members that they were the :first to protest 
when the Government of India embarked on a 
political prosecution and failed to get a conviction. 
And that applied equally to the Press and to othe_r 
things. Colonel Yate had asked why the Indian 
Marine should not police the Persian Gulf and so set. 
free the Royal Na.vy for its proper ·duties. The 
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·Indian Marine was not a· fighting for'ce at all, and 
::any idea of having a separate naval force for India 
was abandoned in 1862: · In conclusion, he .said the 
,discussion had been more hopeful in tone than any 
Indian debate he could remember, and he congratu
lated the House ·and their Indian fellow-country
lmen upon the result of their deliberations. 
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On the motion to go into Committee on the 
East India Revenue accounts. 

Mr. Montagu said :-I am more than ordinarily 
impressed by the difficulty of diverting the attention 
-of this. House from important domestic concerns to 
the affairs of India, but I hope to be able to an- , 
nou~ce to the House a policy of sllth import~nce 

that I trust the hon.' members will pardon the large 
draft I shall have to make upon their patience. I . 
do not intend to deal· more than a minute upon 
foreign affairs because the House has kept itself 
informed of events ou 

1
the North-West Frontier and 

in Tibet. The expeditions to the Abor, Mishmi, 
.and Mari countries have returned to India having 
successfully accomplished what they ~et out· to do. 
If the geographic and scientific results of . these 
·expeditions have been somewhat disappointing, the 
incalculably adverse climatic conditions must be 
borne in mind. All that it is necessary for me to 
say about them is that the thanks of the House and 
all interested are due to General Bower and the 
-other gallant officers and men who conducted the 
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expeditions, and our sympathies will go out to those 
who lose their lives in the service of their country. 
(Hear, hear.) 

THE KING's VISIT. 

Of course, the outstanding feature of the past. 
year 'in India was the, visit of his Majesty and the 
Queen Empress. I do not propose to attempt wha~ 
others have done adequately before me, to paint to. 
this House the glowing success of their visit, and to 
try and describe the warmth of the welcome which 
awaited them from their Indian subjects. I ventur~ 
ed last year to prophesy t~e welcome which his 
Majesty would. receive in these words. I said ~ 
" His visit would receive a real and heartfelt 
welcome from all his peoples, not only because 
news of his popularity 'and devotion m his Imperial 
duties will have reached· their shores but because 
they will see in his visit an earnest that the passag~ 
of time and growing knowledge had increased the 
desire which· has always animated the Britil'h people· 
to help and serve their Indian fellow-subjects." I 
quote these words because they describe the welcome 
which his Majesty received, a welcome enhanced by 
his. own . personality and the personality' of her· 
Majesty, a welcome which .was echoed from end tq. 
end of the Indian Empire. 
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THE SPIRx'T OF NATIONALITY . 

. At the risk of incurring the anger of my critics/ 
I would express once again my belief that there is. 

a growing spirit of nationality in India, the .direc~ 
product. and construction of'British rule. The 
Brahmi~· from Bombay spe.aks Mahratta, the 
Brahmin from Bengal speaks Bengali, and despite 
their commu'nity of religious belief they are 
separated by an incapacity ·to. understand one 
another's language, but they 'come to discuss 
the affairs of the nation ·which is growing under 
British rule in .the language . ~f · the British . 

. people. {Hear, hear.) There is growing up in 
India a caste of educated Indians which includes 
among its numbers • members of all castes from 
aU parts of .·India, discussing the affairs of the 
nation in English. It is small wonder that 'the
educated people of India should welcome the British 
Kings as the representatives of the' unity which is 
Britain's gift to them. Above ·and beyond :these 
there 'were the nine-tenths. of the people of India 
who are still . illiterate and uneducated, ' who wel
comed our King because of the peace and tranquil
lity and the growing prosperity produced by those 
who govem India in his name. There is an oid 
doctrine that we govern India by the sword. With
out questioning the fundamental· truth of. this I 
want to assert that it is because we also govern 
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India by the consent of those· who know, and by 
the cheerfnl ·acquiescence of those who do not 
realis·e all that it means, that his Majesty's, welcome 
:was so wide and real as it was. (Cheers.) ' 

THE REMOVA~ OF THE CAPITAL . 

. I do not want to tread upon the more debat
able ground of the re~ults of his Majesty's visit. 
The House of Lords has had its say, and the House 
<>f Commons has also had its say. I have stated my 
~ase, the case for the removal of the Government 
.of India f~om a provincial centre1 and the case for 
what we conceive to be a more statesmanlike parti
tion of Bengal f and although I fully recognise the 
importance of the· grave misgivings felt by those 
interested in commerce in Calcutta, I am bound to 
.adh'ere to the opinion that I have expressed in• 
this House, that the changes are popular everywhere 
else, that they have produced satisfaction and 
tranquillity, and that there is reason to hope and 
believe that. the adverse and isolated, though 
important, misgivings of the commercial community 
.at Calcutta will prove to be ill-founded. 

THE FINANCIAL PosiTION oF INDIA. 

I pass to that /part of my speech which no 
representative of the India Office, however careless 
()£ precedent, could afford to omit, what is, indeed, 
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Jthe real basis for this motion-a v~ry short review, 
.an~ I will make it as short as I can, of the fina.ncial 
~position of.the Empire. We have to consider ~wo 
,years-1911-12~in review, and, so far as we can, 
1912-13 .in prospect... The estimates for ·1911-12, 
were framed on the hypothesis of normal harves~,. 
good steady ·progress in · trade, a'nd a satisfactory . 
.export season. ·The net revenl;le/imperial an& pro
vincial, was esti~ated at £52,141,700, and the net 

.. expenditure chargeable to the revenues of the yea~ 

.after · ailowing for: the amoll:nt estimated to be met 
from the balances of. provincial Governments, was 
-estimated at £ 51,322,500,. which would have left a. 
balance of £819,200, ·I think the House will agree 
.that it is .highly satisfactqry to be able to· report 
.that the general economic conditions were far more 
favourable than was anticipated. Budget framen, tax
,payers, politici!!lns, and journ!!llists all cast their eyes 
.towards the monsoon, which is the vi~al element in 
Indian prosperity. · I should like to give the history 
·0f this particular monsoon, because it may. be 
,taken to show the extreme difficulty of Budget
.making in Indi!!i, and the .caution. with which 
deductions should be made from ea~·lier rains. The 
monsoon began in June normally, but during July 
and August rain pr~ctically ceased over the wh0le 
--of India. The young crops sown during the first 
-fallacious burst were destroyed by -dry, , westerly 
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winds, fodder failed for the cattle, 81nd the price• 
of all grains rose rapidly '.to famine level. 0Th 
August 25 the Punjab Government reported to the 
Government 'of India that the failure of the rains. 
had: up to date. been greater .than had ever been. 

· experienced in the history of that province; every
thing portended as grave and as extensive a drought 
as any recorded in the history of India. We were,· 
I am' informed, without 24 hours of one of the
greatest calamities we had ever known. Then iTh 
the last. week of August the monsoon curre~t~ 
freshened and copious rains fell in most parts of 
India and continued in unusual strength through.; 
out September, bu~ the north ol the Bombay
Presidency, and parts of the native States of Baroda,. 
Kathiawar, and Central India were not reached by 
the later rains, and in those districts, except where 
irrigation-which I think is the most beneficen~ 

triumph of British rule in India-(cheers)-saved the-
. situation, the autumn and winter crops failed and 

positively disappeared. Relief works were started 
in the famine districts, and in the latter part of' 
May of this year 100,000 people were employed on. 
the relief works. 

THE VOLUME OF TRADE. 

These. favourable conditio~s showed themselves. 
. in an expansion of the. volume of trade. Imports. ·· 
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:and exports reached a record. I have soiue remark
.able figures to read to the House. The imports of 
merchandise were of the value ·of £92,000,000, an 
increase of 7 per cent. ; exports of merchandise 
were £151,000,000, an increase of 8 per cent.; and ' 
the net imports of treasure were £28,000,000, an 
increase of 32 per c~nt. To give a better idea of 
the general expansion of Indian trade the House 
will, if it compares the figures for 1911-12 with 
:those of 1901-2, find an increase of imports of 70 
per cent., an increase in exports of 83 per cent., 
.and an increase in imports of treasui:e of 285 per 
-cent. The favourable trade conditions were respon
'Sible for the fact that- the financial results of the 
year were considerably more favourable than had 
been expected in the Budget estimate. Railways 
showed an increase in the gross receipts of 
£33,150,000, or an excess of £1,720,000 over the 
-estimate. This was partly due to the great expan
sion of .trade and partly due to the Durbar traffic in 
December. The net profit on the y~ar's working 
was, therefore, the record sum of £3,204,000, an 
-excess over the Budget ·estimate of £1,250,000. 
The local Governments who are mainly responsible 1 

ior Excise administration have lately raised their 
fees and duties in order to discourage the use of 
stimulants and of drugs, and therefore on this 
account the revenue of 1911-12 was expected t() 
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show only a very moderate increase, but good'. 
harvests and good trade, led. to an expansion, and. 
the net revenue: was £416,300 over the estimates. 
The Customs revenue benefited in a similar way .. 
There was an increase.of £30.8,000 in the Custom. 
revenue as a whole, the only item showing a decrease 
being sugar and, tobacco. Under the heading of" 
irrigation there 1was an increase. of £320,000. 

THE OPIUM TRADE. 

The m0st important item which contributed! 
to the surplus of the year was opium. The reduc~ 
tion of the exports has been proceeding at a very 
considerable pace since the agreement with China, 
which came into force in 1908.. In . that year. the
total exports amounted to 61,900 chests,· of which 
48,000 went to China. In HH2 the exports t@ China, 
are limited to 21,680 chests, and to the rest of the 
world 13,200 chests. Of course, this restriction of: 
the exports affects . the price and makes -it very' 
difficult to forecast . from year to year the exact 
price which it will f~tch in the/market. Last year 
the situation was complicated by a new factorr 
because the Government of India had adopted a 
system of certificated chests for export to China in 
response to the wishes of the Chinese Government. 
It was impossible, therefore, to foretell the price of 
certificated or uncertificated opium. It is not. 
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surprising, therefore, to find that, owing to the 
poor yield of the season's crops, the expenditure 
was £444,000 less than the estimate and the 
receipt~ £1,624,000 more than. the estimate, so 
that the net receipts weve better than the 
estimate. by rather more than £2,000,000. The 
most important decrease in the year. was la~d reve
nue; Owing to the scarcity in the North of Bombay 
and the lateness of the monsoon in the United Pro·· 
vinces and the Punjab, remissions and suspensions 
of the land revenue were granted, and there was a 
net decrease of ~696,000 in the land revenue a~ a.· 
whole. Thus the net .revenue amounted ·to 
£56,209,000, a surplus over the estimate of a little 
more than four millions sterling. 

EXPENDITURE AND SURPLUS. 

When I turn to the net expenditure I find there 
was a decrease in the estimated expenditure. of 
£780,000. There was, further more, a decrease 
in interest charges of £316,500. · This was mainly 
accidental, and was owing to the fact that the large 
amounts received on loans granted from the 
Secretary of State's balances helped to decrease the 
amount payable for interest. I will draw. the 
attention of the Rouse to a decrease in the .expendi
ture on education of a little over £250,000. It is 
not a real decrease, because £100,000 of the grant 
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which was to have been spent on education.was spent 
Qn educational buildings, and therefore appears under 
the head of " Ci vii W arks" instead of that of 
~~ Education." There is also a, certain decrease 
owing to the fact that the large grant which 
would have enabled the total outlay to exceed that 
of the previous year by £430,000 were not fully 
spent by the Department. If I add the excise 
revenue of £4,067,700 to the savings of £780,000 in 
Imperial and provincial expenditure, it will be 
found that ·the Budget for the year showed a 
'Surplus of £4,848,000. ' Out of tois sum the 
Provincial Governments . receive automatica.lly a 
·Certain proportion of the revenue raised in their 
province. £540,000 of the surplus went thus to 
the loc:3;l Governments ; £~82,000 went to provide 
suitable . opening balances for the new Pro
vinces of Bengal, ;Behar and Orissa and Ass(till ; 
£322,000 went to pay the' two weeks' gratuity to 
. the lo_yver-paid provincial employees, which was 
promised as a Durbar grant. This reduced the 
surplus to £3,960,000. In dealing with this sum 
we have, of course, to remember the causes which 
eontrib,uted to the great excess over the Budget 
estimate. The opium revenue, so far as it is derived 
from ex'ports to China, will probably in greater part 
disappear during the nex.t five years. The railway 
revenue has yielded a very exceptional return, but 
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must always be regarded as a fluctuating source of 
income. I think, therefore, that it is right to treat 
the surplus as the outcome of financial conditions 
which cannot be relied upon to recur, and to· apply 
it to non-recurring purposes. £867,000 was given 
to the P~ovincial Government for sanitation, re
search in hygiene, improvements in communications 
.and improvements in agriculture. The remainder 
of the surplus of a little over £3,000,000 ·went to 
the reduction of debt. At the close of the year 
there was in existence £11,166,300 of temporary 
.debt-India bills, India bonds and debenture bonds 
-for which the general liability was ·assumed by the 
Secretary of State when he purchased the railways 
or terminated the contracts of companies. Provision 
has been made to pay off during 1912-13 out of the 
large balances in hand, including the surplus I have 
just nientioned, th~ £4,500,000 worth ofindian bills 
outstanding and the £1,977,600 of bonds which 
mature during the year. So there will thus be left 
ont of this large temporary debt only a little over 
£4,500,000. I do not think I need stop to labour 
the general theoretical advantages of reducing so 
large an amount of debt, but, of course, the more 
India can, free herself in prosperous times. from 
floating debt in London the better she is in a posi
tion to call on the London market in times of diffi
-culty. 
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.THJ~ FUTURE. 

Now I turn to the future. The Indian revenue 
for 1912-13 is estimated at £53,442,400. The net 
expenditure is estimated at £51,964,000, and the 
surplus is estimated therefore at £1,4 78,300. The 
latest telegram we 'have received from India. 
concerning the monsoon gives a summary that the 

. present conditions and prospects are almost ·univer
sally good, but the House will not be surprised, after 
what I have said, to hear the warning that a con
tinuance of such prospects depends very largely on 
favourable late rains. The receipts in the new 
Est-imate under most of the chief heads of revenue, 
such as forests, salt, stamps, Excise and Customsr 
railways and irrigation, are taken at a somewhat 
higher figure than in the Budget of last year to 
allow for normal expansion. ·The estimate of the 
price of opium, having regard ttr the difficulty of 
forecasting the course of this exceptionally speculative 
commodity, is, the same as in the Budget for last 
year, with allowances made for a reduction in the 
quantity sold. Under the head of general ad
ministration there is a reduction compared with 
last year of £673,200, which was expended last year 

·in the Civil expenditure on the Royal visit to India, 
a.nd there is a s'imilar redu~tion in the militi!.ry 
services of £307,000. Thelargest increase in next 
year's Budget is that of £760,000 for education. 
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(He~u, hear.) For 1911-12 the aruourit provided! 
was £2,094,000. In · 1912-13 the amount is. 
£2,855,000. There is also an jncrease of £400,000· 
on· medical services, £333,000 is allocated to water
works and drainage schemeS) . and £80,000 .for 
medical .research, includi_ng the equipment .. of 
research laboratories and -....the. establishment of a. 
tropical school of medicine. Of course, the House 
will see that the surplus for which we have budgetted 
is abnormally large. In a normal year the natural' 
course would be to use at least a part of the surplus. 
for the reduction of taxation or, perhaps, for increas
ing administrative expenses. But in this year neither
of those courses was possible. The revenue derived• 
from the sale of opium to China will shortly disap-· 

, pear, both because it is a source of revenue which I 
think neither India nor Great Britain de$ires tcr 
continue to have-(hear, hear)-and partly because-

• @{our international agreements. The sw:phis, there-
fore, is going to be retained in order to reduce the· 
amount to be borrowed on capital expenditure on 
railways, irrigation works, and the building of the-

. new Delhi. 

THE NEW DELHI. 

I want now to make a short diversion and say· 
something about the new city of Delhi. The site 
which has been recommended by the Expert Com-
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mittet:l; which has retjlrned to this country, lies to the 
:South-west of the modern city of Delhi between the 
Kutab Road and the Aravelli Ridge. The area stands 
high, commands a wide prospect which includes the 
.existing city of Delhi, and the ground is virgin soil 
be;ause the man-worn sites of the 'early occupation 
lie, I understand; nearer the river and due south of 
Delhi. The drainage problem is simplified by the 
.ample fall of the ground towards the river, and al
though no plan for the laying out of the city has as 

_yet been finally decided upon, I think it is safe to say 
that the present intention is that a belt of park not 
less than a thousandyards in width should intervene 
between the walls of old Delhi and the new capital, 
.and that this park will probably be extended to en
velo~l the entire site at the eastern boundary, where 

' will lie probably the hazar and the quarters of the 
English and Indian Government servants. The 
distance from the new Government House to the 
.J ama Musjid will be about three miles to the south· 
west, and between the two will lie the Government 
-offices for the admini;tration of the old and the new 
city of Delhi. The military cantonments will be to · 
.the west of the Aravelli Ridge, where I understand 
there is much available and suitable land. I have 
only to add that at the earliest possible moment the 
report of the Committee and the plans will be ex-

..hibited in the tea-room. On the site I have describ-
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edit is hoped there will grow ,up· in the heart of 
India on the. site of what I think may be described· 
as its most ancient capital, at its most· convenient 
railway centre, the enduring Bri.tish seat of govern
ment, firmly planted·, I ·believ·e, -i~ the· affections. 
of those for whom it labours . 

. THE QUESTION 0~, COST; 

The estimated cost of the I/-ew capital is put at. 
£4,000,000. The Government scheduled under the 
Land Acquisiti~n Act a very l!!.rge area round Delhi,. 
so that they a~e able to acquire-the land they want. 
at the price it was worth before the . Durbar an
nouncement. The buildings which will be a public: 
charge are the Viceroy's residence, the Government: 
offices, a place of meeting for the Imperial Legis
lative Council, and offices for the municipal admi-· 
nistration and the cantonments. If residences. for 
other Individuals are constructed in the first instance 
at th~ cost of .public revenue, a rent will be charged 
to the occupants. The architects for the. various · 
Government enterprises have not yet been chosen. 
but efforts will be made by competition to obtain i 
wide field of selection. I am aJraid I cannot give 
at present any revised estimate. Lord Hardinge, 
in his speech to the Council on Marcli25, expressed 
considerable confidence that the estimate would be 
iound to be sufficient. I can only say this provisional 
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·estimate has been framed after considering the cost 
.of lighting, road-making; drainage, and comparing it 
with the similar cost for places like Bombay, Calcutta 
.and Madras, and making allowance for the fact 
that_ there will, be little or no -clearing. We do 
,not intend to build streets of· private dwellings and 
:shops, but we intend to allow other people to build 
private dwellings and shops in harmony with the · 
,general plan; and, although, of course, nothing defi~ 
nite ·can be said, I really do not-anticipate that this 
new Delhi will, in the long run, prove to be a very 
.serious burden upon the finances of the country. 

I 

FINDING THE MONEY. 

, How are we going to find this money ? When 
·Government offices and buildings are required in 
India the usual practice is to find them out of 
.current revenue; but, in view of the magnitude of 
the Delhi s'cheme, it is proposed to adopt a different 
method of providing the money, and in this case to 
treat the outlay as capital expenditure and to meet 
it partly from loans and partly froi:n revenue 
,surpluses as they may arise. I think it is the same 
principle which is now adopted in this country, 
.as iji rule, whenever public buildings are to be built. 
If new taxation were going td be imposed for the 
.;purpose of producing a surplus for use in Delhi, or 
,if a remission was going to be refused because we 
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wanted to provide a surplus, or if money was going 
to be withheld from administrative needs because of 
this plan, there would be vP.ry much weight. in the 
<>bjection which has been raised in India. But there 
is no idea of crea,ting asurplus·in a,ny oftheseways. 
New ·taxation is not introduced in India except to 
meet a deficit or a prospective deficit in current 
revenue, and the fact that the expenditure on Delhi 
is to be treat,ed as capital expenditure will prevent it 
from contributing towards a deficit in current 
revenue, and there is no intention or prospect that the 
building of Delhi will prevent a remission of taxation, 
because the probability is that it will be built in a, 
time when revenue from Chinese opium is disappear
~ng and when no prudent man in India and no 
Government of India would ever recommend the 
remission of taxation which it would be certain t0 
have to re-impose at the end ofthe time. Undoub
tedly the expenditure on Delhi, so far as it is met 
from surpluses, will lessen the amount available for 
objects which are paid for from revenue generally. 
But it is equally true, in view of the limited amount 
which can be borrowed in any given year, that, if 
we met it from loans entirely, it would lessen the 
amount which could be spent on equally important 
work in connexion with such subjects as railways 
and irrigation. To meet the whole expenditure 
from loans would invGlve the possibility of so res-
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tricting the expenditure on these latter ebjects as tcr 
diminish India's prosp~rity in time of plenty and 
her security against suffering in bad 'seasons. 
'l'herefore, I contend the task before the Govern
ment, w~en once it had come to the conclusion that. 
the change of capital was a measure of such 
importance, as to .justify the expenditure involved,. 
was to survey the field of administration as a whole 
and adopt a financial scheme which s~emed likely 
to be. the least onerous to the intei·ests concerned. 
We believe that the plan we have adopted of using 
a variety of resource, instead of relying upon one,. · 
is the plan best calculated to achieve this object. 
The vindication of the decision will have to be 
looked for in the way in which it is carried into 

\ . . ' 
effect year by year while the expenditure on the· 
new buildings is in progtess. The Government of 
India will have to submit each' year to the criticism 

·of' the Legislative Council and of Pariiament as tcr 
the way in which it co-ordinates the claims of 
Delhi with the other claims on its resources. I do 
not think that, having regard to its commitments 
and its pledges, it is likely to allow the claims of 
Delhi to obscure its other responsibilities or to· 
impede their fulfilment. · 

' A NEW CHAPTER IN INDIAN HISTORY. 

I want now to ask the House to listen to a few 
·more general statements. Two year~ ago I discus-
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sed generally the political position of· India and 
what I conceived to be the lines· on which it ~could 

·best be governed:·· and iast year I· dealt at . some 
length with the social conditions and development 
of the ·country, and tried ,to explain how politica.l 
development must be: bontingent upon social deve- · 
·Iopment.: The three contentions which I tried tO. 
establish last _year and. the ye~r be.fore were, first, 
that it is possible to ·distinguish and segregate legi- · 
timate aspirations for advancement from sedition; .. 
secondly, that political institutions cannot be im- ' 
ported ad;antageously from one_ country to another 
unless they are the resultant of similar social or
ganisations, and that it is towards improved ·socia} 
conditions rather than change of political ·institu
tions that our attention and the attention of Indians; 
should be turned; and, thirdly, that there are strik~ . 
ing analogies in the history of India under British. 
rule and 1 the history of a European country, .. 
although this chapter of the history of India has. 

, been shorter, because it is. governed and created 
by men who have inherited the results of European . 
and British development. I want to resist the 
temptation ·of going over 1 that ground again. I 
cannot help thinking that with the passage of the 
Reform Act of 1909 a chapter of Indian history was. 
closed and a new. chapter was opened. I do not 
believe that India ha~ yet discovered what possihili~ 
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'ties there are without alteration of statute, without 
any new political demand, in· J;he great reforms 
which will be for ever associated in the history of 
India wi~h the name of Lord Morley. (Cheers.) 

THE !}!DIAN STUDENT IN LoNDON. 

·I want this year to devote my attention to the 
-one. problem which I believe . underlies all other 
problems in India, which I think is the keystone of 
progress and the keystone of, the development of 
social conditions, and of, eventually, the improve
ment ·~f political conditions-namely, 'education. 
It has two pranches-education in this country 
and education in India. Those interested in India 
must. never lose sight of the increasing army of 
those who come over to England and benefit by 
our eduoational facilities, and who present a very 
~erious problem. The facilities which · we offer 
here are often purchased at an exorbitant price, 
and I think it is difficult for Indians to estimate 
them at their real value. It may well be that 
the solution of some of the difficulties. presented by 
them may be found by providing better facilities for 
€ducation in India itself. If this were done-if the 
Indian doctor, the Indian barrister, the Indian 
aspirant to an unprejudiced share in .the government 
of his own country were to obtain ~n adequate train· 
ing in his qwn country, I venture to say that many a. 
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1parent would be saved anxiety and worry, many an 
1ndian would be saved bitterness .. and disappoirit
·ment, and perhaps the financial disaster attendant' 
•Upon a journey to England. But whilst they are 
·OVer ~.re, in search Of What the heart of t'he 
:Empire can give them, it is our duty and part' Qf 
-our responsibility for the good government · ofindia. 
~to welcome and to help our Indian fellow-subjects 
l'to the' -best of our ability. 

' I· 

' THE ENGLISHMAN'S DUTY. 

1et me say first of all how diffic~lt it ·is to 
:interest men and women in this country in. 
lndian problems·.· . Is· it too much to hope that 
·when the pro'Qlems come to their very door they 
will respond to the invitation which in all humility· 

· 1 makeio them to show some hospitality. to out 
· [ndian fellow-subjects ? All men and women who 
. 'show thi~' hospitality/ to our Indian visitors . are 

doing an Imperial work of the utmost value to the 
Empire. Nothing could be more valuable than for 
Englishmen and, women in. particular, to afford 
·opportunities to Indians of learning s~mething of 
.English.homes. I do riot want to gointo ·details, 
·hut I want .ta assure the House that I have had . 
..ample a.nd lasting proof of the serious consequences 
..of allowing [ndian students to ·believe' that the 
,majority ,of •the, women with whom they· 'come 
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most easily in/ contact. in the lonely lives they
lead. i~ lodging-houses are typic~l of English: 
womanhood. May I say a word to under
graduates in ou~ gr!3at Universities ? A responsi-
bility of . an exceptional kind falls upon them. 
Amongst those who go to our Universities, both 
Indian and British, are the fucure administrators ot 
India, and if we allow our Indian visitors _to be 
segregated, isolated, or rudely treated, we are sow· 
ing seed which willsprout and fruit long after we
have repented of the carelessness which helped its, 
germination. 

THE ORGANISATION AT THE INDIA OFFICE. 

I want to say ~omething more now of the' efforts. 
. . ) 

the India Office are making · to ensure that thost? 
who come to this cquntry are looked after. It is. 
not the first time the House has been asked to· 
consider this question. ·The Master of· Eli bank,, 
who· prec~ded me at the ~ndiBJ Office, explaiaed to
the House in 1909 the measures which had been 
taken~ The scheme has now been in existence for· 
three and a half years. So great a measu~e of 
success. has been achieved that the Secretary of 
State feels himself justified in making a consider
able extension and development. I should like to. 
give the Ho.use. an idea ·of. the work which Mr . 
.Arnold,. th~ head of the·organisation, and his .sta~ 
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ba.ve been called upon t0 perform; Jn the ft~st · 
place, a bureau of information has been created 
which provides information upon educational 
matters to Indian parents ·llnd students, keeps for 
students a record of suitable lodging-houses and of 
families that are ready ·to receive· them, furnishes 
them with references and Certificates required hy 
institutions which they wish to 'enter, serves as 'itn 
:intermediary between the Universities and other·' 
.academic bodies in cases where their regulations 
ampose unintentional hards~ip on ~tudents from 
India or do riot· him:Uonise .with the svstem en-. ' . 
forced in Indian Universities and colleges, issues 
.a handbook of information relating to academic 
and technical ~ducation~ the condition o{ life, 
the cost of living in different centres of , the 
United Kingdom to which Indian parents may wish 
to S(;Jnd their sons, and finally assists Indian students 
in this count1;y with advice on matters social, 
financial and educational, and undertakes at the 
express wish of Indian parents the guardianship of 
their sons, sending to them from time to time 
periodical reports as to their progress and conduct. 
It is now calculated that .this bureau is in contact 
with l,e62 Indian stude~ts, or about 62-per cen,t. 

-Qf the total number in this country. As 1·egards 
those of whom Mr. ·Arnold_ has undertaken, the 
guardianship, let me- give the figures :-In June 
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1910, there we~e 27; in Marek, 1911, 91; and ia· 
February last, 137. Between April, 1909, and Juner 
1910, the ampunt of remittance received on behalf 
'of these students was about £5,000; between July 1, 
1910 and June 1, 1911, the amount was o~er £18,000.: 
The educati?nal adviser works in conjunction with 
the Board of Education in finding suitable courses 
of instruction for technical students, and in regardi 

_to engineering he is assisted by an expert adviser in, 
Mr. Champion. 

MR. MALLET'S APPOINTMENT. 

I wish to say that the scheme inaugurated' 
in 1909 has fully justified its institution, and~ 

secondly, that it has grown far beyond the: 
control of its original orgaaisation.. Mr. Arnold,. 
to whose zeal1 energy, and devotion I gladly take 

'this . opportunity of paying public tribute, has 
~ith his assistants worked nobly to grapple with: 
an ever-increasing rush of work. That a reorgani
sation is necessary is, I think, a justification of their· 
work, for it is only· by tactful management and the 
taking of infin.ite pains that the natural repugnance 
of students to placing th6tpselves under control could! 
be overcome and that thd number to be dealt with· 
hits therefore increased. The first step which we have 
taken is to increase substantially the very insufficien~ 
salary upon which Mr. Arnold and his 1\ssista.nts. 
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are doing their. work. .Then a Secretary for Indian 
students bas been appointed at the India Office at a. 
salary of £1,000 a year. (Opposition cries of "Oh !") 
As the House knows, we ha.ve been fortunate enough 
to secure the services of Mr. Mallet. 

Mr. PEEL: Is there a pension? 

Mr. MoNTAGU : There· is a pension after ten 
years' service if he is invalided ; and if be is not. ' 
invalided when he retires at the age of 60 be gets a: 
pension of one-eighteenth .of his salary for each year 
of service, together with a bonus of one-thirtieth of. 
his salary for each year of service. 

Mr. PEEL: Is there any examination? 

Mr.· MoNTAGU: No; there is no examination 'of 
any sort or kind. The position is not an easy one to 
fill. What is required is largely a knowledge of the 
conduct of a public office. I' have not the slightes~ 
hesitation in saying after the very short experience 
and opportunity we have had of ]udging Mr. 
Mallet's work that it shows us to the full bow glad 
we should be to welcome him ~s a colleagu~ in this 
new and difficult work he has. undertaken. 

~ Mr. PEEL: Is a knowledge of any Indian language required'! 

Mr. 1\IONTAGU: No. Mr. Mallet is to be a link between th& 
Secretary of State and the various organisations in India on th& 
one hand, and in this country on the other hand, which have been 
formed and are being formed for this important work. · 

Mr. KEm HARDIE : Was there no Indian available? 
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Mr. MONTAGU: No, for the very important reason that we 
-desireQ. to appoint one with knowledge of the working of an office. 
It was considered that the best appointment that could be made 
"Was from Great Britain and not from India. 

Captain FABER;: Has he any knowledge of India. ? 

Mr. MoNTAG'U : 'So far as 1 am aware, not. 
Mr. Arnold will in future confine his attention to 
:students in London., There are something like 800 
<>f these at present, and the number will probably 
be increased. If he Is to. carry on the work with the 
·same personal attention as he has done in the past, 
we want to limit his activities to the guardianship 
and care of Indian students in London. Mr. Mallet 
will organise and keep in touch with similar 
()rganisations to that in . Cromwell Road and which 
are being founded with · the same object and 
.on' the same li~es as those which have been so 
:successful in London. In no University town at 
present is there any rea,l satisfactory organisation 
"for looking after Indian students. We want at 

. Oxford, Cambridge,. the Scottish Universities and 
the provincial centres, where Indians congregate 
for study similar machinery to comb~J.t the s~nse or 
homelessness. ,Our hope is that each University 
which enrols· Indian students may be willing to 
.appoint an officer who will make it his duty to know 
~d to help ali' the Indian students there, to give 
them information and assistance, and even to act as 
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guardians. ·We believe that will be ·of grea£ vah,1e to 
the University and of great value to the Empire. 'Fhe 
Secretary of State is,· of cour~e, willing under 'the 
new scheme to assist financially such efforts. Mr. 
Mallet, will be in close relation to those local 
.advisers and will help them in every way to organise 
·their work and to induce. others to co-operate with 
them and to assist them in communication with 
India. Communications are being carried on .with 
·the General Medical Council· for more satisfactoi·y 
regulations for Indian students who wish to study 
for the m@dical profession.·· Mr. Mallet will play 

• an important part in this scheme. I wish to take 
this opportunity of expressing publicly the thanks 
of the Secret~ry of State for the courtesy and con~ 
sideration with which these bo9ies have met his , 
:suggestions. I may add that there is no intention of 
:abolishing the position of Indian assistant at Crom~ 
well Road which was formerly held by Dr. Ray, and 
.the selection of a. successor to Dr; Ray is now under 
·Consideration. I come to another branch of this 
subject. Indian students in recent years have come 
.aver to this country for industrial and technical 
study. A few of, them-about ·ten every year--:
-come at the cost of the Indian Government. Otqers 
:are sent by patriotic societies, and. others come at 
their own expense. Some doubt was expressed as 
to the value of the training they get,· and the Secre~ 
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tary of State has appointed a committee to enquire 
into the matter, under the chairmanship of Sir 
Theodore Morison. The committee has not· yet 
reported, but I understand all the members 
agree as to the importance of practical training. 
The. university' or technological school can teach 
science and its application to industry, but it can
not make a man an engineer, a tanner, or a manu
facturer. He can only learn. the industry by 
practical experience in a .business concern which is . 

. run for profit, ana. I am afraid that Indian students. 
find some difficulty in getting the practical expe
rience which they need in a concern run for profit. 1 

as ~ complement to their theoretical knowledge. 
Our Colleges and Universities are open to them on 
the same terms as t~ Englishmen, but in some
industries at least they meet with great reluctance 

, to admit them. This is a state of things which fills 
~e with concern. India is going· to develop 'great 
industries and her young men are ,going to learn 
how to direct them. It is not a development '\Vhich 
we should want to prevent or could prevent if we 
wanted. If Indi~ students cannot learn from 

·. manufacturers here they will go to foreign countries 
for the purpose, and on their return to ·India they 
wiil send orders for machinery and equipment to· 
those countries. That seems to me a matter of such 
great importance that ·I invite the attention to it oi 
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members of the House who are interested in great; 
industrial concerns. 

'MB. MACCALLUM SCOTT: Has the Government considered 
the adoption of the practice of tbe Japanese Government .whim 
gin~g out contracts of stipulating for, a. certain number of 
apprentices being employed? 

Mr. MoNTAGU : I do not think that I ca.n say 
anything about that, beyond that I am sure that it 
is one 9f the ·things which the Committee will 
consider. They have not yet 'made their Report. 
Then the question intrudes itself : Why do so 
many Indian students come to this country? And' 
the explanation is largely to be found in the fact 
that we have not provided comparable facilities in 
their own country, and therefore compel them to 
come over, at whatever cost, to obtain the fullest. 
opportunities for useful careers. 

\ 

THE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM. 

And so I come to another important aspect of 
the question-the question of improved education 
in India. It is not an easy subject. In this country 
the bulk of the population is in large towns, where 
it is possible to equip schools which can• always be
supplied with a full contingent of pupils who can be· 
trained with efficiency and economy of effort. But. 

> in India over 90 per cent of the population 
live in villages, and . most of them are very· 
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~small viJlages indeed. It is almost impossible to 
'select , a figure in connexion with this subject in· 
India.whichis not almost startling .. There are over 
.soo,ooo villages with less than 1,000 inhabitants, 
~nd these villages include more than half the total 
population. This distribution makes it enormously 
.costly to bring educational' facilities within the 
·reach of every child of school-going age. In addi
~tion to this there is the distrust of parents,. some of 
whom wish merely to train their children as retail 
petty traders, and consider that. the primary school 
..Curriculum is superfluous. Some parents among 
·the present • population are unable to see that 
::Schooling does any good, while it certainly with
J.raws the children from helping to look after the 
.cattle. The school committees who manage the 
public schools have been described in one province 
;as "varying between enthusiasm, toleration and 
hostility." Sometimes we have the vVestern idea I 

, ihat schooling will' raise the village boy above his 
.-station e>r make him unwilling to accept the old 
rate of ~ages .• Much of the education given up to 
lfihe present has been of an unpractical nature. The 
·boy was for a few hours a day taken mentally out 
·of the world in which he passed his life and taught 
~y rote what were to him utterly useless facts, such 
:as the names of British possessions in Africa. . If you 
·.ao not know whether Africa is a hundred.or a. 
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hundred thousand miles away from your, village ifl; 
is not of much J_!!terest to you to learn the exact. 
political status of Sierra Leone. But, of course, ·it. 
is much less troublesome to all parties concerned to
teach a boy to learn by heart what a " cape" or ar .. 
" bay" is than to go with him to the nearest stream. 
or lake and show him in miniature exactly what the· 
objects are. Then caste presents some difficulty~ I 

I do not want to overrate it, because I believe that. 
among the castes and classes who can read ·freely 
caste prejudices bulk lesslargely than in the West. 
The description of a school' in a Hindu village often 
reminds me of the description o( a Scottish village. 
school in the eighteenth century where the sons of 
the laird and the ploughman sat side by side and 
thought no harm of it. Btit when we reach the gulf 
which seearates the higher castes from the depressed 
castes, wnose touch is reg!Lrded as pollution, we find 
ourselves in very deep waters indeed, and the ques
tion of the depressed classes constitutes one of the 
·very serious difficl.1lties in. the• way of universaL 
primary education. 

· THE SCARCITY OF TEACHERS. 

There are very great difficulties a.lso in 
connection with the supply of. properly trained 
teachers. The market V\lllue of a. primary school~ 
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master, if h~ is technically qualified, but untrained 
-that is if he has certificates but has not passed 
through a normal school-may be as low as eight 
rupees per month. The average wage of a primary 
schoolmaster in, 1907 was £6 13s. 4d. a year. The 
supply of qualified te!J.chers for vernacular schools, 
even with increase of pay, is scanty at present. 
Any man who. knows English is reluctant to 
become a purely vernacular teacher and prefers 
the Provincial CiviL Service, which he finds 
far more lucrative than the Education Depart~ 

ment.' And when one reflects upon the enorlllous 
share taken by women teachers in this country and 
America in education in primary schools one »ealises 
the' 'difficulty of getting sufficient teachers in a 
country where women teachers cannot be employed 
except for female education. Then, again •. there is 
the question of inadequate buildings. We do not 
want elaborate buildings and furniture in schools in 
India, but in the case of schools under private 
management, which are three-fourths of the total 
number, it is the custom for classes to be held in 
verandahs lent for the purpose, or in the master's 

• QWJl dwelling hop.se, or in any other place that can 
be obtained. I mention these difficulties only that 
the House may realise the magoitude of the task 
befpre us, but I do not think that the difficulties 
afford any excuse for apathy or indifference. On the 
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.contrary, they should only-serve as an incentive to 
greater activity. , 

THE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

The only question we have to decide., riow i~ 
the direction this activity should take. The House 
will have heard of the proposals ,associated with the 
name of that eminent Indian' educationist, Mr. 
Gokhale~ who has introduced a Bill for what I may 
describe shortly as free compulsory primary education 
()n a permissive basis. What I mean by that is that 
the education· is to be free and ~ompulsory where 
under certain conditions the local authority choose 
to apply it. He estimates tha.t the cost of his proposal 
will ultimately be about 3} million pounds. We are 
inclined to believe that that is a sanguine estimate. 
I hope Mr. Gokhale an'd those who sympathise with 
him will never mis-qnderstand me when I urge a 
quality always irksome to self-sacrificing reformers 
like himself-..the quality of patience. He thinks that 
primary education as it exists. at pr~sent in India . 
is sufficiently valuable· to force it on the whole 
school-going population of India as eariy as possible. 
We do not. Universal and ,free education must 
come in India, as it has come in all other countries, 
hut the time is not yet. I am confident . that the 
Government of India has a policy dictated. for the 
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present by the same hopes and aims as the hopes 
and aims of Mr. Gokhale's Bill which will produce 
for the moment a better result. We have no 
hostility towards the principles which inspire his 
Bill. We and he together are w9rking for the 
same end, the breaking down of illiteracy in India. 
No one who knows anything about the matter can' 
deny that his energy and his speeches have helped 
us to create the public opinion, without which our 
activity would be useless, but we believe that the 
greatest expansion of education can be secured not 
by making it free or compulsory at the present 
moment but by t~e improvement and the multi
plication of the· schools. In the Bombay Presi
dency it is roughly calculated that there are 100,000 
children' whose parents would willingly send them 
to school to-day if there were schools to send them 
to. And the same story is told about other pro
vinces, where it has been demonstrated that the 
surest way of increasing the school attendance 
is to increase · the number of schools. And with 

· regard to compulsion, the case is even stronger . 
. Compulsion really can only be worked where 
·education is popular, and where, therefore, the 
need of putting compulsion into force would not 
sh?w itself to the very large bulk of the population~ 

There is not much use in applying it to resentful 
districts. 
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There is not much to be hoped from compulsion 
unless it is largely effective, and how much unres' 
and disturbance a really effective measure: for 
making primary education compulsory would create 
it is not difficult to imagine: In the Native State 
of BarOda, where education has been made .compul
sory, the· fines for non-attendance amount to 60,000 
rupees per year. This figure gives an incidence per 
head of the pOpulation which is double the incidence 
of the fees charged in elementary schools in India..' 
Yet what is the result? The percentage of literacy 
among the males in Baroda after five years of free 
and compulsory education is 17'5. In the adjacent; 
British district of Broach, where education is neither 
free nor compulsory, the percentage of literacy is 
27'4. l should like to read to the House the 
language of a. leading Indian chief, the Raja o£ 
Rajpipla, a State in the Bombay 'Presidency. 
He is a. progressive Chief, who takes a keen 
interest in his State, and has done . much to 
advance education in it. He used only recently 
the . following words :-" Make primary educa
tion as free as you choose :add as many' further 

· inducements as you can but do not make it compul· 
sory. In the case of the most advanced 'classes it

1 

is absolutely unnecessary, and would serve only to 
create irritation. In the case of the poor ' backward 
classes,' it would infiict harm where good was means. 
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would subject them to great harassment, wquld be 
positively cruel and unjust, and would be deeply 
though silently resented as such." 

What is our alternative plan? We have already, 
I would point out, made a c0nsiderable step in the 
direction of free primary education. Primary 
sch9ols for girls generally charge no fees. Primary 
education for boys is free in certain provinces. No 
fees are. charged, in the monastery schools of Burma. 
The ~ons of. agriculturists in the. Punjab and in 
{)ertain districts .of the United Provinces pay no 
fees. ~rimary education has been made free in the 
frontier provinces of· Assam, Baluchistan and the 
North-West Frontier. There are arrangements in 
other provinces giving primary education without· 
charge to backward sections of the community, with 
the result that from one-fifth to a third of the boys 
already receive Jree education. Let me tell the 
House something of the progress made in the last 
ten years. In 1901 Lord Curzon dealt with the 
subject with characteristic candour. He declare~ 
that 14 he could not be satisfied with a. state of 
things in which fom.· villages out of five are without 
a school, and three boys out of four grow up without 
education, and one girl in forty only attended 
'school." During the last ten years there has been an 
increase of 22 per cent. in the number of schools and 
44 per cent. in the number of scholars, and to-day 
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ihere are 4,500,000 boys and 866,000 girls receiving 
primary education in 120,000 schools. During the 
last four years there ha.s $en an. increase of about 
.240,000 boys per annum attending school, but, while 
15 per cent. of the population is of school-going age, 
rOf that populatioti only 4 per cent. of the boys and 
7 per cent. of the girls are at school. The educational 
grant of £330,000 a year announced at the Delhi, 
Durbar is to be spent mainly on primary education 
.and is but a prelude to a much more extensive , 
,programme. The programme which we hope to 
work up to in time is as follows :-We desire to 
jncrease the total number . of primary schools by 
.90,000 or 75 per cent., and to double ·the OJChool
:.going population. The cost of the new schools will 
be £25 Mch per year, and they ~il1 be placed in 

· villages and other centres of populatiOn which are 
.at present without schools.·. We are going to improve 
.the existing schools, which now only cost about £10 . 
..a year; the cost of these will probably have to be 
doubled. 

Lortl RONALDSBAY: In ;hat period? 

Mr. MoN.TAGU : I cannot give the period . .'As I 
.am going on to say, it must take some considerable 
.time. But this is the progra.nime which we propose 
.at once.to set ourselves to work on. We want to 
;improve the teaching given . in the schools, and 
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p1'ake it practical, popular and instructive, and for
that purpose we have got to improve the teaching. 

Sir J.D: REES: Up to wh~t sort of gra.nt would you work? 

Mr, MONTAGU: ,The additional expenditure this year is: 
£750,000. I cannot. give figures for a longer period. 

Mr. WYNDHAM: Is the· balance of h,ooo,ooo of increased: 
expenditure for education going to higher education ? 

Mr. MO~TAGU: It include~ both~higher ~nd primarr 
education. 

Mr. WYNDHAM: And is that comprised in the million? 

Mr. MoNTAGU: No; three. quarters of a million 
is the amount this year, both for higher education 
and primary education. /As I said, we must m&ke· 
the education attractive,· and therefore we want a 
largeJi supply of better-equipped teachers. . we: 
hope to, lay down· the rule that they shall have'· 
passed at lea~t the upper primary school standard,. 
that there shall be at least one teacher to every 5(} 
scholars, that the pay shall begin at at least 12. 
rupees a month, and that there shall be better 
prospects for teachers by .grading and instituting a: 
provident fund .or pension system. These two items.. 

1 
of improvement and extension wi,ll involve· a very· 
large expenditure, and the recurring expense of c 

.these . schools will be by no means the only charge· 
·on the Indian Treasury. There must be heavy 
initial expenditure for buildings and equipment 
More serious and more costly will be the training· 

· <lf the teachers which the schools will absorb. I 
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want to ask the House torememb~r that a consider• 
able space of time must. elapse before these hopes 
-can be realised. 'The financial problems which 
these educational ideas involve are obvious to 
~very one. What is not so clearly· obvious is that, 
~ven if the money were now in hand, it· could not 
~mme~iately be s~ent. The Government of In~ia.. 
1s satisfied that, at the present moment, an· m~ 
-creased salary would not bring forth any. consider-
-able increase of competent teachers.· Trained men 
.do not exist in sufficient numbers for the existing 
1lchools, and therefore the only way in which. the 
problem can be dealt with is to call them into 
existence. 

HIGHER EDUCATION. 

Let us turn our attention for a moment to 
higher education. I want, if I may, to draw the 
.attention of the House to the importanc~ of this 
-subject. May I venture on an analogy between 
the conditiJJns of India to-day and of Europe in the 
Middle Ages? I do not want to press the parallel 
beyond this point, that we have a series of large 
-countries, each with its own vernacular speech {or, 
pet;haps, more than one vernacular), brought into 
:an intellectual commonwealth· by the use for pur~ 
·poses of higher education of a language which is not 

, ;a native vernacular. Any Englishman, Frenchman 
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or German who proceeded in higher studies in the, 
Middle Ages .learnt to write, and to speak, Latin, thEt 
language oflaw, of science,and of politics. In India,. 
to-day;. the man who would serve the State in the 
higher departments, of law, or science, or politics. 
must 'learn English. Of course the parallel breaks. 
down at this point, because English is not to India, as. 
Latin was to Europe, the language of religion. , It. 
is, as Latin ·was not, ·the language of business and 
international commerce .. Further, English is a 
living tdngue, 1Vhereas Lati:r;_ was not then a live 
one. Possibly my comparison may· seem fanciful,. 
but I make it .for this reason. Very few of us, I 

' . 
think, stop to consider what it really means when we 
find Indian gentlemen taking high honour.s at their 
English university, passing competitive examinations. 
in this country, or making admirable speeches in 
the :Yegisl::ttive Councils. ' I would like to ask how 
many Oxford or Cambridge graduates capable of 
turning· English literature into the most excellent. 
Latin prose, how many cultured Englishmen who-

' canread German with ease, would 'be prepared t() 
learn higher mathematics and write mathematical 

' or scientific theses in German, or to sit down in an 
examination room and answer questions on Indian 
history in Latin? How many of us would be.pre• 
pared to conduct our de~ates in this Chamber in any 
foreign language which we were supposed to have 
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learned wlien we left scbbol? · ~hat is ·precisely the 
achievement of many 'Indian gentlemen. to-day· 
When · we admit and .deplore ·the manifest sh?~t
comings of Indian ·secondary education, we forget 
that each of the pupils whom ·we so often hear ·of a~ 
being· prepared by a process of cramming, has not 
only had to~. acquire the English. language, which 
differs fundamentally from his own· in structure; in 
spirit and in syntai, but has got to acquire all the 
other advanced kn'owledge through the medium. of 
English. I, 1 think it is too 'often forgotten that· this 
sort of thing is very typical ~n India, the · sort of 
thing described by one member· in a recent speech 
in the Viceroy's Council, a speech which, in poinit 
of for~, might well serve as a model to many of us 
here, and in which he said: "That he received the 
elements of education sitting on 'the floor of the 
primary school, confronting a wooden board, covered 
with red powder, and with a piece of stick with 

which to write vernacular letters." .. 
We propose in secondary education to extend 

our model schools where required, and ~ot to 
replace private or aided schooliil, but to co-operate 
with them and set an example of standard. Only . 
graduates will 'be employed as teachers. It is hoped 
to establish a graded service with salaries of from 
40 to 400 rupees a' month. We want io establish 
a school ,course complete in itself, with a curriculum 
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,comparabl~ to a sch0ol course oa the modern' side 
·Of an English .public school, giving manual tra.'ining. 
and science teaching. There is to be an increased 
grant to privately-managed schools, and we' want 

, I 

to prov,jde proper hostel accommodation. 
·'· ! come now to the Universities. Mr. Balfour 
posed the difficulty of the Indian University ~ystem 
witli, if I may say so, admirable lucidity :to the 
Congress of Universities. The words he used were 
these :-"How are you going to diminish the 
£hock ·which the sudden invasion of a' wholly 
alien learning must have on the cultured society 
.of the East '? A catastrophic change in the envi
ronment .of an organism is sure to inflict great 
injury upon the organism, perhaps destroy it alto
gether. In the East we are compelled to be catas
trophic. It is impossible to graft by , a gradual 
process in the. East what we have got by a gradual 
process in the West." And so we bav~ the com
·plaint that our Indian Univ~rsity teaching has 
undermined religions, has weakend the restraint 
<>f ancient . customs, and has destroyed that 
xeverence. for authority which was one of the attri- · · 
butes of Indian character. How can we combat 
these things ? We believe that the dangers of 
catastrophic change can be mitigated by adopting 
in India that part of the English system of educa
tion which has, so far as the Universities are con-
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.cerned, proved most successful in moulding cha~ac
ter. Character is not trained by lectures or taught 
by text 'books. · · It forms but a small part of the 
work in the class-rooms. But it has arisen, as it 
were, accidentally, as a by-product ~£our residen
tial schools and old Universities. Young men in . 
their association together evolve certain rules of 
.conduct which they impress on each other, and 
which we speak of as the tone or tradition of the 
.school o~ college. There is evidence to show that 
in residential colleges in India, traditions com
··parable to those in our' own public schools spring 
into existence and stamp their indelible .impression 
upon the young men who go there. The formative 
!influence of the residential college can be stimulated· 
.by the presence of English masters and professors 
who have been trained in the same system in their 
.own country, and who know how· much can. be 
·done by exa.mple and how little by hor:qily. It is 
·this side of University education which we· propose 
to develop in India. We have allotted large grants 
for building hostels and boarding houses attacla
-ed to college !I. We are finding money for 
libraries in connexion with the colleges, we 
·desire to develop existing Universities by the 
.creation of chairs in different br&nches ,of post
:graduate research, and we propose to increase the 
:aid to private colleges. The Universities· of India 
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have hitherto been of a federal or affilia-ting type. 
At their first inception they were little more than 

·. boards constituted for the purpose of holding ex~ 

aminations, and for these examinations students were 
prepared at a great number of institutions scattered 
over a wide area. As the Universities were only 
examining boards they could only recognise merit 
shown in the examinations. The training of charac~ 
ter and other valuable by·prqducts of collegiate life 
could not be recognised or encouraged. Universities 

I of this type came into existence in England in the 
last century, but after a short experience the type 
has been generally condemned, and the recent 
tendency has been for the federal University to be 
·dissolved and for the constituent colleges· to become 
independent Universities. It is upon fl.nch lines that 
the Government. of India is directing the construe· 
tion of the Indian Universities. The first step was 
taken in 1,904, when the area within which each 
University coul-d exercise the power of affiliation 
was demarcated. The next step will be to reduce the 
area over which each University exercises jurisdic
tion ; but where a college is adequately staffed and 
equipped, and where it has shown a capacity to attract 
to itself students from a distance, that college will be 
elevated to the dignity of a University and will be 
given the power of conferring degrees upon the 
students who have been trained within its walls. 
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Such Universities will be local and residential in. the' 
fullest sense of the, . term. They will,. it is hoped,_ . 
develop traditions of. their own and become centre~' 1 

of learning .. The Govemment of India .have express~ 
ed·. a wish to create a Unive~sity of this type in 
Dacca, and .correspondence is passing . between the;· 
Government of !Qdia and ·the Secretary of Stat,t 
upon giving a similar status to the college ~tt Aligarh. 
It is probable that Universities of a similar type·. 
will shortly follow at Bena·res and Rangoon •. 
(Hear, hear.l 

THE. DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Then, of course, there must be side by side with 
this extension of liberal.· University education aN.. 
increase of technical education. Technical educat.ion. 
is ·to be developed. A .technological. institute at· 
Cawnpore has bee}l sanctioned in :ccordance . with 
the recommendations of Sir John Hewett, who has
done so much in the cause of technical education. iri 
India. I may say, generally, that te~hnical· ed1]ca
tion is to be advanced all over .India. (Rear, hear.) 
This must serve as a summary of the educational· 
efforts which the Government. of India is making in. ·. 
al~ directions. I ha.ve attempted to s~ow that we· 
are extending .our educational fctcilities in that
country. ·We are making a courageous and sustain
ed effort to break down· illiteracy ·in primary· 
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education. We are leading ·the way towards the 
recognition of ~a higher standard of efficiency in 
secondary edu.cation by the establishment of model. 
,Government schools. We are spending large surn!S 
'.upon , the provision of well-equipped hostels attach
ed· both to schools and to colleges and pro mot· 
ing the growth of a healthy residential system. 
We are trying to mitigate the evils of wholesale 
examination by the contraction of the area 
over . which· each '<University enjoys jurisdiction, 
and to establish . a new type of U Diversity which 
may develop into a genuine. home of learning. 
(Hear, hear.) At the same time, we are developing 
industrial and technological education. I say 
confidently that that· is a record of which any 
Government may be proud and a programme to 
which the Hou~e can confidently look forward. 
(Hear, hear.) If the /educational ideal which we 
have in mind is realised we will have laid the founda
tio~ of a national system of education by a network 
of really valuable schools, colleges and Universities, 
so that facilities will be opened to Indians to qualify 
themselves in their own country for the highest 
positions in every walk in life. . 

OPPORTUNITY FOB INDIANS. 

The problem before us when we have educated 
Indians is to give them the fullest opportunity in 
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the govemm~nt of their own country to ·exercisr 
advantages which they have acquired by training. 
and by education.': How are we· going to remove 
avoidable disabilities under which Indians labour 
while promoting the efficiency of the public services. 
generally?·· Those who desire reform in the Indian 
service will welcome the appointment by his Majesty 
of a Roya.t Commission of .which the House has heard. 
There are many questions a solution of which is confi
dently asserted by. some to he as confidently· refuted 
by othere, and which will never be properly solved 
until we have an authoritative . pronouncement on 
them. I want to justify the appointment of this Royal 
Commission, but I want most· carefully, in what 
follows, to avoid the expression of any opinio~ lest 
it might be considered to be opinion of ~he Govern
ment, upon whose behalf I speak· this after
noon. Sir Charles Aitchison's Public Service Com-

.. . 
mission reported a.t the end of 1887, and final orders 
were published on its recommendation in 1891.. 
Accepting, as i do, the supposition that those orders 
were the best possible orders that could have been 
passed at that time, he would be a bold man who 
would say, having regard to the development of India 
dnring the past twenty years, tliat there is now no 
pecessity for any development of the system ·which 
owes its results to Sir Charles Aitchison's Commis
sion. Many poi,nts remain, and some ~irectly resul~ 
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·from the orders ·which were based upon that 
··Commissioner's report which have given rise (it is 
not an exaggeration to say) 'to grave discontent 
inside and outside the services concerned. 

First of all there is the Indian Civil Service. 
A competitive examination at the moment lays the 
way open for a choi-ce between the home and the 
Indian Civil Service, and those who choose th~ 

Indian Civil Service have a year's probation at 
home before they go out to do the varied adminis
·trative, executive and judicial work, the success 
-of which is, I think, the marvel of the whole world 
and a source of continued pride to the people of 
··Great Britain. (Hear, hear.). 

THE . KEYNOTE OF BRITISH RULE. 

The innate power of. well-ordered administra
tion and prompt, decisive action which seem to me 

. to be the characteristic of the British race, anil 
perhaps of no other, will never faiL' But more 
:than that is wanted-humanity, capacity. to deal 
with men, statesmanship, and above all, that quality 
which is -increasingly wanted as the keynote of 
British rule in India; sympathy .. (Hear, hear.) 
'The Indians with whom the young Indian civil 
·servant comes into contact will be better educated, 
-with a wfder knowledge of other countries and of 
.the world, as. the years go by. As we improve our 
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f!ystem of education, ~nd as we increase the capacity 
for the expr~ssion of popular opinion, and as 
'Indians ·come over to this country, not :only 
Government ·students, not ·.only IndiaJ:1. · princes; 
but zemindars and merchants, and travel in 
Europe, learning of England at its best and· at 
its ·worst, it becomes all the more important 
that we should not risk 'any deterioration of 
our service,.· but .that we should give to India; 
a.s we. have, undoubtedly done in the past, the very 
best material'· we can:. It is obvio~s that to open 
b9th the home. and' Indian ·Civil· Services to·· one 
.examination gives us a. wider choice, because it gives 
to the candidate a · choice . of profession when 
he passes 'the examination, but jt will be for the 
Commission to consider how far nowadays it 'results 
in our getting only the leavings of. the ho~e Civil 
Service and how far, f~rther, an examination which 
.can admit~edly be passed· mainly by cramming is 
the best possible way of securing our Indian Civi.l 
servants. I do not know, and it would be improper 
for me to express an opinion, but· this. is for the 
Commission to consider, and .there are many other . 
.questions.which suggest themselves. Is the year's. 
probation long enough? Is it spent to the best 
possible advantage under our presept system ? Do 
we get our young ·men at an age when they are 
too old. to adapt themselves to the life they have 
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to lead, or, on the contrary, are they too young for· 
.the responsibilities which they have to bear ? Ought. 
not the training they receive to be supplemented by 
more intimate knowledge of our legal procedure in 
this country ? Might not certain difficulties of our 
Indian judicial system be overcome by some such. 
means as these ? 

Sir J.D. REES: Will this Commission deal with the manner
in which Barrister Judges are appointed t() the public service? 

Mr. MONTAGU i~:nored the interruption a~d continued:-

THE PosiTION oF INDIANS IN THE SERVICES. 

·Then again there is the position of Indians in 
the Civil Service; The door of the Indian Civil 
Service is at present only to be found in this coun
try, and this is one of the reasons why Indians. 
come 0ver here. It has been suggested that the 
examination for· the Indian Civil Service should 
be held here and simultaneously in India, or 
that, if another process is adopted for selecting 
civil servants, that the same process should be gone 
through in India as is gone through here. H 
bas been answered that it would be impossible 
under such a system to ensure the same status and 
the same standard in India as we require here. 
And when the Service bas. been recruited is the 
door to promotion . open as widely as possible to 
men of all races in' the best possible way ? Are 
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the rule's of pay and of pensions suitable or 
incapable of · improvement ? Is it right· ·that 
Indi ans should not subscribe to the family 
fund ? Then there is the. Indian Medical Ser
vice, which is only recruited in this country. Is 
the training which is poss!bfe for Indians in their 
own country of such value as to warrant us opening 
the door to the Indian Medical ~ervice in Jndia? 
Does the existence of an Indian Medical Service 
prevent the growth of an independent medical pro
fession? Would it be right to openthe doors of tbe 
Indian Civil Service and of the Indian Medical 
S~rvice to subjects of feud:atory States ? All these · 
problems present themselves again and again to 
those who have to do with administration in India.. 

We come then to the-other Services. Roughly 
and generally, the Imperial S~vice is recruited in 
En gland and the Provincial Service is recruited in 
India. The Imperial Service has preserved for it 
the higher superior appointments, and the Provin
cial Service fills the higher subordinate appoint~ 
ments, while the lower Imperial appointments are 
filled. partly from the Provincial· Service and partly 
from the Imperial Service. The pay, leave and 
pens ion rules in each service. have been fixed by a. 
consideration of wha~ is necessary to secure Euro· . 
peans to serve away 'from their own country, and 
by what is necessary to secure Indians to serve in 
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their own country. The result is that the branch ' 
which is essentially European has better pay, better 
·prospects, and more res·ponsibility than the bmnch 
which is essentially Indiano· 

THE NECESSITY FOR THE .EUROPEAN ELEMENT. 

It does not ~eces'sarily by any means follow 
ihat these principles are wrong-that is for the 
·Commission to decide. It is necessary to have a 
:European element in almost all of the services. 

, European officers must be given pay and 
-prospects sufficient to induce them to join 
-these services, . and when good men have been 
trained and have been induced to join ~hey· 
must be placed in positions of responsibility 
:~dequate to their merits. It has been said, and 
,again I express no opinion, that this has. been 
:achieved in a way which causes just discontent 
.among Indians, that it is not. achieved in the most 
·appr(Jpriate ·way, and that our present system 
·excludes desirable men and involves avoidahle race 
-distinction. In th~se Services where the Imperial 
"branch is recruited by nomination, although Indians 
:are not declared to be ineligible, although in· one, 
·the Public Works Department, provision has been 
made for giving a certain proportion of the appoint
ments every year to India, the result of the system 
is that in almost all the Services Indians are shut out 
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-from the more important and ·highly· paid ·posts. 
In the Education Se~vice by recruiting the Impe
·rial Service only in this country; only two Indians 
.have been appointed in the last 15 years~ In the 
Public Works Department, .Lord Morley decided 
ihat 10 per cent. o£ the app;intments should, if 
·possible, be given to Indians each. year. The result 

· ·was that certain Indian's were appointed to the 
Imperial Service who had failed to get into the 
Provincial Service. So the system results in 

·either keeping Indians out of the higher branches 
·of the service or appointing them with qualifications ' 
·inferior to those required for the lower ·branch. 
!nd if the principle of maintaining appointments 
in this country only for Europeans is ·abandoned, 
·it imposes a course of education in England on 
. Indians who wish to attain high office in their own 
"COuntry. In a.lJ these services there is the 'question 
·of pay, pension, leave, the present conditions of 
which will be familiar to students' of the: subject·, 
but which I dare not ask: the Rouse to listen to in 
-detail now .. Every service has its grievance. 
'There is the Police, Forests, the Telegraphs,· the· 
·Survey and the Education Service, the examina
tion of which is all the more 'necessary having 
regard to the development of education which is 
.going on. I do not want to give an enumeration 
which might be held to be exhaustive and I d<> 
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not want to suggest to the House that the ser~

vices can he dealt with piecemeal. ·It is the question 
,of principle we have to decide first, and the principle, 
must be adjusted· before the details can be settled. 

Tm1 NEw RoYAL CoMMISSION. 

The.terms of reference to the Commission are· 
as follows :-To examine and .report on the following 
matters in connection with the Indian Civil Service 

'and other Civil Services,Imperial and Provincial:-:-· 
1. The methods of recruitment and the system of 
training and probation. 2. The conditions of servicer . 
. salary, leave and pension. 3. Such limitations as still 
·exist. in the employment of non-Europeans, and the 
working of the existing system of division of services. 
into Imperial and Provincial; and generally to con~ 

' sider the requirements of the public service, and to. 
recommend such chtmges as may seem expedient. 
The. members of the Commission ·are :-Chairman,. 
Lord Islington, the present Governor of New· 
Zealand; the Earl of Ronaldshay, ~.P. ; Sir Murray· 
·Hammick, of the Indian.Civil Service, now acting as. 
Governor of Madras; Sir Theodore Morison, member· 
of the Council of Jndia; Sir Valentine Chirol ;. 
Mr. F. G. Sly, member of the Indian Civil Service 
and Commissioner of Berar.; Mr. Mahadeo Bhaskar 
Chaubal, member of the Governor of Bombay's. 
,::Executive Council ; 1' Mr. Go pal Krishna Gokhalet" 
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IDem her of· the Viceroy's Legislative Council.; Mr, 
·w. C. Madge, member of the Viceroy's Legislative 
-council; Mr. Abdur Rahim, Judge of the Madras 
.High Court; Mr. Ramsay . MacDonald M.P. ; and 
.Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, Fellow and Tutor of New 
·College, Oxford. (Cheers.) . It only remains for me 

,·to ask the B;ouse to wish these gentlemen, who are 
-so patriotically devoting themselves to a very diffi-. 
·Cult, arduous and lengthened investigation, all good 
.fortune in their. work. I a_lll confident that the 
'result of their deliberations must be of enormous 
importance to India and will lead to the improve
.ment of the country. (Cheers.) 

"EAST AND WEST/' 

Perhaps the House will permit me, in conclu-· 
·sion, to explain in'a few general words what 1 think . 
is to be drawn from. what is happening in India. I 
have often said before, and I say now, that I can see 
·nothing dangerous in the condition of India at all. 
Its revenue and its trade are expanding ; it is being 
better equipped year by year to withstand the 
-calamities of weather and of disease; its people are 
being better trained to play the part of citizens. 
We have given. public opinion expression adequate 
to the present development of the nation. But, as 
I said last year, andl appeal now, India. must be 
regarded more than ever as a progressive country, 
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ood two warnings are necessary. The first is that. 
you cannot now, even .if you would, embark on a. 
policy of reaction. The mighty mass in India is. 
~oving in response to our own stimulus, and to· 
try and force it back into a. condition of sleep, 
which would now be an unwilling sleBp, and could 
only be achieved, if it could be achieved1 by repres-
sion, would be calamitous blunder. The second 
warning which, in all humility, I would give is. 
that, seeing that India is never the same to-day as. 
it was yesterday, and will never be the same· 
to-morrow as it is to-day, the man who relies. 
on out-of-date knowledge, the man who expresses. 
a confident o.pinion about India, based on know
ledge however intimate, or on work however admi
rable, but a few years out of date, who prefaces his 
every remark with' the words "in~icus olim" is a· 
man whose advice must not be accepted without. 
question. (Laughter and Hear, hear.) If we are 
to do our duty by the enor:nlous responsibility which
we have undertaken we must move forward, 
however cautiously, accepting the· results of our 
own acts and inspirations, keeping ourselves. 
informed as intimately as we possibly can of the. 
modern and changing aspects of the problem with. 
which we have to deal. Nobody can possibly 
foretell what will be the eventual characteristic of 
the population. we shall form in India; the Indi~ 
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which must be a heritage, not only of it~ Asiatic. 
population alone, but also of that small handful 
of Europeans who have unified it giving it its trend~ 
brought to it its traditions and its ideals, and which 
must be reckoned in its destinies. There is a trite 
quotation so often made that I hardly like to quote 
it now, that·" Eas~ 1s East and West is West." 
,Nobody wants to deny it: no living man would 
have it otherwise. But, as a great Bengali writer 
has laid it down, the East and West must meet "at. 
the altar of humanity." And then they are meeting; 
not with clash or discord, but in harmon~ and 
amity. l:here need be no enmity to competition; 
the forces are not mutually destructive ; they are 
mutually complementary. The quietism of the 
East is meeting the restless spirit of the West. 
Each has learnt much and has to learn much ' 
from the religion, the art and the philosophy of the 
other. The asceticism of the Oriental, the simpli
city of his daily life and the modesty of his bodily 
needs are meeting with the love of material advance
ment, the striving after progress, the craving- for 
the concrete and the love ol realism which comes. 
from-the West. If I may use rather ornate language, 
the golden thread of Oriental idealism is being 
woven into the rather drab web of our scheme ,of 
life, and our science of government, which we have
Jaboriously inherited an~ are handing down, is being 
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offered to the Oriental to teach. him the road to 
progress. In· other words, in India, East and '\,vest • 
together, uniting and co-operating, are building, let : 
us hope successfully, a lasting temple on their joint · 
ideals. (Cheers.) 

REPLY TO THE DEBATE •. 

lVIr. MoNTAGU, replying by the i!ldulgence of 
the House, assured hon. members that the various 
points they had raised would receive attention. 
The decrease of £502,.500 in the Army Estimates of 
India this year, to which Mr. Wyndham had 
alluded, was not due to any policy of retrenchment 
which was likely to jeopardise the defences of that 
Empire. An important feature of the decrease 
was the absence of the Durbar expenditure, which 
amounted to £373,000. It rriust also be borne in 
mind that a great portion of the expenses of the 
Abor and Mishmi Expeditions did not appear this 
year, but last year, op. the estimates. The econo
mies achieved were due to the very rigorous atten
tion 'paid to the very minor details of expenditure. 
He had, however, forgotten, when speaking of the 
new R0yal Commission, to mention that although 
'it had got to enquire into very important services, 
those services were not represented on the body. 
It" would be impossible to appoint a businesslike 
Commission if all the services to be enquired into 
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were represented on it, and the system which it 
was hoped the Commission would adopt was to 
.(}0-opt, to sit with the body, o~e or two representa
tives of the Imperial and pr.ovinciai branqhes, of 
,(lach service. They would represent their . case, · 
marshal the evidence, and present the case, but of 
·course would have no word in the. drawing up and 
·signing of the final report .. With regard to railway 
extension, there had been since the report of. Sir 
.James Mackay's Committee, such a depreciation in 
:all gilt-edged securities that it was notr always easy 
to raise large loans for expenditure· even on such 
·desirable objects as railways, and they had had, 
therefore, to modify their demands upon the 
London market· in this respect. It was always 
-difficult to decide as to expenditure upon the im
provement of the existing railways, or upon new 
lines. Some advocated increasing the rolling 
:stock and improving the .lines and the stations of 
the existing lines. Others maintained that every 
.available penny ought to be spent upon extension. 
The policy adopted by the Government was a 
·Compromise between the two. Mi. Ramsay l\Iac
Don~ld had raised the question of an indepen
-dent audit. . Theoretically that was an excellent 
thing, and it had so happened· that by the last 
mail proposals had been made by the Govern
ment of India. for altera~ions- and additions to 
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the Audit Office in India, and the whole subject 
was now about to be re·considE;red. As to Tibet~ 

our activities there were given by the Anglo
Russian Convention, and came within the sphere 

·of the Foreign Secretary. On the subject of the 
projected Persian .Railway, it was perfectly truet 
certain parts' of the route ran through India, and 
therefore it would not be surprising if the Govern
ment of India were to see objection t0 that part of 
the line being constructed by an international group. 

and to consider that, if built at all, it should be 
built by India. The question of the gold standard 
reserve had been raised ·by Colonel Yate. New 
orders had been issued, the result of which would 
be that, whereas now the whole 17 millions was in 
securities, excepting one million which was in cash 
on short notice, the Government were going to 
allow the sum to increase until it reached the amount. 
of 25 millions sterling. There would ultimately be 
a reserv~ of 25 millions,· of which ave millions. 
would be in gold. In. regard to the very large 
balances of the Government of India, he recognised 
it was a matter for· comment that there was at the 
end of the year a balance in hand of £18,320,000. 
The balance of the Secretary of State in England 
was only part of the whole amount standing to the 
credit of the Indian Government. Last year the 
balance was exceptionally large owing to overesti-. 
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mating and under-spending in certain departments, 
and also to the great volume of trade done between 
England and India. The only· object which the 
Secretary of State had in view was the facilitating 
of trade, which would be brough~ practically to a. 
standstill if these bills were not issued. That was 
the explanation of a well-known economic and 
financial practice, and he · hoped hon. members.' 
opp@site would disabuse themselves of the. idea that 
these balances were kept in England 'simply to 
oblige the money' ~arket: It was an indis~ensable 
factor of . British Indian trade, ·and it . would be 
difficult to imagine how that trade could be carried 
on without it. 
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On the motion to go into Committee on the 
~East India Revenue Accounts 

Mr. MoNTAGU said :-

"'~This is the fourth time that it has fallen to my 
not. to rpove that you do leave the chair in order that 
>the East Indian Revenue Accounts for the year may 
,be reported to the House. I ca,n assure the House 
;that as the years go by I approach this task with 
more and more diffidence. I am afraid that 

"!the temper of the House with regard to Indian 
matters has not altered very ·materially since Mr. 
"Gladstone, in 1834, wrote a letter to his father on a 
.·speech which he had made on the University Bill . 
. He said:-

"The House heard me with the utmost kindness, but they had 
·been ·.listening previously to an Indian discussion in which very 
;few people took any interest, aod ~he change of subject was no 
. doubt felt as relief." 

VISIT TO INDIA. 

Since I last stood at this box for this purpos~, 
.I have had the advantage of a prolonged journey in 
.India. I make no apology for tha' tour, though I 
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·do most sincerely apologise to the .House for
any inconvenience that my absence may have 
caused.· After all, ,no one. questions the wisdom' 
of the first Lord of the ·Admiralty in journeying 
to see the ships under his ·charge, ·or of t~e Sec
retary 'of State for 'War in meeting and talking to· 
soldiers, or of the.President Qf the_Local Government. 
Board in inspecting work-houses, or of the Home· 
Secretary in going to look at the prisons. I am 
convinced that I did right, whenThad been longer
in my office than any of my predecessors, with the 
e~ception of three or four, in going to see something· 
of the country and of the people with whose welfare· 
I was concerned. . I , promised the House that I 
shall not weary them this afte~n~on with an apcount.. 
of the opinions which I formed in India. I .am 
here only to express the views ol the Government, 
which I represent. , 

I have the opportunity from day to day in my · 
office of bri~ging to bear upon my daily work the
information given to me in India, and it was not for
the purpose of making speeches, but for the purpose, 
of helping nie in my share of .the· adminis~ration. 
that I went out. I can only say that· it w9uld be
almost impossible for me to forget the cordial ~ssist
ance given by British and Indian officials and non
officials alike in my eager ·desire to ·find out wb.at 

· we could do to help them, and I sh~ll endeavour. to- . 
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prove my gratitude by helping to bring about, as 
time goes on, some the many schemes of reform 
which were advocated to· me abroad. I am certain 
that the niajority of those whom I had the honour 
:aud pleasure of meeting were glad, at all events, to 
get an opportunity of meeting face to face and talk
ing to an inmate of that very vague and indefinite 
:authority · which so often is the instrument of 
.alterations in the conditions under which they live 
-:rthe India Offioe. 

When I mention the India . Office, I want to 
:say a word to the House about the changes which 
we contemplate in the organisation of .the Office.· I 
need only say a v~ry few words, because a week ago 
my Noble Friend explained in another place exactly 
what was in his mind. To lay certain pos'sible 
.anxieties to rest, I want to say at once that there is 
not now, nor, so far as I am aware, has there ever 
been, any intention to abolish the' Council of India. 
It is not even proposed to curtail any of their 
powers. And in order to lay to rest another rumour 
;that has been circulated, I want to say emphatically 
-that whatever be the exact final. shape of the 
·scheme, one unalterable factor in it is the presence 
.of two Indian members on the Council. The whole 
-scheme is one of domestic reform such as might be 
.accomplished by any other Minister by a, stroke of 
~he p{:n without consulting anybo&y. But in the 

I 
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case of the India Office the ni.inutest detail of which 
is statutoril1 prescribed, it will be necessary to come 
to Parliament for a Statute. We have a dual aim: 
to speed up and to simplify the slow and,compli
.cated procedure of the office, and to make the expert 
advice which the Secretary of State derives from his 
Council more up to date. Any body who is sufficient
ly interested will have read my Noble Friend's speech 
in another place, and it will not be necessary for me 
to go into details, but I do not think that there is 
anybody familiar with the procedure of the India 
Office who will deny-I cannot do better than use the 

·words my Noble Friend quoted-that it is "intoler
ably cumbrous and dilatory." With regard to the 
other part of the scheme, it is possible, under existing 
Statute, that a member of the-Council may by the 

-end of this time have been twelve years out of 
India. We propose to reduce that period, so fa~ as 
possible, to about seven years. This.may not 
appear very important to people here, but it is 
very keenly awaited in India. When, . at the . end 
of my tour, I read, in one of the leading Indian 

I 

newspapers, an article commenting on my visit to 
India, an appeal to me to go hom~ and do all I 
·Could to bear on the alteration of the Council, in 
order to bring about these results, so that the 
opinions it expressed and the advice it gave might 
be more up to date and ruore in accordance with 
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recent developments, it gave me. great satisfaction 
to think that we had been considering such rwhemes. , 

\ ' 
for two years, and. that they were very ~early ripe 
for annpuncement. -

, .Leaving the India Office and coming to India. 
itself, I propos~ this year, with the permission of 
this House, to introduce an innovation which I 
cannot but think will be welcome to those Hon. 
Members who, . by their presence this afternoon,. 
show :their interest in India. I do so with some 

.trepidati6J1, becaus~ I am fully aware of the years 

.of unbroken precedents behind me, arid I do so by 
way of experiment. As the House is well awater 
the financial statement made by the Financial 
Member oUhe Government of India, together with 
the debates on it in the Viceroy's Legislative 
Council, has already been. circulated to the House 

·in theform of a Blue .Book, and this Blue Book 
has been' supplemented by a -White Paper contain
ing what is known as the Under-Secretary of 
State's "~xplanatory Memorandum." It has been 
usual fo~ the Minister responsible for India in this 
House to superimpose upon this · explanation a 
further explan,ation, amounting to nothing more 
than a cppious analysis of. the White Paper. This 
has occupied the first half of .the Budget Speech of 

. the year. The , second part has been devoted t(} 
questio~s . of general administration. When one 
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considers that this Debate is, in ordinary circum-
stances, the· only opportunity in the y~~r for ~he'·. 
discussion of. Indian affairs, and that only on~ 

night is given to it, I really think that no apology 
. will be needed from me if I . rely on the .Explana,"'' 

tory Memorandum and say very little about finance. 
this year. I should like to devote that portion of. 
th~ valuable time of the House which I desire to
usurp to .the discussion of matters of general public, 
interest in the administratiori(which have not before 
been discussed. 

These 'are the salient features of the/ BudgeL 
rrhere was last year; due mainly to the very la~ge 
railway receipts and the high prices obtained for
opium, a surplus of not less th~n nearly '£8,000,00(} 
over the Budget Estimate. This surplus is to _be 
spent mainly on Grants to provincial Govern:p:1ents. 
for education and sanitation and, with. the surpl_us 
estimated for in the Budget, on the reduction and · 
avoidance of .debt. For this year, 1913-14, it has 
been considered prudent to estimate the railway 
receipts at a slightly less sum than last year, but 
the remarkable feature of the year is that this is 

. the first Budget in which no receipts can be expect
ed from the Indo-Chinese opium traffic'. Mii.y I 
remind the House of what I said two years ago on. 
this subject~ in 1911 ? My words then were:- • 
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"We must now definitely face the total loss, sooner or later, 
()f revenue derived from opium sold for export to Ohina. ... (but). 
the question whether the loss of opium revenue will involve fresh 

· taxation is one which I hope no one will decide too hastily, The 
present financial strength of the Government of India, the growth 
d its resources and ~he growth o1 restriction of its expenditure, are 
.all fa.ctors that have to be considered as the plans for each 
nn~eial year a.re made." ' 

. \~1y doubts whether the loss of the Chinese 
·Opium revenue would lead to the necessity fo~ new 
taxation were, I believe, considered to be the·index of 
.a characterically too optimistic frame of mind, but in 
Indian matters, and on Indian finance especially, 
-optimistic views have a way being justified by the 
.event. In the present year the chief feature in the 
Budget Estimates is that, although the Estimate 
.anticipated from the opium revenue is only 
.£306,000 or £4,250,000 less than last year, yet 
without any increase of taxation, without any aban
·donment of necessary or desirable expenditure, and 
~ith, indeed, a very large provision for the two objects 
which the Government ofindia recognise as having 
.a first claim on their resources, namely, the improve
ment of education and the spread of sanitation, we are 
estimating for a surplus of nearly £1,500,000, 

This position is hlainly due to one factor-the 
improvement in the earnings, of the r·ailways. For 
the last two generations successive Secretaries of 
State and Governments· of India have used the 
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-resources and the credit of India to build up a. 
·railwa.y system which has always been closely 
·associated with the State, and has become more 
-closely associated with it during the last generation. 
They have met with difficulties and discourage
ments of various kinds. In the early years there 
was a•large annual loss which had to be made good 
from revenue, In later years, such has been the 
growth in the wo~ld of the demand for capital, there 
has been difficulty in obtaining the necessary capital, 
but they have persevered in spite of all, and the 
Budget of 1913-14, thanks to the growth of the 
·railway revenue, enables them to m'lke good a loss 
of £4,000,000 out of a totcll net revenue of less than 
£60,000, a rich reward for the work of many years. 
I think this story may be taken as a symptom of the 
marvellous possibilities of our Indian Empire, and as 
·a lesson that bold Government enterprise in the 
direction of helping and exploiting her resources 
by developing her railways, or her irrigation works, 

-or her wonderful forests, will lea-d to large national 
Jlrofit. 

EDUCATION. 

I wish to say a word next about education, a 
·subject which always interests members of this 
House, at the Delhi Durbar, in December, 1911, it 
was announced that :-
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, "The Government of India has rosoll ed to acknowledge the· 
predominant claim of educational adva.ncem'ent on the resources· 
of the Indian Empire,;' ' 

and that it was 
"their firm intention to add to the Grant (made at the time of. 
the Durbar) furthe~ Grants in future years on a generous scale." 

In accordance with this declaration, last year andi 
this year, a·non-recurring Grant of £2,500,oeo and: 
a recurring Grant of £695,000 a year have been' 
'made for this purpose. The non-recurring Grant 
will be spent on capital requirements for schools. 
(elementary a.nd technical), colleges, and universities. 
including the new universities which it is hoped to· 
establish 1 at Aligarh! Dacca, Patna and Rangoon. 
The recurring Grant will be spent on such matters. 
as scholarships and stipends,· educational Grants to 

,. local bodies, a~d the strengthening ·and 1m proving of 
the inspection and teaching staff. It is perhaps- . 
worth while, in order to show the progress of 
educational outlay by the Government of India and· 
provincial Governments, to compare the provision . 
. this year with the outlay of the three preceding 
years:-

In 1910-11 the actual net outlay was. 
£1,662,607. 

In 1911-12 it was £1,815,579. 
In 1912~13 it was £2,370,600. 
In 1913-14 the provision is £3,847,200. 
An in~rease in three years of about 130 per cent. 
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SaNITATION. 

The service which has the next strongest claim 
;aft.er education on the resource.s of the Go~ernment 
tis Sanitation. This year and. last year recurring. 
~Grants of £261,000. and non-recurring .Grants o( 
nearly £1,500,00(} have been made, some of which 
'may be used for research/but the b~lk of which are 
1intended for schemes. of urban sanitation. A?yone 
,familiar with the hOltihllil slums i:rt such cities as 
Bombay, and the marvellous effect on health of 
,such work as is carried out by the Bombay Imprqve
.ment Trust,. will welcome this additional expendi
ture. In order that the House may have comparable 
~figures to those which I have given for education 

·.as regards sanitation, . I may. say ~hat the Budget 
Estimate of expenditure for sanitatiop. under 
this h~ad comes this year to nearly £2,000,000, 
~showing an .increase of 112 per cent. overthe 
.expenditure of three years ago .. I am precluded from 
.dealing with many things in .the financial. world 
which I should like to say someLhing about, because 
we are now f)ngaged, with the assistance of a 
strongly manned Royal Commission, under the 
presidency of the right Hon. Gentleman the Member 
;for East Worcestershire (Mr. Austen Chamberlain), 
in exploring the system of finance _-yvith ~ view to. 
·seeing if a systemwhich has not been revisel for

1 

many years, and which has been partly inherited 
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from our predecessors, the old East India Trading 
Company,, cannot be improved. Although it is one 
of the matters which is being investigated, there is 
one fact I wish to mention. From time to time 
proposals have been put forward, and have, I think, 
in theory, at any rate, found acceptance both here 
and in India for the establishment of a State bank. 
Such a bank would relieve the India Office of a very 
large amount of the commercial and financial work 
which it now does, and would, perhaps, find a 
solution of many of the P:ifficulties which our critics 
have from 'time to time pointed out. The Secretary 
of State is of opinion that the time has now come· 
for the re-consideration of the proposal for the: 
establishment of a bank which would act as pustodian. 
for,a large part of the Government balances, manage 
the pu,per. currency, and take part in . the sale of 
drafts on India for meeting the Secretary of State's 
requirements. The subject has been discussed in a 
Memorandum prepared by the Assis.ta.nt Under· 
Secretary of the India Office (Mr. Abrahams), and· 
the Secretary of State, without committing himself 
in any way upon the subject, has directed that 1\Ir. 
Abrahams should present his :t.iemorandum for the· 
consideration of the Royal Commission, and he will 
welcome the consideration of it by the Royal 
Commission, as he thinks it elearly comes within its. 
terms of reference. 
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NICHOLSON COMMITTEE. 

To leave finance and to come to the question of 
general administration, I should like to say one word 
about the Army, which is a su~ject which will play 
a part in the Budgets of the future. As the House 
is aware, a Committee has been 'sitting which has. 
explored our. military defences under the distinguish
ed presidency of Field-Marshal Lord Nicholson .. 
This Committee has reported to the Viceroy. I 
need hardly say ·that the report is a cemfidential 
tlocument, comparable to the Reports on simifa.r 
subjects drawn up. by Sub-Committees of the 
Committee of Imperial Defence. It cannot be 
published, although I believe that this confidential 
document will lead to improvements in our Army 
of which the House may from time to time .be· 
interested to hear. But in order to dispose of hopes on 
the one hand and fears on the other, I want to stat& 
one general conclusion-that the expert Committee, 
has proved that, although we may possibly get a ' 
better Army for the same money we are now spe~d
ing, although we can possibly improve our defences. 
without any extra expense, t~ere is, I fear, no chance 
of any reductiqn in expenditure on either the, 
British Army in India or the Indian Army. The most 
inte~esting new fea.ture in the Army expenditure for· 
this year is the amount set aside for the formation of 
a Central Flying School. At first sight, one would. 
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be ;inclined to suppose -that in a country where the 
-c,onditions. of wind and weather can, as a rule, be 
anticipated with certainty some time beforehand, 
tpe difficulties of flying would be much less than 
they are in this country. But I am informed by 
€?\.perts\that the extremes pf he:tt and cold, the 
variations of temperature, and the differences of 
·radi;:ttion over. cultivated and desert areas give rise 
·io new difficulties. The type of machi'ne best suited 
for India has yet to be ascertained, and, in order to 
a_vbid ~ny unnecessary 'risks to our flying officer!>,. 
we must discover to what extent heat and moisture, 
:and especially the combination of the two; may 
,~ffect .the materials which have been found most 
-useful in the manufacture of aeroplanes in this 
c.eountry. We, .therefore, propose to start the Flying 
School on a very modest basis, and to confine the 
w9rk in the first instance to experiments and not to 
·:include the tuition of beginners. It is inte_nded to 
-begin with four officers, all of whom are in posses
·sion of pilot certificates. They will be provided 
with six aeroplanes for experimental purposes. The 
lSchool will be situated .at Sitapur in the United 
Provinces, where there is a large number of Govern
ment buildings, which are now unoccupied, which 
were formerly British Infantry barracks, but which, 
I am told, are very suitable fo,r our purpose. .The 
t0.tal Estimate for tbis year. is about £20,000. 
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Turning to foreign affairs, I have very little to 
·say. Last' year was free from any Serious disturbance 
on the North-West Frontier, though the~e was no , 
intermission of minor raids, cbie~y due to the presen.ce 
·Of outlaws in the Afghan Border Districts of Kbost. · 
In l\farch,l912, the Mullah Powiridah made a deliber
ate and .almost successful attempt to embroil the 
Mashuds against the Government, and for s·ome time . 
it looked as if drastic military action would be · n.eces
sary. Fortunately, a demonstration of force was suffi
·cient to rally the friendly t1·ibes to our side, fines 
were levied a~d paid, and order restored. · S~ve for 
a disturbance this year in the Tochi, which mighte 
have been serious but fortunately remained isolated, 
:these were the nnly two incidents on the North-West · ·. 
Frontier. The rapidity with which they were dealt 
with is proof that Sir George Keppel and his officers 
h,ave not only bee~ successful in. keeping the' troubl
·ed borderland tranquil, but in making great educa
tional progress on the North-West ·Frontier. ·On 
the North-East Frontier complete peace has reigned. 
Various survey pflrties which visited the tribal 
country we~e very well received, and arrange~ents 
are being made for the tribes to visit the pla.ins for 
·commercial purposes and to·do so ·unhindered. As 
regards Tibet, I need· not say anytliing. here this 
:afternoon, because my Noble Friend Lord ,:Morley 
made a stat~ment upon the subject Ia~t week in 
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another place. At the present moment the Govern- ' 
ment of India have invited the Tibetan and Chinese
Governments to send representatives to Simla to 
confer on the subject of Tibet's future relations to 
China. At this conference the protagonists will be 
the Chinese and Tibetan delegates, for we desire, if 
possible, that ·they should settle their differences 
between themselves. His Majesty's Go;ernment. 
have no interest whatever in the' internal affairs of 
Tibet. All that we desire is to preserve peaceful 
relations between neighbouring States and to see 
that order is maintained on the . Indian Frontier 
from .Kashmir to Burma. These are very import
ant interests, and His Majesty's Government cannot 
permit theni to be endangered, directly or indirect
'Iy, ·by 'the Chinese. They are, therefore, not only 
concerned in bringing about a settlement between 
China and Tibet, but are' bound to see that that 
settlement secures that there will be no-repetition of 
the events of the last five years. I may mention 
that the Russian Government have been fully 
apprised of the action and intentions of His Majesty's 
Government, and have expressed their goodwill. 

The only other foreign matter with which I 
need deal is to say that the Central Indian Horse,. 
which wenti in 1911 to Shiraz, has been withdrawn. 
The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has ins
tructed the Consul-General at Bushire to convey to-
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Colonel Douglas and the regiment under hisr. 
command his sinGere congratulations that their 
most arduous duties in Persia have been brought to. 
a conclusion. The tact and self-restraint which 
has bee~ displayed by all ranks under trying con eli-. 
tions for tht? past one and a half. years have been 
highly appreciated. ~ am sure the House would 
wish to endorse this tribute to men who have work-
ed for some time in very trying circumstances. The, 
Foreign Department of the Government of India . 
not only deals with Foreign Affairs,· such as tlaose 
to which I have referred, but, wh~t I think is. 
nowad:cys an anomaly, with the affairs of Native· 
States. We are not often concerned in' this House· 
with the affairs of Native States, though the .. \ 
territories which are described under that name and. 
their rulers loom large in Indian affairs to-day, an'd 
will loom larger as time goes on1 They are not .. 
merely places to be visited byltourists who wish to 
see interesting places and old. buildings, to study 
ancient customs, or to indulge in sport. . Those who·· 
visit them can gain many an oppqrtunity of political 
speculation and instruction by· observing their 
widely diverging political, racial and social conditions. 
However marked is the influence of Western educa
tion in India generall~, nowhere is it mor~ markedly 
to be seen than in the Native 'States, where the= 
r~ers of the present generation vie with one another:-
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in improving the condition of their administration 
and their reputation for efficient Government. 
Consequently, in the last twenty years, there has 
been a great development in all the affairs of the 
States-in finance and administration, in railways, 

·irrigation and education-and this advance brings 
with it the necessity for modernising our methods 
of dealing with the affairs of the Native States, 
where we are concerned with them. I need hardly 
say that in the majority. of cases in their internal 
affairs we do not interfere. 

NATIVE 8TATb:S. 

At the present time the links in the ofticial 
chain between .the Native States and the Viceroy 
are the Resident or political Agent.:_in Rajputana 
ana Central India, the Agent to th~ Governor
General; then the Deputy-Secretary in the Foreign 
Departmen.t, who deals with internal· affairs, then 
the Foreign Secretary and then the Viceroy. The 
Foreign Secretary is already overburdened with 
work. He has to deal with an increasingly delicate 
sphere of operations all along the Indian borders .. 
It is quite impossible for any one man at the same 
time to cope satisfactorily with the ~fjairs of the 
Native States .. The Government of India have, 
therefore, now proposed, and their proposal is being 
considered by the· Secretary of State, that a. separate 
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Secretary should be appointed _for the affairs of 
·Native States. He will bear the· title of political 
Secretary, he will have all the rights and privileges. 
of a Secretary to the Government of India, and he 
will have 'in his Department a· brarich of the present 

· Foreign Office to deal with internal affairs. The 
change can be brought about at. very litt'le cost and 
will, I am quite sure, be acceptable to the Chiefs,. 
as tending to the quicker discharge of }:msiness ana 
to a," more thorough a~d more personal representa-· 
tion of their problems to the Viceroy. In addition, 
too, the Conferences which are to be held from time 
to time at Delhi or Simla, to which ruling princes 
will be invited will give them ·opportunities of 
meeting one another and· of discussing alterations 

_of custom, of practice, or of rule, That will be . a 
very valuable procedure. There was a Conference· 
held at Delhi this year on education ia the Native
States, and the ~uccess which attended that Cori:-· 
ference augurs well for the future. 

·Coming to British India, I knpw that is very.: 
difficult to make a choice of the subjects which 
those Hon. Members who are interested in India. 
will agree with me, are ripening, but I , have, 
tried, without any attempt to avoid anything
of' difficulty to choose the three things which 
·I think are most pressing. I need only say that
if the House . will be good enough to allow me· 
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·:to reply ·at the end of the discussion, I shall be 
·only too glad to give any information on any. other 
·.subjects that I can. The first subject with which· I 
. ·wish to deal is that concerned with the relations 
-between the religions and races of India. The second, 
)s the problem connected with the maintenance of 
claw and order, and, third, those service questions 
·with which the Public Services Commi~sion is now 
·dealing. I said something about the relations 
-between the Mussulman and Hindu some years ago. 
I. think it is possible to say something more to-day, 
cbecause it is difficult for Indian national ideals to 
:take any intelligible or any satisfaCtory form so long 
-as the great Mussulman community stanqs apart 
·from the rest of the Indian population, I am 
··con~dent of the future. I believe that the Indian 
·peoples of all races know full well to-day that the 
··destre and the intention of the Government communi-
cated to all its officers and understood by them, is that 
there .should be complete harmony between -an the 
~races there. The maxim divide et impera-one of the 
·;most dangerous maxims-has no place in our text-
book of statesmanship. I can state· emphatically 
.that if the leaders of the l\;[ussulman and Hindu 
communities could meet and settle amongst them-. 
:selves some of the questions which from time to 
.time arise out of and foster differences of opinion and 
-of tradition they would find ready co-operation from 
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the Government. I found in Indi~ that one of the. 
outstanding causes of trouble between the 1\fussul
mans and the Hindus was the problem of specialre
presentation for the Mussulmans on legi~lative and 
municipal bodies. Another was the difficulty of 
obtaining for the relatively backward Mussulman 
youth full share of Government employment .. On the 
first question, I believe, it is recognised by ail parties 
.that' the Government is committed to the principle 
-of special representation: If the Hindu community 
who understand this and the Mahomedans were to 
accede to the request of the Hindus for special 
representation too, I believe, by agreement between 
the parties, we· could arrive at ·a basis for the 
:modification of the present rules to suit them both, 
but the Government has to await that agreement 
.before any move can be made. However, the 
-divergence between these two people is very :tparked. 
Hinduism is self-contained, and so far as events
·outside India attract their attention at all, it is due 
to an ordinary interest in the politics of the world, 
.consequent upon the spread of education and the 
.improvement in means of communication. So while 
the mutual relations of ~urope and Asia are 
interesting to the Hindu generally, the Indian 
Mussulmans, members of a religious community 
which for generations have exercised a marked effect 
.upon the politics of the three Continents, are naturally 
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int.erested in the ~elfare and importance of Islam 
a/a whole, and despite the neutrality of this country,. 
despite our refusal to take part in these affairs, I 
think this/House will sympathise with the fact that. 
the Mussulmans of India have been,· and must bil,. 
deeply stirred by misfortunes which have come to· 
their· c0-religionists in Persia, in North Africa and 
jn the Balkans. 

Amid these misfortunes educated Mussulmans are 
I think, keenly conscious that there was a time when 
Islam was not only abreast of the general culture of 
·the rest of Europe, but, through its scholars and men 
of. science, took a leading par' in the development and 
learning in Europe.· They contrast the conditions of 
Morocco to-day with the history of the Moors in 
Spain. They remember that under ~kbar and his. 
immediate successors they were not only prominent. 
in politJ,cs, but led the Eastern world for a brilliant 
period in arms, in letters, in art and in architectu~e. 
I think the Ipdian Mussulmans realise that they
have, as a whole, too long neglected the educational 
opportunities that the Britjsh Government wish to
offer as freely to them as to the Hindus, with the 
result . that in . those spheres of public employ~ 
ment, the doors of which are opened by Western 
edu'cation, they have not attained a position propor· 
tional either to their achievements in the past or to 
the numbers at present. They see some of their· 
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eminent men in high places. There is a Mussulman 
who is a. member o£ the Judicial· Committee . of the· 
Privy Council ; another sits upon the Coun~il of the: 
Secretary of State for India; a· third )s legal. 
member of the Viceroy's Council, and many of them 
occupy important judicial and administrative posi~: 
tions. These examples are: indications, if indications. 
were needed, that there is no sort or· kind of. 

. ' 
discrimination against their creed or their race. 
The Mussulmans themselves have only to utilise 
the opportunities that already exist, and there has 
been considerable progress ·in the last ten years. 
During that time the number of Mussulmans at the 
elementary schools has increased by 50 per cent. and. 
during the las~ few years the number of Mahomedan 
students in higher institutions has increased by 8(} 
per cent. The scheme for raising the Mussulman 
Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh to the status of an. 
independent university has been delayed, among· 
other reasons,. by the generous contributions which 
have been given to the Red Crescent fund in Turkey. 
The Government of India has recently called the 
attention of the local Governments to the necessity 
for increased facilities for Mahomedan education in· 
more modest ways. A community .that has once 
lagged behind in education has more difficulty than 
in almost any other sphere ' in making up leeway. 
All educated Indians must recognise.that it would. 
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be ~disastrous to India if divisions of the popula
tion, due to religious or historical causes, were 
to coincide permanently with a differen~e of 
intellectual level, and if 57,000,000 of peopl~ who 
include . the rulers of great States, land-holders, 
merchants, some of the most vigorous and martial 

· elements in the Indian Empire, were to remain 
outside the forces which are moulding the India of 
the future. . I think we may be sure that such 
arrangements as local Governments can make for 
-the encouragement of the Mussulman pupils by 
scholarships and by special courses, will be welcomed 
by the bestelements in all the other communities. 

DACCA UNIVERSITY PRO~OSAL. 

As regards'higher education, I should like to 
call attention to tbe scheme for the proposed new 
University at Dacca., which has been framed by a. 
Committee. We have not. yet received any definite 
proposals from the Government of India. There 
are certain points which require consideration, 
but the presentment of this scheme opens a new 
chapter in higher education in. India. Existing 
Indian Universities have been formed' on the 
model of the London University although the 
1ndian Universities Act of 190! has, in measure, 
modified this conception. The Universities of 
Calcutta and Bombay are, it is true, now developing 
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•post graduate teaching; but the eld Indian U11iversity 
.is an examining. body affiliatingremote.colleges whic~~ 
they control to a certain extent, but do not teach. 
The new University at Dacca will haye eleven con· 
:stituent colleges, all at Dacc·a. all residential,· and it 
will be somewhat similar to the Old Universities of 
·Oxford and Cambridge in this country. That is the 
novel and important point of scheme. It is to serve as 
:a model for Indian Universities in the future. The 
University at Aligarh and the University at Dacca. 
will consist of one or more colleges, all local, in 
which the pupils will reside, and in which it is 
hoped that we shall obtain something like the best 
:features of English University life. I mention 
Dacca in ~nnection with Mahomedan education 
not because it is to be a Mahomedan University, 
but because it is situated in the centre of a rather 
backward 1\Iahomedan community,. and therefore 
will offer to the Mussulmans the best epportunity 
·Of university education that they have yet had. 

I should like ·to say a word about, the other 
-education progress of the Government. They have 
issued this year a resolution which declares their 
policy and makes announcements something on the 
lines of those which I was p~ivileged to make this 
time last year. It clflars up some misconceptions. 
We intend to rely, as we have relied in the past, on. 
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private ;enterprise for secondary education. It is: 
~~ifficult to exaggerate the debt that. we. owe to· 
private enterprise in teaching in India. One can see' 
on all hands the marvellous' work done by the mis
sionaries. I am not now talking about· any efforts; 
at conversion. I am talking of the real educational 
work. which they achieve in virtue of the inspiration 
which they derive from their religion. Mr. TyndaU 
Biscoo's school in Srinagar has done marvello~s 

work for Kashmir. The Anglo-Vedic. Arya-Samaj! 
School,at. Lahore is another example of private· 
enterprise and in a sense the Brahma Samaj is a,. 

missionary body. The Christian College at Madras,. 
the Oxford and Cambridge Hostel at All~habad, St. 
Xaviers College at Bombay, and the Salvation Army 
work among the criminal tribes-all this private· 
education is of a kind which, assisted by Government. 
inspection, recognition and control, by the very 
energy and influence of their teachers, has accom
plished wonderful work in the' development of India 
.and everything in India, but particularly education,.. 
depends upon the personality and human influence 
in enlivening 

1

and interesting the peoples. I think 
we are aliv@,. too, to the importance of making 
education: in India something different from the · 
process merely of teaching Indians enough English 
to enable them to obtain, or fail to obtain, a. B. A; 
Aiegree. , · The Resolution which I am referring t() 
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<draws attention to three matters in which ~ducation, 
'in the ·past has been. imp~rfect, the formation of 
>Character, sound hygiene in the schools and colleges, 
:and the .improvement of the teaching and study of 
<>rientallanguages: Tl;le tirst Grant of the old East 
India Trading Company of 1813 was chiefly for the·· 
.encouragement of literature. I am afraid we have 
'lagged :ather behind s'nce then, hut the project for 
.establishing a central Oriental Institution in India. 
'and an Oriental Co.llege hei:e in London, will remove 
~from us the reproach. that we have lagged pehind 
<Germany and France in_our trea:tment of Oriental 
1learning. The Resolution concluded.wi~h an appeal 
1for. the co-operation of the Indian people. We · 

· -cannot have 'education in the true sense . from with
·OUt. Millions of apt pupils engrossed in cod~s and 
·schemes drawn up by Europeans will not suffice . of 
.themselves to make an educated people. 

I come to the second of my subjects, th(:J ques
!fiion oflaw and order. I think)t may generally be 
-said that peace reig~s in India: The legislative 
<Councils with their opportunities for discussion, the 
great progress that has been made during the last 
lfew years, the evidence that we are considering all 
..outstanding questions, these have their effect, but I 
•cannot paint a rosy picture without ··saying a word 
·abou~ certain disquieting :features.· l_ am· pound to 
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. express the vi(;lw that all is not well with Bengal... 
The elaborate rules and ·the diverging. procedure
in all the provinces which have for their object the· 
fixing of ~ent or revenue due by. land-holders to the 
Government or from tenants to the Zemindars or 
land·lords, are absorbingly interesting to any student. 
of Indian agriculture. I am not sure that . they are
not in·some cases perhaps over-elaborate and over·· 
irksome, but no one can study them without being 
impressed by the fact of the 'relentless efforts with 

. .which land records, unequalled in the world, are 
kept, and by the help of these records justice and 
equity between the States and the land-holder on the· 

· one hand, and between the land·holder and his. 
tenants on the other are meted out. This elaborate 
system of rent and revenue administration has. 
incidental advantages in bringing together the rulers. 
and the ruled. It gives infinite opportunity for 
knowledge of the condition of the peasant, and 
occasi?>n upon which to foster villct~e life and agri· 
cultural co-operation-which, as I have described. 
before to the House, is making such wonderfu• 

· strides, in India-and for understanding and appre-· 
ciating the character and the habits of the people. 

LAND SETTLEMENT SYSTEM. 

In Ben.gal, the permanent land settlement and 
the absence of continuous land records have together 
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resulted incidentally in one tremen4ous disadvantage 
that these opportunities for close relationship between · 
the people and the administration have been 
limited, with the result of .estrangement and a. 
reliance, not on the revenue officer, but on the police 
for the link between the people and the Executi~~· 
The problem in Bengal is, then, to devise some 
remedy for this state of affairs by perfecting the 
machinery of local Government, and on the 
other hand, improving the police. All these 
matters are engaging the attention of the Govern-
IPent, and I have only stated them because it will . 
enable the House of Commons to realise the sort. 
of problem with which we have to deal. The House 
hears from time to time about dacoity in Bengal. 
In the year 1912 there were fourteen cases of 
dacoity, or attempted dacoity, by armed gangs in 
Eastern Bengal in the quest of money or of weapons~ 
and in December a large quantity of arms and 
ammunition was discoverei in a house in Dacca, in 
which also were found many articles of jewellery 
looted on some 6£ these occasions. · The peculiar 
feature about these crimes is that they have nearly' 
always been brought home to a class which, outside 
Bengal, is very

1

la~-abiding-the .young men of the 
more or less educated middle class, sons of respect~ 
~ble . parents. There . are not many of them-an 
mfimtesimally 'small number when thinking of the· 
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-population of India, but gangs of a dozen or fifte~n 

young men of respectable parents cannot engage 
·in these exercises· without attracting .the notice of 
their neighbours. A head constable was murdered 

_·in .the streets of _Dacca last December by three 
young men armed with revolvers who were seen by 
·many passersby. We .must rely in our effort to 
--correct these things upon the co-operation of the 
people. But it must be remembered that in 
Eastern Bengal the communications consist almost 
·limtirely of waterways, and crimes of violence are 
·difficult to guard against and hard to detect. An 
·enormous area of country, full of small isolated 
villages, intersected with rivers and courses must 
·always offer an easy field to daring criminals and 

·.: Jlresent.great obstacles to the police, 

MEASURES TO DEAL WITH DACOITY. 

There wa.s a remarkable case in 1908, when 
·about thirty young Bengalis were able to travel for 
many miles with the loot obtained by. robbery in 
"broad day-light, meeting no police and encounterin~ 

"1ittle resistance from villagers, though they murder .. 
·ed four men, and that led to an investigation of the 
position. It was then found that the average of 
·police station_s, excluding outposts, was one to every 
400 square. miles. It is all very well to talk about. 
the 'co-operation of the people, but you cannot 
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-expect villagers to travel great distances, leaving 
iiheir agricultural pursuits and leaving their homes · 
·:and women unprotected, in order to go and: help the 
police, The situation is being faced, the police are 
being strengthened and reorganised, and a system . 

•:of, ~iver 'patrols is being established. The first · 
·step is necessarily to cope .with existing crime.' 
'The larger problem .is ' to preven~ th.e recruit
ing of . criminals i:O: the future. So far as 
prevention goes, the Bengal Government are 
-engaged .in a comprehensive and carefully devised 
·scheme, including, besides the measpres I h,ave . 
·described, a reorganisation of the village chaukidars 
·and police. But· the permaneat problem is the 
-cure of the conditions which made these crimes 
possible, and here we are face to· face with economic 
:and educationai problems of great complexity: The 
-development. of the industrial resources of the 
province, the improvement of education on i'in~s 
which will enable young men to earn a living in · 
'Practical pursuits, instead o~ turning· out educa
-tional failures who find themselves divorced from 
ihe humble callings which their fathers folloWe

1
d, 

-endowed withjust enough book learning to make 
-them bad politicians, yet far too little to enable 
them to live by. any liberal. profession-these are 
'the real problems of the future· in Bengal, and their 
'!Solution must be at best, slow. 
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CHARACTER AND SERVICE OF POLICE. 

In the meantime it is plainly the duty of the· 
State. to protect the law-abiding, to give confidence 
to the timid;. and to deal so energetically with 
crimes of violence that public confidence may be 

'restor~d in the ability of the Government to give 
protection to a population which has no naturaL 
sympathy with crime, but which has too often found 
that the dacoit can strike harder and quicker than 
the Government. One necessarY: step is to improve 
the. police. The attention of the House is from time 
to time called, quite· justifiably, to cases in which 

, Indian constables have abused their powers. I only 
want to pause for a moment before saying a word on · 

.. this well-worn theme, to regret that no members of 
· that force, except its few bad characters, are ever 
heard of by the public in this country and I should 
like' to draw attention to the splendid material we 

. have in the English officers and those under their 
charge. I have been looking at the most recent re-· 
wards and I wish to tell the House of some of them. 
I find that three recipients of the King's Police Medal 
risked their lives to save helpless people from drown+ 
ing, while five' awards were made to two superior 
officers ~nd three constables on the occasion of a. 
fire and explosion in the laboratory of the Delhi 
Fort. Twenty-five live shells were known to be in 
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the burning building when a. superintendent and1 
three constables mounted an adjoining wall, andi 
for two 1 hours played the hose on the fire, until 

. their comrades succeeded in getting into the build
ing and ·removing the shells. I find that a Calcutta. 
constable unarmed, captured an armed burglar after 
he had just killed another constable. A 1;\tnjab con
stable, who had saved two women from drowning-

'at the risk of his life, came to the rescue of a.. 
comrade felled to the ground by four criminals. Two· 
constables in the United Provinces attacked a band: 
of twenty armed robbers, wounding and capturing· 
one, and putting the rest to flight. A sub-inspector 
in Madras, unarmed iiaved a magistrate from an
angry mob during a religious disturbance. A Euro
pean inspector in Behar saved twa Indian women 
from a burning house at the risk of his lifer 
r have taken these from different provinces,. 
and all from the one year's record, because I 
wish the House to realise what good material we·· 
have in the Indian police. I hope that the reci-· 
tal of such cases may raise a desire on the part. 
of some of my fellow Members, who are laudably-

anxious to ·eradicate torture and. practices of that. 

kind from the Indian police, to encourage merit by 

s~eking information also as to the other side of th~ 

shield. 
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In Bengal, within th~ee years, no less than 
-five Indian police· officers have been murdered 
by political assassins, and one has been .severely 
wounded. We punish severely any constable whom 
we can detect in abuse of his power. Facts 
:are notified by way of warning to all members 
of the force. We must to complete the process, 
~ay a w.ord of re~ognition and sympathy for the 
. members of the force who ·have lost their lives ..... 
in·. the fearless performance of their duty, and 
.amid difficulties which I think are not always 
:'Sufficiently appreciated by the House. May I add 
that, although we propose to relax no effort in 
·improving the condition :of. the police and their 
character,. we cannot see our way to ,doing what 
.some Members 'of this House would have us to do 
.-abolishing a record of confessions prior to trial. 
We have two duties, one is to avoid and to prevent 
~torture, as I believe we are increasingly successful 
in doing, but we are not justified in hampering 
ourselves. against the other side of our duty-the 
punishment of. crime and the protection of law
.abiding citizens-by action which, as the House 
will see when the papers are published, is opposed 

· by .all the local Governments, and nearly every 
·Court of law throughout the country. I have said 
·before, and l say again, that the prohibition of con
fessions would not prevent t_he risk of ill-treatment 
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of accused persons by constables. It would not. 
prevent the · ill-treatment ·of witnesses in hopes.. 
of discovering clues of stolen property. However, .. 
we can, I think, perfect our precautions to ensure
that confessions are really voluntary and carefullr 
recorded. · 

I shouid like to read to the House some of the: . 
measures which the Government of India propose 
to adopt. These proposals are still Under the con..:. 
sideration of the Secretary of State, and I am able· 
to say that he will be only too glad of the 
co-operation of any Hon. Member of this House in 
suggesting further reforms for consideration by the 
Government · of India.. The police are to be for .. , 
bidden to interrogate accused, if remanded, without 

1 
the permission .of the Magistrate. Instructions-
VI~ll be given that a remand of a confessing prisoner 
to police custody should only be granted if the 
police could show good and satisfactory grounds, · 
and only by magistrates who have first-class or · 
second-class powers under the Criminal Procedur~ 
Code. Where the· object of the remand is verifi
cation of prisoner's statement, he is to be remanded 
to the charge of the ·magistrate, . and the remand 
should be as short as possible. When a prisoner 
has been produced to make a. confession, and has. 
declined to do so, he is in no circumstances to be 
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-remanded to police custody. The recording of 
.confessions is to be limited to special divisional 
magistrates and magistrates of the first class, or, if 
·especially empowered, of the second-class. An effort 
·will be .made not to record a confession without the 
orders of the District Superintendent of Police, or 

· until the ·accused has had some hours out of police 
.custody. The police are not to be present when 
.. confession is recorded, and ordinarily a confession 
"Shall be recorded in open Court, .and during Court 
.hours, and a magistrate recording a confession shall 
-endeavour to ascertain. the exact circumstances in 
which confession was made, and shall record on the 
_Record the statement of the grounds on which he 
lDelieves the confession genuine, and the precautions 
rtaken to remove accused from the custody of the 
1police. 

MR. MACCALLUM SCOTT :-The Hon. Gentleman used s<mie 
·words which I do no~ quite understand. Will he kindly explain 
-what is meant by the words "remanded to .make a confession," 

Mr. MONTAGU :-I am very sorry if I did not 
make the statement . quite clear. I did not say, · 
·"remanded to make a confession." What I said 
was: "When a prisoner has been produced to 
make a confession, an,d has declined to do so, he is 
.in no circumstances to be rema:aded to police 
.custody. 
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MR. MACCALLUM Scott : May I ask . wha.t is· meant by 
"''produced to ma.ke confession ?" · 

Ms. MoNTAGti: When he is produced in Court 
Ior . the purpose of making a confession, and he 
··declines to d~ it, he is not to go back to .the custody 
·<>f the policewho produced him .. I wish to say one 
word about the Delhi ~utrage. A bomb was thrown 
cin daylight, the Viceroy was severely wounded, and 
iwo men were killed. ' The assassin got clear away 
.and has not yet been caught. That is the story, 
and I want to say how itwaspossible for such a plot 
to be matured without any inkling of it reaching 
the authorities, why the actuai attempt was not 
~frustrated, .and how it is that .the criminals have 
not been detected. If there is an active organiza
:tion, however small in number, however abhofrent 
to the general sense of the people, an organization 
including men· competent to manUfacture effective 
rbombs, and men willing to take the risk of throwing 
them, and if that o~ganization is in the hands of 
men who can keep their secrets &nd confine . their 
knowledge of particular plots to a very narrow circle, 
then carefully thought-out plans could be. prepared 
cand no Government in the world can guard against 
them, except by such a network of surveillance 
:and of espionage as would be absolutely intoler
.able. Even so, history has not shown that Govern
.ments who were ready to subordinate their main 
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business to a· policy of intense · suspicion have
thereby succeeded in preventing political murdert 
and State occasions which draw immense· crowds. 
may draw, too, persons secretly armed with· 
explosives and ready to use them. There are 
certain precautions which are not only possi·· 
ble, but which it is the clear . duty of the 
police or · authorities to take. They include 

· careful arrangements for the regulations of traffic,. 
the presence of troops and police, a knowledge of the 
occupants of houses along the route ; and the 
ascertaining whether strangers of known bad 
character have come to the place. The. judgment 
of the Government of India, after the most careful' 
inquiry, 'is that there was rio failure on the part of 
the local authorities or the police to. carry out 
these duties. There was no reason whatever to
suspect that such a crime would occur, or that. 
the arrangements m:Lde to guard against crime 

· were not thoroughly adequate. Lord Hardinge 
said in the moving speech with which, while still 
suffering from· his wounds, he .opened the first 
Session of the Legislative Council in Delhi, one of 
the mo~t moving occasions at which I was ever· 
privileged. to be present. 

" In my dellire for kindly intercou:se witlt the peo.ple and 
accessibility to them, I have a.lwA.ys discouraged excessm pre· 
<lautions, and I trust. myself and Lady Hardinge more to th& 
care of the people than to that of the police." ' 
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I think we owe to this fact, and to the splendid\ 
courage with which the Viceroy and Lady Hardinge: 
acted throughout-(cheersJ-the magnificent display 
of sympathy with them and .the abhorrence with. 
which the crime was treated throughout India. Had 
His Excellency desired, further precautions would 
have been taken. When a procession moves through. 
a city of flat-topped houses, it is possible by posting 
men practically to garrison the roofs, but this would 

, not prevent the throwing of a' bomb. There are 
assassins who will kill even with the certain 
knowledge that they cannot escape. The buqding 
from which the bomb was thrown is really a collec.:.. 
tion of houses built round a courtyard, a warren of 
passages and staircases with over a dozen means of 
access to the adjoining buildings and streets, and S(} 

the assassin got clear away. The fact that the 
assassin got away does not mean that the police have 
been idle and that there is no hope of ultima tel~ 
bringing·, him to justice. 

"INDIA ABHORS THE CRIME." 

But this crime is not an outcome of a. wide 
national movement. The fact that a lot of 
irreconcilables, enemies of authority, can effect 
political murder is not confined to . In~ia. There 
have been times and countries in which the 
deliberate opinion of the people wa.s opposed to. 
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the Government and in which political murder 
is the extreme manifestation of ·a sentiment 
which, in its milder form, the mass/ of the people 
·shares. In such cases as the detection of a political 
'Crime is, as a rule, not difficult,, for the existence of 
.conspiracies is no secret to the people at large. In 
those circumstances a particular crime can be detect
€d and punished without affecting the general situa~ 

tion. A situation of this kind differs radically from 
the present situation in 'India. . A spontaneous 
€Xpression of horror came from all classes and all 
.creeqs from one end of India to the other wholly apart 
1rom any difference of political opinion. The 
'Splendid thanksgivings for the recovery of the 
Viceroy constitute one of the most striking things 
'in· the history of our . Indian Empire. A closer 
.association of leading Indians in the Government 
(lf the country has precluded all possibility that an 
attempt on the life of the Viceroy, the President of 

·the enlarged Legislative Council, in which speeches 
()£sympathy and dismay of such striking eloquence 
.and sincerity were made, can be the act of a politi
.cian nationalist. 

India abhors the crime, and I think Indians 
bave .reflected sadly that its occurrence casts an 
unmerited ~train upon the reputation of their coun

. ir)\. . Lord · Hardinge declared at once that he 
wo~ld pursue unfalteringly the policy which he had 
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lfollowed hitherto. There is no question. of with-
l 

.dra,wing from innocent millions the measure which 
we have thought it right to take,· merely because in 
India, as in a dozen other countries, . terrorists 
have committed a crime whi'ch could, by no possi~ 
ble means, have brought one single national as· 
piration nearer fulfilment. · (Cheers.) The goo~ 

1name ofindia has suffered very unjustly, and the 
~position of' oqr Indian fellow-subjects in other parts 
·.of th~ Empire, difficult enough already in many 
· ways, bas not been made easier by the Delhi bomb. 
''The outrage provoked a genuine outb~rst of indigna
·tion from severe critics of our Government as well 
as from those who are more generally in sympathy 
·with us. I want to draw attention to the words of 
. one Indian member of the Council in a recent debate, 
·who' said :- · 

"I fully sha.re the feeling of shame, .but I ask myself;' Have 
I been a.ble to help· the Government or those responsible for the 

cadministra.tion of the country to get rid of these people? Though 
these outrages a.re committed against my own countrymQn, my 
~ith and kin, wha.t have I dofe? That is the real thing."! 

This question, I think, shows a feeling of 
•personal responsibility which is new, behind a feel
. ing of loyalty which is not new and this feeling of 
responsibility is one of the greatest needs, as it is 

·one of the most hopef11l signs, in the India of to
"day. 
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PUBLIC SERVICES COMMISSION. 

I • I come to my last subject, the Royal Commis-· 
sion which is now sitting. I think that I can 

· describe the year-- of which I have been speaking· 
as the year of deliberation. It has marked out, as-

. it were, a halt after a period of ·advance. The 
last_ March, the march of the Morley-Minto .. 
Report, covered a va st tract of unconquered 
.and valuable territory, and we are now halting· 
to consolidate our recent conquest while reconnoitr
ing parties are l:)eing sent out to . spy out the land 
that lies before us. To .two of our pioneers I have· 
already referred, the Royal .Commission presided· 
over by the right Hon. Gentleman, the member for· 
East W orcestershire, and the Military Committee 
which has\ sat under Field Marshal. Lord Nicholson~. 
The third is the Public' Services Commission, Lord 
Islington's Commission, now sitting in London, and, 
soon to go back again to India, where it has already 
sat during the last cold weather. The Corn .. 
mission has conducted its inquiry under con
ditions of great difficulty. It has been subjected 
to misunderstanding, based on. imperfect reports. 
of its proceeding 'and oft.en to slander. I want 
to say ~hat the Government appreciates the 
determination. and 'assidaity with which it is 

purs~ing its labour, and the Government is confi,.. 
cent that when its Report issues we shall have the, 
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~asis of many desirable alterations in our system, 
.the material for another march forward. I do 
.not want to say one word which would prejudge ' 
1ts conclusions, but I do want to say that we cannot 
-go on governing India with a dissatisfied public 
•Service! ·and there is evidence th<tt the recruiting. 
-~ergeant is hampered by the evil reports which are 
brought home from India at this moment. 

A~ the :t:isk of once again stating a platitude I 
will say that unless you can get the best. men, 
selected by the most suitable tests, an'imated by 
the . highest traditions, proceeding-this is the 
important point -- to India , confident of their 
.choice of a permanent career and of the good-will 
·of and fair t~eatment by the British people in whose . 
name they are going to administer you will lose, 
.and you will deserve to lose, the hold of the British 
people upon the affection of the Indian people. 
In. saying that I am n.ot referring fdr one moment 
to those few, very few, Civil servants 'who regret 
the good old days when they were sent out to govern • 
ihe people, who were content to be governed, and 
lament the fact that they have now to co-operate 
with the people and the Gov,ernment of India .. 
With all respect and all recognition for their servi-, 
-ces in t.he past; w~ do not want those men in India . 
. After all, what did we go to- India f~r '? If the peo
:IJle of India have not made any progress under . 
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British rul((, if th~'problems of the Government are· 
still to-day what they were a hundred years ago or in 
the days of Lord Clive, then I think we have failed 
in our justification. Nor do we want to listen for 
one moment to those men who tell us that they do· 
not like the educated Indian, and that the educated 
Inciian. does· not like us. If the educated Indian 
has faults or shortcomings, different from or greater 
than the faults· of the educated Engli~hman, these 
faults are the faults of the education which we have· 
given them. 

' CIVIL SERVICE. 

Even if it can be said against us that there are
some educated Indians who do not like us, do not. 
sympathise with us, do not believe in our motives,. 
I think that there is no necessity to be dismayed. 

· Our part, d.ifficult and worthy, is to bring the 
educated Indian on ~o our side, and to go on helping 
him in ·order that he may help us, or to ask him to. 
help' us in order that we may go on helping him. 
The plllblem of India is not a problem of material. 
advance ofincreasing prosperity. It, is not a pro
blem of new schools and university buildings. It 

, is not a problem of new hospitals and Government. 
Houses. It is a problem of Government and of co
operation, of, giving to the Indian increasing .oppor

. tunity in the country which is his own, an& 
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increasing assistance in the development of his. 
capacity for local Government and administration. 
No, the grievances, as I understand, in the Indian 
Civil 8ervice, to which I desire to call attention are 
three : The first is want of pay. The Indian Civil 
Service claim that their pay has not been revised as 
has the pay of people in private employme,nt, to keep 
the pace with the enormous increa:se in the costr o! 

·living in India. The standard of life, 
1 
the slowness. 

of promotion, and the lateness of life at which they 
are recruited are all questions of the utmost. 
importance, and if an under-paid service is an 
unsatisfactory service, the Royal Commission have 
got 31 worthy task to perform in a thorough investi~ 
gation of this . grievance . in order that they may 
recommend pay which shall. be adequate to the: 
altered conditions and pensions proportoinate to the 
services rendered. 

Sir J.D. REES ; Is the Hon. Gentleman referring to a~y 
general compl~int by Indian Civil servants or a complaint by th& 
Punjab, the United Pro'7inces a.nd the Central Provinces ? Is h& 
referring to something specific a.~d local? 

Mr. MoNTAGU: Of course, I know that there 
is a particular grievance from the Punjab· and the 
United Province owing to the block in promotion, 
and we have taken some steps, not wholly satisfactory 
perhaps, but . which will, not-if I may use the 
expression-queer the pitch of the Royal Commis~ 
sion, for .temporarily dealing with these places. But. 
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I, was taking a general view that the cost of living 
had increased, and that the pay had not. The next 

I 

grievance of the Indian Civil Service is the growing 
<Complexity of the system under which they live. 
Half the faults which are found from time to time 
'with the Indian Civil Service are mainly attribut
:,J;ble to their overwork. Every year sees an increase/ 
, • I 

in the infie~ible. rules laid down for the guidanc~ 
·of all grades of officers. Every year, therefore, 
,decreases the responsibil~ty of officers which makes 
their task less agreeable, and who devOte 
more of their time to reports. I have hedrd 
,of an officer who s~id that . when he j,oined 

1
the 

'Service a small volume of rules was sufficient to 
:guide h1m when he ~ent into camp; now he h~s to 
pack a portmanteau with codes and regulation~. At 

) 

the risk of repeating what I have said before in' this 
Rouse, I cannot pass by this subject without/saying 

I 

that one of the cures for this is devolutiq'n. We 
must seek to find' indigenous voluntary agencies to 
.conduct a large amount of our detailed work. We 
:a.re always inclined to thrust upon India, fu the light 
'Of our own experience in this country; laws and 
regulations comparable to those which1 have been 
found satisfactory to u~. In this country, when. 
'laws are passed, we hand them over in,the main to 
our voluntary agencies-our county councils, our 

:municipal councils and our rural district councils
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to carry out, but in India every such enactment and 
-every such resolution must at present mean work 
for the officials.. Even if there be some loss of 
·efficiency, even if a district board· be worse run, a 
municipalbody be less capable; we ought to find the 
indigenous agency in India which will alone ensure 
-our progress being real and complete. ' 

How can this be done ? I hope the Hou se 
will forgive me for saying that there is this 
problem. How can a district officer entrust detail s 
of his work to voluntary assistance if the 1oc aJ 
·Government is always asking him detailed ques
tions on matters for which he ought to be respon
·sible? How can the l~cal ·Government forbear 
worrying each. district officer if the imperial 
·Government at Delhi is for ever interfering and 
worrying the local Government for· reports '? How 
·can the Imperial Government at Delhi refuse to 
interfere with its local Government if it is always 
bein~ worried for. reports or details by the Secretary 

·Of State, and how elm the Secretary of State forbear 
to worry the Imperial Government at Delhi if th'e 
House of Commons and the House of Lords are 
always asking· for information ? The tightness of 
·control of each step in the machine is an excuse for 
the step below. I hope the House will forgive me. 
Honourable Members are entitled to know anything 
:and everything they. want to k-now, but if you 
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devolve on other people duties which you cannot or 
will not perform yourself, you must leave them 
with trust, to do the things that you have asked them 
to do for you. Let them do confidingly the things 
that you have asked them. I know I shall be told, 
indignantly, by Honourable Members, that were if 
not for their interpolation of questions as to Indian 
affairs, there would be no opportunity of any public 
and recognised criticism of the ~ndian Government. 
All these things are a matter 0£ degree, and, as time 
goes on, and you take steps in India to bring the 
Government more and more face to face with the 
people, every step you take in India in that direction 
ought to lessen control here. But I should like to 
remind the House that devolution in this respect 
was accomplished by recent reforms, and that in 
th~ Legislative Councils, now enlarged, elective and 
representative questions are asked and answered,. 
and resolutions moved and discussed on questions 
of every variety of importance concerning every 
branch af administration. It is only necessary to 
glance at the proceedings of one of those councils to· 
realise that . a very

1 
genuine interest in administra

tion is taken· by ,the leaders of Indian opinion, and 
that there is very little danger' that any real or 
apparent grievance, or any Government action of 
any kind which appears to require explanation, wiU 
pass unchallenged. 
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Then there is a third grievance,· the last.; 
grievance· of the Indian Civil Service, and this~ 
applies to all the Services in India, British and 
Indian. They are sensitive of your opinion and· 
dependent on your support, and 'believe me I speak 
from the bottom of my heart VI' ben I say they are· 
in every way worthy both of your support and of 
your good opinion. . The isolation, the com age, the· 
indefatigable work of exiled men and women, .. 
often in lonely st.ations, in the Forest Service of· 
the Indian Civil Service, in Salt, in education 
and other services, to :pame only a few, ought. 
to call for the admiration of every Member in this 
Hous). 'What I ask in their name· and what .they· 

· ask silently, is an appreciation of their' difficulties. 
and a belief in their undoubted singleness of purpose. 
It too often happens that they are discouraged in' 
their work, because the criticisms of them from this. 
country are so very vocal, whereas praise and 
appreciation is so often silent, because men have
not time to attend to Indian subjects. So ruuch for 
that side of the public services inquiry. But . there
is the other side of the public services inquiry· 
which opens up the whole vast territory of th~ 

share of Indians in the administration of the
country. What our attitude is in .regard to this.
I have already indicated. The old era of a hard and 
a: fast division between Government and the, 
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:governed on racial lines has long ago disappeared. 
The watchword of the future is co-operation. We 
are pledged to advance, and we mean to advance 
but it must be steadily and prudently. The very 
appointment of the Commissiqn is a good earnest 
.-of our sincerity, and, as their share, we ask from 
~the progressive section of the Indian community, 
•patience. .The Commission will ad vise us as to 
what changes, what reforms, are necessary to take 
'US as far forward on this new road as we are now 
justified in going. 

All I take leave to do now is to make this one 
·comment on the subject. ~t is not only a question 
·Of DfiW regulations, ofcarefully balanced propQrtions 
between the two races, it is not only a question of 
word~ and of figures, it is, above all, and beyond all, 
·a question of real determination on both sides to 
act up to the spirit of the underlying principle, 
1\Iere lip service to a formula is worthless. I wish 

, io appeal to British and to· Indians alike, to make 
this co-operation a real thing by inspiring it with 
"the vital elements of tact, sympathy and sincerity
-the instruments of success in India. Finally, I want 
to remind the House that there is another · side of 
·the question which the Commission probably will 
·not touch, but which is as important, as serious 
and as deserving of our most earnest consideration. 
··There are in Ingia millions, tens of millions, 
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I might almost say hm1dreds of millions, who d~ 
not, cannot and probably never will aspire to a share! 
in the Government of their country, who live the life 
of an Oriental, unstirred by the. West~rn life we have . 
imported. We measure their hinds; we administer: 
justice to them,· vv:e • teach them to keep themselves,. 
their houses. and. their ~ill age clean; we show them: 
how plague may be avoided, and we bring to bear· 
on thei,r material improvement all the resources of 
Western science. and civilisation. But all this is to 
them but as a phase passing in a maze and murmur 
of words, in the Eternal Scheme of things. 
(Cheers.) The principle on which we act is right. 
It is ~ur bounden. d1fty to give of the best that' we 
have to the betterm~nt,' according to the best of our 
ideas, of the people under our rule. We must do· 
these things, and we must do them by rule and 
by code, and through the agency of officiaJs who· 
speak the language and use. the practices of officials. 
But let there be added to the. ~ules and codes, and 
to the official book,. a note of explanation, a ·gentle
ness of application and an endeavour to interpret. 

The Indian of whom I now speak has a ·view· 
of life which is not our view. His w~ys are not our 
ways; our books, our medicine, our sanitation, are: 
as mysterious to him as the rites of Shiva or of 
Vishnu to the average middle-class Londoner. The 
language of officialism booms in his ~ars and stupefies. 
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·.him ; he is entangled and. trapped and terrified· in 
~the coils and mesheS of official codes. He is, in spite 
'.of all our Western importations, the same man as 

he was 15 centuries ago. That is one of ou~ difficul
·ties that we find in India-living side by side the 
20th century and the fifth, and the same machinery 

'to deal with both of them. I do not ask for separate 
machinery, but what I do ask is that, where the 
machinery, with all its complications and intricacies, 

, suited to the 20th century comes in contact with 
the fifth century, let every effort be made to simplify, 

:adjust and explain. (Cheers.) Understanding is 
what is wanted. · Understanding is impossible 
unless the officer who meets the people in ,direct 

.,contact has the time to see and talk to them 
face to face, and the liberty, the freedom, to adjust 

. and to lighten their difficulties, and to ease 
.their condition by the ·intervention of his personal 
agency and sympathy. And so my iast word is 

:.a plea for devolution, not necessarily by a redis
. tribution of duties and powers, but by the liberty 
·to exercise a wise discretion in the .use of duties 
, and powers as they now are. If we make co-opera.
. tion and devolution our guiding principle, 1 am 
-·convinced that we shall be on the right lines, and if 
·.anything we have done during this year, or if any
thing I have said this afternoon, helps towards 
~securing for ~he one section of the India~ commu-
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nity another instalment of their just a.nd proper 
~mbition, for the other and largest section .of t~e 
Indi~n community a more personal, a more elastic, 
a more understanding rule, a..nd for our public 
11erva.nts some due recognition of their loyal and 
unsparing· service by the removal of any existing 
or potential cause of discontent, then I shall feel 
"that, though I have taxed the patience of this 
House, I have not wasted its ti~e. 



THE INDIAN RAILWAYS AND IRRIGATION 
I . 

'LOANS BILL. 

SPEECH DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS· 
ON 17TH MARCH, 1910, 

On the motion for the second reading of this. 
Bill, Mr. Montagu said: 

The Secretary of State for India possesses no 
power to raise money by loan in this country except 
with the consent of the Houses of Parliament, and so· 
from time to time he comes down to the House of 
Commons with a bill of this kind and asks for power 
to raise a limited sum of money. Ther~ were Loans. 
Bills passed into Loans Acts, comparable to this, in 
1893, i898, 1901, 1905 and 1908. There are two· 
kinds of these Bills. Sometimes power is sought to· 
raise money for general purposes. Sometimes it is 
sought only for specified purposes. The Bill which 
is now under discussion is of the latter kind, and 
()nly seeks to ;aise money for the specified purposes. 
of irrigation and railways. 
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General borrowing powers are only used tO' 
meet great . emergencies, ~uch as war or famine, 
and it is a matter of great rejoicing that ~aince the 
Bill of 1908 no such emergency has arisen; and 
the Secretary of State still possesses uoexhausted 
the whole of the borrowing power for generai 
purposes granted hy this House in.1908 together 
with an unexhausted portion of the borrowing 
powers granted by the Act of 1R98, to the extent of 
sums amounting altogether to £6,371,699, so that it 
is absolutely unnecessary to ask for p~wer in this Bill· 
to borrow money for general purposes. 'the Govern- ' 
ment asks the House for power to raise £25,000,000 
sterling for railways and ~irrigation., I may say 
that these powers are not to be exercised at once, but· 
only during the years 1911, 1912 and 1913 and sub
sequent years, and they will only be exercised with 
due regard both to the necessity of the services involv
ed and the conditions of the money· market at the 
time. I may also say, having regard to the discussion 
in the previous Debate, that in the undertaking con
templated there is nothing military or strategic. All 
the work contemplated has to d<\ with . the develop
ment of the commercial prosperity of India. The 
subject of irrigation is only included in this Bill so as· 
not .to limit unduly the powers of the Secretary of' 
State. But, as a matter of fact, the money required 
for irrigation is nearly always raised in lndia, and 
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probably the nioney raised under this Act will be 
used entire\y for rail way 'purposes, 

IRRIGaTION. GRANTS. 

I will deal shortly with the subject of irrigation 
first. There can be no doubt as to the value of 
irrigation, and the success of expenditure under this 
head is one of the outstanding features of the 
recent developm~nt of India. It was in 1864, that 
the principle was accepted· of constructing works, 
-of irrigation out of funds supplied by loans, 
and since fihat ·date various systems have been 
-steadily pursued of supplying water . to country 
previously arid or exposed to the danger of famine 
>in seasons of occasional drought. The policy 
now governing this work is based on the approved 
report. presented by Sir Colin Scott Moncrieff' s 
Commission in 1903. The sum of £32,143,278 
had· been invested in major irrigation by the end of 
1908-9 and £~,028,294 in minor works, irrigating 
together the enormous area of 16,435,527 acres. 
This showed increase over the preceding year of 
£1,628,541 capital expenditure, of £126,761 grass 
receipts of £22,041: working expenses, of £104,720 
net receipts, and of 358, 639 acres irrigated. These 
figures are only the departmental index of 'the 
general increase in the productivity of land and 
the effective production of districts previously 
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~iable to famine in ti~es of drought and in some 
-cases the settling on land previously unc\}ltivated 
.-of large and prosperous · populations.' The 
major works only are constructed from borro~ed 
money. The net receipts from these have increas
-ed from £1,711,000 in 1900-1 to an' estima~ed net 
.capital liability at the same time has increased from 
£23,475,332 to £33,643,278, so that the percentage 
.of net receipts to capital liability ~as remained 
practically constant throughout the ~en years. We 
-can therefore face, the consideration of increased 
·expenditure on irrigation with a confidence that the 
money sp~nt is not· only of immense profit to the 
population of India, but is ,spent on sound commer
.cial undertakings, eminently satisfactory to the 
.revenues of the Government of India. 

RAILWAYS IN INDIA. 

Turning to railways, we are again occupied 
with work, the advantages of which are undoubted. 
'The building of railways in India, dating from 
1853, has been the foundation of the growi~g pros· 
·perity of its people, tpe ·basis of any war against 
the famine, the fundamental support of ·Jaw and 
·order, the root of all progress. Thanks to railways, 
food can be supplied to distressed districts, and 
;good harvests do not entail the waste of crops. 
Railwa,ys. have equalised prices and distributed 
food and produce; they have colonised new dis-
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tricts and led, so far as is possible, to establishing· 
a greater community of interest among the various
peoples of' India. Turning to the more material' 
question of profit to the Government of India again,. 
we see a story of satisf:tetor:v investment. About· 
24,000 miles out of the 31;485 opened for traffic are 
now the r~munerative property of the Government 
of India, yielding in 1909-10, which has not been a 
particularly favourable year, 4'41 per cent, of .the· 
money invested in them, ·which now amounts to· 
about £300,000,000. The railway service gives. 
employment to 525,000 persons, of whom 508,000' 
are Indians. The number of passengers rose from-

-161,000,000 in 1899 to 321,000,000 in 1908, and 
during the same period there had been an average
increase of 790 miles opened per year. Loans. 
raised under Bills such as we are now discussing 
are spent, first, in iulfilment of the railway pro-
gramme for the year; and, secondly, in the dis
charge of capital liabilities. The railway pro·· 
gramme for the year is decided by_ the Railway 
Board, which, subject to- }he approval of the· 
Government of India and the Seeretary of State,. 
manages Indian railways. A po11tion of the money 
spent goes to improve the equipment of existing 
lines ; increasing trade makes increasing demand on 
th.e lines built to meet the more modest requirements. 
of earlier years. A great increase o£ goods carried 
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necessita.tes the provision of more rolling-stock and 
heavier waggons. This means new bridge girders, 
-strengthening the permanent way, and new goods 
yards. By fa.r the larger part of t~e money raised for 
eapital expenditure. is used for such purposes. Of 
the £20,900,000 included in the programme of capital 
·outlay for this year 1909-10 and the coming year, 
£8,800,000 goes to open line works, £7,600,000 to 
rolling-stock and £4,500,000 to n~w lines and lines 
in progress. I may add that the Railway Board and 
the Indian Railway Companies themselves pay parti
eular attention to the proper distribution of the 
-charges for improved equipment between revenue 
:and capital and only such work as can properly be 
~aid to improve the revenue is charged to capital. 

· Continued representations were received from 
India some time ago as to tli.e insufficiency of rail
way development to keep pace with the development 
·of India to supply the ~eeds of its trade and to 
-enable the railways to be worked to the best possible 
advantage. A CQmmittee was appointed as a 
-consequence of these representations, which was 
presided over by Sir James Mackay and reported in 
1908. The report recommends that a capital 
.expenditure of £12,500,000 should be incurred 
.annually on railways, on which £4,000,000 should 
be provided in India and the remainder in England. 
It is with a. view to meeting the recommendations 
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of this Committee that expenditure has been 
increased, and this accounts for the shortness of the· 
interval between this and the last Loan Bill. The full 
expenditure recommended, however, has not yet 
been attained, and may not be attained for some· 
time to come. The resources of India in the neaf" 
future may fall short of the £4,000,000 contemplated 
by the Committee which was to be contributed 
from such source.s as the Revenue Surplus, Rupee 
Loans and. Coinage Profits. It. is probable, there
fore' that about £8,000,000 a year must be raised 
in this country for the purposes of the programme .. 
Some part of this sum· will be raised in the form of 
Capital Stock or Debentures of Guaranteed Railway 
Companies, for the creation of which the authority of 
Parliament is not required. It is not possible to give 
any accurate estimate, but, based on past f'Xperience,. 
it may be suggest€d that about £6,000,000 a year will 
be raised for programme purposes by the Secretary 
of State. The amount raised for programme pur
poser;; 1rilder the Bill ef 1908 has been £13,307,273. 

RAILWAY CoNTRACTS. 

As regards liabilities for the discharge of capital 
most of the railways belonging to the State in India 
are worked by companies, guaranteed by the State~ 
;under contract. Termination of a contract with 
any company means of payment of capital contribut· 
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ed by them; this, together with the repayment of 
terminable' bonds, must be met by boir~wed money. 
Under the Loans Act of 1908, £997,300 has ·been 
spent on the discharge of debe]!tureB'; before the 
end of this year, when the contract between .the 
Secretary of State in ,Council and Indian Midland 
Railway Company comes to an end, it will be 
necessary to repay to that company £2,250,000 ; 
possibly, also, though I hope this will not be 
the case, £1,510,000 may be required for repa;y
ing capital and iertai~ debenture bonds to the 
South Indian Railway Company. The lollns 
for these purpose~ will be raised under-and, 1 
may add, go far to exhaust-the bon-owing powers 
of the Act of 1908. In 1911-12 £1,7761200' worth 
of bonds originally issued by the Madras and Indian 
Midland Companies will have to be discharged; and 
in 1912-13, £1,477,600 worth of similar bonds, and 
in 1913-14, £1,281,200. Accepting, therefore, the 
estimate of six millions as the amount to be raised 
annually under present Bill ' for the r~ilway 
programme, the Holjse will see that it is possible .to 
estimate the requirements of the Secretary or State 
in each of the next three years at about seven and a 
half millions and that the powers asked for under this 
Act will have to be renewed at the end of 1913-14. 

There are only two other points whic~ I should 
mention, rather by way of anticipating criticism, and 
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they are not wholly unconnected. I have shown . 
iiha,t. railway undertakings have, in recent years 
neaflY always means a considerable profit. This 
:amounted to ~9,770,000 during the last ten years, 
-supplemeD;ting the revenue raised by taxation for 
meeting general administrative expenditure; but in 
1908~9 there was a loss of £1,242,000. This was 
·due to a decrease in gross earnings consequent 
·on unfavourable agricultural and trade conditions, 
and an exceptionally high rate of working expenses, 
resulting partly from the n~Jessity of giving special 
':allowances to compensate for the high prices 
·of food while the effects of famine were still 
felt, and partly from the large outlay on · rene
wals. This brings· me to say. a word on the 
matter raised on discussion of the last Bill as to the 
passenger facilities of the railways, the improve
ments of which was responsible to some extent for 
the increase of working expenses in 1908. The 
Railway Bo:1rd in 1905 issned a circular to the 
several railway administrations urging the necessity 
for providing (lJ facilities for rassengers to obtain 
their tickets a longer time before the departure of 
the trains ; (2) facilities for examining tickets of third 
class passengers so as to ena,ble passengers to have 
proper access to the platform ; and (3) proper ac· 
commodation for the third-class passengers to pre· 
vent .overcrowding. There is every evidence .that. 
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:ample response has been made to this circular • 
.Continuous booking at the principal- stations and 
the opening of town offices for the taking of tickets, 
.deals with the first. evil. As regards the second, the· 
railway administrations are· re-arranging their 
waiting-halls and platfqrms. The only way of dealing , 
with the third evil is to increase the supply of coach
.ing stock. New third-class carriages of a modern_ 
.type are being provided with every possible speed. 

RAILWA~s: A Co~PARISON. 

Finally, if there be any Member who thinks 
ihat w.e are proceeding too rapidly, I would 
remind -him that, if we compare India with 

-.any of the advanced countries of the world, 
there is room and need for a great development 

-of railways. To compare it with the United King
dom, with one-fourteenth of the area and one
sixth of the population, you find that the United 
Kingdom has three times the mileage of rail-

. ways. I would also point out that the productive 
-debt of India makes up by far the larger portion of 
her debt. The total permanent debt on 31st 
March, 1909, amounted (in round figures) to 
£251,000,000. Of this total £182,000,000 repre
sented railway debt, producing more than 4 per 
-cent. interest; £31,000,000, irrigation debt, 
_produci~g 8 per cent. interest; and £38,000,000, 
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ordinary or unproductive debt. Few countries call! 
show so favourable a record. 

RAILWAY PROFITS. 

I wish to be clearly borne in mind that it is 
for this remunerative debt, not for the unproductive· 
debt, that I now ask for powers to raise money. 
Profitable as the expenditure of capital on railways 
is now, it will be more profitable in future. In the 
first place, the purchase of railways by the State 
has, in the majority of cases, been made by means of 
terminable annuities. When these are paid off, the 
railways in the possession of the Government of 
India will become an unburdened cbmmercial' 
property of en0rmous value. In the second place, a 
considerable number of railways have been built,. 
not for immediate pro.fit,- but for the development or 
certain areas, and these wil\ become remunerative 
in proportion as they achieve their object. Nor do 
the people of India have to pay highly for the/ 
inestimable benefit conferred upon them by railway 
development. 

Although during the four years ending 1907 .g; 
the net annual gain to the· State from .this source
was approximately £2,000,000, the rates charged· 
for passengers are only one· fifth of a penny per mile· 
and( for goods half a penny per ton per mile. r 
think now I have laid before the. House sufficient. 
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evidence of the necessity for this Bill, and the· 
purposes for which it is required. This was granted 
to the Se<;:retary of State in 1908 borrowing powers. 
for railway and irrigation .purposes, which have .. 
now been nearly 'exhausted on new construction,. 
better equipment land repayment of c~pitaL I ask 
it with confidence to renew this power in order to.
give further assistanoe to the Government in 
providing for the continued improvement of the-
first necessity of the modern development of 
commerce, agriculture. and gep.eral pro.sperity-· 

· improved means of communication. · 

~-·--
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THE CONDITION OF INDIA. 

Mr. E. S. :Montagu, Under-Secretary for India, 
·was the principal speaker on November 2, 1910, at a 
'Liberal. meeting held at :Bishop Auckland. Mr. 
JAMES RAMSDEN, Chairman-of the Auckland Division 
Liberal Association, presided. Sir Henry Havelock

.Allan, 1\'I,P., for the division, also spoke. · 
•. 

In the course of his speeqh Mr. MoNTAGU said:-
A striking phenomenon of the last fe;w years is the 

·awakening among English people at home of an in
. creased interest in the affairs of the Indian Empire. 
'On the platform, in the Press, and in general 
!literature there is year by year more attention 

I . ' 

·devoted to India ; and everywhere we .find a 
·dawning realisation that what has been called 
:the " brightest jewel in the British Crown" is 
·no 1nere ornament, but an Imperial ~harge 

; involving great and growing responsibilities. The 
;importance of the connexion between India and 
tGreat Britain cannot be over-estimated, nor is it 
!·possible to exaggerate the magnitude of the task to 
·which we have put our hands and the absorbing in
sterest of the· problems that we have to face. That 
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India is co.ming bore prominently befor~ the public· 
eye in England is, therefore, all to the good. The· 
increased interest is due partly I DO dOUbt, tO the new. 
spirit in the East that is now forcing itself upon 
our notice, the arising in an insistent form of pro~
blems that an older generation was content to leave 
in the lap of the future, and to the political outrages 
which, by dramatically arresting public attention for
the moment, have assumed a fictitious importance. 
But if I were asked to say what single thing has 
played the largest.part in this assumption by Indian 
affairs of a greater pro~inence in England·, I should: 
say that it was the act of the present Government in 
appreciating the dignity of' India's place in· 
our Empire, and the importance of her problems,. 
by giving to India of their best, by allotting to
the India; Office a man who was perhaps the most 
striking and best-known personality on the Liberal 
front bench. (Cheers). . 

LORD MORLEY'S ADMINISTRATION. 
' . 

I am reminded of an article in one of the re--
views that I was reading the other day, written with 
an object frankly hostile to a certain aspect of Lord 
Morley's administration, which, nevertheless, pointed• 
out that whatever the shortcomings of ~the present. 
Government and of Lord Morley's treatment of 
Indian questions, together they had done India one-
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·•great and lasting service-:-they had put ,an end for 
·ever to the practice of regarding the Secretaryship 1 

•for India,as a dump'ing-ground for mediocrities. I 
hope that it is tru~. It is certainly true, I think, of 
·Liberal Governments ; further than that I would 
mot presume to prophesy. 

. But Lord Morley's services to India are not 
·confined to illumina.ting the Secretaryship of State 
.for India with the reflected lustre of his name. 
What he has done and 'is doing is so well-known 

:that I need not enlarge upon it. He has had a 
·difficult time. He has been much criticised by the 
·Dld school of thought, he has b~en criticised with 
·--even greater acerbity from a diametrically opposite 
point of view by well-meaning enthusiasts on our 

'DWn side, who do not realise that their true aims are 
·best served to by his policy and are inclined to forget 
;that, to quote from a bo.ok recently published about 
India regarding which I shall have more to say later, 
it is specially. true of that country that "the pen
dulum violently lurched forward will Speedily swing 
back." But Lord Morley h~s steadily· held to his 
~ourse with unswerving courage : and history will, I 
'think, speak with no micertain voice as to his place 
·in India's story~ (Cheers.) 
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PROSPERITY AND POVERTY~ , 
1\fr. Montagu went on to say it was self-evident 

that the Government of India by England had been 
for India's material P.rosperity. He was not, blind 
to the fact that, unfortunateiy, a vast number of 
!people in India live their whole lives in extreme 
•poverty, but he asserted that poverty had bern 
·decreasing under British rule. Examining the trade 
• returns he showed that in 1858, the earliest year for 
which .we have figures, .the total· sea,-borne trade 
of India was £39,750,000. Last year it was 
£203,000,000, an increase in the half-century of 
more than 500 per cent. Again, '·the revenue of 
India, which was last year £74,250,000, had more 
than doubled during the last 50 years, and this 
;although the sources of revenue have remain
ed almost unchanged. Land revenue, a rough 
index of agricultural . prosperity, had increased (if 
meas':lred in rupees) by 60 per cent. · Moreover, 
·the increase had been concurrent with a very much 
greater increa~e in the value·of the gross agricultu
tal yield, and was in no way the result of increasing 
burdens. 

Then, again, we in England had lent India vast 
sums of money for the purposes of internal develop
ment. The total amount invested by Englishmen 
in commercial concerns in India had been estimated 
roughly at a minimum figure of £350,000,000. Bu~ 
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leaving out of account investments in· private con
cerns, for calculations about that were largely 
guess-work, it might safely be estimated that. 
upwards of £130,000,000 had been lent by England 
to the 'Indian Government for what were technically 
called "public works purposes "-thali was to say, 
for the construction and development of railways 
and irrigation canals. The total amount of what 
was called" ordinary debt ''-that was to say, dead 
weight debt, corresponding to our National Debt at 
home-was £42,250,000, a ridiculously insignificant. 
sum compared :with the £700,000,'000 with which 
we were burdened here. 

THE " DRAIN " trPON INDIA. 

By a
1 
curious perversion of reasoning this loan from 

England to India was regarded by a certain school 
of thought, fortunately small, as an offence to us. 
because . it entailed. the payment of interest,' and 
the annual payments made by India to England 
were spoken of as a " drain " by the latter on the· 
former. It would be absurd;. of course, to take 
credit upqn ourselves for ·having lent money to 
India; but so it was grotesque to regard the 
payment of the very moderate rate of interest at 

· which India could obtain this capital in England 
and put it to an ilJlmensely profitable use in India. 
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as the bleeding of a helpless people by a· tyrannical 
capitalist nation. 

The so-called "drain," in the eyes of thqse wh~· 
alleged its existence, consisted, however, not only 
of the' interest on debt but of the whole or 
the annual remittances of the Government of 
India for the purposes of defraying what were called, 
"home charges "-that was to say, payments made 
in England from Indian revenues. Last year these 
amounted to just over £19,000,000, of which interest
on debt accounted for rather more than half. Of 
the balance the principal item was pensions and 
furlough pay to European officers amounting t<> 
5! millions, while about one million was attribut
able to Army and Marine effective charges and about 
one million to sto~es purchased in England, such as_ 
'railway rolling stock and material which could not: 
be manufactured in India. Army · and Marine 
effective charges were. the payments made by India 
to the War Office and Admiralty .for services 
rendered to her by the British Army and the 
British Navy, and were part of the price of her 

· security. In the case of stores, the benefit to India 
was obvious and direct ; it no more involved 'a 
" drain" than the purchase by the British Govern
ment of a French dirigible balloon involved a 
" drain " from England to France. In the case of 
pensionary ani furlough payments the benefit to. 
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India was indirect, but it was none the less real. 
Unless Ind.ia was to be severed from all connexion 
with England, the administration must contain a 
nu.cleus.?f European office~s. That, nucl~us. was 
:Small enough. , Europeans in the Indian Civil 
Service actually engaged in the administration of 
the country at any given moment numbered only 
'955-that was to say, there was one to about every 
230,000 ofthe population. 

Turning to th~ ;moral we~fare of India,' Mr. 
Montagu said he might repeat what he had said 
·elsewhere, that; though some times our methods 
might have been shortsighted and our means 
-crude-these were inevitable features of great 
.experiments, however lofty and disinterested the 
aims of those lwho ·made them might be-the 
:aituation was full of hope. We had sown Western 
ideas in Eastern fields; our harvest was ripening. 
We were too much inclined. to regard the whole 
problem of Indian administration as wrapped up in 
the problem of meeting the S!Jirit of ·unrest that had 
been kindl(\d in a small fraction of the people of 
India. Perhaps hardly one in a hundred of the 
population ·of India was awa.re that a spirit of u~rest 
was abroad. · Still less must we permit our views 
to be vitiated by the occasional occurrence of 
political crime. Outrages an,d crime were, numeri• 
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.eally, very fare, and hail :nothing to do with the reaf 
·spirit of nn"rest. 

I 

TJIE ARTICLES. IN THE " TIMES," 

I am the· more unwilling to enter at length i.lilto 
·the question of" unrest," in.that, since I mademy 
Budget speech, a series of articles hll!s been p1fblished 
in the ·CI Times" on this subject. The writer, it i~ 
:an open secret, is Mr. Valentine, Chirol, the well
,known writer·en Eastern questions and foreign editor 
.of the 11 Times." They .deal with the question from 
.every/ ~onceivahle point of view, and run, I think, 
to about 7 5 columns. I am glad to hear that they 
•are to be re-published .in .book form, when they will 
.be more accessible. It· would be idle to pretend that I 

· .am in agreement ~i.th all that they ~ontain;; in fact, 
the writer more than .. once attacks statements made 
iby me. But this does not ,prevent me from recognis
~ng the infinitely carefuLres~arch of which they are 

. .the fruit, the moderate :tone ·t;ha.t :they adopt, their 
pregnant arguments ... and· illuminating exposition, 
·the thoroughness with which every branch of the 
·question has been examined and set forth. It would 
perhaps be ungracious and, presumptuous for me to 
ilay anything in m:iticism of 'these articles-ungra.ci~ 
·ous because everypne who takes an interest in Indian 
{lroblems·must recognise ;the debt of gratitude that he. 
.owes to Mr. ·ChiroUor his ma.~tterly illumination .of' 
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the causes, progress, and ramifications of the com~ 
plex II10vement that we call Indian unrest; presump· 
tuous because he has made a minute and laborious. 
examination of conditions on the spot, and I have
not But this much I m'ay perhaps be permitted 
to say.. I venture with the greatest respect to· 
suggest that he does not give sufficient prominence· . 
to the paramount necessity of drawing a line between 
the healthy and natural growth of aspiration that we 
ourselves have awakened and the small malignant. 
growth that manifests itself in political crime. 

"REPRESSION AND CoNCESSION." 

It is often very difficult to draw the ~ine: some
times it seems almost impossible. But it must be
drawn· if we are. to do our duty by India, even if it 
sometimes involves giving the benefit of the doubt. 
The malignant growth must be cut out by the· 

. relen,tless application ol the knife, but we must not 
let the knife sljp in doing· so. · Still less must, we· 
for security's sake, deliberately cut away the sound 

· with the rotten: The policy of "blended repression 
and conce~sion"-I seem to detect a note of hostility 
. in that compendious jingle-is the only possible· 
policy for dealing with the " unrest " problem. I dC:>· 
not like either word. I do not like repression because 

' unle~s it is made clear that it is applied only to crime' 
it suggests ~nsympathetic and un-Eaglish methods,. 
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Still less do I like the .. word "concession," which js 
wholly inept, because it suggests going beyond the"' 
requirements of strict justice for the purpose· of 
·-conciliation. It should be made clear that repres
sion and concession, accepting the words for the . 
moment', are ' not alternative politics I applied 
in turn to the same secti9n of the community, 
•but concurrent policies applied to different sec~' 
~tions of the ·community, . .it is often suggested 
:by journalists less dignified and less fair than M;r. 
Chirol that our ·policy is to give so-called "conces• 
-sioos " for the purpos~ of ingratiation, in order that 
we may be in a. better' position to defend ourselves 
when :We want to take so-c&ll~d cl repressive", ,mea
-sures :: that we grease the · wheels of Indian opinion 

• I . 

·with the .former, in order that the latter :m~y run 
more easily. They adopt.a.. different and metaphor 
call it, with more brevity than grace, the ',, powder 
.and j~m policy." By whatever n~me it is called 
it is, of course, a groundless calumn:y,, (Cheers.) 

TRE INDIA OFFICE, AND· THE CIVIL SERVICE. · 

. There is one poi~t in which ·r venture with all 
·respect to suggest that Mr. Chirol is . definitely 
unfair towards· the Government ·Of which I am· a 
member, and that is in his allegations regar~ing tlie. 
-attitude of the India. office towards the Indian Ci~il· 
'S~rvice. "An unfortunate impression," he says, . 
.-,has undoubtedly been created during the last few 
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years in the Indian Civir Service ·that there is DO> 

longer the same assurance of such support and en-
couragement either from Whitehall or from Simla ,. 
and · he goes o:t:t to speak of "the frigid tone of 
official. utterances in Parliament, which have· 
seemed more often inspired' by a desire to avoid' 
party embarrassments at Westminster than to· 
protect public servants, who have no means of 
aefending themselves, againt even the grossest forms. 
of misrepresentation and calumny, leading straight 
to the revolver and the bomb of the political 
assassin." An ac~usation that Government attaches
more importance to the avoidance of party embarass~-

.. me:Ots than to the protection of their servants from 
assassinatipn is not one that should have been lightly 
l:nade,- Mr .. Chirol adduces no specific instance in 
support. of .his statement. I hope he will forgive me· 
.if I suggest that he would find it impossible to do so. 
,·· · -~ I am sure that Mr. Chirol is-not. in sympathy 
with the contention that the Indian official should,. 
as a matter of high policy, be exempt from outside· 

·• criticism.' Place a man outside the pale of criticism 
· tand he will deteriorate ;.that is & universal law to· 

which there is nothing in the conditions of India to· 
make that country an exception. On the contrary, 

; the very irresponsibility of the lDdian official to the· 
· !>eople wh~m he governs makes prope~ "criticism the
more·salutary. The Home Government and the: 
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British Parliament, together with the Press and the 
cable, replace at present an electorate to which he 
is directly resp~nsible. He has to answer and wel
come honest criticism and to establish his prestige 
on the only certain foundation:~justification of his. 
action. · This plea for freedom from criticism ·has. 
been put forward on the ground of prestige, not so· 
much by the Service itself as by ill-advised persons. 
outside it, and the Service has haq to suffer. 
Very largely owing to this, the Anglo-Indian has. 
become the constant quarry of a small section of 
the B~itish public. Their criticism in its more 
moderate form assumes .that he is unsympathetior 
aloof, arrogant, narrow, a cog. in a relentless 
machine. From· this it soon follows that _in their 
.eyes nothing he does can. do good, no. motive is 
pure ; in every question the presumption of guilt is 
always against him~ He is subjected to consta.n~, 

unreasoning, ill-informed, cruel and cowardly dis· . 
'paragement. This sort of thing can do ~othing 
but harm, just as honest and well-informed critid~m 
can do. nothing bnt good. It irritates and . take~ · 
the heart out of him and drives his apologists to 
claim on his behalf. immunity from criticism to a.o 
unreasonable extent. 

MR. RAMSAY MAcDoNALD's BooK. 

As I have had occasion to denounce in public·· 
more than once, this habit on the Part of certain 

I 
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. people in England of imputing to the Englishman 
in India a sudden and complete loss of all the 
English virtues on the possession of which is detrac
tors so pride themselves, I should like to call public 
attention to ·an exa,mple of the sort of criticism to 
which no one can object, which does real service to 
Indian . Government, not sparing the faults, but 
,moderate and good-tempered, well-informed and 
brilliantly vivid. I have in my mind Mr. Ramsay 
MacDonald's recent book "The Awakening of 
India." I think he was in the country for about 
two months. If all itinerant politicians in India 
,spent their time as· well as he, that now classical 
poem, '~Padgett, M.P.," would never have been 
written! I do not, of course, mean by this to put 
.11n official endorsement on all Mr. l\IacDonald's 
:arguments,· stilll&ss op. all his conclusions, with 
!)Ome of which I profoundly disagree, and I think 
he has once or twice dropped momentarily from 
the very·high standard of criticism he set himself . 
. But Mr~ MacDonald went out with an open mind 
to see fOL' himself. He comes back out of sympathy 
with some of the stock shibboleths of the party 
towards which he naturally inclined, and he has 
honestly and squarely said so. Similarly, he found 
much. to criticise in our administration, and he has 

, :spoken his opinion with no less good humour than 
vigour and conviction. ·Criticism of .this kind never 
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.did anything but good. Its effect on the person 
-criticised, if he is an honest man with a well 
balanced mind and sense of humour, will be like that 
·of a cold bath, it may convey a startling shock for 
the moment, but its e.fter effect ·will b.e invigorating. 
Mr. MacDonald's book should be a model for those 
who write on political holidays. 

Indeed, this has been the wonderful year in 
the ,history of literature dealing with India. First 
-comes M. Chailley's disinterested, dispassionate view 
·of an interesting question in which he has no· 
-concern save that of an-onlooker. He describes with 
great knowledge and hesitates to prescribe. He 
·shows a remarkable appreciation of the British love 
Df order and of go~ernment, the British genius for 
-altruistic rule. Then comes Mr. .Chirol, the 
-anotomist, . with great . knowledge, indefatigable 
research, large view, great control. making a work 
-of reference on one respect of Indian conditions as 
they_ are, and •lastly Mr. :Ma~bonald, a portrait 
painter, an impressionist, .with his peculiar gift of 
gaining glimpses and conveying them to its readers. 
These three gentlemen have helped the problem of 

the Empire which we are engrossed on.' your 
behalf. I ·say advisedly ' on your behalf' and 
that is why I commend their efforts to your atten
tion. (Cheers.) 
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SPEECH DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE OF 

COMMONS ON JULY 21, 1911. 

· In moving " that the Bill be now read a. 
second time," Mr; Montagu said :-

··' 
In asking the House. to agree to the second' 

· reading of this measure. I do not think it will be· 
necessary to occupy much time, because· so far as 

· ' the House is concerned it is a very unimportant 
measure indeed. But I want to explain it as fully 
as I can, because,· as at present advised, I propose, if 
the House gives it a Second Reading, to move that. 
it be retained on the floor of the House, and I will 
ask the House to be so good as to pass the subse
quent stages of the Bill without discussion, which is 
not 1n any . way necessary. The reason for 
i~troducing the measure .at all is the great conges
tion of legal affairs in India at presept. The House· 
will agree with me that if you have great arrears in 
the Law Courts the delay of justice very frequently . 
amounts to a denial of justice. I have only to read 
ta the House some figures concerning ,the Calcutta. 
Bigh Court to show what I mean. In 1908 the-
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cases in arrears on the appellate side of this Court 
were 5,245. · At the end of June, 1911, the number
of civil appeal cases pending was no less than 8,389 .. · 
The Courts work as hard as any Courts could possib~ 
ly work.· Every kind of re-arrangement has been· 
attempted, but·it has now become obvious, not only 
to every Judge of the High Court, but to the Govern-
ment of Bengal and the Government of India, that
the time has come to ask for the raising of the 
maximum number of Judges in the Courts. At the- . 
same time, because I think it is d-esirable in these, 
matters to be prescient, a similar increase of the · 
maximum possible Judges in India is asked· for. 
where is no fear that the Government bf India will 
abuse the power for which it asks. The ·Courts of 
Madras and Bombay, which have a maximum of 
fifteen now, have got eight Judges, so that it is for 
future and not- for immediate application that the-· 
first clause of this Bill includes them. I should 
like, before I dismiss this clause, to remind the· 
House that there is no. excess of Judges in India 
at the present moment. The maximure number of
Judges of the High Court in Bengai ana Eastern 
Bengal is now fifteen. 

There are 86,000,000 people there. In Eng--
land and Wales the population. is 33,000,000, and! .. 
there are thirty-three Judges o~ the High Court 
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Now I come ·to the second clause, which is 
rhighly technical, and only, . I think, of technical 

I 

-importance. There is. no immediate desjre to esta-
blish a new High Court anywhere in India, but the 

.o-overnment, of England desire to be able to cope 
with circumstances which may arise by a less 
. clumsy method than having to wait for an opportu
,nity to pass an Act of Parliament while. justice is 
,being delayed. It is possible for the Government 
··of India at present ·to immediately establish a 
"new . Chief Court anywhere. Anyone familiar 
'With· the Indian Courts will appreciate the difference 
between Chief Court and a High Court, and I 

··venture to· suggest that it will not ·be wise to 
. drive the Government ·Of India for the sake of expedi
·ency and the saving of time to the establishment of a 
'·Chief ·Court, having regard to the circumstance that 
rin prestige, dignity and confidence the High Court 
is the better alternative. In the Act of 1861 it was 
~enacted that a High Court might be established by 
·letters patent in any area . whe~e no existing High 
<:Court has jurisdiction. At that time the well-known 
ca,ppreciation of the advantages of litigation, which 
is a characteristic of the Indian people, had not yet 

,developed so .far as it has at the present moment. 
It was not contemplated that it would be necessary· 
•at any time, I think, to establish new Chief Courts 
,·or new High Courts fn areas in which existing 
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High Courts affected by that Act: alre~dy. ,!bad:. 
jurisdiction, and. I submit that if it' should become:· · 
necessary in the future to establish .a High Court oi· 
a Chief Court; Parliament should adopt the same"' 
procedure with regard to this a.s·was adopted py our-
predecessors under the. Act of 1861. · . ' · 

There is only o~e other clause . in the Bi,ll pfi · 
any importance which is clause· 3. It deals with the 
appointment· of. temporary Judges. There is. n6· 
intention at any time' that ·.the number of Judges,. 
temporary or permanent, in any Com;t in India,. 
should exceed the maximum number prescribed by 
this Act. If a Judge is away on.lea~e or if a Judge~ 
is ill, at present it is possible for the !Jieutenaht
Governor of a Province to appoint~ temporary J ~dge .. 
on his behalf, but even if there is not the maximum 

. number of Judges at the time occupying seats ~n the· 
Bench, if there is a lesser number than the maxiii).um 
number of possible Judges, which is fifteen, and 
there are only fourteen, and there are ·.great arrears. 
which the Government of India is anxious to wipe· 
off, they have ·no power to ,appoint a temporary 
Judge. The only possible ~ay in which it c_ar}. be
done is to appoint a new permanent Judge, raising 
the number to the maximum of fifteen an.d leaving 
no vacancy. That is a very cumbrous method, and 
it may lead to overstocking the Bench and these" 
powers allowin; the Government ·generally to-
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cap,point temporary Judges up to ·the maximum 
number with a view t0 clearing off arrears are, I 
.think, necessitated in the interests of economy and 
rOf ·speed in ·dealing with legal matters. We are 
-only asking for power to appoint temporary Judges. 
'The House will agree with me, I think, that this 
·measure does not require a;ny elaborate Debate, and I 
,;think that all classes .in India will welcome its speedy 
~passage for the improvement of the legal machinery 
. .in the Provinces of India. 



THE· INDIAN POLICE. 

PoLICY oF THE GovERNMENT.' 

·Mr; Montagu, ·M.P., Parl~amentary Under-Secretary of State 
for India., ha.s addressed the following Jetter to a correspondent:

. · . India. Office, 2Brd September, 1911. 

Dear Sir;:_You inquire wh~ther I can give you 
.any information regarding the 'nature of the state~ . 
ment that 1 intended to make on the debate on the 
Indian police, which was to'have taken place on' the 
motion for adjournment of the House of Commons 
last month. As you .are aware, .the attention of the 
'House·of Commons was exclusively occupied on that 
occasion with the serious labour troubles in England', 
-and I am glad to 'have this opportunity of coin~uni~ 
·eating to you what I was thus prevented from 
saying to the House. · ' ' 

First as to the Midnapore case. On *is there 
could have been no discussion; fairness to those 
involved demands suspension of judgment until the 
.appeal has been heard. But I may remind you that 
Mr. Justice Fletcher's judgment did not, endorse all 
1ihe suggestions of the .learned Chief. Justice in the' 
-criminal trial, .notably the suggestion about the 
hem b. The decision was, however, generally adverse 
to the police officers and they ha.va filed ·a,n appeaJ.. 
Every one must hope that these officers, whose 
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record of service is of the ver1 highest, will be able
to clear themselves from charges which, if substan
tiat~d, must entail the very gravest results to their· 
careers. No one will wish to prejudice the last 
stages of the trial, nor', I think, would any one desire· 
that the Government, for whom these men have 
laboured all their lives, and in whose service they 
have ~rred, if erred they have, should fail to provide 
. the funds for giving them every chance of clearing 
themselves. (This course is strictly J.n accordance 
":ith precedent.) .. 

. Meanwhile the men will not be employed in 
administrative office, and the promotions gazettedr 
immediately after the hearing of the civil . case-· 
promotions which'would, in ordinary circumstances~ 
have been matters of normal 'routine-have been 
cancelled. These are suspensory steps, in no way 
final or condemnatory; but wise, as I think you wiU 
agree, pending the hearing in the Court of Appeal. 
I may add that in future all proposals for promotion 
or bestowal of honorary titles are to . be held in 
abeyan9e iq cases where inquiry or legal proceedings, 
are pending. · 

This is all that· can be said about the Midnapore
case. Butlintend also to take the opportunity 

. of ·announcing to the House certain. new rules a.nd 
regulations for the better control of the Indian. 
police; 
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A TRIBUTE To THE FoRcE. 

In the first place may I remind you of a few 
facts and figures ? The police in India are an 
indigenous agency numbering 177,000 men with only 
500 European Superintendents. They de~l with a 
population of 244 millions spread over an . area of 
eleven million square miles. This force has to 
preserve the public peace and to maintain order in 
a country where there is little public opinion or 
civic sense as we know it in England to assist them. 
It performs its duties with great· bravery and 
energy. Its superior officers have often to supervise 
areas of over 5,000 square miles, and under their 
scanty supervision the indigenous police loyally 
fight dacolty, murder, robbery, and all the violent 
crimes to which the general population, now 
assured of security by their aid, . would otherwise 
be exposed~ No praise eould possibly be too high 
for the conduct of members of the force in recent 
years in quarters where it has been necessary to 
deal with anarchical conspiracy ; of mrm who have 
steadily pursued the path of duty, knowing ·well 
that they risked their lives, until perhaps a bullet 
in the back in a dark by-street has ended a career 
of humble but heroic service> to the State. 

No greater mistake could be made than to 
imagine that the distressing cases of torture abo~t 
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which questions are asked in Parliament are the 
rule. They are, indeed, the ve~y rare exceptions. 
When they occur, attention is immediately directed 
to: them,_ and every effort is made to prevent recur
·rence. ·The annual average number of convictions 
for torture during the last six years is nine. This, · 
·OUt of a force of 177,000, is a record of Which many 
European forces might be proud. You, I am sure, 
do not associate yourself with the cruel and unfound
·ed suggestion that British officials try to hush those 
-cases up. I ·may remind you thal the superior 
{)fiicers are, if anything, disposed to err on the other 
·side, and many prosecutions are brought for charges 
which cannot be substantiated. 

Of course, I have never denied that scandals 
·eccur occasionally. As long as these scandals 
·.continue to occur so long will the Government of 
·India continue to devote themselves unceasingly to 
stamping ont the evil that r~mains. 

It was my intention to inform the House of 
;Commons of certain 'measures that have recently 
been taken with this object. These measures must 
not be regarded as the sudden move of an Adminis-
• tration hitherto inactive. On the contrary, they 
~are the latest instalment of a history of continuous 
improvement. For fifty years there has been steady, 

·Unremitting effort to improve· the police by means 
,,of Commissions, ·legislative inquiries, executive 
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<Orders, training schools, and so
1
forth, but most of all 

:by .quiet ·Departmental. meth'ods of . exhortation, 
-example and .. punishment. ' In this way natural 
.merits ,have been developed .and natural imperfec
' :tions ·eliminated. 

MAGISTRATES AND CONFESSIONS. 1 

The most dangerous natural imperfection is 
,the tendency to rely on confession, which inevitably 
:involves the temptation to apply pressure. . The 
maxim, " optimum habemus testem · confitentem 
reum," formerly recognised in Europe, still appe~ls 
Tto the Indian,mind. ·It was laid down many years 
:ago that no inducement was to be offered for a confes
·.sion, that.- n0 . confession was. to be recorded by 
police, that no confession made by any. one in police · 
.custody was to· be admissible in evidence, and . that 
no prisoner was to be detained in police 1 custody for 
.more than twenty-four hou,rs. It has been further 
laid down that only.· magistrates ~an record confes
·sions, and that a magistrate must be satisfied that 
. the confession is being. made voluntarily. 

The magistrate's part is important, and with a 
•view to seeing that it shall be performed adequately, 
·the Government of India have recently collected ~he 
'Various orders dealing with the matter in ·the 
different provinces in order to prescribe uniform and 
.efficient procedure a,nd to eliminate opportunity for 
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abuse by interested officers. · In future the power· 
. to record confessions will be confined t~ (a) magis
trates having jurisdiction in the case, (b) first-class .. 
magistrates (magistrates of high standing and large· 
powers), or (c) specially. selected second-class magis-· 
trates. Owing to considerations of time and distance a 
certain elasticity is necessary, but third-class magis--
trates ·will no longer record confessions. The 
Government of India have further prescribed that 
the Bo~bay rule which· enjoins the examination of· 

:a confessing prisoner should be invariably adopted. 
The police interested must be ordered out of Court,~ 

· the accused must be :asked whether he has been ill
. treated, ahd if there is reason to suspect ill-treat-· 
. ment there' must- be a medical examination. 

Certain further measures· are under considera-
tion. Local

1 Governm~nts have been asked to consider· 
whether it is advantageous to have confessions 
recorded at all before the trial begins except in v~ry 
spec!al circumstances or by order of the District 
Magistrate. There is, moreover, to be an exhaus-· 
tive inquiry into the con.duct of lock-ups with a view 
to., obtaining proper supervision.· The police are· 
already forbidden access to the gaols, and the· 
Government of India are considering the possibility 
Q{ a rule that no prisoner who has confessed should 
be_given back to police custody, and also that n()· 
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·confession should be recorded until the person 
•COnfessing has spent one night out of police custody. 

So much for preventive measures. It must be 
remembered· that the restrictions on the police 
are, especially as regards remands and confessions, 
.already iar greater than in England. There is a 
maximum of precaution beyond which it is impos- · 
·eible to go without crippling the force. We must 
not, in our anxiety to prevent opportunity for occa-

·sional and isolated abuse, render the police and 
.detection difficult or impossible. Nor must we 
.refuse a confidence which the ,vast majority of the 
Indian police thoroughly merits. If we refuse 

·confidence we kill all sense of responsibility, all zeal 
:fot improvement, and sap the loyal energy and 
.esprit de corps upon which we must r~ly for the 
.preservation of peace. 

· ABusE oF PowER. 
I pass on to describe one or two new measures 

·Of importance of a deterrent nature which have been 
taken in order to increase the efficiency -of the 
··police and the confidence of the public by advertis
:ing widely the grave view that Government takes 
-of abuse of power. 

Orders have been given that punishment of 
police officers, judicial or departmental, · shall be 
widely published. They will be inserted regularly in 
.the " Police Gazette." Steps will also be taken to 
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bring home both to the public and the police that-. 
the merits or fitness for promotion of police officer& 
are not judged by statistical results· or the number· 
of convictions obtained. 

, ·Further than this, the Government of India, .. 
recognising that the importance of· securing public 
confidence in the genuineness of inquiries must. 
prevail over departmental considerations, have urged 
Local Governments that, in inquiring into allegations 
of police misconduct; there should be freer recourse 
to magisterial inquiry. When inquiries are conse
quent on strictures passed by magistrates in the 
course of a judgment there is to be inquiry by a supe
rior officer of-police when the charge is unimportant. 

_ora magisterial inquiry when the, charge is serious. 
When l:li serious charge is made by a superior Court, 
and the Court indicates the necessity for inquiry,, 
there is to be automatically a public inquiry by two 
officers, and one of these is to be an officer of 
judicial experience. Of course, where a prosecution· 
is possible, it takes place, and no inquiry is needed ;· 
b,ut as ·regards· other ,cases, I am sure you will 
regard these new rules for adequate inquiry as. 
satisfactory. 

This is, I think, the substance of what I should, 
have said in other circumstances in the House.-

1 Yours, etc., 
)l}DWIN s. MoN~A~l! r 



LIBERALISM AND INDIA. 

SPEECH AT CAMBRIDGE, 

GUILDHALL, FEBRUARY 28, 1912. 

The Hon. E. S. Monta~u, M.P., Under·Secre~ 
tary of State for India, visitid Cambridge on 
February 28, and in his capacity as P~esident of 
the Cambridge and County Liberal Club, addressed 
a large meeting at the GuildhalL The chair was 
taken by Dr. APTHORPE WEBB, and 'among those 
upon the platform ·were Mr. A. C. Beck, M.P.,. 
Sir J. J. Briscoe, Bart., Dr. Sims 'Woodhead 
(Professor of Pathology), Dr. J. S. Reid (Professor 
of Ancient History) and Dr. Searle; F.R.S. 

Mr. Mo:NTAGU, after devoting the opening portion of his 
speech to-domestic questiOlJ.S, continued:-

TRUE EMPIRE~BUILDING. 

I want, also, to invite your attention to the 
other branch of the justification of our Imperial 
organisation-our oversea activities-and I am going 
to contend, and, I think, prove, that the Empire, as.· 
we know it, and the ideal which it fulfils, is the· 
production_ of the Liberal Party. · Englishmen. 
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' have a conception of Empire different from that of 
their p~edecessors or forefathers and different from 
that of other countries, an ideal which alone justifies 
the existence of an Empire. It is not enough for thi~ 
thinking generation to wave a flag or sMut a, song 
or do a turkey strut in pompous celebration of the 
number of square miles over which the British flag 
fiies, or the population which owes its allegiance .to 
his Majesty the King. Land has been won by con
quest often under Conservative rule, . not by 
Conservative statesmen, but by British Scotch
and I .would remind you in this important juncture 
-by ~rish soldiers on behalf of an -Imperial ideal 
which should know no party. (Applause). But it 
is not a question of land, but of hearts. It is not. a 
question of domination ·and. of, subjugation, but of 
alliance, co-operation and perfect freedom between 
the component parts. Empires have died or been 
destroyed either from deterioration at home, which 
the legislation of the last six years is designed to 
combat, or through the denial of justice or arrogant 
misrule which makes the yoke galling to the younger 
p·arts. We should use our administration and our 
legislation at home as an example to those sister 
nations who are linked with us, and we should make 
,our. Imperial ideal one of spreading throughout the 
Empire.free institutions; !lind all that is meant by the 
wonderful word. "'justice." If this be true, then, if 
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you will bear owith me while I go into· history, I 
ihink. I can show that the freedom of the Empire 
has been the gift of Liberalism, whichhas ensured 
its permanency in the teeth of a short-sighted, 
stubborn Conservatism. 

CANADA AND SOUTH AFRICA. 

The keystone of Canadian loyalty is the (ree
·dom of the Canadian people. Yet Lord Stanley; 
·speaking in the House of Commons in 1839, voiced 
the opinions of the Conservative Party, when he said: 
" What would be the, consequence of granting the 
.Canadian demand? The establishment of a Republic. 
'The concession would remove the only check to 
ihe tyrannical power of the dominant majority, a 
majority in numbers only, while in wealth, education 
il>~d enterprise they are greatly inferior to the 
minority." Translated into Carsonian English they 
-could imagine how it would sound : " Ontar.io will 
fight, and Ontario will be right." !Laughter and 
applause.) And then you had the Duke of Welling
ton in the House of Lords : " Local responsible 
-Government and the ·sovereignty' of Great Britain_ 
are completely incompatible." Well, qana~a has 
not moved a step towards separation nor Republi
-can institutions, yet Canada is divided only by an 
imaginery line from the greatest and most pro
~ressive Republic in the world, and the tie of free. 
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association within the Empire has held . in face of 
the strongest natural and political attractions. 
From that the Conservatives ought. to have learnt. 
a lesson in Empire-building, but they learnt nothing •. 
When more than fifty years· had passed, when 
Canada was becoming increasingly ·loyal and pros
perous, we came to South Africa. Had the Conser
vatives learnt anything in Empire-building ? The
Lyttelton Constitution, rejected by the Dutch,.· 
fraught with friction and irritation at every. step,. 
was their best performance ! When, fortunately,. 
and by the mercy of heaven, the.end of ~heir reign. 
came, ~nd Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman by his .. 
application to South Africa of the liberal principles 
of freedom, laid the foundations of· the South 
African Union, of another Canada in Africa, which 

. in· ~y opinion jus~ified the policy of the Briti~h 
Empire in the eyes of the world, yet the then leader· 
of.the Conser~ative Party, Mr. Balfour, called our· 
policy " the most reckless experiment of modern 
times," and declined to take any responsibility for 
this experiment in principle and civilisation, and 
there once aga;in we have the .Conservatives object
ing to 'a Liberal institution, which I think is the
only principle of. modern Empire-building. 

THE TURN OF INDIA • 

. Well,. then, when these principles of Self
Government had been applied in their ~ost extreme 
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form; came the turn of India, when Lord :Morley r 
introduced his Indian Councils Act in 1909. Here, 
was no far-reaching scheme, here was no reckless " 

· experiment, merely a cautious attempt to associate· 
the governed with the governor and te give expres- . 
sion to popular opinion in India~ Ap.d we had the 
late Lord Percy in the House of Commons saying, . 
" Therefore, although it is our duty to warn the 
Government of the dangers which in our opi~ion 

.J attend many of the steps which we are recommend
ing, the responsibility of acting upon or neglecting 
the warning must rest with the Government them-· 
selves." And we had the usual carping criticism of 
Lord Curzon. · Well, nobody can doubt the success · 
of the Indian Councils Act, but still the Conserva- ·· 
tives have learnt no better. The latest efforts in 
Imperial workmanship were the far-reaching reforms . 
announced the other day at Delhi as the central 
feature of his Majesty's successful visit to his Indian 
dominions. It wouid be improper for me to discuss.. 
these teforms without prefacing my remarks with 
a word of my own personal belief that the- great· 
outstanding triumph of that Indian tour was the 
personality of King George himself. The good 
results of his gtacious voyag~ to India will long 
outlive the pleasure afforded to the Indian people by 
the opportunity of demonstrating their overwhelm
ing loyalty to the British· Throne. But what. or 
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·OUI-_policy, what of the new provinces and Delhi'? 
You have invited a Departmental Minister to 

·occupy the office of President, and you have so 
brought it upon your heads that I should take, as I 

.am bound .to take this, an opportunity which does 
not assort ill with the theme of our ~iscussion, of 

.answering the critics of that scheme. 

TIIE DURBAR ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

In the House of Commons Mr. Bonar Law 
·dismissed it with two criticisms; firstly, that it 
would co~t money; and, secondly, that the reversal 

··of the partition of Bengal, as he called it, was a 
... damaging blow to our prestige. I would say in 
·passing that the complaint about expense as the first 
·objection to a great Imperial measure is typical of 
:modern Conservatism. 'ro them, ideals, poetry, 
liberty, imagination are unknown; they reduce 
Empire to a profit and loss account ; their ideal is 

·<>ne of a cash nexus, and a million or two is to them 
.far mor~ important than the fact that the transfer of 
.. capital provides India with a new city, in a historic 
'place, amid the enthusiastic welcome of the whole of 
. .a tradition-loving people. And as for prestige-0 
India, how much happier would have been your 

.jhistory if that word had been left out of the English 
·vocabulary! But there you have Conservative 
Imperialj~m at its. worst : we are not there, mar~ 
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you, to repair evil, to amend injustice, to profit by
experience-we must abide by our ·mistakes, con-
tinue to outrage popular opinion simply for· the sak~, 
of being able' to say "I have said what I have 
said." I have in other places!> and at other times. 
expressed· my opinion freely· on· prestige: We do· 
not hold India by invoking this well. mouthed word 
we must hold it by just institutions, and more and • 
more. as tin1e goes on by the consent of the governed .. 
That consent must be based on the respect which 
we shall teach them for the progressive justice of 

·the Government in responding to their legitimate· 
demands. But Mr.'Bonar Law knows nothing of" 
India, as he will be the first to admit, and it is to the 
House of Lords that we must turn for a more ex--· 

· haustive c.riticism of our proposals. 

LoRD CuRzoN\ ATTITUDE .. 

And here we come face to face with the great. 
Lord Curzon himself. Now, Sir, no one who has . 
. held my office for two years would be absurd enough 
to speak on a public platform upon this topic without. 
paying a tribute to the great work Lord Curzon has. 
done for India. His jndomitable energy, his-, 
conspicuous courage, his almost unrivalled self-con-
fidence have placed India under a lasting debt to· 
him. But I would venture, with all respect, to ask.. 
how has .he spent his time since? Admiring what. 
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he has done, not ·looking and saying, " We have 
· done this," but .saying, "This is my work." In the 
lengthy speech which be delivered last week in the 
House of Lords he d1d lip-service of Parliamentary 

·control, but notwithstanding the fact that .Lord 
· Midleton .. was_ sittin-g next to him, notwith
. standing ·the fact that it was Mr. Brodrick, 
· as he theti was, ' not Lord Curzon, who was 
technically responsible for a large part of the 

··Curzonian administration, he never mentioned the 
Secretary of State in the whole cours~ of his speech, 
nor did Lord Midleton speak himself. Lord Curzon 

:.has chosen as a point of survey for the work of 
which he is so proud a point . in which he i's in 

JJ,is. own light, and his shadow is over everything 
that he 'has done. It is not " Hands off India" 

·."that he preaches: it is" Leave Curzonian India 
;:as'Lord Curzon left it." To .!liter anything that 
Lord ·Curzon' did would be damaging . to our 
'prestige. I want to ask you in all seriousness 
·what would be the first criticism which a man 
.. wholly ignorant of India-the man-in-the-street 
:.....would. make to Lord Curzon's speech ? I 

.. think he would say : " We read of the welcome 
;;given ·in India and in England to this scheme 
by statesmen, soldiers, civil servants, by speech 

.. and. by .Press of all parties, and we know, there· 

:fore, .: that it is not wholly bad." Therefore, am 
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:J not justified in discounting the whole of ·Lord 
.Curzon's speech by the fact that, although he went 
into exhaustive details, although he knew the 
rsensitive nature of Indian opinion, the way in 
which his words wo~ld ' be .telegraphed throughout 
Jndia, although he did not hesitate to bolster· up his 
.case with a gossiping story which, as he told it, was 
.-obviously untrue and .. for which he could :sot state 
his authority in public, he had no word of praise· of 
:any sort or kind either for the. conception of our 
policy or for any detail by which it· was carried out 
-(applause)-although he spoke even longer than: I 

.:am speaking to-night ; he curses it from beginning 
~to end; he curses it for what it did' and for how 'it 
was done ; he curses it because we did it without 
. consulting him-oh, horror ·of horrors !-and be
·.Cause it ended something which he had done; he 

.. ·-cursed it because·· his Majesty the King was gra
ciously pleased himself to announce it to his people 
.assembled at the Durbar at Delhi. I say again that 
~these are not the grave and weigl:ity criticis~s of a 
·statesman: they are the impetuous, angry fault
. findings of a man thinking primarily of himself. 

THE STORY· OF 1905. 
May I take his criticisms . in a Jittle more 

detail ? He objected to his Majesty making the 
:.announcement because, he said, that made it irre
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vocable. Well, educated India reads with fulb 
knowledge the words of his Majesty's proclama
tion: "I make this change on the 'advice of 
my Ministers," and knows what is meant by a 
constitutional ·monarch, and tqat blame, if there be
blame, and credit, if there be credit,· must be laid· 
at the door of his Majesty's advisers. Lord Curzon 
complains that what the King has said is irrevo
cable.; so I hope it may be,. but if it had been made
by the Viceroy, Lord Curzon would have said it is. 
irrevocable, and surely what is said by the Viceroy 
On. the King's behalf is as irrevocable as what the· 
King· said. In fact, as the Prime Minister said,. 
" What Lord Curzon migh.t do in Lord Curzon's. 

·opinion his Majesty ~he King ought not to do." 
(Laughter and applause.) Then he asks why Parlia· 
ment was not consulted. It is a little curious that 
he should blame us in this regard, for he objects 
to our having reversed, as he says, a policy of his • 
. Lord Curzon's partition of Bengal was an accom-· 
plished fact before any discussion in the House of 
Commons had taken place.· Mr. Herbert Roberts 
asked Mr. Brodrick on July 5, 1905, a question, and 
was told " The prpposals of the Government of 
India on this subject reached me on February, 18~ 
and I have already communicated to them tlae 
decision of the· Secretary of State in Council 
.accepting.the proposals." But the proposals them· 
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·selves were not divulged. Mr. Roberts, having 

' moved the adjournment of the House on the question 
of the partition, withdrew his motion on Mr. 
Brodrick's promising to lay further papers. The 

recess intervened, during wh.ich the ,proclamation, 

which .finally constituted. the new ·provinces, . was 

issued, and :when Mr .. Roberts protested against 
this treatment .he received fron:i . Mr, BrodriQk. 
a ' letter from which r guote I the f~llowing 
passage:, "You will remember that when the 
discussion took place in .the House of Common& 
the scheme put . forw!J.rd . by the Viceroy had 
already received 'the . .assent· of the· Home Govern
ment, and the resolution . of the. ~Government of 
1nO.ia embodying the· scheme has been published 
and presented to Parliamen.t." Again,. Lord Curzon 
says that the decision in the case:. of .his par~ition 

was announced after a Blue-book full of information 
had been for months in the possession of Parliament. 
What are the facts ? After despatches. had ,been 
passed between the Government ?f India and the 
Secretary of State, the decision was announced in 
a resolution of the Government of India, dated 
July 19, 1905. The resolution was presented t() 
Parliament in the form of a .White-paper on 
August 7, and a Blue-book, containing further 
papers, was presented on October 12--i.e., almost 
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three months after, not months before, the announce· 
ment of the decision. 

1 

THE REAL RESPONSIBILI~Y. 

· The. 
1 

fact of the matter is, the Secretary of 
State is responsible td the House of Commons, and 
-the House of Commons can censure him or the 
-cabinet ju~~ as much as it could have done if the 
Viceroy had' made the announcement. The House 
·Of Commons has never claimed more than a general 
-control over the Government of India therefore · 
anaouncements such as the partition; of Bengal, and 
new administrative changes which must be made ' 
·suddenly and by proclamation,. conflicting interests, 
-conflicting claims having to be balanced and adjusted, 
public discussio~s would make them difficult, if not 
impossible, of accomplishment; and that is why the 
British · and · the Indian Constitution, retain the 
,·Royal proclamation as a method of bringing about 
such changes as this in India or. the Self-Govern-
ment of the Transvaal. 

WHY THE PARTITION WAS. REVERSED? 

Next, Lord Curzon stated that our policy in
volved a reversal of his policy. I trust Lord Curzon 
will ·forgive me for saying that he never had a. 
policy at all. (Laughter and applause.) He was 
:a. mere administrator, an industrious,' fervid and 
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- .. 
. .efficient administrator ... He· was, in a word, ·at 

."•chauffeur who spent his· time polishing up the 
.machinery, screwing every nut and bolt of'.his car 
.ready to make it go, bu't he never drove it; he did not 
.~know where to driv(;} it to, ,. (Applause.) He merely ' 
.marked ti111e and wai~ed until a reforming Govern· 
.ment. gave marching, 9rders. If he were to claim· 
'that the partition of Bepgal was more than an ad
.ministrative measure,. designed as a. part of a poliey, 
,then .I say that it was even a worsQ mistake.· than, I 
.thought it, for the making of a M.ahomeda.n State w:ul 
~.a departure from accepted British policy which was . 
bound to result in the antithesising and antagonising 

.. of Hindu and Mahomedan opinion. I had always 
·hoped that this was the unforeseen result, and not a 
·deliberat~ achievement, of Lord Curzon's blunder. 
It has always been the proud boast of English ·rule 
·in India that we have not interfered between the. 
-different races; religions and creeds which we 
·found in the country. . That. he himself ·regarded 
the partition as not more than a mere matter of 

·loca,l administrative convenience may be gath,red 
from the passage in· his speech in which he says 
.that, owing to the size of the old Province of Bengal, 
·it had become necessary to draw al line dividing it 
into two ; and he goes on to s111y " What wa,s thq1 

;.particular line to be dra.wn was a matter nat for the 
Niceroy." The creation of a v~st new province, the. 
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'meddling·with the lives of millions of people; witlli 
all the possibility of offending religious and racial· 
sudceptibilities, not a matter for the Viceroy ! He· 
looked no further than the necessity for instituting 
two small provinces where previously there had been 

·one, and thought it not a matter for his concern 
what line the 'division should take. So far from 
being a reversal of Lord Curzon's policy, i'f policy it 

. can be called, are the changes announced on 
·December 12 last,·that we maintained the necessity
for the division· of the province, but have made
three where he made two divisions. 

THE NEW POLICY. 

, Where the difference lies is in this : that we· 
, have endeavoured to look ahead, to co-ordinate our 
changes in Bengal with the general lines of our 
future policy in India, which is stated now for. the 
first time in the Government 'of India's despatch 

. that has been published as a .Parliamentary Paper. 
That statement shows the goal, the aim towards
which we propose to work-not immediately, not in 
a h~rry, but gradually. Perhaps you will allow roe
to quote the sentence-in the despatch which contains 
the pith of the statement : '~ The only possible 

~ solution would · appear to be gradually to give
the provi!J.ces a larger measure of Self-Govern

. ment until at last India would consist of a number 
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·of administrative autonomies in all provinciaL 
:affairs with the Government of India above them 
all, and possessing power to interfere in cases 

·Of misgovernment, but ordinarily restricting their · · 
functions to matters of Imperial concern." We 
-cannot drift on for ever without stating a policy. 
A new generation, a new sch')ol of thought, fostered , 
by our education and new European learning, has· 
,grown up, and it asks: ~·What are you going to do 
with us?" The extremist politicians, who form the 
-outside fringe .of this school,. have made up their· 
minds what they want. One' of ·their leaders, 
Mr. Bepin Chandra Pal,. has drawn up and publish
·~d a full, frank, detailed, logical exposition of the 
.exact form of u swaraj," or,. as may be roughly 
translated,." Colonial Sell-Government," that they 
want. The moderates look to us to say what lines 
·our future policy is to take. We have never ans
wered that, and we have put off answering them 
far too long. At last, and not too soon, a Viceroy 
has had the courage to state the trend of British 
;POlicy in India iJ,nd the lines on which we propose 
.to advance. 

THE TRANSFER OF THE CAPITAL • 

.As for the transfer of the capital from Calcutta., 
.to Delhi, Lord Curzon objects, as far as l can· 
111nderstand1 because the.D.uke of \~ellington though; 
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Delhi was a· bad· military centre. · The Duke of· 
Wellington was not one of our greatest con tempo· 
rary soldiers.· His interference in military matters. 
dates from a time when there were no railways in
India, and to mention even one detail, when artil
lery had not reached its present perfection. The· 
battle of Waterloo is a long way removed from 
present problems ; we have taken our stand and 

. ~ 

pla.ced our king'13 Government in the historic capital 
of India. ·He talks of Calcutta, the capital of India 
of 150 years; Delhi, the scene of a King's Durbar 
-and, yes, of Lord Curzoli's Durbar--:-has been· 
'the capital of India for dynasty after dynasty,. 
for family of rulers after family of rulers, right· 
back into the d~m and distant epochs of Indian 
history, and it is reverenced from one end of 
India. to the other. I venture to say that we 

. have . ,chosen a ~pot not only the eentre of . India
frem every point of view, not only the most. 

. convenient for the carrying out of ·administration 
effectively, but also one which would appeal to· 
Indian opinion of all classes and all kinds from one· 
end of India to the other. · Lord Curzon goes on to· 
say that if you put the capital at Delhi you wili 
have a, capital remote from' public· opinion, I say it 
will. be remote from Calcutta opinion, and that the
Government will §Urvey India from the real. centre: 
.of India, from an eminence. in the midst of India,. 
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and not from a depression in the corner.. It will 
no longer have its vision of the wood obscured by. 
the obstruction of one single and very large tree. 

IRELAND'S DEMAND. 

You have been very good to me and have 
listened to the most dange~ous of all kinds of men
the man who has mounted his own hobby-horse 
and rides it carelessly at the, risk of. boring those 
who have got to listen; but I should not be doing 
my duty, I should 'not be earning the salary. whic~ 
the Indian taxpayer gives me, if I did not on this, 
as on all public occasions, defend the policy which'I 
believe is consist~nt with the highest traditions of 
LiberalEmpire-building-(applause)-which, by the 
speech of Lord Curzon and the utterances of Mr. 
Bonar Law, the Conservatives have once more · re-. ' . 
fused to take part in.' And now they are going to have 
one more chance. We apply these same principles,' 
with the consent of the nation to Ireland ; we are r~
versing the one no more than we have reversed the< 
other ; we are going to bring about a union between, 
the English and the Irish people. We are g0ing to 
improve the government of Ireland by giving her a. 
governing institution ; we are going to. improve the 
government of England by removing the burden 
which clogs her legislative. machinery. The land· 
purchase part of Mr. Gladstone's scheme is now an 
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:accomplished fact-the adoption by the Conserva
tives of the Liberal policy, or a part of it. Ireland 
awaits the treatment which you have given to the 
rest of the' British Empire. Ireland is anxious to 
have as good reason to be loyal to the British 
Empire as the rest of the Britisn Empire. Ireland 
han:wers us at home; and its discontent is a blot upon 
.our escutcheon. Our Colonies, all of. them symoa· 
thise with the .ambition of Ireland to get what they 
have got. Ireland stands at your door asking that 
its demand, as the demand of Canada, as the 

· demand of South Africa, as the demand of Bengal, 
shall be granted by the Imperial Government. We, 

- the Government I represent, are prepared to grant 
it. The record ·of our Imperial achievements since 
1839 is there for you to ·consid-er ; the record of 
Conservative opposition, or refusal to move, ,is there 
ior you to consider. If. Conservatism moves, as it 
threatens to move, in opposition to Irish demands, 
then it will have set a hall-mark upon its Imperial 
.incapacity, and we shall have once again the proud 
position of being the only ·party capable or willing 
to justify our British Imperial ~deal. (Applause.) 
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SPEECH DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE .OF COMMONS 

ON APRIL !l2, 1912. , 

Mr. MoNTAGU, in moving the second reading 
-<>£ this Bill, said : The Bill which I ·ask the House 
of Commons to read for the second time to-day is 
a machinery Bill necessary to carry. out the policy 
which was announced at the Imperial · Durbar at 
Delhi last December. The House of Commons is 
proceeding to discuss it at a moment when it is safe 
to say that the policy has been acclaimed by the 
vast majority· of all classes and all races concerned 
until its out-and-out opponents have come to occupy 
a position of pathetic; if splendid, isolation. The Bill 
begins with a preamble which recites acts which 
have already been performed, and since every act 
recited in the preamble is an act for which there ,s 
ample Parliamentary authority, the method pro
posed for carrying out these ,changes is strictly con-

- ·stitutional, and is, in fact, the only method that the 
·G-overnment could have adopted. It has been said 
that we are relying upon antiquated or even obsolete 
practice, but they are only obsolete in the sense that 
-.they are unfamiliar to members. They are perfectly 
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well-known to 'those who have to administer India.· 
Acting under those powers, in a strictly constitu-
tional way, the Governor-General of India in C~uncii 
fixed by proclamation the limits of the Presidency 
of Fort William in Bengal and constituted !lJ new· 
_Province of Behar and Orissa on March 22, l 912. 
On March 21, 1912, his Majesty appointed by Royal 
Warrant Lord Carmichael as Governor of Bengal,. 
under Section 29 of the Government of India Act,. 

· 1858. 'on the same date-, unde'r Section 58 of the· 
Government of India ·Act, 1869, His Majesty 
appointed ·three. Councillors to be Executive. 
Members of the .. Council of the Governor of 
Bengal. I have · quoted· these sections as the 
evidence on which I .base the claim that we have· 
acted strictly in accordance with the powers given. 
by Parliament in past years and that we have 
proceeded in the proper way to carry out the changes.. 
as recited in the preamble of the Bill, which I ask 
the House to read a second time. 

THE PROVISIONS OF THE BILL. 

The first clause of the Bill gives to the new Gover
nor of Bengal exactly the same powers as are now· 
possessed by .the Governors of Madras and Bombay. 
The Act of 1853. ex~ended to the Governor of the 
new Presidency that might be formed all the powers 
of the Governors of Madras and Bombay at that, 
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date. It is now only necessary, by Section 1 of thee 
Bill, to extend to· the Governor of this new Presi
dency the powers given to the Governors of :Madras 
and Bombay since the passing of the Act of 1853- · 
such powers as were granted,· for instance, under 
the Councils Act of 1861, through the Governors of 
:Madras and Bombay, to make rules for the conduct 
of business in the Legislative Coun~il, and so on.~ 

The House will see, in Clause 1, that there are two
provisoes added. Tile first reserves to the Governor-
General who now ceases to he Governor of Bengal 
certain powers that have been exercised by the 
Governor-General in the past. The powers specially· 
referred to are powers granted to the Governor
General under the High Courts Act of 1860 and. 
1911, which gives the po;wer to appoint tempora~y· 
and 1 acting Judges of the High Court. At. 
present the jurisdiction of the High Court 
sitting at Calcutta will extend beyond the limits. 
of the Presidency of Fort ·William and Bengal 
as testified by the proclamation. It will. extend 
to the Province of Behar and Orissa, and it. 
seems right to leave the Governor-General the 
power of appointing Judges. The se~ond proviso
obvia~es the necessity of appointin~t the Advocate- ' 
General of Bengal as a mewber of the Legislative, 
Council of Bengal. The reason is that the Advocate
General is a. law officer who has to give advice by· 
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~the terms of his appoint~ent ·both to the Govern
.. ment of Bengal and to the ·Government of India. 
Sub-section 2 of Clause .. 1 merely transfers from 

· the Governor-General the power to alter the limits 
of the town of Calcutta, which was conferred upon 

.. him by Section ·1 of the Indian Presidency Towns 
Act of 1815 and which is now, obviously under the 
·Govern~ent of Bengal. Clause 2 of the Bill gives 
power to establish an Executive .Council for the 

·new Province of Behar and Orissa. Behar and 
··Orissa will have a Legi'slative as well a5 an Execu
tive Council, and it is necessary to put in a provision . 
for that in the. Bill because, u:nder the Indian 
·Councils Act of 1909, it is possible to appoint an 
Executive Council for the Lieutenant-Governor. 
·Cl~use 3 gives power to the Governor-General to 
appoint a Legislative Council for a p~ovince which 

. is governed by a Chief Commissioner. The Gdvernor-
. ·General has power to take under his own government, ' 
. and therefore technically to appoint, a Chief Com
missioner to govern a territory in India under 
.Section 3 of the Act of 1854, just as Lord Curzon, 
when Vicerol,made the North-Western Frontier a. 

·Chief Commissionership. · 

CouNCILs FoR CHIEF CoMMISSIONERSJiiiPs. 

If the Government obtain the powers now 
<'Sought :it propose&. to exercise. them at once in two 
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provinces under a Chief Commissioner:. The .first; 
is Assam: I do not think the House will deny that .. 
the case of granting a Legislative Council to Assam 
!s a good one. Lord Ourzon, in the speech .which 
he made in the House of ·Lords, made a complaint; 
against the scheme that it would ·detract from the, 
position of Assam by removing it from conjunction 
with the Government of Eastern Bengal. Assam has 
been under a Legislative Council, and by giving it. 
a Legislative Council through this· Bill we shall 
enable the province to go on with. the same· 
representative Government as it has had in the 
past. The other province-the Central Provinces
to whom the Government of India propose to give· 
a Legislative Council include the territory of Berai', 
with a population of 14 millions and extending over· 
an area of 100,000 square' miies. I think th~t 
those who have some experience of that part of the
British Empire will agree that in education, ·in 
enthusiasm for progress, the claim of the Central 
Provinces to' have the same legislative system as. 
exists in the neighbouring provinces is a good one,_ 
and it is at any rate, a move strictly in accordance 
with the principle of the Liberal Imperial policy of 
devolution and the granting • of representative
government in response to the demands of the· 
majority of those people in the ·country who have" 
expressed an opinion. Clause 4, read with the· 
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·Schedule, repeals and amends certain enactments 
which now either require alteration, to harmonise 
with the new condition of affairs or require repeal. 
'The only one I need mention is the repeal of 
Section ~7 of the East India Act of 1793, which 
.dates from the time when the Civil Service of e~ch 
Presidency was a separate Civil Service, and which 

;prevents us from appointing civil servants from one 
Presidency to act in another. Now'that the whole 

··of the Indian Civil Service is an Imperial Service, it 
"Seems to the Government of India that that provi
·sion is unnecessary. Th~ repeal oft Section 71 is 
"consequential, and the other provisions are merely 
slight verbal alterations. Perhaps I may make 
special mention . of Section 50 of the India Council 
Act of 1861, the amendment of which makes it 
possible for the Governor of Bengal to act as 

<·Governor-General in ·the absence of the Viceroy. 
'The Bill, it will be seen, consists merely of altera
·tions in xnachinery to carry out a policy which has 
.been generally accepted and .which i believe the 
House will agree contains elements of la11ting 
advantage and the. germs of improved government 

.lor the great Empire of India. (Cheers,) 

REPLY 'I'O CRITICISMS. 

I have not ~he right to address the Hou$e again, 
.but perhaps I may be allowed to reply to , some of 
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ihe questions which have been put toms. Sir John 
·.Jardine asked whether the repeal or alteration of 
·certain sections of the Act of 1793 wiil affect the 
position of the Indian Civil Service.. The answer is 
-emphatically in the negative. · This Bill only repeals 
·parts • of the Statute · which were not repealed 

I 

when the rest of the statute was repealed in 1865. 
-Golonel Yate put three specific points. The first was 
.as to the defence of Delhi. I want to assure him that, 
I think, the authorities are agreed that the strategi
-cal position of Delhi as the central point of the 
railway system of India "is a very good one, but the 
weighty words which he addressed to the House 
will, of course, be noted by those who are concerned 
with these affairs. 

THE MlHOMEDANS OF EA.S~ERN BENGAL. 

We come to a much more substantial point 
when we consider the position of the Mahomedans in 
Eastern Bengal. Much has been said in various places 
111nd in various newspapers on this point. It would be 
a mistake to talk of the l\Iahomedan p~ople of India 
as though they were a homogeneous people of one 
nationality. The Mahomedans of Eastern Bengal are 
the descendants of Hindu converts, or are Hindu con
verts themselves, and have little or ao relation except 
that of religion with three-fifths of the :Mahomedan 
population of India outside the limits of Bengal, but 
also belonging to the native races of the north. So 
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far as the Mahomedan population .outside Bengal is. 
concerned, they have no objection to the restoration 
of Delhi, ·which they have alwayiil regarded as the· 
capit~l of historic India. They have shown; good 
will and have' gratefully acknowledged and accepted 
the change. Their position is very carefully safe
guarded under the Bill. They are perhaps the 
most backward part, or one of the most backward 
parts, of the population of the old Presidency of 
Bengal and they are keenly and. eagerly desirous 
'of new educational facilities. They are to have 
a new university. which will be largely used for 
the benefit of Mahomedans, and that is ene of the· 
.most valuable consequences connected with the new 
arrangements. They will form in the Presidency 
of Bengal rather more than half of the population. 
I could give the Hous~ statistics to prove that there
·Will be more Mahomedans than Hindus in the new 
Governorship, but, roughly speaking, they are about 
equally divided. In the Executive Council which has 
been appoin~ed by His Majesty the King for the 
Presidency, the Indian Member is a well-known 
Mahomedan. Again, it is the avowed and declared 
intention of the Government that the new Governor 
of Bengal must spend a substantial ·part of ~ach 
year in Dacca in the Government Building. It 

. is not to be a statutory provision, but the Maho
, medans of Eastern Bengal are perfectly entitled to 
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policy. +t ~as, J1~Vef b~el:! . the· policy pf t4~ 
British q(rve~nme~t ip ~ndia to interfere wi~h ~pd 
construct artificial regions, territories, and provinc~S: 
f9r the penefi~ qf pne rape ~r. op.e ~eligj~II. +hey · 
have always tried. ~o ·hold impartial~y. th~ ~a,lance 
between different races and religions. ·. · ' · 

LoRD CuRZON's PoLICY. 
' ' l. ,·" . ' !..·. . 

lf it he cl~imeq ~h~t t~~ policy of . p~rting 
Bengal in 1905 was ·a. poli~y int~nded to s~~ 
up a Maho'Q1ed~~ prq~~J:\ce, then I ~~y ~mphat!p~tllY 
that that departure from :British policy f9r whipq. 
Lord Curzon will stand revealed tq have . p~el). . 
guilty was a .far gre~t~~ biunde~ th~n his. \\;orsft 
critics ha v~ ~c~used ~i~ of· ·c(n~mittipg. Bq~ Lord 
Curzon will be ~he firs; , ~o adjllit ~hat ~here waS: 
no such policy. Sir J.D. Rees, who was welcom-: 
ed hac~ to the House in surroundiJ?,gs whic~ will be: 

·more conge~~al to ~is ulfra-Copservative views, 
talked abput. thi~ pew pol i~y as 11 r~versal of the old 
policy~ ~ dp not meap it di~re~pe!)tfully of one of 
the g~ratest Y~c~roys we have ever· h~d when I say· 
tha~ Lord Cur~on i~ this matter ~ad pq pqHcy of 
any sort or kind. He was a gre~t administratof. 
He produced efficiency which is one pf tpe mos~ 
cherished poss~ssio~s of the Indian Government a~ . 
the pfese~t m~m~n~. But ~i~ ~oncer~ ~a~ wi~9·~~; 
unwieldy pr9yi~ce. H~ found it too big, anq d~ter-
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mined to divide it. He moved nationalities about 
and he moved individuals about as though they were 
automatons. 

· :?IIR. :li!ALCOLM: The Ron. Gentleman is speaking now by 
leave of the House, and I wish to know whether he ca.n enter into 
this controversial matter, to which none of us can have the oppor
tunity of replying. 

MR. MoNTAGU : I apologise to the HoB. 
Memeer if he thinks that I am doing something I 
(1Ug~t not to do .. I quite appreciate that it is only 
by the courtesy of the House that I can speak now 
But Sir J. D. Rees charged us with reversing the 
old policy.· ' 

SIR J.D. REES: We did not discuss it. I would have done 
'so if I had been at liberty to do it. 

MR. MoNTAGU : The Hon. Member made the 
-charge that we were reversing Lord Curzon's policy, 
and I am defending the Government against that 
-charge. I wish to point out that much of the criticism . 
made by Hon. Members opposite this afternoon 
against this measure would have been more appro
priate if it had been directed againss a reversal or · 
policy which is going to happen. Sir Gilbert Par kef 
and Mr. Malcolm based their speeches upon the great 
.constitutional outrage which had been perpetrated 
by the Executive Government, which is increasingly 
_aggregating to itself powers, a.nd which is bringing 
about these changes before the consent of the Parlia
ment has been obtained. Mr. Malcolm is not quite 
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.accurate in his facts. He talked of two opportunities 
which the Honse of Lords had no opportunity of dis
cussing the matter before it was a settled fact. They 
took the opportunity of discussion on two occasions 
11.fter it had become a settled fact. In this Session of 
Parliament Hon. Members opposite co·uld have had 
similar opportunities by raising tpe subject on the 
Debate on the Address, or .they could have asked a 
day for the discussion of it afterwards. They delibe
rately did not .do so. Neither of these opportu~ities 
·have been taken: 

' ' \ ' 

MR. MALCOLM : The speaker has already ruled that it is out 
•of order. 

1\'LR. MoNTAGU: I do not understand that the 
Ron. Member is in a better position than myself 
to decide points o( order. The Bill concerns the 
whole of the re-partition of Bengal, the creation of 
the new provinces of Behar and Orissa, the segreg~
tion of Ass~m under a new Chief Commissionership, · · 
and these matters and nine-tenths of the Durbar 
.policy could. have been discussed m!l.der this Bill, 
and in so far as the removal of the capital was 
incidental to the changes in Bengal that was equally 
in order. That has not been -done by Hon. 
Members. They claim great patriotism in refusing 
.to discuss the matter. The ~ict of. the matter is 
'hat there are ·some acts which this House, or the 
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grea~ majority of its 'mep1h~rs, hfl,ve neyer claimed,. 
and rigptly never clairped, to criticjse. I suggest 
with reg~rd to pplipy in India that the practice of 
this lfo)l~e neyer )la~ peen to claim to criticise in 

. detail the administrations in India before , certain· 
acts h~v1:3 ·b~e~ accomplished. I base·· p1yseif upon· 
'the speec~ made by¥~· Gladstone on the Indian. 
Qouncils Act Amendment BiH in this House on· 
March 20, 18~2 It is not our ~usiness to de-
vise machinery fpr t~e purposes of Jndian (}overn-
men£. It is our business to give to those who 
represent Her Majesty in India ample information 
as to what we believe 'to be sound principles of 
Government, and of course it is the fnnct1on .of 
this House to comment upon any cases in which 
we:may think that they have failed to give due
effect to those principles." When Bengal was·divid· 
ed in 1905, there was no discussion in this House 
of Commons at all and n~ information or opport--
unity was givento the. House of expressing any 
opinion until after the proposals of the Government 
of India had been accepted by Mr. Brodrick, who 
was then Secretary. The fact is that these changes,. 
in w4ich so :r;nany interests are, involved of grave 

, Imperial concern and result, have always been dealt. 
with by, administrative action, and afterwards tl:i.e 
House of Com~ons has had its {)pportunity of. 

I ' • , 
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TitE "AGITATION.." AGAINST THE PARTITION. 

Sir J. D. Rees has thought .fit to· revive the old 
.charge that we are altering· the partition of Bengal 
in response to an agitation. All the information at 
the disposal of the Government of India is to the 
·effect that he is·totally misinformed. Lord Curzon, 
in making_ precise~y the Same allegation in the House 
·of Lords, relied on and quoted the authority of two 
gentlemen, ·One was an Indian gentleman who had. 
long been absent from Bengal altogether, and another,· 
·an Engiish writer who never wrote the words which 
Lord Cm·zon quoted. I venture to suggest that the 

.root of the Hon. Gentleman's objectiotds this, that 
there .are in India, as has often beerl said in this 
House, two kinds of agitation. One is the agitation 
which is the genuine expression of a; genuine grie
vance, or what the people believe to be one ; a grie
'Vance _against an outraged nationality ; an agitation 
which is the genuine desire for redress of something 
which is wrong. Then there are those agitators often.' . 
the anti-British purpose who take advantage of the· 
.existeii\]e of that grievance who are almost a pai'asitic 
,growth upon the legitimate unrest. That kind of 
agitation is ah:riost dead. it was . wisely handled 
:and severely repressed during Lord Morley's 
.Secretaryship of State, wh~n tord l\foriey and Lord. 
Minto used exceptional ~eastires for dealing with 
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that sort of agitation, which . was not genuine and 
could not be permitted to contin~e. But th~ real, 
deep, bitter· resentment against the line 'which Lord 
Cnrzon drew right ·across the Bengali-speaking 
district, the sentimental grievance, the grievance· 
of· unfair . and disproportionate representation, 
remained as deep after that long interval as it did 
when the new state of affairs was fi45t created .. 
That kind of agitation was at the root of every
thing that was threateningly wrong in India. I 
conceive it to be the wisest kind of statesmanship t(} 
investigate this grievance to see how. well-founded 
it was to remove the grievance· and to settle a 
national rWrong. So no one can say that we have 
responded to illegiti~ate ~lamonr or have done more 
than merely redress a·grievance which would remain 
as great as long as it lasted. · 

SIR J. D. REES: Does the H~n. Gentleman include the 
compounding of a felony by the Government of India. among these· 

'wise measures ? 

. MR~ MONTAGU : The Ron. Member is bringing. 
a new charge 1 which I will be happy in a .. general 
.Debate to prove to be as unfounded as any of the· 
9ther charges which he h~s brought. Bnt it would! 
be trespassing. too far on the matter before . the 
':gpuse at present to deal with it now. 
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THE QUESTION OF FINANCE. 

Mr. Malcolm asked me a question about> the 
finance in connection with the establishment of the 
new capital. The estimate with regard . to Delhi 

. remains to-day what it was. It is not possible yet 
to submit the revised estimate. The Ron. M.ember 
is at liberty to . suggest twelve millions. He has 
opportunities doubtless of . arriving at · a mere 
accurate figure than .. the Government of India. But ' 
the estimate given was put forward by the Govern
ment of 1Jldia and accepted by the Secretary of 
State with due ·regard to. the. existing difficulties. 
There are all sorts of offsets to be made. New 
buildings would have been necessary if the .seat 
of Government had remained unchanged, and'there 
is a certain amount of ·profit to set off against outlay, 
appreciation in the Government lands and the sale 
of certain lands and buildings. It. is a. rough 
general guess. The site is now being surveyed by 
an expert Committee, and as ROOD as the revised 
estimates are available they will, of course, ·be pre
sented to the House. But it is as fair to assume · 
that the expenditure· would be approximately ·four 
million pounds as to assume that it. would be 
approximately eight million pounds. · 

THE PROMISE OF "FEDERATION." 

Mr. Bonar Law, wi_th other members,·referred 
to the change of policy which was obtaining as the 
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result of this me~sure. lie quoted the words of 
Lord Crewe arid words of· my own in Cambridge, 
~rid he suggested' that there was a discrepancy 
between them. The despatch and the answer to 
the despatch have been published in the W4ite 
Paper, and the words of paragraph 3 are definite 
and unmistakable, and I should have thought would 
have admitted of no possible doubt. If a micros-

' ~opic examination can detect any difference .of 
meanirig in the words that I used at Cambridge and 
the. words which my chief used in the House of 
Lords, I will ask the House to attribute the differ-

. ~mce tt> the obvious difference o£ atmosphere bet
ween the other place and the platform in my own 
{)Oristituency. There is to be no immediate step, no 
resulting step as a coriseque~ce of ~he changes 
which 'the House this afternoon is passing, but 
surely, when every moving section of the people of 
india has got a poiicy, when' there are preachets 
snd teachers all over the country advocating this 
and that course of action, and some are advocating· 
. pdii~ies which are hostile to British interests, it was 
.not out ol pla.ce, I conceive, to show to the people 
{){ India, as Lord Rardinge did in paragraph 3 of 
this d~spatch, that there was a djre?tion in which 
the British occupation was tending; that there was 
some definite aim and object in which, in the 

I Qpinion ~f the Government in India; all, these 
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ehanges might be ~a-related, that we. were there, 
not merely to administer, but to deveiop India on 
a plan which had been brought out by those who 
had been advising the Secretary of State. That is, 
as I understand, the meaning of paragraph 3, and 
as such. I reg~rd it as one of the most important 
parts of that historic despatch. · 

THE PoLICY OF THE bPPOSITION. 

If there is one other matter which I might 
respectfully venture to put forward,· it is that I 
feel a deep regret that even those who confine their . 
rema1·k entirely to the way in which these changes 
have been brought about took a~ opportunity· by 
:some side phrases to express .their doubts of and · 
their disagreement with the' p0licy and the B.ill 
which carries it out. 

l SIR. GILBERT PARKER: I expressly said that I would forbear 
from making a single remark about chang~ of policy; and I did 
not make a.ny such remark. ' 

Mr. MoNTAGU : Arid then you added that there 
were large numbers of· people in India who had. 
grave doubts as to its efficacy. What I mean to say is 
that I should have thought it was quite Qlear to the 
people of India that what they believed to be a great 
step forward in the process of governing that country 
was the gift offered by His Majesty at the Durbar 
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on the advice of his responsible Ministers from the 
people of Great Britain in respect of party. And 
it is a mattf?r, I think, for regret that Lord Curzon~ 
who has spoken most on the subject, adopted an 
attitude of complete hostility, and so far as in this. 
debate any expression of opinion has come from 
those benches at all it has been either like that of 
Mr. 1\falcolm or like the assertion of Mr. Bonar 
Law. Why was it wrong for His Majesty most 
graciously to make this announcement himself at the· 
Durbar? Is it that Mr. Bonar Law objects to the 

-ptlicy of Durbar boons altogether, or is it simply that. 
people feel that there is a peculiar sanctity about a 
policy recommended by His Majesty the King on the 
advice of his Ministers which does not touch the· 
ordinary policy recommended by the Viceroy on 
behalf of His Majesty the King, and with the 
sanction of the Ministers ? If that is the criticism. 
then it is basej upon the partition of Bengal, and 
very much of what has been said falls to the ground. 
The same sanctity, in our opinion, would have 
attached to the Proclamation had it been made by 
the Viceroy as attached, and I think rightly, 
attached, to it when it was made by His Majesty 
the King. · 

Sm J.D. REES; The Opposition have not had an opportunity 
of discussing what was done under the cover of His MajeFty's. 
prerogative, and the Opposition and those who oppose this policy 
are really deprived of the opportunity of stating their objeetions. 
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Mr. Mo:NTAGU: I am . merely .suggesting tha~ 
there has been no difference in the treatment of the,. 
question from the an.nouncement having been made, 
by His l\Iajesty instead of by the Viceroy. It was .. 
announced in His Majesty's gracious speech from 
the T~rone at Delhi, instead of by Lord Curzon,. 
as in the partition of Bengal, by Viceregal Procla-· 
mations. In spite of the criticisms. whic~ have" · 
been made, and · notwithstanding some small 
qi..lestions of boundary readjustment which remain, 
I am profoundly convinced that t~is policy has been· 
welcomed by the overwhelming 111ajority of all races. 
atld all creeds, and that it wil! open, as Colonel Yate
has said, a n.ew era of peace, contentment and pro-. 
gress in India; There is every sign' upon the horizon· · 
which gives those who are proud .of the achievement-. 
of the Government in India of g;eat h~pe of increasint 
contentment, increil:sing prosperity, and increasing· 
consent of the Government to be governed by those· 
whose policy shows sympathy 'With their legitimate· 
aspirations. ' 

Beplying ' to the c1·iticisms in the House of· 
Commrms on .June 10,1912, on the third reading of. 
the Governmeiit.oj India Bill, Mr. Montagu sa.id :-

He would leave the discussion of· the finances. 
of Delhi to the Debate on the Indian Budget. All he: 
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would say now was that Delhi was being financed out 
-of windf~lls which were due to exceptional circum
·stances which did not render them available for the 
reduction.o£ taxation. It did not very much matter 
whether aebts were paid off with surpluses SU?h as 
these, and fresh loans contracted, or whether these 
surpluses were used directly for purposes for which 

." I 
:they were bound to borrow. 

The scheme. in . the Bill prqvided ·· for t~ 
:removal of the seat of the Government of India 
fxon!l Calcutta to Delhi. Calcutta was the seat 
-of .the Government of Bengal, and the difficulty of 
·disentangling the Government of India from that 
-of Bengal was so 'great that it would be far better 
.for both the Government of India and the Govern
'ment of Beng~l if they removed the seat of the 
Government of India to Delhi, which was not_ the 
-centre of any provincial Government. The word 
" provincial " was used in this sense, that it merely 
referred to the fact that the Government, whilst at 
Calcutta, was the centre of the Government of one of 
the provinc~s of India. It WiiS provincial in the 
sense that Caicutta was the. provincial centre of 

. Bengal, and, therefore, the Imperial Government 
of India was in the provincial centre of Bengal. 
He asserted without fear of contradiction that 
students of the Government of India for gener~tions 
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past had b~en l:J:npressed with the growing difficulty 
which wa~ presented by th~ two S!3tS of. Governmep.~ 
in the same place, inte~l~ced and intertwi:i:l~d~ so 
~hat those who were affected py the decisions ot 
one or ~}le other had difficulty ip. disent~nglipg thy' 
respolli1ipility. The Goy~rnment of India ~as :qovr 
going to Pelhi, ·which was not ~he centr~ of. a. 
provincial Government, b~ca~se i~ was strictly th~· 
encJav~ pf India, as •Washington was the enclav~·. 
of the "Q~ited St~tes of America. Sir J.D. R~es. 
so far ~s his position was based on the statement. 
that we were gojng from one province to another,. 
was misrepresenting the true state of ~he facts . to· 
the Honse. The same object might have been 
achieved possibly by making Calcutta the enclave,. 
and transferring th~ G-over.nment .of Bengal out of 
Calcutta. But, as the Han. Member would be the
first to admit, Oal~ut,t~ was' far too large· and 
important a commercial centre to be adapted to the 
purposes of ~4e ~mperittl. Government. 

Sir J :n. REES : ln what res:pect are tjle Government of Indi:~. 
and the Govemment of Bengal 'nterlaced and intertwined? Their-
functions are quite distin~t. · ·' ' 

Mr. MOJ)lTAGU said that he would send the H,on. 
Gentle!Jlaii papers '\' hich would ins~ruct him. Delhi 
was th~ ~~stori c ~entre of :J:ndia, and it W~J.S also th~ 
f~ilway c~ntre. It was frorp. many pqints of view the. 
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·most acceptable part of the great Empire to which to 
·remove the seat of the Government of India, for it 
was far nearer to Bombay and ·the whole of the 
East of India than Calcuttfl. was. It was also a 
I .·I • 

·cons1derable manufacturmg town already. He could 
not enter· into the dispute . between the Ron. 
·Member for Nottingham and the Government ·of 
India as .to the reverence 'felt. for Delhi by the 
·various peoples of India. He would only say that 
'his description of Delhi did not carry conviction to 
'him when he read such words as these which appear 
in paragraph 6 of the White Paper :-"Throughout 
"India, as far south as the Mahomedan conquest 
·extended, every walled town has its ' Delhi gate,' 
:and among the ma~~~s of the people· it is still 
•revered as the seat of the former Empire.'' 

THE FUNDAMENTAL ERROR OF THE CRITICS. 

So much for the removal of the Government to 
Delhi.. The fundamental error made by critics of 

,·the policy of the Governm~t of India was the sug
gestion that there had been a reversal of the Parti
tion of Bflmgal. He had been· accused of speaking 
in derogatory t~rms of Lord Curzon when he 
·suggested that Lord Curzon in these matters had 
no policy at all. It was merely a well-known 
fact. 'Lord Curzon was as great an administrator 
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-as India had ever had. He· had· found· a great 
provin~e of 98,000,000 people-( An Hon. Member: 
.. , Eighty-five millions ")-and had become acquaint
~d (as he had said) with th~ sca.ndalous mal~ad

ministration whic4 was going on in the eastern parts 
-of BengaL He had found that owing to its 
'Vast size, it was quite impossible to administer the 
province according to modern ideas. So Lord 
-Gurzon decided to divide it, but he did not divide it 
with the idea of making a Mahomedan State, or wit'h 
.a view to redress alleged Mahomedan grievances. 
There was no policy underlying it; it was merely 
:an administrative reform to produce efficiency. He 
-could quote from Lord Curzon's own words:~ 
What was the particular· line to be drawn was a 
matter not for the Viceroy. ~The line was settled 
by consultati~n and discussions between the Locah 
'Governments and the officials" Lord Curzon was 
not concerned to find 'where the line was drawn at 
all. He wanted to split up an unwieldy province 
and make two parts of it which would be more 
wieldy. Bitter experience had taught that even in_ 
the sacred cause of efficiency we could not move 
masses or the population about and destroy their 
national ideals without regard to their thoughts 
and opinions: . . . ' ' 

The EARL of RONALDSHAY: What a.m. I to understand by 
the Hon, Gentleman's statement as to mo_ving masses of 
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popula.tion abou~? Nobody has ever suggested moving the-
population. · 

. lY.Ir. MoNT4GU explained that he meant moving 
them from one Government to another. You 
could not order the m.a:p. to pease.to be a subject of 
the Goverp.ment of Bengal and put him into Eastern 
Bepgal wi~hout, very se~;ious consequences, even in 
the cause of efficiency. It did require investigation 
as to whether the line-. . . 

· ·&ir J. D, REES: The man remains where he is. 

Mr. MoNTAGU : The Hon. Gentleman is per·· 
fectly righ& in saying that the man rem9.ins where 
he is,, but is no longer in Bengal. 

Sir J.D. REES: He is subject to the same' class of adminis
. t;ra.tion, 

MR. MoN~AGU, continuing, said that the 
Government had therefore, because the unrest. 
produced militated against the efficiency which Lord 
Curzon desired, done over again in the light of 
experience of Lord·Curzon's work. · 

A BETTER PAHTITION. 

There was :p.ow a partition of Bengal, not into 
two pieces, but into three pieces, and all they claimed 
was that, having regard to the fact thatthey had kept 
the nationai boundaries, their partition was .. a. better 
one than Lord Cu~zon's,and likely to produc~ greater 
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efficiency, because. it was more ·acceptable to the . 
population. Lord Ronaldshay might say that what .. 
,f:Jver the motives of Lord Curzon were, a 1\faho
m~dan State came into existence, and the 1\faho
medans had a right to expect 'that the state of.affairs. 
should remain for ever, and that theGovernment. 
had in that sense broken their pledge to the Maho .. 
medans of Eastern Bengal. These . were serious. 
charges. Nobody knew better than the member for 
East Nottingham how what was said in these 
Debates found its way to India. Nobody had been 
more vehement in criticising members below the 
gangway on this ground, and he hoped the Hon. 
Member would hav~ serious misgivings about his 
own utterances that afternoon, when he had brought; 
accusations of breach of faith and of pledges, no~ 
only against Lord Crew and the Government hare •. 
but against the whole ·fabric of the Government in 
India, who were jointly responsible for these great 
changes. The Hon. Member regretted, and the 
noble lord regretted, that there should be any idea 
in India that we had broken our pledges. But how 
much had the Hon. Member not done to encourage 
that idea by words carel4lssly thrown out which 
were without a. shadow of foundation ? · 

Sm J. D. REES said he only pointed out the facts. 

lt!R. MoNTAGU said the Hon. Gentl.eman's 
alleged facts were not facts. 

1 
The words which had 
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been continually quoted against the Government in 
that Debate were the words of Lord Morley, "The 
partition is a settled fact.''· He would ask the 
noble lord to be good enough to read Lord Morley's 
ewn speech on this subject in the House of Lords. 
Lord Morley was a member of the Government 
responsible for this Bill, as he was when he used 
the famous words, "The partition is a settled fact." 
What. Lord Morley meant was that the great im
provement of administration which was to result 
from the sub-division of Bengal could never again 
be sacrificed, and that the partition of Bengal could 
never be reversed. There had been no reversal. 
What was to be the meaning of the words " settled 
fact" in. politics ? ·Were they to mean that a thing 

..,once done should never be modified in the light of 
experience? However badly it had been done, were 
they all to sit and admire it for generation after 
generation without having the courage to a,lter it ? 
That was a theory of crystallised conservatism 
which he believed to be the worst that could be 
applied to a quickly changing and developing coun
try like India. 

THE MAHOMEDANS OF EASTERN BENGAL. 

The Mahomedans of Eastern Bengal had lost 
nothing by this change. At the commencement 
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Eastern Bengal was not the oVerwhelming Maho
medan' State some ·critics seemed to think it was, 
.At the commencement of last year the Legislative 
.Council in Eastern Bengal included ten Rina'us . 
. What had the Mahomedans· got now ? They h~d 
,got their new university. One of the seats of 
·Government of the new · P1·esideri.cy of Bengal 
was at Dacca: ' They were governcid under Lord 

, ·Carzon's scheme from Dac~a by a Lie~tenant
~Gover~or-:-the . Lieutenant-'GoverDOl' of Eastern 
Bengal, who had no Executive Council. Sir J.D. 
Rees poured scorn on the difference 1 between 
;a Lieutenant-Governor and a Governor. Surely 
he forgot that the Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern 
~engal had no Executive Council. The Governor 
·Of Eastern Bengal has an Executive Council. 

SIR J.D. REES : And th~ Lieutenant Governor of Bengal had 
:an Executive. 

Mr. MuNTAGu': The Ron. Member is wrong 
in his facts. The· Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern 
Bengal had ~o Executive, 

SIR J.D. REES: Bengal, I said. 
' 

Mr. MoNTAGU was afraid· the Ron. Member 
·was now, getting excited.~ (Laughter.) He was 
treferring to the . Mahomedans of Eastern Bengal. 
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The Mahomedans were . in form governed under· 
LordCurzon from Dacca by a Lieutenant-Governor,. 
who had no Executive Council to assist him. Under . ' 

the"" new scheme they were governed still from 
Dacca for certain portions of the year by the Gover
nor of Bengal, who would be assisted by an Executive 
Council, and they would, therefore, have a more· 
modern and up-to-date system of Government. 
Further than that, when· the Partition of Bengal 
was brought about, Eastern Bengal had no repre
sentative Legislative Council, because the Reform 
Bill of Lord Morley and Lord Minto was in 1909~ 
The form of Government Mahomedans would enjoy 
now would be better and more efficient than the· 
old Government. When the partition was brought 
about, the l\Iahomedans ·of Eastern Bengal were 30· 
.rer cent. of a popalation of over ·~o millions. Now 
they would be about 50 per cent.' of a population of 
50 millions. Under the partition they were about. 
35 per cent. of the old population of Eastern Bengal. 
In numbers, in form of Government, in position,. 

the Mahomedans of Eastern Bengal had lost. 

absolutely nothing by the modificatien of the parti· 
. tion. In addit.ion, though it was only a sid~ question •. 

the .. present Indian Mem\>er of the Executive·, 

Council of the G'overnor_ of Bengal was a Maho-. 

medan .from Eastern Beng~l. 
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THE CLAIM OF CALCUTTA. ' 
II·\, 

He desired, in conclusion; to deal with two . 
•criticisms made by Sir ,'.J;D. ):tees. The Hon. 
Member had referred to the position of the meJ)lber 

.·for Commerce and Industry. ·He said. he ·had been 
:asked to voice the opinion of· the Chambers of 
Commerce, and then showed that he meant t,he 
{}hamber of Commerce in Bengal. . He would be 
'the last to detract from the great importance. of: that 
representative Chamber of the grea;test comr:p.ercial 
·COm'munity in India. But it was only thatChamber 
which. was anxious to have its objections to this 
policy represented. Naturally, what Calcutta lost, 

' ' ' "' ' 

Bombay and Karachi gained. If .the Hon. Member 
would come to the India Office and read the files 
·Of the newspapers in India, which he had carefully 
.collected ever since this reform scheme came into 
being, he would be struck by the remarkable way in 
whic;h the serious alarm of the Chamber of Commerce 
in Calcutta had been isolated anq ignored by the rest 
<Jf European opinion from one end of the ·country 
to the other. He thought that alarm was probably 
based on a misapprehension : and he believed that 
.whemthe scheme was seen at work the fears of the· . 
.commercial community in Calcutta would be. 
:;~~Hayed, and that they would share in what was the· 
-enthusiastic welcome of this scheme from the va$t 
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majority of the people of all classes and races in the, 
great Empire of India. 

THE CHARGE OF SuRRENDER To AGITATION. 

There was one further matter he felt bound to· 
refer to. The Government had' been accused or 
giving way to agitation and irresponsible clamour .. 
The House would have noticed a very curious 
i~consistency in the way in which this charge 
was brought. It was levelled with great vehemence 
by Sir J. ·D. Rees, who immediately afterwards 
quoted from Lord Minto _,an assurance that there· 
was no agitation and no clamour to which to give 
way. He could not have it both 'Yays; he· could' 

· not say. that there was no agitation to which to give· 
way, and immediately afterwards award blame for· 
having given way to an agitation that never existed. 
The fact of the matter was that in Bengal, as in s? 
many other countries, the large, overwhelming, and 
almost universal number of the inhabit1:1.nts were· 

· peaceful, law-abidil!g, and loyal citizens. There was. 
a small-very small and insignificant-minority of' 
irresponsible agitators. He challenged the House to 
say, looking back over history since 1906, that. 
the Government which h$ was there to represent 
had been supine in putting down the agitation 
which was the work of that insignificant, disloyal,.. 
and -rebellious·· minority. Lord Minto himself 
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brought back from India, as one of the greatesi 
triumphs of his rule, the way in which he and 
Lord Morley put down and, as he believed, stamped 
out 'What was known as the seditious movement in 
India. But there were two ways of stamping out 
sedition, and neither was complete without the other. 
TP.ey had not only to punish the seditious, but they 
had to remove the just causes of complaint which 
brought recruits to the ranks of the seditious, and 
which, therefore, prevented repressive legislation 
from having the effect they desired, whilst'there was 
the slightest suspicion to make honest men's minds 
uneasy that those responsible for the Government 
of the country were not quick to redress legitimate 
grievances. The Government of India believed that 
the real feeling-spreading fal: beyond the miserable 
confines of the seditious, disloyal, and rebellious~ of 
wounded nationality, of wounded race susceptibili
ties, of unfair treatment, which had resulted from 
the Partition, was as strong on Durbar Day as if; 
ever was when the irresponsible agitation existed. 

He hoped Lord Ronaldshay would not think he 
was making any accusation against him, but n() 
greater disservice could be done to the Government 
of India. than car;essly to lump together in speech 
an agitation such as the presentation of a. petition 
against the University at Dace~, and, let them say, 
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the agitation that was punished by deportation. The 
<>ne was a legitimate vVestern method of gaining 

· access to those who were in authority and in a country 
like India the responsibility of those who governed to 
listen to grievances when they were represented 
was even more vital than in a country where votes 
were the armoury of those who were governed. If 
in any, part of his speech he had shown irritation 
with anything that had fallen from Hon. Members 
opposite, he could only plead as an excuse that a 
-charge of broken pledges against a Government, 
annoying and irritating and wounding as it might be 
in domestic affairs, could not be ignored and must 
be met by a Government which had the over
whelming responsibility of the good Government of 
India·to answerfor. It was because he believed he 
ha.d answered a charge which he wished had never 
been made on a subject in which party politics played . 
no part that he ventured confidently to commend this 
Bill to the House, a Bill which, he beli~ved, would 
lead to the improved ,Government and the greater 

, peace of a country which benefited to a greater 
'degree eyery day by the fact that the British people 
were responsible for its governmen~. (Hear, hear.) 
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SPEECH DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

IN MAY 1913. 

Mr. Montagu said that in the unavoidable absence 
·Of the Secretary for Foreign Affairs it fell'to his lot 
to explain the policy of his Majesty's Government 
.and the Government of India bn the subject of the 
resolution before the House, 'Personally he. wel
·comed the fortune of the ballot which had· given 
them an opportunity of discussing the question, not 
,only because he thought the discussion itself would 
be of considerable. value, but also because it would 
relieve the always inadequate debate on· the Indian 
Budget of one oi the subjects which always loomed 
very largely. Any one listening to the debate 
might, be pardoned for thinking that the House of 
·Commons was once again reiterating its detestation 
·of this trade, while there was a Government in 
office deaf to all entreaty which refused to take. any 
-steps to translate the views of the ·House of Com
lllons into action. Mr .. Taylor had been the first 
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of the speakers to pay a tri}mte to the Government. 
for what had taken plac~1 in recent years. The 
opium traffic was in a flourishing condition at the 
beginning of the sixte~nth century. It had bt:en 
going on ever since. No member of the House could 
read the' history of the traffic without serious mis
givings · as to whether Great Britain had not. 
fallen far short of her Imperial ideals upon several 
occasions during that time. There was satisfaction 
in the fac~ -that there had always been in the House 
of Commons a small but growing number of men 
who had never faltered in their determination to 
urge the cessation of the traffic, and its ultimate· 
extinction of this trade ought to be placed first and 
foremost to the credit of such men as Sir Joseph 
Pease, Mr; Samuel Smith, Sir Mark Stewart, Mr. 
Henry Wilson, and Mr. Taylor himself. When the 
present Government came into office in 1906 the 
opium, traffic with China was flourishing, legalised,. 
unthreatened. No end was in sight. If anyone 
had then predicted that in a short period of year& 
an Indian Finance Minister would have viewed 

· without excessive emotion· or even panic a. total 
loss of the· Indian revenue derived from the Indo
Chinese opium traffic he would have been regarded 
as a wrong-headed visionary. ' But the whole· 
complexion of the situation was changed when 
it wa~. demonstrated ·beyond doubt that there was 
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in China. a large numJ>er of men who abhorred the
traffic, and were determined to put a ·stop to it, and 
when it was found that the Government of China. 
acting on behalf of the Chinese people, were anxious 
to rid themselves of the terrible curse. In spite
of the-remarks which had fallen from Sir. J.D. Rees, 
he would like the House to accept it as indisputable 
that the Chinese Government and people, as a whole 
were with earnestness and courage ridding themsel-· 
ves oi opium (Ministerial cheers). On this 'question 
there w.as no reason for cynicism or for scepticism,, 
and no work for the scoffer and the sneerer. . (Minis
terial cheers.) All the evidence pointed to that conclu •. 
sion, and when one knew the proverbiai difficulty of 
getting rid of an old habit, when one realised how 
widespread was the opium habit, the extent of the 
country, and the size of the population, he asserted 
without fear of contradiction that the history of th@' 
wo~Jd showed few actions comparable to the effm:ts. 
now being made by the Chinese people to rid them
selves of a drug that was sapping the manhood of 
the nation and destroying their chance of develop
ment. {Cheers.) China had shown an example of 
moral courage which was rare in the history. ol the
world. That was the situation with which Lord 
Morley and Lord Minto had to. deal. But for this. 
desire on the part of China any self-sacrifice on the
part of India would have been useless. It would.. 
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"have simply meant for China the· establishment of 
:a Chinese :monopoly. We should have lost our 
revenue and would not have benefited the people 
of China in the slightest. They had to consider in 
-~vincing sympathy for the . Chine~e attitude what 
,course would be most useful and likely to help 
·-china itself. China had an almost over-~helmingly 
diffic~lt task. She bad not only to get rid of 
·opium growth in China, but to deal with the · 
desire of people for opium. If therefore, we had 
·suddenly ceased to send any opium to China, the 
result would have been to give a few incentive to 
<Jpium growing In China. According what the 
·Chinese suggested was the pari passu policy-the 
policy of stopping imports as she stopped her gro
wth. He hoped they would not talk about forcing 
·China to take opium. China wanted to rid herself 
.of opium and asked for our co-operation. As a free 
agent she asked us to conclude a treaty, agreed to 
that treaty, and expressed satisfaction with it as a , 
·means of assisting her in getting rid of the opium 
·she grew in China itself. And so io 1907 the Indian . 
:Government, acting through his 'Majesty's Govern7 

· ment, ;;Lgreed to extinguish the Indian opium trade 
with China in ten years on condition that in the same 
:time China extinguished her growth of opium. The 
·extinction of the poppy in China went on at such a. 
,rate than in 1911,-at the end of a trial period, the 
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. Chinese Governm~nt suggested a rilodification.ofth& 
treaty with a view ·to quickening this pa~i passu 
policy. The treaty was accordingly modified.· We
adopted the plan of certificating the opium" which 
was to go into China, and we "agreed to abandon OUJ! 

treaty rights ·of iiJ1porting opium . into China in dis" 
criminately, and to stop the 'importation into any' 
part which might be proved to, be free .from opium, .. 
so that any province of the Chinese empire could 
rid itself at 'once of Indian opium if it could prove
that it had no opium of its own. The three ·Man
churian provinces alfd Szechuan; by far the largest, 
of the poppy growing provinces of China, and Shan'si 
we~·e closed at the end of August, 1911. Two more'. 
provinces, Chihli and Kwangsi, were closed in 
January, 1913, ttnd His Majesty's Government 
have also agreed that three others-Hunan, Anhui,. 
and Shantung-should be subject to a joint jnves-
ti£ation, with 1a view to their closure if the result is. 
satisfactory .. 

THE END IN SIGH'l'. 

Under the other parts of the treaty of 1911,. we 
had a right to sell to China 16,580 chests of opium 
this year, 11,461 next year, 10,200 in ] 915, 5,100· 
in 1916, and that was the edd of the Indian-Chinese 
opium trade, (Hear, hear.) That may no~ be 

. "\. 

so quick a.s some people would wish, but the· end. 
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is in sigli:t in 1916 of a traffic o~er 400 years old, 
:an end which could not be seen at all seven years 
:ago, when this Government came into power. The 
·situation had been complicated by the accumulation 
of approximately 20,000 chests of opium in the 
·treaty ports. These accumulations were due to the 
-disregard of treaty engagements of some of the 
provincial governments. In some of these pro
vinces, opium was actually being grown by the 
farmers with impunity. His own beiief was 
·that the accumulations never represented a desire 
of the Central Chi11~se Government to shirk 
its treaty obligations, but were merely an index of 
the trouble which the. Chinese Government ·w.ent 

: through in its transition from an Empire to a 
Republic. Now that better order had been restored 
these stocks were no longer lying at the treaty 
-ports, but were going into the country in a re~lar 
way, competing with the Chinese native opiu:q1, 
exc~pt in the provinces that had been closed, at 
the rate of 2,000 chests a month. Roughly 
speaking, in a little over a year the difficulty will 
Mve disappeared; To send. the. stocks elsewhere 
would constitute an abandonment of the pari passu 
policy, and would· embarrass the Chinese Govern
men,t. For if the den1ands of those who smoked 
·opium in China were not met by imports, there 
would be an incentive to grow the poppy in China. 
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In· order, therefore, to assist China the Indian 
•Government was prep~red to take a third step in 
advance. They had · abandoned altogether the 
revenue derived ;rom the sale of opium to China 
for this year, an were to-day selling no,opium to 
·China. . He was in . as ·proud a position as an 
Under-Secretary for India had ever occupied in 
·saying for the first time in the modern history of 
India that we were selling not an ounce of the poppy 
t~ China;. (Cheers.)· When' the present stocks 
were absorbed in, roughly speaking, a year's 
time we should have the treaty right in response 
to China's own demand, to sell her.. 26,781 
chests more, but he was glad· to be able to 
tell the House that notwithstanding that we · 
might get 'from· these chests some eleven :millions 
·sterling of revenue, notwithstanding that we had a 
right to go on selling to any province in China In 
which opium was st\11 being grown, we were pre
:pared to revise the treaty of 19ll...;..(Hear, hear)
.and not to send. an~ more opium to China-not 
only this year or while the stocks were being 
absorbed, but never again. (Cheers.) The single 
condition was that' we desired to be satisfied that 
China was steadfast, as was believed, in the pursuit 
of her present policy. That condition was in the 
·interests of China herself. (Cheers.) · We were in 
the satisfactory position of being able to S(ty.that 
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the traffic from India to China in opium was dead,. 
and would never be reneweCl unless China showed 
by her own action that she would not actually benefit. 
by the cessation of the importation of Indian 
opium. The. growth of the poppy in India would 
be reduced to an amount sufficient to supply the 
Indian and the extra-Chinese markets. He_believed 
the whole force of British public opinion would be 
with the Government in· the response they had made 
(Cheers.) We had been able not only to respond 
to the request ~f the Chinese Republic for the· 
prayers of the Churches in this country, but to show 
in the House of Commons a real sympathy with 
Chinese desires· by the action now being taken .. 
(Cheers.) He asked the House to acknowledge the
debt owing to the representatives, so far as there 
were any, of the people of India, who at a time 
when India was quickening, and money was much 
needed had, so far as could be seen, with the excep· 
tion of a few isolated grumblers, cheerfully foregone· 
this, source ·of revenue, and accepted the arrange· 

· ment. lHear, hear.) 

Sir J. D. REES asked what was to 'be done with the opium· 
which was held up in Shanghai. 

Mr. MoNTAGU replied that the opium in Shan· 
ghai and Hong Kong would be released at the rate: 

· of ~,000 chests a' month, and, it was anticipated,. 
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would be absorbed in about a. year in the ordinary 
way of trade. As the controversy was ending' that 
night, he wished also to pay a tribute to those, who 
had brought this question constantly before the 
Honse, and, above all, he wished to congratulate 
his hoti. friend (Mr. Theodore Taylor) on the 

. tet·mination of his labours. (Cheers) His name, 
with others, would be a~sociated .with the termina~ 
tion of this traffic, and he ventured to suggest as 
another field for their actiyities the havoc that was 
being brought by morphia and cocaine, as was 
pointed out at the last Hague Conference. The 
Government were ready w ratify the agreem~nt 
co tile to at the Conference to in1roduce the necessary 
legislation to prevent the harm revealed, but there 
were two or three Gr,ertt Powers lagging behind. 
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:In the course of a speech to his constituents at 

Riston. on March 28, 1914, Mr. Monta.gu, M. P., 
Under-Secretary of State for India, said: , 

It is not now a suitable opportunity or place to 
-enter into a leJ?gthy discussion or account of the 
impressions I formed in India. Indeed, the duty of 
.a Minister who has been permitted this great 
-opportunity of investigation must largely-be to use 
his information inside his offlce and not on the 
platform. I have only to thank you for the generous 
.confidence which alone made it possible for me to go 
;and I have to tell you that I am confident of the 
.complete success of my journey. I was met with 
.tlie splendid hospitality so characteristic of those 
brave men and women o,n whose shoulders rest the 
heavy responsibility of a task of increasing difficulty 
.and increasing demand. I was honoured with the 
.confidence of British and Indian, and, in the 15,000 
miles I travelled, was able to see something of the 
unending varieties of Indian conditions, and meet 
the great leaders of Indian opinion as well as our 

I 
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.Officials. I cannot find words in which to tha~k 
them for all that they did for me, and if I can prove 
rlio them that we at the India Office are a'nxious to· 
:appreciate the difficulties and problei,U s · of Indian 
Administration both from the British and Indian 
•points.of view in a personal sense as well as by 
·despatch a~d in replies t0 petitions, I h~pe to offer 
them some return for their confidence and welcome. 

Courage is the attribute of the Government of 
India which I would place first, courage and single
.purposed strength begotten of\ confident belief in 
in the humanity and essentiality uf British Govern
ment. What better object lesson, what better example 
-of this, can one have, than the splendid courage of 
Lord and ·Lady' Hardi1;1ge on 1December 23 last, 
when the British Government entered the new 
·Capital of Delhi? The hideous act of a miserable 
.anarchist led to an escape from death . which can 
literally be calculated in fractions of an inch, and 
yet, by the wounded Viceroy's own orders, the 
procession continued, and the Briti~h Raj was
.firmly installed in the capital of the Great Moguls. 
I do not think history records greater physical 
·courage than was shown that day, or greater honesty 
·Of mind than was shown in the great speech · I, 
.heard in January, with which the Viceroy-still 
~ith pieces of the miscreant's missile in.·his back~ 
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announced · his unfaltering confidence in the: 
peo,ple of I1;1dia. And his courage and our policy.· 
can plead itsjustification in the joy with. which his 
complete recovery has been witnessed .and the con
demnation ofthe outroge throughout the whole of 
India .. J can· only :say in this connexion, for I do 
not want·to spend your tiri:te. in India to-day, that 
the wisdom of the Durbar policy must be recognisecl 
by anyone who visits India, now, but 'that we must 
not forget that anarchy exists in I,ndin,, fostered 
!rom hidden som:ces, . some possibly beyond 
the Empire its.elf, wholly independent of polit.ical 
agitation yielding in no way to political treatment,. 
and requiring the rigour of the Executive and the 
~o-operatio'n of ali Indi<J.ns in stamping it out. 

In another p::nt of bis speech Mr. l\fontaga. 
~efene~ .to the silver ,purchases. 

He said some people had thought fit to
bring against his · pe~;~onal hon~ur charges of cor
ruption based on the fact, that Lord Crewe had · 
purchased silver, to the great gain of taxpayers, 
of India, in the normal cot1rse of business and with
ou.t his knowledge-for it was llot in his Depart
mei{t,-through his brothel''s fir~, a· firm with 
which he happened to have no persona,! cqnnexion,' 
/He could only express a certain amoun~ of family 
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J>ride that his brother's firm were ·successful in 
~arrying out the wishes of the Government of India, 
.and after the speeches of ·the Prime Minister a~d 
the answers given to· questions in the House there 
was no sing!~ respectable person of either· political 
party who believed that there was anything in the 
~barges whatever. 
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Lord Inchcape presided at a dinner of the 
Liberal Colonial Club at the Criterion Restaurant. 
on February 19, 1914, when :Mr. E. S. 1\fontagu, 
who has just been transferred from the Under
Secretaryship for India to the Financial Secretary
ship to the Treasury, opened a discussion on" Land 
Problems in India and England." 

I am painfully aware that I ought to begin by
saying, first, that India is a very large land, or 
rather sub-continent, sheltering some 317,000,000· 
souls of every langu~ge, race and creed; secondly,. 
that the problems o£ its administration are a sealed 
book to all but the experts and :that the experts· 
learn by long experience that nothing is to be 
learned ·about India; thirdly, that of all adminis
trative proqlems that of the !arid is the one which 
is sealed with seventy times seven seals. Yet I am 
tempted to leave . out for once in a way the time
honoured warning. There are of course great and 
essential di:ffere~ces between the land systems in 
India and those to which we are accustomed ; and 
we can best clear the ground by fixing them in our 
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minds at th~ ·outset. When .once the ground is 
cleared, we shall be ready, I hope, to see what are 
the positive lessons which India has to teach us .. 

In Indillj you find the state inheriting the im:~ 
memorial claim of the ruler to Jl part of the pro
ceeds of. land cultivation. The Moghul Emperors 
to whom we succeeded interpreted their c]aim·in a 
spirit of Eastern magnificence ; , they fixed, one
third of the gross· produce as a fair share. for the 
ruler te take. It is hardly necess:1ry to say 
that·. the British Government bas been. a great 
deal more modest ; but it has accepted the 
principle, ahd · continues to hold the positioJ:!. of 
premier partner in the land; that is to say, in· by 
far the greatest and most permanent source of 
livelihot>d in the country. It is impossible to define 
this feature of Oriental sovereignty in the precise 
terms of Western:· economics, Perhaps it will be 
enough to say, very generally, that the land 
revenue taken by the State in India is something 
more than a tax, because the revenue-collecting 
authori~ies undertake at the sa:me time a number 
of paternal duties more , or less like those of a. 
beneficent lord of the manor ; anq it is something 
less than a rent, because the State has recognised 
or even created individual proprietorship in land,. 
while reserving its right to revenue from the are~s 
so assigned. It will not, at any rate, l think., 
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interfere with the plan of this paper if I am allowed, 
.like Dr. Johnson when he was pressed for exact 
details concerning the life hereafter, to ,, leave the 
subject in obscurity." The practical. points to re .. 
m'ember are that the claim to land revenue i8 
readily accepted by the people whose traditions it 

follows : that it provides, with a minimum chance 
for oppression on the one hand or for evasion on the 
other, a' stable con'tribution amounting usually to 

.no less than t~vo-fi.fths (20,000,000 sterlingl of the 
net revenues of Gove1:nment; and that it is practi
cally the only impost of any importance that it 
is paid by the agricultural classes which form some· 
thi;g like two-thirds of the entire population of 

· India, and whose income, so far as it comes from 
agriculture, is ex :nnpt from any form of income-tax. 

DoMINANT PowER. 

· My ~rst point, then,, is that the State in India. 
' is a dominant pow~r ·in land administration, with 

powers of control that so f:tr we have hardly dared 
to contemplate in this country. My-second point 
is that underneath the State, with its functions ol 
superior landlord, the grouping of the agricliltnral 
classes, a.s we shall see, is peculiar. ·Where there 
are landlords below the State, cdmpetition for the 
land in India, as' in Ireland, has squeezea the tenant 
a good deal more than it has in Eng lana. ; there is 
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no distinct labouring class underneath; as' we know 
it to form an economic background on which the 
pressure can be conveniently, if perhaps immorally, 
worked off. The Indian tenant or cultiV<1tor is a 
small man holding, we might say, a five-acre plot. 
We can return to this point later in discussing 

' tenant.law·and practice in India. In the meantime 
it will be useful to begin with a description of the 
way in which the claim to land revenue is enforced 
in order to form an idea of the basis on which the 
land system is worked. 

In assessing and collecting the land revenue, 
the Government has to deal with a number of 
-classes of landhold.ers. To avoid the con1plication 
of using Indian names, I will try to define ·.the 
members of the heirat·chy in my own terms, aJways 
on the undet·standing that definition in EI}glish 

. phraseology is an elusive matter. At the head is the 
State as superior landlord, levying revenue which, 
if paid to a_ privat,e individual, would be called rent. 
Below the State there are two main divisions of 
landholders. In the one you find landlords, who 
may either be individuals, representing for the 
most part the successors of the great contrac- 1 

tors to whom revenues Wtlre framed out , in 
pre-British days, or Ja,'ndlord conuuunities letting 
their common holding. They differ of course from 
British landlords as we know them in that their 
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right to the possession of the soil is qualified by the 
revenue claims of Government. Below these are· 
tenants, paying rent to their landlords but ·not. 
directly to the State. The second main division 
consists of petty occupants or peasant proprietors, 
who hold their lands under the State without. 
an. intermediary in the shape of a· landlord,. 
and consequently pay revenue direct to the 
State. Although many of them are practieally
estahlished as landowners, they are allowed 
as a class the right of escaping the whole or any 
part of the revenue liability by relinquishing the 
whole or1any part of their .holdings, in fact, they 
are to t,be State as the average ,tenant is to the 
average landlord in England. I propose to refer to· 
the two divi~ions as ' landto.rds' and ' cultivators' 
respectively. In the one division the tenants, and 
in the other the cultivators, usually till . the soil 
themselves, though occasionally with the aid of 
labourers whose wages are paid in kind. 

The general principle of revenue assessment. 
in the landlord areas is that the State is entitled to· 
a share of the 'net assets' of the landlords, which 
are taken to represent the rents received plus the
rental value of the lands occupied of the landlords. 
themselves. The basis of assessment is namrally 
the rent-roll; supplemented or checked where 
necessary by direct valuation of the output of the· 
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·soil. The proportion of the net assets claimei by
Govern men~ :usually varies somewhere between 
45 and 55 per cent; in fact, a share of one-half may
be taken as . a. fai! index, though not by any 
means as a positive rule. r would\ like to quote
at this. point two . principles laid down in a.. 
comprehensive statement of the Government's land 
revenue policy issued in 1902. They are as follows:-

(1)' 'That in ~reas where th~ State receives its~ 
land revenue from landlords, progressive moderation 
is the key-note of the poliQy of Government, and 
that the standard of 50 per cent. of the assets is
one which is almost uniformly observed in practice,. 
and is more .. often departed from on the side of 
deficiency than of excess.' 

{2) ' That in the same areas the State has not. 
objected, and does not hesitate, to interfere by 
legislation to proteCt the interests of the tenants. 
against oppression at the hands of the landlords.' 

The first of these allows free scope for elastic: 
treatment where it is called for ; the second shows 
that the Government rejects the short-sighted policy 
of acquiescing in a high scale of rents merely for
the sake of extra revenue that cculd be assessed 
thereon. To ~urn to tl:-e cultiv:tted areas, the State
takes a varying proportion-usually a good deal less
than one-half-of what is known as the 'net pro~· 
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oduce' of the'land; th~t i's to say, gross profits, mhu+s 
· -the cost of cultivation. It will be noticed that revenue 

·is assessed on .the actual cultivator's own profits where 
:the States deal ·direct with the cultivators aad on 
.~ental profits. alone where the States deal \vith the 
dandlord. This is explained by the fact that in the 
-cultivated at·eas the State itself stands in the reb
ition of landlord to· the c~ltivator, so that the revenue 
,in ·this case .corresponds more directly to rent. I 
.ru.ay mention by the way that in the gt·e,a.t cultivated 
:tracts of Bombay; the system is peculiat· in that 
revenue·· is assessed· on a system of classifying the 
:fieids according to their probable fertility, and Mt, 
.one of valuation of the net produce oLthe land. 

UEVISION oF AssESSMENT. 

Continual re-assessment on these lines fl'om 
. _year-to-year would of course be a hoP,el~ssly cum

brous and .harassing procedure. In nearly every 
province · there is a. periodical revision of the 
·revenue demand, known as- a ' settlement', 
·which is undertaken once in a cycle varying ft·om 
-'20 to so· years, .and the amount then assessed holds 
:good for the term of the settlement, subject to such 
,minor adjustments or remissions as special circum
·stances in each year may make ad~isa,ble. There 
:.is, h~wever, a. very important exception to the system 
.of recurring assessment, or' temporary settlement, 
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as it is kno• n, "bith is r:rt a lit.tle instructi"e in 

its working. In the last quarter of the' eighteenth 
centur~·, at a time when administrrt tors were
under the conviction that. the best · way of , 
securing prosperity on the la11d was to free the, 
hands o1 the landlords as ·far. as possible, the· 
re\'enue payable in certain landlords' areas was . ' 
declared to be permanently settled, and Govern-
ment definitely abrogat-d from that date any claim 
to shat·e in ibe increased proiits that were sure to
come ·with the rise in the value t,f the properties. 
Consequently, in the greater part of Bengal, in 
s0me of the. districts of Benares to the west and in 
pat·ts of the Madras Presidency to the south, there 
Ius peen no revisilm of assessment for something 
like a centUl'y, while the. value of the land has risen 
greatly iDt dit·ect conseque1;1ce of State' activity in 
mllintaining _security and providing trade facilities. 
by the construction of railways and other means of 
commnnication The result is that. the land re"enu& 
received by the State over the whole province .of 
venuanently settltd Bengal is sotuewbat less than 
one-fourth or' the lands. lt is, I think, generally 
r1:1cognised thnt the conviction on which the 
system of permanent settlement was based was over
sang nine. The general level of pt·osperit~- in these 
areas is no higher than in the temporarily settled 
tracts; the tenants are by no means nuder-rented 
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nor are the estates better run; indeed, the main 
result seems to have been a process of sub-letting 
carried almost ad infinitum, with its train of mono
poly, profits, absentee Iandlo~·dism and inefficient 
or exacting management. The Government of 
India have profite,d by ~heir experience. They have 
interYened in the permanently settled areas, so far 
.as is compatible with their pledges, to safeguard the 
rights of tenants; and they have .retained through
out the greater part of India their controlling 
. authority by the simple means of revising their 
revenue demand periodically, with all the activities 
which accompany· the process, as·· we 'shall see . 
. But the permanent settlement may help us. I think. 
·:to realise the disadvantages of landlord endowment on 
-an extensive scale. We caq. leave out of account 
the loss of the unearned increment whic~ the State 
.has established the right to share in other parts of 
India. That, no doubt, is a peculiar . feature of the 
Indian land system. But apart from this, the facts 
have shown that you cannot increase prosperity 
on the land by giving permanent relief to any one 
-cl~ss unless you extend the relief to those who 
work below the privileged class.·· We hear a good 
-deal just now of the panacea of State-aided land
purchase for the tenant. So long as the tenant 
-stands at the botto41 of the scale of cultivators, the 
'load is safe; but it is s1fe only so long as you 
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·work upwards from the lowest class to the highest. 
In England the foundation of agriculture is the 
labourer ; and if the foundation is neglected it only 
-over-weights the structu:c.e and then you have only 
·to strengthen11the joists. It is a noteworthy fact 
that when the Government in India has had to d~al 
with pr()perties that have come into its direct 
possession-properties that often lay within perma
nently settled areas-it has departed from the earlier 
policy of disposing of them to private landlords, 
:and has put them into the hands of men of the 
"' cultivator ' class, for the reason that the agricul
-turists could be better protected. The prinpiple of 
working upwards from the foundation is one that 
·we shall meet again in India~J. land' adminis~ration. 

SYSTEM. IN VILLAGES. 

The work of assessment in the temporarily 
·settled areas is of course a. very intricate affair, with 
wide differences of practice in the several provinces. 
·Our chief interest to-night, I think, will naturally b~ 
with the landlord areas of Northern India ; and we 
might perhaps look at the work as it is done in a 
·single province by· way of illustration, and correct 
onesided impressions so far as we can by reference to 
other provinces with different methods. I would like 
io begin with .the Punjab, a. prov.ince for ~he most part 
under the ownerBhip of joint village 'landlords or 
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· proprietor communities: These ru:v be called, if you 
like, yeoruan farmets. The method of assessment 
may, of eourse, vary in details almos~ from district to 
district within the province.; bL1t a,summary of a few 
typical features may help to give a wor~ing idea of 
th~ process on which land administration ultimately 
rests. rJ.'pe Unit dealt With IS the village, that is, the 
communal group with the arerL covered by its hold
ings. En.ch village has i'ts 'patwari,' or village 
accountant to s,ct as intermediary between tpe 
people and the representatives of Government. An 
exact record is ke.pt in his ch:uge, and continually 
conP.cted ·lip-to-date, giving the entire history of 
each plot of land in the area, with not only the full 
terms of ownership anrl temmcy, but u complete 
account of its cl'Op possibilities and the particular
advantages or d1:awbacks under which it is worked. 
To e'!Jsure accuracy, the pa,twari, accompt~nied by 
the tenant or owner, who is bound undet· penalty to 
go with him on his rounds, inspects each field twice 
a year, and records the 'Condition of the spring and 
autumn crops, wheth~r the field is used for fallow. 
land, pasture, fodder, millet, wheat, sugar-cane, 
and sG forth. The account is based on a more or 
less scientific S);stem of survey, and the result is the 
puilding up of a recm:d · ~rhich for accuracy and 
mmuteness ought to ~atisfy the most hardened ad· 
roinistrator. It is not easy to draw a picture vivid 
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enough to make an impression in England of all 
that this annual verification of agricultural records 
means. The accuracy of the village maps is tested 
again and again: indeed; I was told very early in my 
connection with India that a man who thoroughly 
understood and appreciated the patwaris maps and 
hooks understood India, and nothing I have seen so 
convinced me of the pateroity of Indian Govern· 
ment and the confidence of Indian people as the 
testing by an Assistant Collector of these records. 

' 
Flat, and of course hedgeless, fields, separated 

usually only by the little mud dams which coax the: 
irrigation water in the most desirable direction ; 
the sharply-defined, glarin~, baked mud walls of the 
vifiage ; the crowd of patient, interested cultivators; 
the hordes of little children, and the heavy manures 
dumped on thE! field. And then, all the machinery 
of the survey : the rough crosii stick-for ready 
surveying the only instrument; the books in which 
are recorded the owners, the tenants, the mortgages, 
tb.e sales, the leases and the condition and nature 
of crops on each field in the village ; the patwari, 
the kanungo, the tahsildar, the Assistant Collector
all eager to see that measurements are true, that 
records are accurate, and all taking the opportunity 
of discovering-for the opportunity is unique-the 

, daily life, the calamities, the good fortunes, of the. 
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people concerned. Here is a system, which does not 
permit any ignorance <>f the owner of the land nor 
does it allow profit to escape just taxation, or hard
ship to fail of beneficent easement. Remove it, ~nd 
it seems to me that you leave tenant, at the mercy 
of landlord, labourer at the mercy of tenant,- the 
governing classes as uninterested and inquisitorial 
busy-bodies, and the police the only sou,rce of 
information between villager and the man in charge. 

The next step in assessment is that a number of 
villages, under similar conditions as regards soil, 
water-supply, trade facilities, and so on, is grouped in
to a larger division known as a circle, for the purpose 
of broadening the basis on which the calculations are 
made; and the average of landlords' rents are taken 
for· a period of 20 to 30 years, corresponding to the 
term of the settlement, so as to cover any changes 
in the conditions of tenure during the period. If, 
as is generalJy the case in the Punjab, the land is 
held by the proprietors themselves as co-sharers in 
the proprietary body, or if the rents are paid, as 
often happens, in produce, arrival at the revenue 
estimate is naturally a complicated process. The 
average yield of each crop is found by experimental 
cutting and threshing, and the value of the yield 
by reference to the published market prices. From 
the ~esult is deduced a cash equivalent for the rents · 
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vaid in the circl@, and this in turn gives a theoreti
-cal estimate, on the 50 per cent. basis, of .. the total 
revenue that is due to Government. In the same 
wi3Jy, the ratios are determined in which different 
kinds of land ought to pay according to tpeir rela· 
tive advantages of soil and position ; for instance, 
~f it is found thtJ.t the value of the output on land 
irrigated from a canal is twice that of the output on 
land which is watered by a tank or well ; the assess
ment on the former will be two to one as compared ' 
with that of the latter. With all the varieties of 

·land roughly classified in the village records, it be
·comes a fairly easy matter to adjust the circle rate 
-of assessment to the different village are~s, so that 
an estimate-still-of a theoretical kind-is reached 
.of the amount of revenue due from each village. 
Whoce the rents are paid in cash and not in produce 
the work of assessment is of course a good deal 
,simpler, although even here recourse may be had to 
the method of direct valuation in order to check the 
result. 

TEST OF REVENUE OFFICER. 

But, in a sense, the real wor~ of assessment 
1 

begins instead of ending at this point. It is now 
·the business of the Settlement Officer who is usually 
;a member of the Indian Civil Service in the charge 
>Of the operations, to see that the theoretical rates 
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do not in effect fall too heavily, or it may be to() 
lightly, .on the areas unde~ his supervision. In 
dealing with each village, he has to take into account 
all the factors, such as the level of prosperity, means
of communication, mortality rates, ~hether the
inhabitants are by nature good or bad cultivators,. 
~verything in fact which calls for elasticity in mak
ing the actual· revenue demand ; and the final 
result is usually reaChed after full and probably 
prolonged discussion with the vilhtge representatives. 

· It is in the right appraisement of these governing, 
details that the man in charge of the work proves.. 
himself to be a capable revenue officer. There. are 
two points I might bring fo.rward at this 'stage as. 
possible subjects of. interest for discussion. One i~ 
whether the risk of duplication of work in assess~

ment-the double valuation first of natura~ or 
artificial advantages and then of the actual output
might not be more completely avoided by some, 
systxPl standardising the valuation rates of assess~ 
ment, and thereafter varying the revenue demand 
according to the changes in local circumstances, such. 
as the rise in food prices, the improvement of com
munications, and so on.· Such a system is ·already 
used to some degree in Madras, and might perhaps. 
be extended with advantage elsewhere. The second 
point, I think, is one of rather more general interest .. 
You will notice that each individual liable for revenua 
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bas to pay the proportion demanded i;n his loca.Iity 
.according to the natur~ of his ~olding ; if thisshould 
happen to amount, say, to one-fifth of the net profits 
.of cultivation, the big man pays 20 rupees out o£100, 
and the small man pays one rupee out of five. We 
.are getting accustomed to recognise that the hard
ship in the latter case is a good deal greater than 
in the former. Allowances are made, it is true, 
for the small man in India, . not it is done at 
the discretion of the revenue officers, an~. not 
.on any uniform· principle : and one is tempted 
to wonder whetP,er it would be possible to apply a 
graduated scale of assessment instead. There is; of 
.course, the theoretical objection that such a measure 
would promptly'Ia'belland revenue as a tax. But 
[ cannot help thinking that the Government of 
India's record shows that it is strong enough to look 
this difficulty boldly in the face ana pass· it by. 

To turn from · these points to noteworthy 
differences in practice elsewhere, it may' be remarked 
that the principles of survey, reco~d apd valuation 
are common ground. In Oudh, however, wher~ 

land-owning is often on the grand scale, and where 
tevenue is assessed on the aggregate of the. sums 
received by a single landlord as rent from a nuiuber 
<>f villages forming his estate, attention is paid more 
to actual rents than ~o general rates . of rent~ that 
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ought to apply to soils. In the Central Provinces. 
there is an ingenious system in force by which the 
value of the different soils is, reduced to a common 

' ·I 

denominator, aJ?.d· the proper. rent-scales. determinE'd 
thereby for purposes of revenue assessment. We 
ca~· _deal more conveniently with , the peculiar 
features of this system when we turn to matters of 

. tenancy practice. 

In the great cultivated areas, as for .instance in 
Madms and Bombay, the task is alittle simpler. In 
dealing with the actual occupant of each field, there is 
no. need to '·~o more than value and assess the field 
correctly ; the determinatio.n for rights of tenure, and 
the distribution of assessment over the property4 

group as undertaken in the Punjab drops out. In 
Southern India we find villages arranged in groups~ 
corresponding to· the Pnnjab circles, but a broad 
.division is observed according as the land' depends 
for· its water-supply on irrigation, or on rainfall sup4 

ple¢ented by wells. Assessment of course is base4 
pn an exhaustive sc.rutiny of the possibilities of the 
various soils. 

Before I leave the subject of revenue rights and 
assessment, I should add that the revenue claim is 
held .. to extend to urban areas as well as to other. 
In a resolution of 1879, it is stated that the Governor-

! General in Council is aware of no reason why land 
> > 
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revenue .should not be levied upon lands attached to 
private residences or covered with buildings as much 
as upon arable or pasture lands. In general, land that 
is cultivated for profit in these areas is assessed in 

I, , • 

the ordinary on a share of the produce ; land. used 
for private amenities or other like purposes is assess
ed according to the usual rate for the description · 
of soil, although' there are provisions making for 
leniency in dealing with this kind of property.- It 
is interesting to find that in the United Provinces 
there are rules under which areas covered by groves : 
are exempt from revenue. payment unless and until 
the groves are cut .down. Lands taken up by a. 
municipality for public purposes ' are generally 
speaking exempt, unless they are devoted to objectst 
such as establishment of markets, from which 
income is raised. I do not think it is necessary to · 
deal with local rates or ces~es, except to 8ay that 
they are usually levied on the basis of revenue as· 
sess ment unless in particular cases they take special 
forms. ' 

PREMIER pARTNER IN LAND. 

If I may try to sum up in .the broadest terms 
the feature of the ground we have so far covered, 
I would repeat that Government of India has 
succeeded to the position of premier partner in the: 
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land, with not only the rights but the corresponding 
<duties of that p@sition. I have shown how, in the 
.areas under a temporary settlement, it has been 
able to take in the form of revenue a large share of 
the unearned increment of the 'land; this is, of 
·course, devoted to public purposes, the benefit of 
which is ultimately shared by the agriculturists .. 
But the State's concern for subordinate interest is 
shown directly as well as indirectly. There is, for 
instance, a general practice of ensuring that favour 
shown to the landlord by way of reduction or re~ 

mission of revenue in a bad season shall be passed 
on in some degree to the tenant in the matter of 
rent. There is, too, ·a special circumstance which 
has led the Government of India, to quote the words 
<Jf Sir J: Bampfylde Fuller, ' to intervene and to 
use its proper functions of controlling and moderat~ 
ing the struggle for life.' By the moderation of 
its assessment the British Government has ·raised 
the selling value of landlords' estates from next to 
nothing to over 300 millions sterling, says the same 
:authority; and the result has been a strengthening 
of the power of the landlords and a weakening of 
the poorer cultivators which has been met with 
fea~less and sometimes drastic treatment. We are 
told now ·and then that the Gov~rnment of India. 
-contents itself with the function of looking a.fter the 
interests of' those who ha,ve either fallen from a 
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higher estate or h'ave enjoyed the protection of pre
<~eding rulers, or for: other reasons have historical 
claims upon the State.· This may have been the 
case in the early days of British rule, but the facts 
shown that since then the Government has moved 
step-by-step in the direction of what we should call 
benevolent interference. Nowhere is this better 
exemplified than in the systems of. tenant law and 
practice for which I should now like to ask your 
patience. 

I will take first as an illustration the policy that 
has been followed in Bengal . and in Agra .. 1 Two 
classes of tenants among others were found ; those 
who represented the old landholders, and those 
whose position was really, though perhaps not 
demonstrably, due to contract. The first of these 
clearly had theoretical claims to preferential treat
ment, but great difficulty was' found in drawing 
a. working distinction between the two. The~ 
difficnlty was summarily met by enacting -that, 
where any tenant had continuously held the same 
land for twelve years, he should be regarded as a 
privileged or 'occupancy' ~enant, endowed with .a 
hereditary right and secured against rack-renting 
and arbitrary eviction. Landlords found it easy to 
forestall the acquisition of occupancy tenant right, 
either by evicting and i·einstating the tenant or by · 
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inducing him to change some part of holding before· 
the twelve years ran out. These devices were met. 
later by specific checks in the case of Agra and by 
an enactment in Bengal that the tenant need merely 
prove that he.had held land in his village for twelve 

. years continuously. In the Punjab, the CentraL 
Provinces·· and Oudh, it was an easier matter to dis
tinguish a class of privileged landholders, who were 
r~cogniseq as 'sub-proprietors to their landlords~ 

and thexe was consequently th~ less need in theory to 
extend the protection of Government indiscrimi
nately to all classes of tenants. Even so, the Oudh 
Rent Act of 1886 gives .certain privileges to all tenants. 
in the matter of seven years' term without ejectment 
01;' further enhancement. In the Central Provinces~ 
individuallandlords~ips-were created at one time 
for f:ipecial reasons by grant of' Government, and as. 
a set-off the State1 has exercised itself even more 
directly than elsewhere to maintain the rights of the 

· tenants. At the time of the settlement the revenue, 
officer does not stop ~hort at comparing the rent
rolls with the result of valuation ; he is empowered 
by law to fix for a term of years, the actual rents 
payable by the tenants to the landlords, in order 
to ensure that the general incidence of rent, 
and with that of revenue may as far as possible 
be equal. It will not be out of place to mention an 
inte~esting• episode that occurred in the Central 
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Provinces before power was taken to fix· rent under
law. At a time when the wheat export trade was 
expanding, the landlords took to demanding their 
rents in grain instead of in cash, and at ruinous 
rates, in order to gain control .of the produce of the 
tenant class that was then unprotected by law .. 
When revenue came to be a~sessed on the rent-rolls 
as they stood, the landlords complained t'hat these 
~ere fictitiously high,. whereupon the Government. 
offered to reduce its revenue demands on condition 
that rents were lowered to a realisable standard and 
fresh leases were issued. Since then, as we have· 
seen, the State has intervened by direct legislation 
and there ha~ been the less need to rely on the check 
of revenue assessment. That is to say, the State 
has tended to ·emphasise its position rather as the' 
arbitrator. between. classes than as merely the pre·· 
dominant partner ·in the land ; and. I think it would 
be pedantic to have to postulate the latter position 
before venturing to exercise .the functions of the· 
former. Generally speaking, the privileged or· 
occupancy tenants still enjoy special measurt:s. of 
protection as regards fixity of rent and tenure which. 
are not, as a matter of principle, conceded to ordinary 

· tenants ; that 'is to say, rent enhaiwement, eject
ment and distraint are largely 'taken out of th(t. 
hands of the landlords in the former but not in 
the latter case. Yet ordinary tenants are protecte&. 
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>by Government against harshness on the part of 
,the landlords in exercising their powers and 
the barrier between the two classes is not insur
:mountable. In the landlord areas of Madras, 
where the influence of middlemen on the land 
,has been much less marked than in Northern 
India an~ the tenant's position, is of a simpler 
kind and has been safeguarded by tradition, the 
Jatest Act, pa$sed in 1908, is of a striking nature. 
It declares that every cultivator or ryot, 'now in 
·possession or who, shall hereafter be admitted by a 
hndlord to be in possession o£ ryoti-land' !that is, 

, .land on an estate other than the home farm land in 
1the special possession of the proprietor) shall have 
.a permanent right of occupancy in his holding. The 
<tenant's right is hereditable and transferable; he 
{;an make improvements and claim compensati0n 
rfor them in the event of dispossession ; his rent 
•Cannot be raised except by decree of Court, and then 
-only to the extent of 12! per cent. Such are the typi
·cal rights guaranteed by Government to privileged 
,·tenants,, not only when their status is historical, but 
when they have been raised to that status, as they 
.not infreq~ently are, by express enactment; 

Over and above these special cases it is import
.ant to remember that as matter of general 
practice the revenue officers ~f the Government, 
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where ~hey are not actually empowered ·to fix rents. 
by law, can and do use their discretion to settle the· 
rates that ought to be paid; in fact, ·they play the·· 
part of the good land agent to the superior landlord 
-the State in this case-:intervening actively in 
matters of dispute between tenant and sub-tenant. 
Moreover, when there is . occa.sion for . rent · or 
tenant ceases to be taken· into Court for decision,' 
they go in most of the provinces before special 
revenue Cou;ts, or at _any rate tribunals of revenue 
officers composed of men who have kept in close 
working touch with the problems- on which' they 
have to adjudicate. The Government of. India .are 
not content to leave these matters to the ordinary· 
and perhaps inexpert process of civil law. 

PROTECTION OF TENANTS. 

I should like to refer to two sets of arguments: 
against the possibility of applying principles of Indian 
land administration to 'English conditions. In· the 
first' place, it is sometimes said that' the right 9f 
appeal to judicial authority in matters of rent al!ld 
tenure is· confined on principle to the privileged 
tenants-class in India, while ordinary tenants are 
properly left to depend on the bargains tha~ 

they' can derive with their landlords i . and it 
is argued th~t the indiscriminate extension of the 
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tight in England would be a dangerous innovation. 
I think it is fair to say that the State protection of 
the privileged tenants goes as a matter of fact a 
,good 'deal beyond that right. As to the ordin~ry 
tenants, it has to be remembered that the State has 
·helped them on occasions, as I have mentioned, 
.either by interposing the check of revenue assess
ment upon excessive rent demands, or by raising 
··the tenants' status bodily to that of the privileged 
class ; and this apart from the good offices, as I have 
just said, freely rendered by its revenue officers. It 
. does not seem to me that measures such as these· 
;are any less drastic in principle than 'the compara
tively mild expedient of allowing the right of appeal 
in question. If the State in India is ready to take 
the most convenient form of protecting the weaker. 
interests, why should not we in England be prepared 
ito follow their example? 

The second contention is that the tenant in 
India, without State intervention, is so much more 
:at the mercy of his landlord, by reason of the 
!keenness of competition and the absence for the 
most part of alternative industries and the difficulty 
.of transplantation to other districts, that a far 
:greater of State protection is justifiable than 
would be the case in England. To this I would 
.answer that where the strain on the tenant in 
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England is removed as is so often the case, by the 
simple process of shifting it on the class below him 
the case for State intervention on behalf of that 
<:lass is no less urgent. And if the State in securing 
higher rates of wages for the labourer finds it neces
sary to re-impose .the burden on the tenant, it· is 
surely no less its duty to lighten that burden by the 
most expedient means, that is as I have said, by the 
principle of working from the foundation upward. 
It is in the light of this principle that I have tried 
to put before you the. leading methods of tenant 
protection in India. 

• If your patience is not already· exhausted, I 
should like to· take up as briefly as possible some · 
feature of the land system lying outside the~two 

great spheres of land revenue and tenancy. There 
are, for instance, one or two points of interest. con
nected with lands under the direct control of the 
State in India. These fall mainly into two classes. 
There are properties which have passed by 
various ways into Government lands, whether 
because the title of s.uccession has· lapsed or been 
forfeited, or because estates ~ve been taken over 
(though very rarely in recent times) for a.rrears of 
reyenue. I have already mentioned how these came 
for the most part tQo be handed over to cultivators 
working directly under State, which managed by 
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this means to secure protection for the agriculturistt 
at ·the s~me time a valuable training 

1 
ground for 

young revenue officers. In the second place, 
Gove:rn:p1ent claims the ownership of all waste 
lands. Some of these· are held by the State as. 
forest reserves or (in the Punjabl as fuel areas; 
some are gradually made over to villages for cultiva
tion as the demand spreads; and in the north~west. 

of India large arid tracts have been brought under 
irrigation by means of monumental engineering 
works, and are being parcelled out to colonists 
with the double · object of extending the area. 
of cultivation and of raising the pressure on the land • elsewhere. These canal aolonies are worked by culti-
vators· directly under the State, land revenue is
payable on the usual ba5is, but the assessment is very 
light during the early years of occupancy when the 
outlay is heavy and the return is small. While we. 
are on this subject we can conveniently refer to the 
powers of Government to acquire land when neces
sary for public purposes. Procedure under the 
latest Land Acquisition. Act. that of 1894, is simple 
and satisfying. ·The Government notifies the areas 
which it. wishes to ,exercise· the right of taking 
over, and the right is incontestable at law; a. 
State officer values the lands and estimates 
the compensation payable at market rates to the 
holders; and the latter may,' if they wish; appeaL 
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' to the Civil Courts against the amount of compensa.o 
tion assessed. But the Courts are expressly debarred. 
by Statute from taking into consideration any rise 

· in the value of the property that may have taken 
place since· the date on which the Government 
notified its intention of acquiring the la.nd. The 
expedient is so direct and so wholesome that it 
needs no comment; it is comforting to know that 
we shall not have long to wait before municipalities 
in this country are empowered to get to work in 
similar lines. I will only add t~at in the course of 
the latest and in the most extensive proceedings 
under the Act-I mean the Acquisition of Land for 
the new Imperial Capital at Delhi extending back 
to the early part of 1912-it is being found that the 
original estimates for compensation are not being 
seriously exceeded as a result of actions at law. 

I 

. The agriculturist in India, as in other countries, 
has always the· problem of finding capital for his 
needs. Private money-lenders are plentiful but the 
rates of interest they ask, ranging from 12 to 24 
per cent. or more, are not exactlv conducive to 
prosperity, and their ambitions to •secu~e land by 
mortgage ar<:: looked. at askance by the Government 
which has found it necessary, in some parts, to curtail 
the peasant's ability to raise money on his land by 
placing restrictions on. alienation. Direct State ' 
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a<ssistance is forthcoming in the grant of Govern-
ment loans for the purpose of making improvements 
and the provision of advances to meet more tempor
ary needs, such as the relief of distress and 
the purchase of seed and cattle. It is worth while 
remembering that Indian peasants give valuable 
hostages to fortune in the shape of livestock, and 
that fortune is often cruel in India. A second and 
more important form of State activity is the encour
agement of Co-operative Credit Societies which are 
run, as fa.r as possible, by the members themselves but 
with sympathetic .help and directions from Govern
ment officials. The· expansion of the movement 
under Government guidance has been most success
ful, and everything points to cominued growth. 
Apart from these measures, the State gives di.rect 
encouragement to more expenditure of capital on 
the land by framing rules in the various provinces 
under which increase of income, due to ilflprove
ments made by private individuals, are exempted 
from revenue assessment, either permanently or for 
a term of years. 

CASE OF ENGLAND. 

No one, I trust, will imagine th~t I have tried 
·to do more than give the barest outline of the Govern
m~nt land policy in India. I shall have succeeded 
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if I have conveyed some impression· of th.e methods 
iollowed by what is perhaps the most efficient 
:.administration of our times. ,In a land such as 
England, where reform mov~s'from within~ and has 
io depend in .the long ru~ upon the pressure of 
oemocratic opinion with its confused voices and 
-conflicting interests, it is sometimes difficult to 
-escape into the hard, clear atmosphere which on~ 
findS in India. In this country we broaden reluc
tantly with many 9reakings, from precedent to 
precedent, and every creak is hailed as a portent of 
revolution. Whatever on the other hand may be 
the defects of a bureaucratic Government, its cardi
nal justification should at any rate be efficiency : 
the unbiassed and unhesitating application of the 
right method .to secure· the right result. In India 
we find an example of a condition, in which the 
State, freed from the resourceless grib of hallowed 
-catchwords, secures its just shares of the profits it 
has created, and intervenes to protect the weaker 
interests against the stronger, and finds its chief 
-concern in the ceaseless maintenance of prosperity 
on the land-are·we to say that no lessoq is to be 
learned, no moral is to be drawn from its activities? 
.Can we not for once turn aside from the immemorial 
phrase that too often stands in the part. of progress 
in this cou~try '! An Indian landholder. some
iimes tells the revenue officers, when he canno~ 
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accbunt for the origin .or extent of holcling, that it .. 
is dadillahi, or gift of God ; ,but that simple utterance
does not relieve the State of its rights or 
its duties in respect ·of his holding. It is hard to. 
maintain that any·· ~uivalent formula should be·. 
allowed to have magic properties in England. 
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Mr. E. S. Montagu, M.P., the late Under
:Secretary for India, dealt vigorously in the ,foilow
ing letter to the "Times" ofJuly 6 1914 with the 
;attack made by Lord Curzon in the House of Lords 
on the Council of India Bill in gen~~al, and on 
himself in particular :-

Lord Curzon, in moving the rejection of the 
Council of India Bill in the House of Lords on 
Tuesday last, found occasion· to refer to· two persons 
.of widely ,different fa.me and achievements, from 
whom he had nothing to fear in the course of 
.debate. His strictures on . the· late Lord Minto 
I can safely leave to be .dealt . with by more com~ 
petent hands, but I trust you will allow me space 
to reply to an· observation which he did me the 
bonour 'to direct at me. 

In the earlier part of his spech he remarked, 
.as reported in your columns :-11 It is common know
ledge thatr this Bill in its main features is the 
product of the late Under~Secretary (Mr. 1\Iontagu) 
who during his term at the India. Office found that 
ihe machinery that existed did not suit his ideas, 
and set about to destt·oy it to the best of his ability." 
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I fear be bas attached too much importance to a 
compliment which Lord Crewe was good enough to 
payto me in the. House of Lords last July. It is~ 
of course~easy for" Lord Curzon with his wonted 
delicacy of touch to lift the skirt of a reforming 
measure in order to reveal beneath it the cloven 
hoof of a scheming politician, and, what is to him 
worse, a politician still young. I will not urge the 
obvious plea· that the Secretary of St~tte, by intro
ducing the measure in the House of Lords, has. 
completely identified himself with its scope and 
intentions. So far as I am concerned, I confess I 
feel no, cause. to be ashamed of any part I way 
ha;ve played in the initiation of the proposals now 
brought forward in their matured form. 

"A SYSTEM PETRIFIED IN A STATUTE." 

The charge, !however, as it reads, is explicit. 
It )1ttributes to me no better object than ruthless 
destl'Uction, and no higher motive than the satis
faction of my personal predilections. As, in the 
event of Lord Curzon's motion succeeding, I shall 
have no other opportunity, I feel it is only due to 
myself to ask you toallow me to correc,this most 
unfair and entirely false impression. I have no 
objection to stating my main motive in helping to. 
adapt to modern conditions a system petrifi(>d in a 
statute founded on the conditions of more than half 
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a century ago. It does not require. argument to 
show that in the peculiar circumstances of Indian 
government it .is a grave danger that there should 
exist lack of sympathy between the Executive 
Government of India and the guiding and ultimately 
controlling office at home. I have long been 
convinced, from my knowledge of recent events and 
from careful enquiry in India, that .such ·lack of 
sympathy as may exist' is due, not to the exer
cise by the Secretary of State of those.functions 
of revision and of determining policy so justly 
defined by John Stuart Mill in the passage quoted by 
the writer of your leading article on J uue 29, b~t 
to the intolerable procrastination, inevitable under 
the India Office system, and to a tendency to 
undue interference from hbme in the minutire of 
administration. Interference of this kind comes, I 
a:ssel't emphatically, not from the Secretary of State 
who has neither the time nor the inclination for it, 
but from his Council, whose energies are naturally 
turned in this direction by their Indian-formed and 
regularised habit of mind. My ideas have, therefore,' 
always moved in the direction oh smaller and at-the 
same time more up-to-date advisory body, working 
on a more elastic, adaptable and speedier system. 
I could not expect this line of thought to commend 
itself to Lord Curzon, whose every word on . the , 
subject of India since he resigned his office has un-
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derlined the es•ential truth stated by the " Times of 
India "on Februar~ 24 last, that " India. is moving 
so fast that it is dangerous for those who have been 
long absent to venture on. dogmatic opinions re
garding current politics." I should be the last 

·to depreciate Lord Curzon's incessant, nnwearying, 
and uncompromising efforts to perfect administra
tive efficiency; but I must be permitted to hold that 
it is carrying indulgence for· the opinions of a, 

retired Indian administrator, however great, too far 
to acquiesce in. his assumption that " the force of 
Nature can no further go" than the high-water 
mark of his own seven years' achievement. In 
considering details of a scheme framed to meet the 
needs of 1~14, it is difficult to be convinced by 
arguments based upon Lord 3tanley's speeches in 
1858, the ~xperience of a.n Under~ Secretary, however 
superior, in 1891, and the ex cathedra tJronounce
ments of a Vicerory of 1899-1905. 

I i:nust resist the temptation to comment 
upon the lengths to which Lord Curzon's passion 
for solid obstructiveness can carry him, as, 

,· for instance, when he makes a pathetic appeal 
on behalf of voiceless· Indian taxpayers within 
a few minutes of stating pontifica.lly that a. 
proposal to give them a voice is utterly indefensi91e; 
it is perhaps unfair to cavil at the self-contradictions 
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·of a spea.ker so sadly hampered by a' redundancy 'to 
'SUperlatives. The fact is that some of his own 
.a,rguments fail to escape the orgy of mutilation 
which followed his exhibition in the first few 
sentences of the corpse of ·the Bill· hange'd, drawn 
and quartered. 

When Lord Curzon says that in the case of 
·Government of Ind~a autocracy is net .a blunder, 
but a crime, I can only humbly. assent to his august 
:and incontrovertible maxim, adding my regret' that 
its utterance was unaccompanied by any note of 
rersonal repentance. 
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AT THE COJ\IPLIMENTARY BANQUET AT THE HOTEL 

CECIL (2nd JUNE 1915) MR. MONTAGU SAID: 

It must have ~truck some of them that it was. 
not the precise moment when one would have 
chosen an opportunity for a festive gathering. 
But this dinner of farewell to a man who had 
served the Empire long aod well was essentially a. 
gathering which should take place, war or no war. 
(H,ear, hear.) It was not really necessary for him 
to say anything about their guest. They all knew 
him and respected him. They were there without. 
ceremony and without formality to do him honour. 
He was closing a long and valuable official career. 
If they looked at the calendar, and if they carefully 
avoided looking at Sir Krishna-(laughterJ-they 

·would learn that he had served the Empire forty
four years-a period which carried them· b~k to· 
the time when many of them, never even turned 
their minds to India-when many of them, indeed,. 
were never even thought of at all. !Laughter.) With 
the unconquerable demeanour of youth their guest 
had faced every changing problem, prepared to do-
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battle and prepar~d to solve all difficulties. He
had been carried through it all by an over-whelniing .. 
sense of duty, by an unequalled love of his country 
and by a saving sense of hnmour. ~e had seen, 
Sir KriEhna at work and .at ·play, and if he were· 
asked to describe the peculiar quality which had 
ruade his work so valuable·, he would reply that he· 
was ~ifted above all of them with a far~seeing· 

pa¥ence which enabled him to work at smaller 
things: with his eyes still steadfastly fixed on a future· 
which he might himself never see, but for which he· 
was working none the less. He had. seen Lord 
Morley's reforms working for the living and good 
of India. He bad seen Lord Crewe's memorable 
sojourn at the India Office. He had seen the vindi-
cation of his belief in the community of the ideals 
of Great Britain and of India. He had vitalised his. 
work with· deep and abiding enthusiasm for the 
service of India as an integral part of our Empire. 
He h~d toiled to see and had helped forward a. 
progressive and advancing India set firm on the 
path of the realisation of a splendid future in partner
ship with Great Britain, who~e predominance 
and con tinning part in the development of India 
was now naping a gieat reward in the ~vidence of 
loyalty to the common ideal of freedom and liberty 
in the cause of which their soldiers were doing· 
battle side by ~side. (Cheers.) In all this their 
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::guest had played a part which th0se interested would 
freely and gladly recognise and they now wished 
him long and peaceful enjoyment of the leisure 
~which he had so richly earned. (Cheers.) 
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REPORT OF THE 
MESOPOTAMIAN COMMISSION. 

SPEECH DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE OF CO:t~nfONS 

ON JULY U, 1917. 

The first consideration which I would like to· 
address to the House is that we are discussing th~ 
second occasion which has. arisen during the War 
in which politicians, soldiers, doctors and. civil 
servants come in for severe censure. This country~ 
which started at the beginning of the Wart wholly 
unprepared for, and wholly unexpectant of a conflict. 
of this kind, has, despite the atmosphere of self. 
criticism in which we live, somehow or other through 
all these mistakes and muddles, developed into the. 
teocor of all our enemies, and the most conspicuous. 
enemy and the most successful enemy that Germany 
possesses. It does seem to me that that is a remarkable 
fact. When we consider the Reports of Commissions 
of this kind, after all, we are now discussing one 
phase in the most successful campaign of the War, 
the one campaign in which the objective has been 
achieved. To-day the British flag is flying at Bagdad. 
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Where else has been any comparable success? And 
·these are only the early stages which played a pre
'liminary part in that great success· which has been 
won by General Maude.. I agree with the Hon .. 
•Gentleman who spoke last and my hon. and gallant 
Friend (Colonel Sir M. Sykes) who spoke from the 
Back ).?ench opposite. There are many grave 
·dis~dvantages in the appointment of these Commis
sions. As my hon. and gallant Friend said they 
are bound by their term of reference to act exactly 
as the Allies have acted throughout this War, and to 
·consider seoarately little bits of the picture rather .. 
than bring it into true perspective with all the other 
·events which .are happening in other parts of the 
world. After all, if our conspicuous success had 
been continuous, if General Nixon ,had reached 
Bagdad without a reverse would there ever have 
been a Mesopotamian Commission ? And yet there 

•is no comment upon the fact that just after the 
battle of Ctesiphon-1 think I am right in 
'the date:-Gallipoli' was ev<~.cuated and the \yhole 
~picture was changed by the liberation of the 
Turkish forces in the Peninsula. That is my 
mrst' criticism on the Commission, that you 
.cannot get a true perspective by examining as 
.an isolated thing one theatre of the world War ; . 
:and the second point that I make against these 

, -Cpmmissions · has been rendered obvious by all the 
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<Iiscussions which took place.in the early part of the 
afternoon. As a result of the publication of the 

. "Report, necessarily without evidence, serious char
.ges are made against individuals who have never 
had an opportunity of learning. the evidence against 
them. 

· The result is that if you wish to take action 
.against these individuals, you are confronted with 
difficulties with which my right hon. and learned 
Friend dealt earlier this afternoon, and I submit 
that if you are going to have any further proceed
ings it would have been far better to postpone the 
question until your sittings are completed, because 
now, whatever Court sits, it must not only have the 
prejudice of this discussion, but the prejudice 
d the public discussion upon the . Report. I 
join ~ith my right bon. and learned, Friend beside 
·me in his suggestion that of the two alterna.tives 
.offered that of the right hon. Gentleman the 
Attorney-General is much the more satisfactory. 
My third complaint against this Commission is 
that in the terms of reference they are asked to 
.attach responsibility to departments of the Govern
ment, but what the Commission did was to attach 
responsibility not to departments of the Government, 
but to individuals. The House and the country 
.are sapping in that way the whole service of co~ 
.operative effort and departmental responsibility in. 
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this country.. Men are asking for instructions in 
writing, men are safeguarding themselves by letters
and by minutes, men da.re not give advice because 
they are a,fraid of a Commission sitting upon their 
action. Under the old system the Parliamentary 
Chief of. the Department was responsible for what 
occurred, and· under his rule he cloaked with his 
authority all those who worked for him. Has that 
gone by the board? This man and tha~ ,man may 
come to be censured, although working seriously 
and courageously to the best of his endeavour. I 

~ believe that by that means you are doing irreparable 
injury to our system of government; and you want 
to weigh that well against any good you can achiev~ 
on the other side. · 

A iter all, 1do not let us pass a verdict upon the· 
sh!!re of these men in this story because of the fact. 
that we know now,. that in this part of the cam.: 
paign, at all events, they wece defeated. Do not 
let us punish men for fail~re; After all, when wa~S
it that the serious defects in the equipment and the 
plans of the advance on Bagda~ really became 
obvious? I do not say that there were not serious 
shortages, horrible shortages of necessary supplies. · 

. before they could be successful, but what I do say 
is that if there1 had been no defeat at Ctesiphon~ 
and if General Nixon had succeeded in getting t() 
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:Bagdad, m~st of.the evils which overtook the Army 
in retreat would not have occurred. Therefore, the 
greatest charge that you can bring against General 
Nixon is that he failed to obtain success and took 
serious risks. I do not believe that you ~ill ever 
heat the -Germans unless yon take risks, and I think 
at any rate that the press atmosphere, if not the 
House of Commons atmosphere, on this Report is a. 
direct invitation to everybody to take no risks at all. 
Supposing-which God forbid !-we should have a. 
similar Commission on affairs in Palestine ; in the one 
case it would be that the advance was too quick, and 
in the other that the advance was possibly too slow. 
After all,'has anybody .read paragraph 9, page 18, of 
the Report, where it describes General Nixon going 
in the direction of N asariyeh. The paragraph says:-

" The heat was terrific, still General Nixo~ 
deemed it expedient to carry on the enterprise, 
Major-General Gorringe, who was in charge of this 
column, succeeded in capt~ring N asariyeh on 25th 
July, with 950 prisoners, seventeen guns and much 
booty. These operations were initiated by the 
General on the spot, supported by the Commander
in-Chief and the Viceroy of India, and acquiesced 
in by the Secretary of State. They appeared to us 
to be sound from both a military and political view. 
Our casualties amounted to 533 of all ranks". 
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In that cold and colourless language is described 
one of the ·:most courageous and brilliantly executed 
exploits in·· all war, accomplished by .General 
Sir ,John .. Nixon, . who has served, .his country 
well, who .has . served it with distinction and .who 
has played a :vital part in the greater successes of his 
he~ter equipped successors, and certainly he ought 

· not to be censured and punished, and driven out. of 
the ,Army on the isolated circumstances after the 
battle of Ctesiphon, but we should acknowledge the 
incomparable services which that same soldier has 

' l'endered to his country. 

From Sir John Nixon I will turn t,o Lord 
:;Eiardinge. Thete can b~ no doubt in the mind of 
anybody who is acquaint~d with recent occurrence~ 
in India, that Lord Hardinge when he left India, 

· left it, by the universal opinion of all Indians, 
certainly by the overwhelming majority of .Indians, 
people and princes, as the most popular Viceroy of 
modern time£. There have been strong predeces· 
sors of his, but when he, came· to India irritation 
was rife, publict opinion had been slightei and 
ignored ; he showed himself from the beginning to 
the e~d of his vicereyalty to be. a Viceroy 'upon 
whose sympathy and assistance Indians · could 
rely not only in India but in the whole world, and, 
as my. Hon. Friend has said,. through personal 
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bereavement and attempted assassination·, h~stuck 
Ito ·his post to the end of. his prolonged term, 
never faltering, never. losing courage, and he left 
ihaving achieved muGh for India, . and now he is 
•censured by this document for wh~t, for . the fact, 
.that he relied too much upon those who had been 
<:hosen to gi:ve him military_ advice~ Among many 
things we have never decided in this country are 
the relations between politicia.ns and soldiers. On 
the same day you may read two newspapers: 
sometimes, I· think, you will read in one news
paper trenchant criticisms againss. the Government 
for overruling or disregarding_ or attempting to 
hamper ·the action ·of their· military advisers, and, 
.on the other hand, ; you will lind. per~mptory 
demands that they should hamper, overrule, or 
~riticise their military advisers. The two accusa
tions are not in harmony with __ one another, 
:.and the true relation of the . responsibility . of 
politicians and soldiers has never been satisfactorily 
.O.ecided in this country, or as far as I know, by any 
Government. But the mistake that Lord Hardinge 
made, if it be a mistake, is the same mistake as my 
right Ron. Friend made when he relied upon Lord 
French and Sir Douglas Haig, and the same 
mistake which I· presume the present Prime 
Minister is making when. he relies now on the 
:advice· of Sir D9ugla.s Haig. · May I ·giv~ ·a.11 
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analogy of what I mean? When we were told the 
other day that the defence of London against air~ 
aids .depends upon the number of aeroplanes wanted 
at the front, who says how many aeroplanes are 
wanted in Fran,ce ?-the Commander-in-Chief. 

Supposing a commit.tee of inquiry sitting after· 
wards discovered that in a particular month-I d<> 
not make the allegatwn for one moment-that there 
wa,s certain a~roplanes which might have been used 
for the defence of London lying idle in a particula~r 
part of the front, would the responsibility be that 
of Sir Douglas Ra.ig or the Prime Minister? Wha.~ 

is the alternative to a politiciaa relying on his. 
military advisers? If he cannot trust them, let. 
him choose others. All I say is that Lord Rardinge's. 
reliance upon Sir Beauchamp Duff is not diffEJ:ent. 
frollf that of my right Ron. Friend 0pposite. Lord 

, Hardinge in this rflgard cannot be treated as an 
isolated figure. I think the real charge against the· 
Indian Government is a charge in which I want to

. in'clude Lord Hardinge and my right Ron. Friend 
opposite and his predecessor in office, Lord Crewe .. 

· It is so easy to be, wise after the event. The real 
charge against the Indian Administration seems t<>
me to be this. At the beginning of the War I 
believe there was too great doubt of the loyalty and. 
co-operation of the Indian people. The Times news·· 
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paper, day after day, for sessions and months 
past, had a.rti~les pointing out that sedition was 
supposed to be rife. It loomed certainly much too 
large in the . discussions of this Ho~se. It misled ' 
the Germans 'into thinking India was disloyal, and 
the deliberate policy. of the Government in regard 
to India during the War seems to me to have been, 
let us make the least contribution as.,we dare as far 
from In.dia as is possible, . .Kee{ the War awa'y 
from India ; we will take Indian soldiers and put 
them into France, and lend Indian civilians to the 
Home Government. India. geographically as a coun· 
try should be content with defending its own fron~ 
tiers, and in maintaining order-a very great respon
sibility-inside the continent oflndia." Apart from 
that, it was to do nothing near itself inthe War. The 
people of India. were even not asked to contribute to 
the War, although they asked. Parliament that they 
should be allowed to contribute. I am told that 
volunteers were asked .for ·in Bengal for certain 
purposes, and afterwards were told they were not 
wanted. I am talking now of the beginning of the 
War. The policy was that we ~id not know whether 
India should co-operate in this War or not : we di<\ 
not trust them; we dare not trust them-I am not 
eriticising them from that point of view~let us keep 
the War far from India. Then events proved that. 
the Indian people were anxious to co-operate, and 
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the share of the Indian people in this War, from 
th~ begin '!ling to the end, has always ·been greater
than the share. o£ the Indian Government in this. 
War, .and always more willing than the share of the 
Indian Government. When this atmosphere had 
been created, when Indian troqps · had been sent to
lJ1rance and Indian civilians sent here, and when 
India, as Lord Hardinge said, had been " bled 

. white,'' suddenly ther.e ,comes a change of policy~~ 

and we have this expedition to Bagdad, a 
complete reversal of policy, unaccompanied, so far 
as I ·can see, with any big enough· effort to put. the 
Government and organisation of India, which was. 
then on a peace footing, on a war footing, for an 
aggressive war comparable to the change in policy. 
Therefore, the machinery was overturned ; there 
was no equipment for war, and when expeditions 
were sent abroad they_ ought to have been equipped 
in a way comparable to the equipment of the ex-· 
p~ditionary forces in this country and in our· 
J.)ominions. As a matter of fact, here comes what. 
I regard a true reduction from this source. The· 
machinery of Government in this country, with its 
unwritten constitution, and the machinery of Govern· 
ment in our. Dominions, has oroved itself sufficiently 
e}astic, sufficiently capable of modification, to turn 
a. peace-pursuing instrument into a· war-making 
instrument. · It ·is the Government of Indi9. &lone 
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which does not seem. capable of transformation, and 
I regard that as based upon the fact tha: the 
machinery, is statute, written machinery. The· 
Government of India is too wooden, too iron, too 
inelastic, too antediluvian, to . be any use for the 
modern, ptirposes we have in view. I do not believ.e 
that anybodycould ever support the Government 
of India from the point of view·of modern require• 
ments. But it would do. Nothing serious had 
happenei since the Indian mutiny, the public was 
not interested in Indian affairs, .and. it requiryd ·~ 
crisis to direct attention to the' fact that the Indian· 
Government is an indefensible system of Go~ern
ment. I remember when I first carue to the House, 
when my Hon. Friend opposite, he ·will perhap~ 
forgive me for re~inding him of. the fact, and ! 
were members o-f one.of.those Committees which· 
Members of Parliament form themselves into, and 
.he spent the whole of his' time in trying to direct 
his' colleagu~s, attention, to the necessity of thiriking,. ' 
about India. He urged people to go to

1

the Deba.tes. . . ~ . . ' . 
about it. I was one of those whom he got to go to 
the early debates, when Lord Morley took charge qf' 

, its affairs. Was he successful? Does anybody· 
remember the Ip.dian Budget Debates before the 
War? Upon that day phe House was a.I:ways empty. 
India did not matter, and the 'Debates were 'le~& 
to . people on the one side whom their enemies 
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flometimes\ called "bureaucrats,." and on the other 
side to people-whom their enemies sometimes. called 

· f' seditionists,~' until it almost came to be disreput· 
able to take part in Indian Debates. It required a 
crisis of this kind to realise how important Indian 
affairs were. After a.ll, is the House of Commons 
to be blamed for that? What was the Indian 
Budget Debate? It was a purely academic discus
sion which had no effect whatever upon events in 
India, conducted after the events that were being 
discussed, had taken place. How can you now 
defend the fact . that the Secretaries of State for 
India alone of all the occupants of the Front Bench,· 
with the possible exception of the Chancellor of the 
Duchy .. of· Lancaster, are .not responsible to this 
House for their salaries, and do not come here with 
their Estimates in "order._ that the House of Commons 
may express its ·opinion? 

Mr. DILLON: I have said so over and over 
again in .this House. 

. Mr. MoNTAGU : I know, and I am not. 
blaming anybody for it. What I am saying now 
is in the light of these revelations of this inelasticity 
-of Indian government, however much you could 
gloss over those indefensible proceedings in the past, 
the .. time has now come to alter them. Does the 
~on. Member resent,my advocacy of a change? 
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Mr. DILLON: For twenty years a small greup 
-of us have been demanding that the salary of: the 
Secretary of State for India should be put. on the 
Estimates and the two Front Benches always solidly 
.Combined against us. 

Sir J .. D. REES: Was there not justification for. 
ihat in tae tone of the Debates ? 

•. 

· Mr. DILLON : That may be your opinion .. · 

Mr. ~.MACNEILL: You (Sir J.D. Rees) contri
buted very largely. 

Mr. MoNTAGU: The tone of those Debates 
was unreal, unsubstantial and ineffectiye. If Esti
mates for India, like Estimates for the Secret~ry of 
State for Foreign Affairs and the Colonial Secretary, 
were to be discussed on the floor of the House of 
•Commons, the Debates on India would be as good 
:as the Debates on foreign affairs. After all, what is . 
the difference '? Has it ever been suggested to the 
people of Australia that they should . pay the 
·salary of the ' Se.cretary. of State for the Colony ? 
Why should the whole cost of that building in 
Charles Street, including the building itself, be an 
item 'of the Indian tax-payer's burd.en rather than. 
·of this House of Commons and the people of the 
·Country? If I may give one. exa~ple of the incon
venience of the e~isting system, I would refer to the, 
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Indian Cotton Duties Debate which occurred in this. 
House this year.' ·The Cotton Duties had been im· 
posed and there was no possible way of undoing 
that-.. That is the attitude in. which we always. 
debate Indian affairs. You ·have got no opportunity 
.of.·. settling . the policy. It has been sometimes. 

· questioned whether a democracy can rule an 
Empire. t. say that in this instance the democracy 
has' never hacl the opportunity of trying. But even 
if t4e House of Commons werE) t.o. give orders to 
the Secretary of State, the Sec'retary of State is not 
his own master. In matters vitally affecting India~ 
he can;be overruled by a majority of his Council. I 
'may be told that th~ cases are very rare in which the 
Council has differed from the ·Secretary of State 
fo~ India: ·I know one case. anyhow, where it was. 
a very 'near thing, and where the action of the 
Council might' without· remedy have involved the 
Government of India 1n a. policy out of harmony 
with the declared policy of the House of Commons. 
and the Cabinet. And these gentlemen are appoint· 
ed for seven years, and can only be controlled 
from the Houses of Parliament by a resolution 
carried in both Houses· calling on them for their 
resignations. . The whole system of the India Office 
is designed to prevent control by the House of 
Commons for fear that there might be too advanced 
a: Secretary of State .. ·I do not say that it is possible· 
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to g~vern India through· the intervention .of the· 
Secretary of State with nQ expert advice, but.what'. 
I do say is that in this epoc~ now after the 
Mesopotamia Report, he must get his expert advice 
in some other way thap. by thi.s Council of men,. 
great men though, no doubt, they always are, who. 
come home after lengthy service.in India to spend 
the first year of their retirement as members of the. 
Council of · India. ·No wonder that the practice of· 
telegrams· backward· and forward• ana' of private· 
,telegrams, commented upon by the Mesopotamia. 
Report, has· come into existence. 

Does all.v Member of this House know much 
about proced~re in the India Office, how the c'o~ncil 
sits in Committees, how there js interposed between 
the Civil servant . and the political chiefs the· 
Committees of the India Council, and how the draft 
on some simple question comes up through the
Civilservant t(} the Under-Se~retary of State, an~· 
may be referred back to .the Committee which· 
sends it back to him, and it the,n . goes to ~he, 
Secretary of State, who' then sends it to ~~e India, 
Council, which may refer it back to the Cofumittee, 
and two or three times in its history may go back-:· 
wards and forwards~ I say that tha~. is a system 
so cumbrous, so designed to prevent efficiency and. 
change that in the light of these revel~~ions it ca.n-
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not continue to exist. I speak very bitterly, and I 
"Speak with some feelings on this subject, for in 
the year.1912 a very small modification in this · 
machinery was attempted ,by Lord Crewe, and 
.~ Bill was introduced into the House , of Com
mons. On the motion of Lord Curzon, it was 
thrown out on Second Reading in another place. Its 
.authorship was attributed to me, and I was sappos
·ed to have forced it on my noble chief, because I 
found that the machinery of the India Office was 
not good for my own purposes. My only desire• 
:then, as it is now, was to try and find som~thing which 
had some semblance of speedy action. Government 
·offices are oftim accus~d of circumlocu~on and red 
iape. I have been to the India Office and to other 
offices. I tell the House that the statutory 
organisation of the India Office produces an apo
-theosis of circumlocution and red tape beyond the 
·dreams of an ordinary citizen. Now I will come 
·to one particul&r detail of the India Office adminis
iration before I pass from this subject. I think the 
. Mesopotamia Reports tigmatises the conduct of the. 

Stores Department as in one. respect unbusiness
·like. The Stores Department of the India Office 
:is a Department whose sole function-a most im
J>Ortant · function certainly,..-is the purchase ,of 
.millions of pounds worth of equipment for the Indian 
.Army,. clothing and such like. It is presided over 
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by a Civil servant. In the year 1912 or 1913, ar 
vacancy occurred in that o:Bice; and it was suggest
ed then that the proper man to superintend mere 
purchasing operations of that . kind was a business
man, an institution of the policy always associated 
with the "Prime Minister. Great difficulties appear
ed in. the way of the appointment of a business man 
and a Civil servant was appointed. But it was
agreed then that the next occupa:at of the Office
should be a business man. My right Hon. Friend 
the Secretary of State told me yesterday that a Civit 
servant had again been appointed. 

The Secretary of State for India (Mr. Ch~m
berlain) : I never heard of any ~uch agreeme:at. 

' Mr. MoNTAGU: My right Hon. Friend is not-
responsible for any agreement come to by his pre
decessor. I say it was then agreed as a policy tha.t 
a business man should be appointed to succeed the 
Civil servant. I am only giving this history to 
point out that now, after the Report of the Meso
potamia Commission, I would suggest to him. 
that the time has come to abolish the Stores. 
Department of the India Office, when the work 
that it is doing of clothing the Indian Army is. 
comparable entirely to the work which is now being 
done by the Ministry of Munitions and the Wa1!' 
Office for equipping our own Armies and the Armies. 
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.. of our Allies, and that the sooner all these multifa
rious supply Departments are. abolished and the 
whole business conce.ntrated under one roof and 

·under one office, the more .efficient will the supplies 
be. I come now· to the question of the. Government 

·of Jn,dia fron:i India. I th,ink that the control of 
·th1s House over_the Secretary of State .ought to be 
more real, and. I .would say further that the indepen-

. dence of the Viceroy from the Secretary of State· 
ought to. be much greater. You cannot govern a, 
great ·count:~;y by the despatch 'Of telegrams. The 
Viceroy ought to· have far greater powers devolved 
to him than is at present the case. When I say 
that, I do:submit that you cannot leave the Viceroy 

;.as it is. Are ther~ ·fou~ mu~h more busy men in 
this country than His Majesty the King, the Prime 
]\finister-, who sits opposite, the Secretary of 8tate 
for Foreig~ Affairs, and the Speaker of the House of 

'Commons'? Yet the analogous positions of these four 
posts are held by one man in India, and he is expected 
to be responsible and closely to investigat'e the con
. duct of a great expedition like this !'You cannot find 
an individual who can undertake the work. Your exe-
. cutive system in India has broken down, because it is . 
not .constituted for the complicated duties of modern 
.gover~ment ... But you cannot reorganise the Exe
·cutive Government of India, .remodel the Viceroy
.alty, .an.d'.give the Executive ,Government more 
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treedom from this House of Co~II1oiis ·and 'the 
'Secretary of State unless you make it more J:espon~ 

',Sible to the people of India.. Really the whole system ' . 
has got to be explored in the light of the. Mesopota~ 
mian Commission. It has proved to be of too much 
rigidity. My bon. and gallant Fri,end opposite .. in 
his Minority Report, .. I think-certainly 'in the 
q11estiona he bas asked in the House....:..seems to 
.advocate a complete Home Rule for India. I do 
not believe there is any demand for that in India 
on a. large scale. . I do not believe it will be 'possible 
.or certainly be a cure for these evils. 

Commander W edgwood ; I want that· to be the 
,goal towards which we are dri~ing. . . .. . 

,Mr. MoNUGU :As a goal, I see a different pic
iure ! I see the great Self-Governing Dominions and · 
Provinces of India organised and co-ordinated with 
the great Principalities, the ex.isting Principalities 
-and perhaps new ones-not one great Home Rule 

· country, but a series of Self-Governing Provinces 
and principalities, federated by one Central Govern-. 
ment. But whatever be the ~bject of your rule in 
India, the universal demand of those Indians whom 
I have met and corresponded with is that you 

1 
~should state it. Having stated it, you should give 
some instalment to show that you are in real e&r• 
nest, some beginning of the new plari which you 
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intend to pursue that gives you the opportunity of 
giving greater .. representative institutions in .some
form or other to the people of India, of giving them 
greater control of thei~ Executive, of remodelling 
the Executive~that affords you the opportunity of 
giving the Executive more liberty from home, 
because you cannot leave your harrassed officials 
responsible to two sets _of people. Responsibility 
here at home was intended to replace or to be a 
substitute for responsibility in India. As you 
increase responsibility in India you can lessen that 
responsibility at honie. 

But I ~m positive' of this, that your·great claim 
to continue the illogical system of Government by 
which we have governed India in the past is that it 
was efficient. It has been proved to be not efficient .. 
It has been proved to be not sufficiently elastic to 
express the will of the Indian people ; to ma.ke them 
into a warring Nation as they wanted to be. The 
history of this War shows that you can rely upon 
.the loyalty of the Indian people to the British 
Empire-if you ever before doubted it! If you 
want to use that loyalty, you must take advantage 
of that love of country which is a religion in India~ 
and you must give them that bigger opportunity ef 
.controlling their own destinies, · not merely by 
Councils which cannot act, but by control, by 
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growing control, of the Executive.· itself. Then in 
your ·next War-if we ever .have War-in your 
next crisis, through tim.es of peS:c'e, you will have a 
contented India, an ~ndia, . equipped to help. · 
Believe me, Mr. Speaker, it is not a question of ex
pediency, it is not a question of desirability. Unless 
you are prepared to remodel,· in. the light of modern i 
experience, this century-old and cumbrous machine, ! 

then, I believe, I verily believe, that you will lose . 
your right to control the destinies of. the Indian 
Empire. 



MR. MONTAGU .AND INDIA. 

iUS FUTURE POLICY-JULY, 1917. 

Mr .. E. S. Montagu, Secretary of State for 
India, unanimously'adopted as candidate for West 
.Cambridgeshire, the Parliamentary representation 
of which he resigned on accepting Ministerial office, 
said: 

The offer- of the position of Secretary of State 
· for.Indi~t, was made to him recently, and after 

1 
few hours thought he came to the conclusion 
that anything a man \VaS asked to do now for his 
country by those who were responsible for guiding 
its destinies must be-. done. Nothing else mattered 
-no personal, no political considerations. Accord
ingly he had accepted the heavy responsibilities and 
the difficult ,anxieties of that office. 

Ever since he entered pubfic life he had taken 
an absorbing interest in the Indi1n fellow-subjects 
of the :king Emperor. He h\td served first as 
Under-Secretary to Lord Morley, the veteran states
man who represented all that was best in English 
public li_fe. .He had also ·served under, and as col· 
league of, Lord Crewe. H Lord Crewe has escaped 
some of' the abuse which public men r~ceive 4e 

I ' 
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certainly had escaped the. credit that was due to a 
wise and far-seeing statesman whose counsels were_ 
of the utmost value. He had served as a colleague 
of Mr. Austen Chamberlain, who in his resignation 
had acted from a fine sense of honour ·which had 
endeared him to the people of. this country, but in 
doing this he had inflicted a se~ious . ioss · on the 
counsels of the nation. ' 

I t!!(ke up the work (Mr. Montagu' proceeded) 
where Mr. Chamberlain left it a few days ago. As 
a private memb~r of the House of Commons, when 
I had no sort of ~otion that. I should be asked to fill 
any vacancy in the India Office, I made a speech on 
Indian affairs. That speech embodied the opinions 
I held and still hold. Mr. Chamberlain told ·the 
House of Commons that the reform of the Govern· 
ment in India was now under discussion between 
him and the Council and the Viceroy and ~fs Coun
cil and advisers in India. I take up that discussion, 
I hope, without interruption, where he left it and in 
due course the Government will announce their 
policy. 

There are only two issues now at stake-the 
successful conclusion of the war and adequate pre: 
paration for peace when it comes. For. some months 
I have been presiding over a. conference to consider 
the actual steps to be taken for bringing home from 
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abroad, releasing from service, and sending back to 
their homes the most gallant soldiers In history. The 
care of ~hose who ·fought and won is a first charge 
upon· statesmanship. Our plans are nearly ready, 
and with the co-operation of the Ministry of Labpur 
and the War Office our report will ·.soon be before 
the Government. · 

Everything depends, after the war on the 
rapidity with which we resume our peace vocations, 
The future of our returned soldiers depends largely . 
on the rapidity with which we can start manufactu. 
ring. Has not the war taught us, revivified and 
made more acute as a motive power, the sense of . 

, nationality? Our country and Empire must be 
. made secure. not only in arms, but in supplies. You 

will, after the war as now, have to suffer hardships 
and inconvenience. With all the efforts· that we 

' can make, there will be a shortage of shipping in 
the early months of p~ace. That will mean shortage 
of. all the food we might like and of raw material. 

. Let no one imagine that· these difficulties will 
disappear with the coming of peace; therefore, the 
more we produce and set ourselves to provide in the 
future, the better off we shall be. 

I 

You will have noticed that whenever I a.m 
asked to undertake any work I am assisted in the 
responsibility J assume by ex13ressions of opinion 
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from a certain section of the Press. That is their 
method, and they have time for it. What does it 
matter to us, after aU? I do. not stand alone. The 
present Prime Minister, who is squ~tring up so 
successfully to his gigantic . task; the late :Gord 
Kitchener, to whom we owed' almost everything at 
the beginning of the war; . Mr~ Balfour, whose 
work in America is still fresh in the mind of· evJy
body; ,Viscount Grey, whos~ diplomacy was the 
machinery. for rallying all the civilized nations 
of the world against Germany; .Mr. Churchiil, 
who mobilized the Navy on the eve of the war: 
Lord· Haldane, who gave us on the Expeditionary . 

. Force; even Mr. Asquith, whose wise leadership · 
held the co':lntry together in unity for the first two' 
and a half years of the war-all these, Liberals and: 
Conservatives come in for their share. · 

What does it matter ? The fact remains that I 
base my right to serve my country upon your confi· 
dence, and while I have that I shall pay no atten

' tion to anything else. (Cheers.) 

Mr. Montagu con~luded with the statement 
that the expressions of confidence he had· received 
from many in that constituency and in India gave 
him this assurance, that it would not be from want· 
of friends if he failed. 
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" The history of this war sho~s that you can 
rely upon the loyalty of the Indian people to the 
British Empire-if you: ever before doubted it ! 
If you want to use that· loyalty you must take 
advantage of that love of country which is a reli
gion in India,' and you must give them that bigrer 
opportunity of controlling their own destinies, not ' 
merely by councils which cannot act, but by cont· ~~, 
rot, by growing control, of the Executive itself." 

Mr. E. S. Montagu in· the House ~!Commons. 

~-----,·' 
INDIAN NATIONAL LITERATURE 

PUBLISHED BY 

GAN ESH & Co., MADRAS. 

" I do not for one moment wish to discounte· 
~ance Self-Government for India as a national 
Ideal. It is a perfectly legitimate agitation and 
has the warm sympathy of all moderat~ men." I LORD HARDINGE. 

September1 1917, THIS CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS ONES. 



J. N. TATA. 
1 

HIS LIFE AND LIFE WORK. 

~ND EDITION. 

BY D. E. WACHA. 
. The na.~e o.f Mr. J. N .. TA~A is a.lready inscribed on a.n enduring 
lrulnument 10 thiS countr~ a.s a great captain of industry and a. patriot of 
the. purest ray serene. His Is suoh a life a.s to le~~oTe behind a. fra.gra.n1e 
Which we are sure Will last for m~~ouy a. generation to ceme. Thoile who a.re 
interested in the material advancement of the country will do well to read 
the book to know what a. man of action has done and is recommended 
partiou~arly to the student ~opulation to whom it will serve a.s an inspira.tion 
far patient work and actiOn, The book contains 14 illustrations and 
is bound in cloth and gilt. 

PRICE RE. 1-0-0, 

SELECT OPINIONS. 
The Times of India observes in a le~ding article: 

• • • • • The little brochure should be in the hands of every 
Indian student and school boy and pondered upon by all engaged on India's 
work for it enshrines both the spirit and the achie'l@ment of a. great Indian 
'tt.nd a true patriot. 

The Bombay Chronicle writes in a leading article unde~ the beading 
".4.. Great Example." The whole life and work of J, N. TATA, his 
character, his energy and enterprise, his unconquerable determination to 
succeed in whatever ne undertook and above all, the generous patriotism 
and far seeing phila.nthrophy with which he applied &he results of his own 
success to &be advancement of his own country, a.re a lesson which should 
form part of the education of every youn~ Indian. 

, The Hindu writes in a leading a.rtiole : Tile appearance at the present 
time of a. short biography of the late Mr. J. N. TATA. wdtten by his life
long friend admirer; Mr. D. E. WMha, is peculiarly appropriate, forDo
where else could a more valuable ex:i\mple be found for what indomitable 
~nergy, great persever.;moe and practical phihmthrophy cou4.d achieve in the 
Indumial World. That lesson is necessary to be learot as much by the 
Government and the fascinating story- narrated to us by M r, Wacha 
furnishes valuable guidance on many other matters. 

Tlie Bengalee writes in a leading article: · The life of such a. man is 
worth a hundred dissertation on Patriotism. It is inspiring-is is calcula.,ed 
to rouse the desponding and to stimula.,te the ardour of the optimistic. 

Ganesh &: Co., Publishers, 39. Tha.mbu Chetty St., Madras. 



NEW BOOKS ON EDUCATION 

NEW WAYS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
BY 

JAMES H. COUSINS. 

Essays on the works of several of the leading contem· 
porary and recent poets in the English language including 
'Tagore, Arabinda Ghose, Yeats, A. K Carpenter, Phillips, . 
Meredi~h, Austin, and the younger English poets. The 
.author ende&vours to raise literary criticism to a higher 
level and to uncover the spiritual basis of modern poetry: 
.His personal contact with several of .the au,hors dealt with · 
gives a special interest to the book. . · 

D. C. 16 M. 0. Cloth bound. Pl'iee. Re. 1. 

THE .KINGDOM OF YOUTH 
.Es.says towards National Education. 

BY 

JAMES H. COUSINS. 

CONTENTS. 

The 'Kingdom of Yo~ti. 
The Triangle of Imagination. 
The Trinity of Education. 
The Co-opertive Spiri& in Education. 
The Education of Cir9umstances. 
Educatii:mal Foundations. 

D. C. 16.M. 0. Price 8 as. 

Ganesh & Co., Publishel's, 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madl'as. 



SKETCHES OF INDIAN ECONOMICS 
BY 

R. PALIT (336 Pages, Rs. 1-8·0.) 
CONTENTS. 

Commercial Education. Foreign Competition. The Y'oung.er Genera~ 

tion. Advantages of Trade on the Joint Stock P~inoiple. America as. a. 
place of study. How industries are developed. The' Organisation of Credit. 
Some Reminiscences of India's Commercia.! Days. Our Tobacco Trade. ' 

·The Industrial View of India. Revival of Indian Industries. The Creation 
of National Wealth. Protection in Trade. Why Free Trade is not good 
for Indi~. Ou~ Wome,n and their place in Domestic Industry, How tO;. 
improve the Copdition of Indian Peasa.n~s. Our Mineral Resources. How· 
to educate our children, Nitrate of Lime and its value as a Fertilizer. 
Some. Industrial. ~~peots of Ivory Carving. The necessity of Technioa1 
Training in Modern Education. A plea for Agricultural Education and. 
Art Education applied to Industry. 

'-·.I 1 

OPINIONS; 
The Punjab Educational Journal.-The book contains much food for 

re:ll.eotion a.nd stimulus to action. 

·Speeches of H. E. Lord Hardinge. 
In bringing out. this collection of the speeches made by His Excellency

Lord Hatdinge during the years 1913-16, as a. tribute to His Lordship's 
eha,raoter and services, the publishers are convinced that they' are supplying 
'the public with a memorable record well worth treasuring. This volume· 
will carry .for.ward His Excellency's administration as revealed and recorded 
in hisspe~ches. (Over 600 Pages). · 

The Private Secretary to His ,Excellency Lord Sydenbam writes:
. His Excellency Lord Bydenh&m: is very glad ~hat the speeches Of His. 
Excellency the Viceroy hr..ve been published in permanent form and he 
is sure that, the publica,tion will do good, . 

Tke Private Secretary to Ris Excellency Lord Carmichael writes :
His Excellency wishes your venture all success, 

Price Rs .. 8. 

Ganes~ & Co., Publishers, 89. Thambu Cketty St., :Madras. 



SIR RABINDRANATH TAGORE. 
. ' 

His Life, Personality and Genius bv K. S. Ramaswami 
'Sastri,B.A., B.L.,'with a. Foreword by Mr.J,C. Rollo, Price 
Rs. 3. Concession rate to students, Rs. 2-8. 540 pages. 
Cloth bound. 

;, Himself 3 poet and man of letters, and a lover of all that is pure and 
noble in this ancient land and in oth~r la.nds Mr. Ra.maswami Sastri brings 
-the equipment of sympathy learning, and culture, intellectual and 
.spiritual, to bear upon an appreciation of Rabindra.nath Tagore whose 
'POetry is the language of the Soul of India. 

Mr. Ra.maswami Sastri has given vital help toward3 the understa!lding 
·of Rabindranath and his religious, lyrical and dramatic conceptions and. 
calso a comprehensive study that is invaluable. The"author does for Ta.gore 
what Stopfo~d Brooke has done for Tennyson and Browning-to supply a 
'PO~ula.r exposition, critical and exhaustive of the Poet's work, which will · 
<Compel a study of the works themselves on the pa.rt of those unacquainted , 
with the poet and will interpret their own thoughts and emotions to those 
who have eome under the magic apell of· the Prophet-Poet's genius. Au. 
.excellent pomait of Dr. Tagore forms the fronticepiece. 

CHAP. CONTENTS. 

I. Introductory. Tagore-A Study, 
II. Gitanjali. 

III. Gardener, 

IV. The Crescent Moon; 

V, Chitra, 

VI. The King of the Dark Chamber. , 

VII. The Post Office. 

VIII. Translation of one hundred p0ems of Kabir 

IX. Fiction, 

X. Sadhana. 

XI. Tagore's Miscellaneous Writings and Speeches, 

XII. Oonclusion. 

XIII. BibliograpHy. 

Ganesh & Co., Publishers, 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madras~ 



• Beadable description, pleas~nt narration and uluable informati4n •• 

URGE DIVINE 
BY SAINT NIHAL SINGH. Price Re. 1. 

The essays comprised· in ~his volume are varied in character, They 
relate to agricultural, industria.!, educational, phil!lnthropic and pers.ona.J 
topics, There is none of them which does not point a valuablA moral for 
India. In modernising herself India has necessarily to profit by the 
experience of other countries, Even where the form cannot be reproduced 
the method is bound t\• be inst.ruotive. And the present essays, C0ntaining
as they do the observations of a.n intelligent Indian, who wields a facile
pen an( has travelled through many lands are full of rare 'and useful 
information and are caJculated to serve the object the author has .avowedly 
in view-the uplifting of this ancient land. 

, Messages of Uplift·for India. 
Containing Essays, 'Descriptive, Educational and 

Critical. By Saint Nihal Singh, 320 pp. 

PRIC~ Rs. 1·4·0. 

OPINIONS, 

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice'¥. Krishnaswamy liyar: H was a good 
idea of yours to publish them in a collected form, They contain th& 
impressions of an ardent Indian frem man-y foreign lands through\whicb 
he has travelled with observant eyes. They must certainly appeal to many 
a young inan in the country eager for foreign travel and burning wiih e. 
desire to elevate his countryn:en. 

Sir. D.E. Wacha:-! always read them with care a~ attention. They 
are most interesting and suggestive. 

G11.nARh 8! On .. Pnblisheu. 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madr.aa. 



THE BOOK OF THE HOUR-JUST PUBLISHED. 

MR. MONTAGU ON. INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
" ' 

With a Foreword by Dr. Sir S. Subra.manya Aiyar. 

This is an exhaustive collection of all the- speeches 
delivered by Mr. E. S. Monta.gu ~n Indian affairs ever since 
his appointment at £he India Office as Under-Secretary to 
Lord Morley up-to-aate inclusive of the speech he deliver
ed on assum,ing the Office of the Secretary of State f?r 
India. The speeches embodied in this volume represent a 
true picture of Mr. Montagu and his views about India and 
also foreshadow his. future administrative policy. The 
publication includes not only the speeches delivered in the 
House of Commons but also a number of other speeches 
which were made by him on various occasions and which 
are' of importance to 'India. The _book is sure ,to be of 
special interest to readers as it opens with a valuable intro
duction written by our veteran leader Sir S. Subramanya 
Aiyar and contains the portraits of Mr. Montagu and Sir 
S. Aiyar together with an ·index. 

CONTENTS: Budget speeches for . .1910, 1911, 1912 
and 1913, Indii.m Railways and Irrigation. The. Condition 
of India. The In4ian Police; Liberalism and India. The 
Government of India Bill. The Indian High Courts Bill, 
Opium Traffic, India and Protection. The Land Problem 
and India. His Visit to India. ·Reply to Lord Curzon on 
the India Council Bill. Tribute to Sir KG. Gupta, Mesopo
tamian Commissi'Jn and Indian Administration, and His 
Future Policy. 

-Price Re. 1·8·0. Onr, ~50 Pages. D. C. 16 M. 0. 

Ganesh & Co., Publishers, 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madras. 



' 
S\VAMI 'DAY ANAND SARASWATI 

HIS LIFE AND TEACHINGS. 
BY 

, SIVANANDAN PRASAD KULYAR, 

Price ne. 1. 
"Among the ~akers of Modern India, Swami Dayanand Saraswati will 

be remembered not only for the .boldness and originality of his !reaching a; 
but also for the supi:eme ha.lo that surrounds the aotualliie of the sage who 
}ltaotised what he preached. He thus takes rank: with the great men of all 
times. As such the Life and Teachings of the founder of the Arya Sarpaj, 
just published by Messrs, Ganesh & Co., is an adequate tribute to the genius 
and character of tha great social, and educational reformer who flourished 
at a most critical juncture in Modern Indian history and whose influence 
ilan only be said to be increasing in the years that lie before us. Prof, Rama 
Deva's foreword is a fairly exhaustive appreciation of the life and services 
of the great sage and the author's treatment of the oa.reer and teachings of 
the Swami is at once critical and profound," 

Sir Rabindranath Tagore 
A STUDY 

BY 

K. S. RAMASW AMI SASTRI, B.A., B.L., 

~ice As. 4. 

THE 

Present crisis in Hindu Society 
BY 

K. S. RAMASWAMI SASTRI, :s.A., B.L.~ 

· Price Is. 6. 

Ganesh &: Co., P~blisber~, 39. Thambu Chetty St. Madras. 



1NDIA'S CLAIM FOR HOME RULE 
. A comprehensive.· collection of the speeches 

and writings of eminent English men and women 
· and representatives of the princess and the peoples 

<Of India. 
A Telling Case for Grant of Home Ruie 

'for India. 
OU~ SPOKESMEN. 

1 De.dabai Naoroji, 
2 Surendra.nabh Banerjee. 
3 Lord Bishop of Madras. 
4 Mrs. Annie Besant, 
5 Hon. Mr. Ibrahim Rahim-

tulla. 
6 L.A. Govindaragava. Iyer. 
7 Mrs. Ba.rojini Naidu. · 
8 R.N. Mudholkar. 
9 Pandit Jugat N'\rain. 

10 Ambikaoha.ra.n Muzumdar. 
11 Bal Gangadbar Tilak; 
1~ Hon. Mr. Muzrul Haque. 
13 Sir ,Dinshaw Petit. 1 

14 Babu Bepin Chandra Pal. 
15 Joseph Baptista; 
16 Dr. Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
1'1 Jehangir Petit. 
18 Hon, Mr. B.N. Sarma. 
19 Hon. Mr. Abdul Rasa). 
~0 Sir Rabindranath Tagore. 
:21 H.H. Maharaja of Alwar. 
:22 H.H. Maharaja of Bikanir, 
liS Hon, Pandit M.M. Mala.viya. 

24 Hon. Mr. Nabiulla. 
25 Hon. Mr. M.A. Jinnah. 
26 Lord Bishop of Calcutta. 
27 Hon. Ra.j11h Mah~<mudabad. 
28 Mr. Mahomed Ali. 
29 ll;[r. Syed Wazir Hasan. 
30 Lala Lajpat Ra.i. 
'81 Mr. Hasan Imam. 
32 Sir B.P. Sinha. 
33 Ba.bu Arabinda Ghose. 
34 Sir Krishna Gupta. 
35 ·Lord Harding e. 
36 Mr. J.B. Cotton, 
37 Sir William Wedderburn. 
38 The Rt. Hen. Mr. E.B. Mon-

ta.gu. · . 
39 'Commander Wedgewood. 
40 Dr. John Pollen. 
!1:1 Dr. Rutherford, 
42 Mr. Webb. 
43 Mrs. Webb. 
44 Mr. S.H • .Swinny. 
45 Mr·. Herbert Burrows. 
46 Dr. Sir B. SnbramanyaAiyar; 

The Publishers hope that the historic Introduction with which 
the Yolume opens and the Appendix at the end of the book 
containing the memorable documents mentioned below will be of 
.special interest. · 

1. The Memorandum of the Nineteen. 
2. The Boheme of the Congress and Moslem League. 
3 .. The Programme of the British Congress Committee. 
4. The' Aims of the Indian National Congress as expressed by 

·the 31 Presidents of the Indian National Congress. 
5. Representative views of several Englishmen and Indians 

of all shades of opinion on Self-Government for India. 
Price Rs. 2. 

<Janesb i. Co., Publishers, 39, Thumbu Chetty St., Madras. 



2nd Edition Just Published. 
\ ... 

Select Essays of Sister Nivedita 
With an Introduction by Mr. A. J. F. Blair, -.. \ . 

Editor, " Empire," Calcutta. 
This is a comperhensive collection of the select easays of the late Sister 

Nivedita., who was de?oting her life to the cause of India. The publishers hope 
that a. perusal of the hook will amply repay the readers, Th9 book opene 
with an introduction by Mr. A. J, F. Blair, Editor, "Empire," Calcutta, and 
is illustrated with four half-tone pictures. There is an appendix to the book 
containing some tributes paid to the memory of the late Sister by well-known 
personages suoh as' Mrs. J, C, Bose, F. J. Alexander, 8. K. Batcliffe, A. J. 
F. Blair and others. Price Rs, 1-8-0. 

Art and Swadeshi 
\ 

BY: 

Dr. A. K. COOMARASWlMY, D.Sc. 
Contains Essays on Indian Art and Swadeshi. Profusely illustrated 

with eighteen rare and original pictures and handsomely bound, Price Re. 1. 
The Tribune writes :-Both the author and publishers of Art & 

Swadeshi need no imroduction to the Indian Public,_ A K. Coomaraswa.my, 
the author, has already gained a wide reputation as one of the most able 
interpreters. of Indian Art and Messrs. Ga.nesh & Co., the publisher&, are 
well-known .for bringing om o~eap and useful editions of works gready ap
preciated by the reading public, · The present volume is a compilation witb 
illust-rations of a few addresses and essays of Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy 
mainly dealing with the ideals and prospects of Indian Art on the Indiao 
Na-tion. 

The Message of the East. 
By Dr. Ananda. K. Coomaraswamy. 

Price As. 4. 

Ganesh & Co., Publishers, 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madras. 



THE INDIAN NATION .BUILDERS .. 
This is the only Publioation which gives the biographies and speechee< 

of thirty-six eminenll Indians, whh their portr~its in thtee comprehensive
volumes at such a cheap cost of Rs. 4-8·0 (Volume I, Re. 1.s:o Vol, Il,. 
Rs, 1·8-0; Voi. Ill, Rs, 1-8-0), 

Yolume I. FIFTH EDITION 
r. Mahadev Govind Ranade ' 
1!. Ananda Mohan Bose 
3. Babu Su~endra Nath Banerjee 
4. Sir P.M. Mehta 
5. Hon. G. K. Gokhale 
6, Mr. G. Subramania Aiya.r 
7. Dr. Rash Be,hari Ghose 
8. H. H. The Gaekwa.r of Baroda 
9. Pa.ndit Madan Mohan Malaviya 

10. Lala Lajpat Rai 
11. Babu Bepin Chandra Pal 
12. Mr. Abdul Rasul 

Yolume II. 
13 .. Dadabhai Naoroji 
14. W. C. Bonnerji ' 
15. Justice B. Tyabji 
16. Bal Gangadha.r Tilak 
17. Dinshaw Edulji Wacha 
18. La.! Mohan Ghose 
19. Romesh Chunder Dutt 
20. Swami Viveka.na.nda 
21. Lala. Hans R11j 
~~. Raja Sir T. Madhan Rao 
23. Ra.o Bahadur R. N .. Mudholkar 
24. H.H. The Maharajah of Mysore 

Yolume III. 
25. Sir Gurudas Banerjee 
26. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan 
27, Pandit Ajudianath 
28, K. T. Telang , 
29. H.H. The Late Nizam of 'Hyderabad 
30. M. K. Gandhi 
31. Babu Auabinda Ghose 
32. Babu Aswa.ni Kumar Dutt 
33, Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy 
34, Sir Rabindranath Tagore 
35. Sir K. Seshadri Aiy~r 
36. Bankim Chandra Cll.atterjee ' 

The three yolumes, it purchased at a time, will be ginn for Rs. fi.o.o. 

Ganesh & Co., Publishers, 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madras. 



1.NEW EDITIONS JUST PUBLISHED 

Speeches o( Babu Surendranath 
Banerjee~ 

Srd EDITION. 

This 'is an exhaustive collection of all the speeches of Ba.bu Surendra
rna.th ·Banerjee delivered in England duting his visit to attend the Jmperia.l 
'Press Corlferel)ce. Mr. Banerjee deale in his speeches which embody tho 

'book, with the burning questions. of the day such as Indian Loyalty, Self. 
-Government, the Congress, the tyranny .0f the settl~d fact, the distempered 
official min~, the depodations, the burea.uera.ey, -a.na.rehism, the Reform 
i)cheme and. the Indian. unres& in an effective and impressive ma.nner, which 
·is sure to convince the British public and lead the way to the emancipation 
flf India. The booli also contains the notable speeches of Lord Morley on 
..Literature ana Journalism and the a.~tack of Lord Cromer ·on the Indi&n 
Press with the portraits of Lord Modey and Mr. Banerjee. Price ls. 8. 

r·ITHE BON. PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA. 

His L,ij6 and Speeches. 

2nd EDITION. IBEVISED AND ENLARGED). 

The spesohe11 which are embodied in. this volume are not ~ere speeches 
.. put they are the fruit aDd 1J.ower of a soul deeply rooted in i sense of the 
·eternal verities of life, of a character distinguished by simplicity and self. 
eontro\. of a.n intellect given to an hoaesG s&udy of faelia and an impar,ial 
.:and fair-minded presentation of them, The publishere are con'linaed tha.t 
they ar.e supplying the Indian reading public with a reoord of activity exerci· 

.aed on. behalf of ~he country whioh will serve to inf.Ue moraleeriousness, 
honest st.ud.Y, ~nd. str~~uous endeavour into the life bot\1, privaee and publio, 
of all who seek to take part in .India's public life. Price B1. lJ.a.o. 

· Ganesh &: ,co., Publishers, 39. Thambu Chetty St.,lladras .. 



. SIXTH EDITION REVISED &: ENLARGED~ I , . 

SWAMI RAM TIRTHA 
\ 

~IS LIFE AND TEACHINGS. 

OVER 800 PAGEs: D. C. '16M. 0. CLOTH BOUND. PRICE Is. 2-8-0,. 

CONTENTS. 
Parti-

1. Life Sketch 
lt Criticism and Universa.l Love 
a. Burning Rest -
4. Practical Wisdom or Balanced 

Recklessness 
5. The Spirit of. Yajna. 
6. Fores\ Talks 

Oriental Club, Vedanta-and Pro. 
perty Reformers, Stories, 
Love and Rest · 

'1. National Dha.rma 
8. The Way \o Realization of Self 
9. Himalayan Scenes 

10, Rams's Message: The Problem of 
India 

11. The Secret of Success (Japan Leo· 
'urel 

111. The Secret of Success (American 
Lecture I 

13. Present Needs of India 
H. Religion 
15. ·Proposed Principles for Sadha.ran 

Dharma Sabha 
16. Hinduism : Ancient and Modern 
17. Expansion of Self 
18. The Goal of Religion 
19. Poems · 
20. Letters 
2!. An a.ppeal to Americana 

Pa.rt Il-

l. The Sacred Syllable OM 
II, The Brotherhood of Man· 
3. History and Home of Happinesa; 
4. The Light of Lights 
5. Realization of God through Love 
6, The Infinite in the Finite 

. 7. The way to the· fulfilment of ali. 
desires 

8.' The Rod of Moses 
9. Out of Misery to God within 

,10. How to make your Homes Happy-
11. Married Life and Realization · 
12. Man: The master of his own. 

destiny · 

13, Realism and Idealism 
14.· Vedanta and Socialiam 
15. The Problem of Sin . 
16. The Path of Truth 
17. The Goal :>l Religion 
18. True Spiri~uality and Psychic 

Powers 
19. The Spiritual· Law of Charaoter-
20, The Kingdom of Heaven 
21. Instructive Stories , 
2\a, The Treasure of V e.dicPhilosophy' 
!J3. Pranayama . 
1!4:. Indian woman hood 
25. Indian wile hood 

The ldyocate of India writea ::_All those who are interested in the· 
ihoughts of the East should buy, beg or borrow this book and study it, 

The Hindllatan Rniew writes :-The present edition, whioh has been' 
carefully re•ised and considerably enlarged, collects for the first time.so:i)je
of the Swami's moat characteristic wdtings which enhance the value of an 
already excellent boot. The get-np does oredi~ so the resources of the 
pu'bliahing firm of Messrs. Ganesh & Co., Madras. 

Ganesh & Co., ~ublisher1, 31 .. Thambo Chetty St., Madras. 



Mrs. ANNIE BESANT. 

·r HE bravest and purest worker for the public good in 

iller generation whose one persis~ent aim is to live 

For every'cause that lacks assistance, 

For every wrong that needs resistance, 

For the fut~ure in the distant\ 

~And the go~d that she could do. 

BY 

BABU BEPIN CHANDRA PAL~ 
' 

720 Pages Royal 32 M. 0. Cloth Bound. 

Price Re. 1. 

Ganesh & Co,, Publishers, 39. Thambu Chetty St., Madras 
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INDIA'S ,CLAIM FOR HOME RULE 

· A comprehensive collection of the speeches 
flnd :writings of~minent English men agd women 
:~nd representatives of the princess and the peoples' 
,of India .. · · }t · 

A Telling Case for Grant of Hoine Rul~ 
for India. 

' ',, ', 
OUR SPOKESMEN. 

. i Dad~bai Nao~oji. ~4 Han. Mr. Nabi~1la. 
2 Surelidr.anath Banerjee, 25 Han. Mr. M,A .• JiDilab, 
B Lord Bishop of Madras:' 26 Lord Bishop of Calcutta. 
4 Mrs. Annie Besant. 27 Ron. Rajah Maham)ldabad. 
5 Hon. Mr.lbrahim Rahim-· 28 Mr •. Mabomed Ali, 

· .·· .. ·1Dllli.i::~:fl~: 29 Mr; Syed W~zir Hasan, 
6'L.A."'~~mt!m.gava Iyer. ·· · 30 Lala Lajpat Rai, · 
7 Mrs, Sa.rajini Na.idu. 31 Mr. H)\s;;n Imam, 
S .R.N. Mudbolk!lr. 32 Sir S.P. Binh~t. . 
9 Pandit Jugat N·uain. .33 Itabu Arabind11 GboRe. 

10 .Amhikacharan Muzumdar, 34 Sir Krishna Gupta, 
ll Bal Gangadll~r Tilak, 35 Lord HardiDge, · 
12 Ron. Mr. Muzrul Haque. 36 Mr. J.s: Cotton, 
13 Sir Dinshaw Petit. 37 Sir William Wedderburn. 
~4 Babu Bepin Ch~Ddra Pal, 38 The Rt. Ron. Mt. E.S, Man• 

·15 Joseph Baptista. tagu. · 
16 Dr. Tej Babadut Sapru. 39 Commander Wedgewood. 
17 Jeha.ngir Petit, · · 40 Dr. John Pollen, 
18. Hou; Mr. B.N. Sarma. ·· 41 Dr. Rutherford, 
19 Ron. Mr. AQdul Rasal. ~2 Mr. Webb,'· 
20 Sir Rabindra[\ath Tagore. 43 .Mea. Webb. 
2~ H.H .. Maharaja of Alwat. H Mr, S,ij, Swinuy, 
22 H.Ho:Maharaja of Bikanir. 45 Mr. Herber' Burrow&. 
23 Hon. Pandi.t M.M. Malaviya. 46 Dr. SirS. SubramanyaAiyar. 

, The Publishers. hope that the historic Introduction with which 
the Tolume. opens and the Appendix at the end of the boo.ll 
containing. the memorable .documents mentioned below Will be o! 
special interest. 

l. The Memorandum of the Ni~eteen. 1 
" 

2. The Scheme of the Con11ress and Moslem teague. 
3. .The Programme C)f the British Congress Committee. 
4, The Aims of the Indian National Cangress as expresaed by 

the 31 Presidents of the Iodian Nationn.l Congress. 
5. Representative views of several EDgliahmen and ludiau 

fol all shades of opinion on Belf.Gomnment for India, 
, ·· Price Rs. 2. 
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